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Then, if ,h., i. hi. „o^e. he will no. be. ,u.e,m.n.
By .hedogof E^p, he will , i„ .h. ci,y which i. hi. own he

cru-nly W.II.
. ough in .he l.„d of hi. bi«h perh.p. no,, unle.. he

1«ve a divine call.

1 underhand; you mean .h., he w,ll be a rule, in ,he ci.y of
wh.ch we are .he founder, and which exi... in idea only

; for I do
no. beheve .ha. U,e,e i. ,uch an one anywhere on earth ?

wh,ch he who de.„e. may behold, and beholding, may ... hi. ownhou« u. order. Bu, whether .uch an one exi.... or eve, w,ll e,i.. .„

^.. .. no m.«e„ for he will live af.e, Ae manne, of U.. ci.y.
h«vmg nodimg .o do wi.h any odier.

I think K>, he uid.

-Pla.o, Republic. 592 (tr. Jowet.).
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U the endeuvour of nmn to dra\* ncr to tl.nt ultimut.. reality
wjth which U .« hi. ..uivation to .uak. hi-nM-lf at ont^the endeavour
which i« on Its practical .idc rcli,-io„, on it. fworetical «id.- philo.-
ophy and theolofc^-tl.cre is an elemental distinction between two
tcndencien or n,ethod.. The one. to r-.d (Jo.l. denie. the world. The
other retains the world, but wheu God is found the world becomes
new; or rather, in lin.ling (iod the world also is found, for the knowl-
edge of God IS the ultimate truth about the world. To trace these
endencies in the broad outline of their historical relations of con-
Hict and of combination. wa> once the ho,... of the present writer.Such a study, if it could have neen undertaken successfuUv. wouldhave done two things: would have ..ast light on the forms which inhumanlnstory the religious endeavour to b,. .,t one with (Iod has
«su„.«l: and would have marked out for stu.lents. in an elen.entarv

but vet fundamental way. the ground-currents of the history ofphih,sophy and theology. lUn it is now almost certain that'tha

numlx.r of essays, written at different times and under different
crcumstanees as studies toward it. are published here ps separate
papers. Each can be read by itself; yet. since there is enoughhe original plan m the separate parts to give thorn a certain i nit^

s.: sio^ Fort

"

'"'' ^'""
^r"'" "^ '"'•'""""

"
-'^'^ ^'•^^-i-discussion. For this reason a sliort introduction has iK.en prefixed

tt pTp:;rt:r
^^^ -' ''- ''-'- -^ ^^^ --'- «^-'- ^

• '^Ir f'v'
u"" ''^^'"'''' '* ^''" ^'"^'^y "f "«"-«'-'1 T'niversitv and

.. published here by permission of President Eliot.' This i o„H a.mglo instance of the kindness with which through manv v ars hat^oat university has treated Canadian students Mhough we ca^fjo
' A few chaiiKc-i h«ve been made.
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PREFACE

her as strangers, she admitted us ungrudgingly to the use of her wide
resources, and by a hospitality more generous than can be told in
words bound to herself our hearts. 1 can scarcely record here the
names of all those who at Harvard, whether by mastery in the things
of the mind, or by personal kindness, placed me in their debt; but
those who have a better right than I can perhaps allow me to refer
with a gratitude made deeper by the sense of loss, to the gifted lady
who left all the world of New England poorer when she was taken
in sudden death from the place at the side of Professor Palmer which
she filled with such grace and power.

I am deeply indebted also to several of those who in old-world
universities are carrying forward the greater traditions of philosophy;
nor is my sense of obligation lessened by the fact that they would
disapprove of many things in these pages. The tlioughtfulness of
Professor Kiilpe, and the charm of his grave sincerity, orightened for
me a time at Wiirzburg when work was almost out of question.
To the kindness of the Master of Balliol I must refer with the special
reverence and gratitude due to one whose venerable primacy in
philosophy among English-speaking men makes him " our father Par-
inenides." And I must mention one other name: that of the late
Thomas Hill Green, whose living voice I had never the happiness to
hear, but whose Prolegomena to Ethics—since Cudworth's day the
greatest single piece of constructive work in the British literature
of metaphysic and ethics—was my " introduction " to the study of
philosophy.

But the masters in the schools of philosophy will find no fault
with me, if with the deepest gratitude of all I mention an influence
other than their own, though not alien to it—that of three men who
live now in God: Lesslie Matthew Sweetnam, who bore without
flinching a fiery trial of pain, and went early to death, giving his
own life in the attempt to save by operation that of a helpless stranger
—being in his death what he had been- in life, a prince among the
surgeons of his day, and a man whose character was a magnificence
of the spirit; John Fetch, sometime Professor of French in Victoria
College, Toronto, who throughout the long and painful illness which
preceded his death, showed to those who waited upon him the same
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affectionate consideration and gentle courtesy that (joined with the
finest sense of honour) had become in the days of hia strength the
settled habit of his mind; and my father, a brave and gifted man,
who endured wrong in silence, and in spite of a frail body and the
cruelty of circumstance dischaiged with fidelity the greater human
duties, and to whom at last there came gently the grace of sudden
death. To these three men, who were strong enough not to play the
rebel's part when their doom was hard, but had their hope in God,
and did with their might their work upon the earth, the pages which
follow are inscribed

: and it is the writer's grief that to their dear
and lamented names he is not able to erect a more worthy monument

VifTORiA College,

ToRO.VTn, Janiinrii, 1907.
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INTRODUCTORY

When bohig great Christian kingdom has along its borders no
rest from war, many young citizens—the lion being still supreme in
them»—can recognise but one service of the state. The watch upon
the frontier, with its discipline of arms and its incessant energies of
defense and attack, is to them at once the duty of a man and the
meaning of citizenship and the ideal life. But the years bring a
graver wisdom; the man who went out eagerly to the tented
field—if he has retained the clear sense of devotion to the state,
and has not become merely subdued to the trade of war—comes
more and more to see that, great as is his present service to the state,
there is another, quieter and greater. The ultimate strength of the
state lies otherwhere: in patient processes and structures of industry
and commerce and legislation; in unnumbered school-rooms; in those
ancient houses where learning is cherished for its own sake, and for
their own sake the sciences are cultivated, and out of piety the memory
of far-off benefactors is kept alive; above all, in the "relations dear"
of the homes, with their "charities of father, son, and brother," and
their establishment in uprightness and integrity of the characters of
those who presently are to do the world's work and shape the world's
life; and m those companions of the homes, without which homes
are scarcely homes at all, the parish churches that with sacrame-
and holy observances and the making of habitual prayer lie clos-
our mortal life from its beginning to its close :-parisli churcL.
where the vows of baptism arc made for little children; and with
Morning Prayer and Evensong the growing life is reminded dav by
day of the heavenly glory which is its end; and to each relationship
of life, with all that is in it of labour or sacred promise or discipline
of grief, there is brought by solemn offices the assistance of the
heavenly grace; and all, at last, the young with the old, the poor
side by side \nth the great, lay themselves down together to their sleep

1 Plato, Republic, 58«.

«
1



INTKODUCTORY

in tlie slmilow of the ancient walls. In these things is the strength

and true life of the state; nay, these things are the state; and to

them the man upon the frontier—if he is a man indeed, and the times
are not too grim—makes soon or late his way, leaving the vigil upon
the border to the younger men with whom the inward and spiritual

voices of the rational soul have not yet come to mastery and the call

of the trumpet remains the one voice of duty.

In our day there has been something similar to this in the com-
monwealth of philosophy. It too has had its border-warfare: the
strife between those who had, and those who had not, grasped the
ancient and cardinal insight of philosophy, that if you would under-
stand the nature of the world you must understand the relation of the
world to the soul. That insight received its first systematic applica-

tion, in a form singularly impressive and splendid, from Plato. And
to win it again and learn how to carry it once more to its systematic
application, lias been precisely the work of recent philosophy; a work
undertaken upon the impulse and suggestion of Immanuel Kant
Kant compelled us to see that in any attempt to form a view of the
world we must remember from the beginning that the facts of the
world—all facts that any man of science can in any sense inves-
tigate—are facts for self-consciousness. To say that anything is

capable of undergoing scientific investigation is to say that it is

capable of becoming present to, of being comprehended by, of having
its nature and structure expressed in forms of, the self-conscious spirit

which is man. To say that material objects can be known is to say
that material objects are capable of entering into organic union with
self-conscious intelligence. Indeed, it 'is not doing justice to the
facts of the case to say merely that in knowledge there is a union of
subject and object. Throughout the whole process of gaining knowl-
edge the mind itself is active; active in shaping the impressions
which are given to us into that objective order of facts in which we
live and which we call the world. So that the subject actually bears
a part in constructing its own object and its own objective order.
Hence, until you have studied that activity of mind, you do not under-
stand how your world has come to be what it is ; you do not under-
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stand the nature and structure „f the world of vour actual life. To
try to understand the nature of the world without reference to the
activity of the self-conscious subject, is like trying to solve a problem
in neglect of its central factor or to pronounce final verdict upon a
case ,n forgetfulness of the most immediately relevant part of the
endence Nothing, that is to say, worthy of being called a scientific
view of he world-in technical terms, nothing worthy of In-ing called
a rnetaphys,c--,8 possible to a man until he considers the relation of
subject and object; or, to state the case more narrowly, until he^7Z^ ^""^'^^^ -' -- ^'^ '^--" "^ the possi.

But in the age immediately preceding our own, philosophy found

' The Htntement, in the above Danurranh nt »h. «i,... .

. -tatement of fact. It 1h „„t meuK but it cla.^^^'"°'
our experience, i. Hlmp.y

de-cribin« the obter, with Which the metaphvKician ^Sn« anTr*" "'^..T'*'*''"''-
""

po««ibliity he „eekH to understand
"""'"y"":'*'' beK'ng, and the conditions of who«e

to any object other than thrp«ychl«i° oSect I^ o^r w" Z''\^''
''"'"^''"'' """ <=»"""•

experience are alway- Wchical reaMtlerH^nl !
"'^ ""^ "**""«« »' Individual

metaphyBic i. at onceTn pTt o" to argu" , h^t
21"".:""' '^'^" '""" P«y«ho>o«y to

altogether psychical, that ,^chexpYa^„^t«^i^J^^m.! T.^T '^ "*' "P''""^<» '"

this, in whichever way the individua? exZi^i . ' '"""V"'*'"'^ ''" P'ych'cal
: and

(or total, reaiity who^ naturrtieteUpC ian' eZTtn^^ "IT?."
'" '"" ''"^'"*'

cause, or as part to whole, nr as a product or «m^n .1 ?
""ow-whether as effect to

''^rr h rr^"''"'^"-'^" '^^^^^^^^ "'"'"" "^

bnsi?e:sTstr^X"rt;?h":froU
a:::-p"r:

'^"'="? .»'»"' --^"- " «"• HU
actually are. But if he perform, that Usktir.!^'

°' individual experience as these
itorno-.,ears the ^ou'nd tTr^lXXTro^X::L''l:7'''-^'':^^^^ "o ^'"-'"'
before; and this puts every denartment „f „hn™ ,

."" " "'''^'" •"»» »^n cleared
referring to this contribution ofThep-ychoio^^^^^^^ " ^n*""" '» »""•-'"
not of the older P«ycholOKy-whicr/Ca ^^°„'^*'^,''^^:^,^' '

^

ol«ervationin which neither component came to It." ght-but of'»h°
""**

rf""""*"^s psychology and nothing else ; the Psychology which in th«!^
th, psychology which

i8 the first of the sciences of observation. Tlfis Is ofto„ 1", L"!':;:' "'.f"'"^
the sciences,

mental,- psychology. But the adjectives are not need^ Whl^K^
""

u"
•"" " "P"'"

methods of exact measurement to such psychical oh.-ml.^''''" 'J"®
Psychologist applies

ment, he is doing only what any man If sdence ought tn d" "^t." "/ ""^t measure-
elements and certain Processes in our expcrienc3mi,*^!^,, ,

^^'' '""' ^^^^ "c'"""
not make experience and the experiene^rid^" thl ^ ' "*"' "•«»«"'^'nent, doe,
mechanical.-ln this connexion I should rTferwih w.JTT?'""^ °' "'"' *''«' •"»"
Professor Kirschmann of the University of Tor^n^i^^u""""*"""- ^ the name of
nesting that Professor Klrschma„rwould Approve of the v.l

'
""^ " '" ""^ """^ «"«•

but a. indicating my own gmtitude to him andTb^ tlacWng
"""""^ '" ""^^ P"«~ •

8
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INTRODUCTORY

itself fate to face with views of the world which were formed by
absolutely the oppo»ite procedure and yet were threatening to dom-
inate the world. For there are more metaphysicians in the world
tiian the Platonists and the Kantians. All men are metaphysicians
by nature; and most men impatient and hasty metaphysicians. They
rush into metaphysic from whatever scientific ground they happen
to have been working upon, and construct metaphysical systems with
whatever categories they have been accustomed to use, without con-
sidering that there is an intervening question—this question of the
possibility of knowiudge, and of the relation of the categories to

nature. The physicist, for example, when he obeys the human
impulse to be metaphysical, is tempted simply to treat the physical

imint of view as the ultimate one, and the categories of physical
science as the ultimate categories—the ultimate principles of explana-
tion of the world. Without quite seeing what he is doing—for since
he scorns the word " metaphysic," it is easy for him to imagine that
he also scorns the thing—he gets a metaphysic of his own at one
stroke, by simply taking his physics as metapiiysic. That the facts
of our experience have relations other than the physical; that an
investigation of these nu-iit lead to a deeper knowledge of the facts,

and even to a re-interpretation of tlie physical relations themselves;
that there is an inquiry (epistemology) which seeks to conduct pre-
cisely this investigation :—this he does not sec, and, not seeing it,

enters boldly and easily upon a world-view which is blind to all

aspects of the world but one; and so we get that hasty and premature
metaphysic which, when it puts the emphasis at one point, is called
Materialism: when at another point, the mechanical view of the
world. Then come other men of science who see that materialistic
and mechanical views are not adequate as explanations of the world
of our experience, but who yet will have nothing to do with the
epistcmological problem

: these, finding the wav of advance barred
to themselves, assert that it is barred to all men ; and thus we get
the final development of this type of metaphysic, the development
seen in the various forms of Agnosticism.*

sake^'not'^tha? whth "l"* T*";' 'V'"'*7»"«''
""»>• "^ «'"«<1 Ap,o«ticiHm for lU own

of M^sUcJm
' me,Ii«,val times, was simply one of the momenta

4



INTRODUCTOHY

These types of iiietaphysic have in our day exercised an immense
influence. In the lirst place they have been powerful through a sort

of transferred glory: the men who have urged them upon us are in

many ways our benefactors ; are meinl)er8 of that great host to whose
untiring labour and magnificent achievement in physical and natural
science we are all of us—and none of us more than the theologians—
profoundly indebted. And in the second place tlieir influence bus
been wide because the movement of thought already described, the
movement of thought by which one drifts into them from the modern
scientific consciousness, is so easy and so natural. Certain principles
of explanation used upon certain aspects of reality prove splendidly
successful

; what more easy than to take for granted that these are
the supreme principles in the whole arsenal of man's mind? And
tliat view once taken, the conclusions follow lircctly : cither you apply
these principles to the explanation of the whole process of the universe,
and so gain a materialistic or mechanical view of the world; or you
see that there are facts which these principles cannot explain, and then
you say that, since these principles are the supreme principles of
science, those facts are incapable of scientific explanation and lie

beyond the horizon of human knowledge altogether. But, however
easy such a movement of thought be, or however attractive to human
nature, the present-day student of philosophy who knows his own
field—which amounts to saying, who has entered into metaphysic by
the gateway of cpistemology—has no choice but to insist that views
formed in this way are premature, uncritical, dogmatic; they
announce their conclusions without having investigated a great prob-
lem which is not merely relevant but fundamental.

That is to i»ay, to return to the comparison of a moment ago, such
a student recognises in views of this sort the hostile encampments
upon the frontier; barbarians having nature's own strength in them
and therefore magnificent in intellectual and spiritual potentialities,

but seeking to destroy the ancient civilisation of church and state

in which alone can the nature in them or in any man come to its true
fulfilment. And while he is still young he is likely to feel it his
special vocation to take up the conflict with these; always he is

devising some new and clearer statement of Platonic or Kantian
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eputcinology, ^udi im will set out in plain light the immense and yot
rudimentory fallacy of which they are habitually guilty, and without
whuh their aystems and their outlook upon the world would never
have come into being at all. But as he grows older he finds that he
hiniHelf has something to learn; not a new lesson exactly, but a new
temper. To him as well us to others that graver wisdom of the vears
w brought; his heart begins to apprehend, and to respond to, a greater
call If his vocation is to be fulfilK.l in its integrity, he must pass
on to those constructive lal>ours that regard nothing save truth in her
eternal form. And to take part in such labours there is but one way •

he must turn to the ancient and catholic homes of his great science.
nuiHt make them the dwelling-place of his mind, in their faith andm the power of their still light must at once look upon and participate
in he struggle and fate of man. It is necessary, indeed, that the
controversy upon the marches Iw muintained. But that work of serv-
ing nod with the sword he may well leave to younger men. In the
kingdom of the intellect, tlie great.T servi.-.. of God is that of tho.ewho m peaceful lalKjur draw nearest to His glory ; and so, for himself,m the years that are left, he will turn toward that central region
where in their own native and appropriate form.-, the greater things
of i>hilosophy stand in peace, and the spirits of the masters abide in
the temples which they themselves have built. There he will dwelland will MH'k, so far as he can, both to live over again in himself the
great histories which have been enacte,] there, and to keep the access
to those homes of light open to whatever men may be led hv trouble
Of mmd or by an inner vocation to turn their faces that way."

But this central and catholic 'region of philosophy-what is it
liJce ? In a moment we shall have to consider the great division which
18 foun«l in It. But first we must note the distinguishing characters
in which all Its structures and labours share, and which make it, with
all Its divisions, still one realm. These characters are, in the main,
two; two characters which may .seem very 1 road, verv fugitive, verv
rnipalpable. to the man who looks upon the matter from the outside;
but the opposite of fugitive or impalpable to the man who looks outupon philosophy from its own central point of view. In the first

6



INTKODUCTORY

place, the phiJosojihiei! whicli Mong hen.', however radiially they ditTer

from one another in other resiK-cts, agree in this—they are a wigdotn

of the soul. Tliey reniemlwr that reality is the seat and home of the

soul, and that, therefore, in forgetfulness of the soul reality can never

be understood or rightly interpreted. In the second plate, they agree

also in this, that to them truth and life are one. With whatever

differences among themselves, they constitute that greater philosophy

which, at one and the same time and by one and the same impulse,

seeks to know reality and to enter into union witli it. On the one
side, such philosophy is what the (lermans cull Wiiseruchaft, what
Plato and Aristotle with a still severer e.xaltation of meaning called

intarri^tj, and what in these pages (contrary to the ordinary usage
of English men of thought) will he called sciei On this side,

seeking knowledge for the sake of knowledge, it ei .vours to com-
prehend intellectually the world of which it is itself a part. But the

same impulse and the same passion has as its other side the endeavour
to be at one with the reality which it has scientifically apprehended.
It seeks to take, as its way, the way of that reality ; seeks to take the

nature of that reality as its guide, the law and informing spirit of that

reality as its law and its spirit. And so it is a principle of the unity
of life; it seeks the unity of life by seeking that union with ultimate
reality in which science and religion are one.

But, as already has been indicated, within the limits of the greater

philosophy which has these distinguishing characters, there is a cer-

tain profound and thoroughgoing division. In the attempt to appre-

hend the true nature of reality, and consequently in the endeavour
to bring the life of man into accord with reality, there have been
two great methods, two great tendencies, the distinction between
which is not broken down by the fact that historically they have
entered into the most manifold relations of combination and of con-
flict with each other. The division arises, as all great human
divisions arise, from the existence of divergent tendencies in human
nature itself, and of radical differences in the experience, happy or
tragic, which falls to the lot of individuals and races. And since it

arises in the effort to apprehend ultimate reality, it is a division

elemental and ultimate—the most radical of all the divisions known

7
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to human naturo and human life, oml tho one that ntunt alway. be
kept in niimi, a» a sort of ground-plan, iu any attempt to undeMtand
tho spiritual hintory of mun. The tendencies themnelvf*, however
and tlie two typen of philosophy to which they give riiie. we mu«t M.-vk
to undereland Miriiewhat more fully.

Kach of the two tyjK'H of philosophy is a movement from the
changing an.l transient facts of the ex|)erieneed world to a principle
which IS one and eternal ; or, as this would usually be expressed ii
a movement from the world to Ood. Hut each makes that movement
in lU own way. The one. in moving from the world to God, does not
forget the world from which it started. When it finds the explanation
of the world in a vision of Ood, it returns to the world, and seeks to
give to the facts of the world their true interpretation in the light
of that vision of God. The facts of the world and of our life are to
it elements in a divine plan. tl. history of the world a process in
which an eteriiMl purpose is being realised. The nature of God—
and therefore, however veik^ by dou.l and storm, the nature of the
world-18 that for which human language has no single word,* but
which may be expressed by putting together the three words, reason
righteousness, love. And in unity with that true or ultimate natur*
of the universe lies the way of life for man; in character, unity with
the divine character

;
in action, unity with the divine purpose. Since

furthermore, tho purpose of God is the ultimate law of the world'
since the plan of (Jod realises itself in and through the history of the
world that character and action in which man seeks to become at onewth God must bo character and action in this present world, not out
of It. It ,s ,n and through the ways of this present life, in and
through the "daily round " and the "common task," in and through
the regular forms and relationships, the normal duties and aflfections.
of human work and human homes, that a man must make himself at
one with the eternal reality. Even as there is "no other genuine
enthusiasm or humanity," so also, to extend the late Professor
Green s well-known statement, there is on this view no other genuine
enthusiasm for Ood and for the eternal, than one "which ha«
travelled the common highway of reason-the life of the good neigh-

• UniM, It be the wort "«plr(t," in 11. concretfl .en-e.
8
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Iwur and tho hoiifitt iiti/i'ii--aiul can newr forgft that it i* Htill only
u further tUkgv of the itanio journey."

'I'hi- other tenduni) follow* juKt the opiMwitc proct'dure. In
uiovinj,' towunl (Jod it li'avud tin- world lit-hind. For tlu' reality,

knowlwlge of whiih i^ truth, and union with which i* the way of
life— in it not HonifthinK en^entiully ilitferent from thene present

upixarantes ?— if not, why are we disnatiiKlied with these appearaiuts?
What, indeed, ^etn uo at all upon that i|UeHt wliiili. as thinking, in

philosophy, hut as a life is religion, save precisely thin, that the
ap|M>aranees which constitut<' our present cxiH-rience and oe.r present
world are • fuundly unsatisfactory? They are transient—they tlcet

away and '
v(. Hfe ,.,„pty for the man that trusted in the-

logically, they are self-contradictory. .Morally and religiously they
are inade«piate. if indwd they do not Htand absolutely condemned.
Then how shall we ilefine reality save by denying of it the characters
of the app'aranees which make up our experience? And so reality
comes to Ik' conceived, not as that which at oiiee explains and eon-
tains the things and forms of our present life, the home of them and
the truth of them, their law and their informing spirit, but as gome-
thing which exists purely in itself and cannot Iw given to us under
the ordinary forms of our thinking. On the contrary, it can W
deseribe<l only by denying of it all the eharacteristicH of what can be
so given to us. It is true that the nen who seek reality by this
metho<l usually have, explicitly or implicitly, formal definitions of it-
definitions of which the ancient and ever-recurring one, that " sub-
stantv is that which for its existence stands in mn-d of nothing but
itself," is a type. But no positive or concrete characterisation is

possible—when reality is described as one. eternal, unchangeable,
these are not so much positive characters as negations of the multi-
plicity, the diversity, the change and transience, of that which is given
to us and is our experience. For, as we have just seen, the very
method by which the real is sought to be reached makes impossible
any attempt to tell what it« positive content or nature is. The forms,
the energies, the activities, which are manifest in our experience,
and make our world what it is—what you know about reality is that
it is not these. There is a reality, indeed—that is vour first and
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profoundest conviction as a denier of tliis false world in the name of
the truly real;i and that reality needs for its existence nothing save
Itself; but you are sure that it, as it is in itself, is never given to you,
and cannot be given to you, under the ordinary form of your
experience. And so, in your search for reality, you must say of any
natural or intellectual or moral form known to man's present
experience, " It is not that."

In a word, this philosophy, when it has gained its goal and its
rest m God, remembers the world no more, except as a dream and
an Illusion which, at the coming of the vision of God, has vanished
back into Its own native and original nothingness. Reality is that
which the world of our experience is not. And as reality is conceived
so also IS the true way of life conceived. All that you can say of the
consciousness or experience which is at one with reality, is that it is
not our present consciousness; that it has no kinship in form or
procedure with the normal consciousness manifest in man's ordinary
science and labour, religion and society; that even such terms as
consciousness" or "experience" can be applied to it onlv bv

accommodation.

Of all the divisions or distinctions that are found in human
experience and have been influential in shaping the world's history,
this 18-m the sense of being first and elemental-the most important.
Its fullest and most concrete expression of itself has been, of coursem religion. On the one side stand religions like Brahmanism (and,'m a modified sense. Buddhism)-the religion of men who deny the
wor d and seek to become one with a reality which is not the changing
world ;2 on the other, religions like Christianity, which see that it is
only m God and unto God that the world reaches its truth and reality
Inaeed, if one were speaking of

' Christendom—still more, if one were
speaking of the church-rather than of Christianity, one would have
to say tnat its history is a history precisely of the conflict of these
two tendencies within one body. And naturally, as to some extent

thaUo„T,;'oT
"**' "^' """""""* "•""J""'^ '" "" '^""«' "«""'" way. of expr««in8
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we have seen already, this deepest distinction in man's practical life
has expressed itself also, in every age and in numberless ways, in
his endeavour rationally to comprehend himself and his life, whether
that attempt be called phUosophy or theologj-. Indeed, the man who
attempts to understand the history of philosophy, or of theology (in
the ancient sense of the term), without understanding this distinction
and Its place in those histories, is like a man of science who should
examine the surface of some great current, without penetratmg to the
forces that actually have determined and actually are d.- mining
its nature and its flow.

Of these two great types of religion, of theologj-, of philosophy,
the one which, in seeking its home in God, follows in the way just
mdicated the ria negativa, is commonly called Mysticism. To it the
nature of God is altogether beyond the categories of our intelligence-
the vision of God, which is the light of the soul, is altogether above
the ways and activities of our understanding; the rest in God, which
is the blessedness of the soul, is altogether apart from the ordinary
forms of our experience. Hence the name is quite appropriate. The
true, the real, the One,-words cannot utter it nor thought conceive
It; how, then, shall the man who seeks it describe himself to the
ordmary mtelligence? and how shall the ordinary intelligence express
Its judgment concerning him ? Obviously there is hut one way He
whether as he attempts to describe himself to it, or as it judges him'
IS a Mystic; and his way of life is Mysticism. The other tendency,'
when formulated as a philosophy, is known historically as Idealism
Its first world-historical master was Plato; from one of his great
words the name itself is taken. As a view of the world, it was in
part explicitly wrought out by him, in part made possible by him to
later men of thought who worked, on the one hand, with more
powerful categories and therefore with greater opportunities for self-
consistency, but on the other hand with less of inspiration, less of
political and moral and religious passion. But Idealism, in this
greater sense of the name,> the modern world has had almost to
conquer anew for itself. And he who made the reconquest possible

H
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though he did his work stumblingly and with all possible awkward-
ness, was Immanuel Kant.

This then, is the first great division-and the most radical of
a

1
possible divisions-within the "church catholic" of philosophy.

.

It IS the extreme and complete opposition of the via negativa to that
positive or synthetic method which insists that the true universal is
at once the home and the explanation of the particulars, and which

sTh ThT ". '?" '""' ' "^'°° "' «°^' ^'^ »« -« th^t visit'
as the light which gives a true vision of the world. But this first
division IS not all; there is a second and lesser to be considered-onewihm Idealism For the via negativa, where it does not secure that
full triumph which (as at once a metaphysic and o way of life) isMysticism, i.s sometimes able to cross over into the field of itsopponent and secure a partial victory there. The.sc are the cases

etn r"1 "° r° r^ '^"^ '^''"^^^"^ *^«* *^^ f°-« ^t reason

But l!" r 7^.
reahty^that ultimate reality is perfect reason.But .t does lead them to believe that you must separate pure reason

on. sensation and sense-experience, and then accept that pure so"

iTZliTTf '; "'"" '' ''"'''' '° ^^«* y- ^'- -I'^yas a world of abstract pure reason, and pure reason in man appre-hending it; and then you somehow have another world, the senL-

ItVli eTT™'"^ ^^
I''

'"""'^—^P-ience. A'nd the t^eway of life is to renounce this lower world and all its ways, and tolive only in that upper world.-This way of thinking may for In!

:all:!;^:l^rral!r
'""•^ '- -''-' '-''-'' laealism-negel

We have then, to sum up, a twofold opposition of the great ten-
dencies which we have been considering: first, their extreme oppo-
sition, giving us Mysticism and Idealism; secondlv, their lesser
opposition within the field of Idealism, giving us Ai;stract and Con-
Crete Idealism.'

1 Wh-jn t^e dl.f incfion bHw^n these two types of philosophy and of reliirion i. «f*»,H-and not only stated, bnt insisted i.oon a very old question is likriv ^ ^^n^iform: Of what value Is the distinction between fheLer k"n»dom of ^hZ^nJ "l^borderland contentions, if that inner kinKdon. Itself is re'n'tapr^Ty SlvCXVeml"
11
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It is with this central and catholic region of philosophy, and with
this twofold opposition of fundamental tendencies within it, that the
following papers are in the main concerned. Most of them were
written as separate studies; a fact which gives to each its own angle
of approach, and involves, also, a certain amount of repetition. But
they had a common purpose;' and when taken together have still a
certain unity of plan, which may be indicated as follows.—The first
two essays deal with the main antithesis =*self, that between Idealism
and Mysticism :-the first outlining, in sin.Je form, and with refer-
ence to the life of our own day, the Idealistic position ; while the
second, in the historical discussion of what is there called Spinoza's

first metaphysic," traces the development of ilysticism. The
remaining papers are studies in the history of Idealism, with special
reference to the conflict of tendencies just d ibed-the lesser con-
flict within Idealism, the greater between Idealism and Mysticism
The history is studied, not consecutivelv, but by turning \q those
great masters in ancient and medieval thought in whom the forces
that operate throughout the whole historv are seen working with
special clearness and intensity. In Plato is seen, for instance, the

fundamental kindf The doubt implied in »uch a question i,. however not iu.tiflpd • it.unfairness can be ehown-lf it is allowable to ride a oarabie so h^^ "°^ J"'"""" •
«"

more to the comparison snreested earlier in tho text iT^^llZt!^^^
turning once

,f;:;:" ^"i'^ r,"
*"'" "-o™"— "" tVe e^iinc^*otZuZ XrAnTL'h:

't:i':j.::iv:J!:^-''-' "
"^ '-'--«». .mpuiserr:^;r;„-;;;w„ him.

I See Preface, p. vii.

IS
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founding of Idealism as a Bystematic view of the world and of life.
Then, when Greek thought, as one of the constituent elements of themind of the church, had gone out into the wide world, the strife, or
rather the combination, of Idealism with Mysticism is seen in
Engena; and the struggle between the two types of Idealism in St
1 homas.

14
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THE STUDY OF NATURE AND THE
VISION or GOD.

I.

thert"wT
'^'

^T^"''f '^' ^""^^''^ P^'P'^ ^° th« °'"«teenth centurythere was one strangely devoid of the qualities and habits that Zhave grown accustomed to look for in a modern leader of mlrn
genius of England. He was no captain of industry. He was the

a t° "ot""'^T'""^
'°"'^- "^ ^'^« -* -^^tesmln ^o

IZ u i
'^' P'""""'"'^ «* E"g'*°d, who establish herpeace abroad m seats of ancient anarchy. He had no part n thelabours of commerce, of war, of civU administration, by which Britain

Unuous but more selfish energies, did for the whole of the ancientFrom all these, the circles in which the leader of England habitudlvmov. and the works at which they habitually lab'ur, he tSdeliberately and resolutely away. He made no quest oi' Iny ort afterpersonal popularity. His voice was not heard in theTreet- andwhen, from quiet places and cho^n retreats, he spoke to he peopleof England, it was with warning and grave rebuke. EveryTorde ealed a great gulf
:
on one side that solitary man; on thToIherheeustomary life the habitual thoughts, the characte istic activ ti s

it.T^-y ' '" '":' P"""^^ '' ''''' ^" there came to Card nal'

7. ' JTu"?'' '^"""^ '' ^''"'^«««'°» «^ of compromise

m.^7v rl^'l' 'u'
'''" '" "^''^ '"«-«*« -"tact 'ith Englishhf and English thought and English institutions. Virtually thouehnot m name, he had been the leader of the chivalry of tbJ 0^ ^^

of England in its battle with modem Liberalism "ai^^ hli^^^^^^^^^^
t steps of that ecclesiastical revolution which has exerciserup n hI'fe of the great body of Englishmen an influence more widely form!
3 17
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THE STUDY OF NATURE

ative tliau they theuisolves know. But those days were now done.
That leadership had been laid aside, and lor ever, lie had with-
drawn froxu tlie noises of tlie world, and had sat him down in the

quiet of an institution, itself in its very nature repugnant to the
temper of England and alien to her settled thoughts. It seemed as

if his influence upon the men of England were shuttered for ever and
by his own act. But what really came to pass was that that influence

gradually took on a new life. It became more impalpable, less obtru-
sive, less noticeable; became something which few journalists would
have remembered in enumerating the " forces of the day." But it

became profounder, instinct with a power more truly essential and
therefore more abiding. And it became so, because it became more
broadly and simply human, more free from party interests and party
accidents, more deeply rooted in the elementary material of life. The
change in the character of the influence was due to a change which
had come to the man himself who exercised it. A great division had
passed out of his life. True, there were still difl^culties for him.
I'he policy of the Boman Curia in the days of Pius might grieve him
deeply. But it could never shatter the very foundations of his life,

as once the attitude and the decisions of the .\nglican bishops had
done. In spite of all difficulties the fact remained that the much-
tried spirit had found its home. Equably and strongly it moved
henceforth ou its way, like some star which at its true altitude and
in its appointed and established orbit sweeps steadily forward " without
haste and without rest." In that deep assurance of soul Newman
turned, as was natural, more and more to the things that are truly

catholic; more and more to the things that do not belong to parties

and do not pass away with parties ; more and more to the things that,

being eternal, are, in the words used a moment a- o, broadly and
simply human. It '«• true, he remained an uncompr- nising advocate
of the Eoman view of the church and the Roman interpretation of
history. But—though he himself would indignantly have repudiated
the distinction—his influence as such an advocate came to be the least

important part of his influence; his deepest power upon his genera-
tion was not that which he exerted as a prophet of the specifically

Roman ideal in its conflict with the spirit of the time and with the

18
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TL'iyr''-
""'' ''"' ^'^""^^•""^•^' "^ •^ ^^^^' ^"d benefactorthe tngl,«h race came more and more to lie, not in any par^yadvoc-acy but an the fact that, in an age devoted to material prober yand to the objects and interests of a materialised life, hef wifh noparticle of submission to the spirit of the age. was a piigr ,„ of I^lmityand a prophet of eternity.

eiemiiy

And this came to be recognised by the men of clearest eves ini.ngland; specially by one .ane and wise critic of life who w!separated by the whole dia.ncter of human thought from Newman'
political and ecclesiastical views, but had long had his finVer Tonthe pulse of England and was grateful for evei^ spi'itu I'en act ^to her stubborn race. "There are deaths yet to come "wrote heate Richard Holt Hntton in the Spectator when Newman di^

uUherel t'"*^
"^^ ^'^^'^^" ''''''' ^^^ ^'^^ CardifalNelat?:

but there has been none, and will be none, so far as I know, that wileave the wor d that really knew him with so keen a sense of deprh^on of a white star extinguished, of a sign vanished, of an age mpov-

R ml' r .t r" "'*''"""•
^"^ '""°>'' «°<i *« -any who ar7n tRoman Catholics, it will seem the nearest approach in the^own

to t™Li; : tXr'
-{ ''^ ^^-'^ ''^° --^ ha?: z:

1 ttl >. n 1
''^^""'' ^'^"^ *^ ^^««'"& ^°'d« of his epistleL t e HUdren, keep yoiirseh.s from idols,' were still ringiSgt'

knowledge thnt h.
' T.^°"^^h^ ^^"'^^ and was at rest, the mere

bl!l . ,

'''"' ^"''"^ •" ^^' ^1"'«* 0^«{o^v at Edgbastonhe ped men to realise that the spiritual world is even more real than

ofTfe ifa? "f l"^ '' ^^^^* «"^'° that the great pur^

^tand him The r '.17? ''^ ''"° ""^-^^ ''''' ^' ^^'^ -nder-

and Pa L" St PVr v' ''"T"°°
''^ '''^ «^ "^P^^^ fatherami Patron, St Philip Nen, with which he brings to a close his

i'm iT"'H:iv:d"'" V '"'"''''''-
'^ -"^ « --^a«-Himself He lived "-so the great words run-" in an aee as traifnr

loiiow It He lived at a time when pride mounted high an(? tbpsenses held rule; a time when kings and nobles never h'ad more of
19
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•tate aud homago, and never lea» of personal regpongibility and peril;

when tnediiL'val winter was receding, and the summer sun of civilisa-

tion was bringing into leaf and flower a thousand forms ot luxurious

enjoyment; when a new world of thought and beauty had opened
uj)on the human mind, in the discovery of the treasures of classic

literati'Tc and art. He saw the great and gifted, dazzled by the

Knclmntress, and drinking in the magic of her song; he saw the high

and wise, the student and the artist, painting, and poetry, and sculp-

ture, and music, and architecture, drawn within her range, and
circling round the abyss: he saw heathen forms mounting thence,

and forming in the thick air :—all this he saw, and he perceived that

till' iiiiHihief was to be met, not with argument, not with science, not

with i)ratests and warnings, not by the recluse or the preacher, but
by means of the groat counter-fascination of purity and truth.

And so he contemplated as the idea of his mission, not
the propagation of the faith, nor the exposition of doctrine, nor the

catechetical schools; whatever was e.xact and systematic pleased him
not; he put from him monastic rule and authoritative speech, ae

David refused the armour of his king. No; he would be but an
ordinary individual priest as others: and his weapons should be but
unalTected humility and unpretending love. All he did was to 1)0 done
by the light, and fervour, and convincing clotiuonce of his personal

character and his easy conversation. He came to the Eternal City
and he sat himself down there, and his home and his family gradually
grew up around him, by the spontaneous accession of materials from
without. He did not so much seek his own as draw them to him.
He sat in his small room, and they in their gay worldly dresses, the

rich and the well-born, as well as the simple and the illiterate, crowded
into it. In the mid-heats of summer, in the frosts of winter, still

was he in that low and narrow cell at San Girolamo, reading the

hearts of those M'ho came to him, and curing their souls' maladies
by the very touch of his hand. It was a vision of the Magi wor-
shipping the infant Saviour, so pure and innocent, so sweet and
beautiful was he; and so loyal and so dear to the gracious Virgin
Mother. And they who came remained gazing and listening, till at

length, first one and then another threw off their bravery, and took

20
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his poor caMMOck and girdle inotfad : or, if tliuy kept it, it wan to put

haircloth under it, or to take on tlieni a rule of life, while to the world

they looked aii before."

Such was St. Philip; and Bueh, with a touch of lofty pergonal

distinction unknown to Philip, was Cardinal Newman. But such

character and such influence conie to no man by accident. Newman
in the Oratory was what he was, because of what his own inner heart

had been while he was still an Anglican. And what that was we
have earlier words of his own to show us. In his last days as an
Anglican, when the pain was heavy upon him of his approaching

separation from the friends of his youth and from the Church which
he loved and from the University which had been his home,> the

words, " Man goeth forth unto his work and to his labour until the

evenijig," seem to have been often in his mind. Twice he preached

from them ; and each sermon was a revelation of the inner and
supreme principle of his own life.

"
' Blessed are they,' "—so ran the conclusion of the first—

"
' Blessed are they that do His commandments, that they may have

right to the tree of life, and may enter in through the gates into the

city.' Blessed will they be then, and only they, who with the

Apostle have ever had on their lips and in their hearts the question,

'Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?' whose soul ' hath broken out

for the very fervent desire that it hath alway unto His judgments ';

who have ' made haste and prolonged not the time to keep His com-
mandments '

; who have not waited to bo hired, nor run uncertainly,

nor beaten the air, nor taken darkness for light and light for darkness,

nor contented themselves with knowing what is right, nor taken com-
fort in feeling what is good, nor prided themselves in their privileges,

but set themselves vigorously to do God's will.

" Ijct us turn from shadows of all kinds—shadows of sense, or

shadows of argument and disputation, or shadows addressed to our
imagination and tastes. Let us attempt, through God's grace, to

advance and sanctify the inner man. We cannot be wrong here.

Whatever is right, whatever is wrong, in this perplexing world, we

> " Trinity hnd never been unkind to me. There used to be much mapHlnigon growlns
on the walls opposite my freshman's rooms tbere.and I had for years taken It as theemblem
r» my own perpetual residence even unto death in my Vnlvenitj.''—Apologia, p. 237.
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^"^'"'^ ""' *"'"• '"^ '"' ''K «"' '^"g^". i" "Often.ng and H«o.,,.„,„g our te,„,.r., in ,„„r, ng our lu.U; n learning

STSoi:;:-'"*'
'""''' '"*^'""'"' °' '"^""^ "^^ -«>»-"--

The «tvona h^s preached just after hi. re.ignation of the living
of ht Mary , He hinuelf, and what life meant for him-both aUnd
rev..al..d u. the form which hia aorrow took as he uttered what waa
reulb' luH farewell to all that had \>een dear to him upon the earth; tothe C hurch of England, to hia Univernity. to hi. friend..-" mo her

wlnTflrt
''

'''r' 1
""' '"'"' ^ ""^-^ °' '""^ '^"°'^' «^ -horn«ent forth „. whom have dwelt, .nemorable name, of old. to apread

the truth abroad, or to cherish and illustrate it at home! O thou

wZ f'r"",
^"•:;"""^'"« "'"'«"'' "' '^^" '"""P^! virgin of I.raellwlucfore doHt thou now «u on the ground and keep .Hence, like oneof the fooluh women who were without oil on the coming of the

ten'.?""""';'.. "!> "''" "" '•"''-' '"
• '

•"' '^'^^ "- ^<^'or ,n the
ten p e. and the ascet.e on Carmel, and the herald in the wilderneBs,
and the preacher m the market-place?

. . . my mother«We ,s .hi. unto the. that thou ha.t good things po/red upon
thee and eans not keep them, and bearest children, yet darest notown them? Uhy hast thou not the skill to use their services, nor
the heart to rejo.ce m their love ? How is it that whatever is generousm purpose and tender or d..^p i„ .levotion, thv flower and thv
pronuse falls from thy bosom and finds no home within thine arms?U ho hath put this note upon thee to have 'a miscarrying womb anddry breads.' to be strange unto thine own flesh, ami thine eye cr "eltowards thy httle ones ? Thine own offspring, the fruit of thy womb
w^.o would to.l for thee, thou dost ga.e upon with fear as though
portent, or thou dost loathe as an offenee-at best thou dost but
endure, as ,f they had no claim but on thy patience, self-possession
and v,g,lan..e. to be rid of them as easily as thou mavst. Thou makesthem stand all the day idle' as the very condition of thy Caringw, h them

:

or thou biddest them to be gone where thev wiH 1., mor!
J^leome: or thou sellest them for nought to the stranger that passes

n



AND THE VISION OP GOD
" And, my brethren, O kind and affectionate licart«, loving

friend*, should you know any one whoso lot it ha* In^-n, by writing
or by word of mouth, in gome degree to help you thus to act; if hehu ever told you what you knew about yourHelve« or wlmt you did
not know; 1.08 riud to you your want* or feclirj;^., and comforted
you by the very reading; has made you feel that there wag a higher
life than this daily one, and a brighter world than that you see- or
encouraged you. or sobered you. or opened a way to the innuiring.
or soothed the perplexe,!; if what he has said or done has ever made
you take interest in him, and feel well inclined towards him •

remember such a one in time to come, though you hear him not. and
pray for him. that in all things he may know God's will, and at all
times he may be ready to fulfil it."

A little earlier than X.-wman—in the great and troubled days,
fateful for the whole of humanity, which ushered in the century to
which Newman belo.,ged-tlH.ro had stood among the leaders of
EngluuJ another man, whose life moved in another air than
Newman's, but in that other air had followed a strangely parallel
course. In early manhood he too had undergone a struggle that
shook him to the centre of his being, but at the same time unchained
and aroused the mighty powers that were sleeping in him—a struggle
in which he had mingled his fate with causes and institutions
that go beyond the individual and take in the world. And when his
soul had found its peace, he too had taken up his dwelling apart
froni the noises of the world ; not, however, in a cloistral society, butm the company of still lakes and whispering woodland and solemn
mountains, above him the alternate gloom and glor^- of the English
sl^ and round about him the dalesmen's homes and the dalesmen's
hfe. He too, through quiet years, had held like N-wman high
counsel with his own soul and had lifted up his heart to th-

, owers
that inhabit eternity; nay. in this he had gone bevond New. -

• for
he held counsel with nature also, and made his communion with her
a means toward-or rather, a form of^ommunion with the eternal.
And he too had spoken to the men of his generation; had spoken
with a voice that in authority, in loftiness, in austerity, was equal to
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of all who n,et him-unC indJ Vou
" '""^"''"^ '^'"'^

without allurement of external chS ^
k

""' °^ ^*^^ ^^^ t^**

by its own native i^uZ v
" T ^^ ^«° ^° « ™^ghty spirit

luminous ease, his uS^g ^J o/Ze "f"T '^'^^-^-^is
charm, his personal attracti eness tf t ^

'''°'' ""'^ "'°°^
and the splendour of his au1 "tv

"^^ /P^^^'^^""'' «f hi« gentleness

what equivalent for th1 t L °' ''''' "'^ *'^^^' '^

Coleridgeandoneo two^ih's) wasnT'T"" 7'^'^'^ ^^^^'^ ^^^
for the peace or for the passion oT.V T""" °^ '"P^^^«'«° ^^t^er

Wordsworth? And yet thTZn and
' T '"' '"^^'^^ -"^ «^

worn pressure of thought Zttf "' """' "''^ ""' "'"'"''

he saw something in ob'etfIre t
J^^^^^^^^ !

'" ''^ ^'^ ^^^ (- if

intense, high, narrow ffreheaT ! V
"""'^''^ appearance), an

strong purpoJe and iJ^I^ ^ZTj'" ''T
'""''^^^ '^

the greatest name in the fpiritua hi „
'

"f ,hT rT '' ^''^^^^

nmeteenth century. He did ihL ^ ^'°^^"^ ™^« i° the

beginning of the Zrld^^ntfl now fjrr ''^ "'"^^ ^^^ '"^^

the world and upon the life nV ^'' '^°"'
=

he looked upon
clearness of ga.e' Theal^L L^f^ ''''T'

'^^"*"^«^ ^^^
sions of sectarian theology, the Ci^'i'VT't !?'^"^' ^''^ ?««"

time is able to force upon men i, '''' ^'^^ 'P'"^ «f the

not, when Wordsworth' strrTnhZ" r//'"''
*'"^^ ^^"^'^ --«

and immovable by the mtlZt 1. 'f !
"' '^' ^'"' "^^ '^'^S^'

upon man's soul,'and up'n the faof' T'f '''' "P°° '»-' «^d
and expressed thit which ho tl

"""^ '""'^'*^°"^ «^ '^""'an life,

great and most altt LV^Ln iTlZ ^!1SITT '' "^"

rirrs^:^ -p-nX.^:nt^rs::

djera^^Jtr^r^erS^i-- «- -» to

of its more winning aspects and InZT " """°^ ''"^^
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AXD THE VISION OF GOD
genu ,e ,en.e of th.. .onn, to knou, nature; sought to penetrate to
te re .. character an. .0 grasp its ultimate meaning. This he sought

bv th„7 f
"''.''^"^ """^ '''°^"*' *^°"«*^*' ^y sympathetic vision;by that contemplation which is a "revealing agency"' by a com

with a human heart or the companionship of a spirit with a spirit.

ThXL !T°''
°^ ™''^""*'°'^ ""'^ P^^'^^P"""' unparalleled in

he p^ nty t nr"
"^'^'^ "" '^ Platc^meditation resolute tothe pomt of stubbornness in its perseverance and laboriousness per-ception that with the unclouded directness of intuition penetrated to

Iponir.
"
rT 1-

"^ ^'^"^-^'^ '''''''' "P- -t"- -d lookedupon life; and looking, saw God in man, and saw nature as the formof a spirit kindred in character to the spirit which is man an"fnendly to man m the great purposes of his life. And so, in Words-worth's eyes, man's life, in its ordinary and daily course n itee^menta duties and charities and delights, in its naturaIr'elation^

2\r h"?"/
-;™-'i-g«' took on beauty and sacredless"!

rn Jve or the
" "*' ""' '''' ^''^'' ^^^^^^^^^^ that Godcan give or the universe contain. And this beauty and sacrednessof the ordinary life, of the ordinary duties and charities of 1 fe o

for himself. He was able to make others feel if. He had fthouchnot continuously, nor without startling variations in degre thatg.f which to such high and severe natures is not always given-thegift of artistic beauty, at times in its absolutely highesf order ofelementary tenderness and elementary simplicity: So that he w

t ear^n^^^^^^^^^^
"'^"^'^ ''''' ^^' "^^^

'^« -*- which
ts earthly home, the supreme consecration of poetic light. And thisma way peculiarly his o^: not with that lavish prodigality of thpoet,c imagmafon which at one stroke puts the ol^ect that it beau!:fies out of touch with our ordinary thought and beyond the ho Lonof our daily life; but with a -'stern spiritual frugality '"^

which at

J R « XT
admirable volume ( lVord,v,arth : London. 1903*.

K. H. Hutton, LUerary Easau» (Macmttl^n, I8J6). p. 91.
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THE STUDY OF NATURE
once beautifies and sanctifies its object, and yet leaves that object
a genuine and integral part of our human life upon the human earth.i

These two men stand, then, each in his own way, as the repre-
sentatives of one great principle—that a divine presence is the reality
of the world, and that the consciousness of that presence is the
supreme illumination for a man's soul.

"Each in /iw own way," I have said. And indeed, while that
truth toward which tliey turn is one, no two men upon the earth
could well be more different in the way in which they apprehend it,

or in the quarters from which they turn their faces toward it. For
the ways by which the soul enters into union with greater or with
ultimate truth are many; and among those many ways are two which
stand radically opposed. If, for instance, you would be face to face
with the heavenly splendour of the dawn, you may go out into the
free fields, whore all the dewdrops are lustrous for very purity and
in the absolute stillness of early morning the great trees stand in
their solitary and monumental peace unroused to the tumult of the
day. There you may take your stand, and there you may front the
heavenly glory, and there, looking upon it, you may know yourself
for a part of it, and may recognise that a city greater than Siena is

opening to you her heart and in speech not alien to your own is

declaring to you once more your citizenship in her. That you may
do. But you may do something very different. You may have
come to distrust yourself utterly and hopelessly; perhaps because
others taught you that it is right to do so; perhaps because of long
pain and long failure. And hence you may never have dared—or
never have learned—t- -o about in the world'with the open heart and
the seeing eve and tlie undaunted step of a son in his father's house.
Rather you have withdrawn from the world and have submitted
yourself to an authority greater than yourself; and when morning

man rD°to'tZ''™o„»MM'X„TJ ""' ^'°^^'^' *" *"«"'•"• •"" "*" interpretation. It led

^tn~1;^ . ,
recognition of his own BreatnoBg, as unlveraallred by communion with

fmi^.M^ 'kTT.wk*'"' •'''' ''*"''• " "»" conversant, not with subHetie" of theImagination, but with the great, the obvious, the habitual, With the common earth th«

SuIn'i^;r^i;v""'7"'*:r"'L'.'"'""'''""°™'
'"e abiding social powe4 1^1^ man oit o1
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AND THE VISION OF GOD

conies it is only through the gateway or the deep window of some
monastic enclosure that you can turn your eyes eastward. And the
unyielding outline of that cloistral stone it is that then determines
and defines what part of that heavenly glory, and how much of it, you
shall see.

The former way of viewing the nature which is in man and ' - the

material order was Wordsworth's. That, iu fact, to the mai ho
looks with intelligent eyes upon the -..iritual history of mankind, is

what the name "Wordsworth" stands for. From the beginning
until now, he is the supreme instance of it among the races that
speak English; if not among all the races of the world. But
Newman's method was the other. Himself as an individual he had
distrusted; especially had distrusted the power of his own individual
intellect to reach ultimate truth. And yet there was in him an
imperious demand for the very truth which he distrusted his own
power of attaining, and for the guidance which such truih alone can
give to life. From the beginning it had been his prayer and his

passionate desire that his soul might be with the saints ; not standing
alone in mere individuality, nor left to its own caprices and mistakes,
nor wasted in some blind alley of the world's affairs, nor lost in some
wandering by-path of mistaken thoughts ; but with the saints—with
the men by whose labours the central path in the history of man has
been driven through the midst of the years. And slowly there had
dawned upon him that mighty vision which to such a man has the
power of absolute compulsion. An institution augiist with solem-
nities of ancient prayer, august with a thousand sanctities and a
thousand heroic memories, augiist with mighty names innumerable
and mighty deeds, the home of saints and the guardian of belief,

drew him to herself and subdued to herself all his heart and made
him in humility and obedience her son. To her. with a sense of
gladness and of rest, he gave himself and gave the keeping of his
life. And so he found rest; and having found rest was able to do,
more positively and constructively than before, the work which it lay
in him to do for the men of his day.

But the price was a dear one ; and it was paid still more by those
who sat at his feet than by himself. For in precisely that side of

«7
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his work which most deeply concerned the men of England, his true
strength was veiled. The things that he himself had learned so
thoroughly, and that all men need to learn—things universal, essen-
tial, elemental, catholic—he preferred to base upon the authority of an
earthly dogma and an earthly institution; and to mingle with them, in
obedience to that same authority, things not universal, not essential,
not elemental, and therefore not catholic. So that those who hear
him have always to separate that in his words which belongs to essen-
tial eternity from that which belongs to the party interest of a magnifi-
cent but sectarian priesthood.

And to this so radical difference between the two men in their
method of apprehending truth, there corresponded a difference in
their manner of expressing it. Wordsworth, having " seen into
the life of things " by that sort of companionship with them which
passes over into a comprehension of their inner and ultimate reality,

was, in his expression of what he had thus seen, a poet. And that
in the true and most strict sense of the word. He was not a man
who wrought out a system of philosophy or of theology, and then
gave to it an alien garb of more or less successful rhythmic utterance.
He was not even a man who lived—to use Mr. Stopford Brooke's
fine metaphor'- -in that "mingled region" of poetry where "its
waves and currents near the coast receive the deep streams of religious
and philosophic thought." His voyage and his home were upon its

" central and lonely deep," where poetry is poetry and nothing else.

Hence when Wordsworth is here spoken of as among the greatest
of the spiritual leaders of the English race, the Wordsworth that is

meant is Wordsworth the poet. He was a captain of the spirit, was
among the greatest of all captains of the spirit, because he exercised,
and in exercising, supremely a certain supreme function—the function
of the sacred poet. But Newman, meeting God in the inner heart,
was as characteristically and as inevitably a prophet, in the strictest

sense of that great word. To impress—I had almost said, to force—
his consciousness of a divine presence and a dinne commandment
upon the men of his generation, making no slightest particle of con-
cession either to their practical or to their theoretical materialism,

1 Hibbert Journal, No. I (October. 1902), p. 62.
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AND THE VISION OF GOD

waa the supreme business of his life. Kesolutely he set the whole

of life in the light of ultimate eternity. Unflinchingly he insisted

that every interest, every ambition, every affection, every dominant

fashion and accepted tendency, should answer at that bar for its life.

Authoritatively, uncompromisingly, in season and out of season, that

voice aud that pen, and, above ail, that solitary and devoted life,

declared that we men are living our lives in a divine presence; and

tliat that divine presence is the one essential reality with which in our

lives we have to do, and obedience to its purpose and commandment
the one business of life whicli can claim in any sense to be of

importance.

i

i
M

DilTerent enough, then, the two men were:—different in individual

habit and personal presence; different in the region and climate of

their minds; different in their ways, as of approachin^r and appre-

hending, so also of expressing, truth. But here our main concern

is not with these differences but with that in which they agreed;

with their consciousness of a divine presence and of that presence

as the ultimate realitv of the world and of our life.

II.

Once, among t)ie men from whom we moderns draw our blood and

our speech, and in whose places we now stand, such a consciousness,

under the more limited of the two forms just described, dominated life.

A "consciousness of a divine presence and of that presence as the

ultimate reality of the world and of our life," and a consequent con-

sciousness of the supremacy of spiritual interests, were central and

determinative among the forces that made the medieval world what

it was. So far as the religious spirit of their time lived in them,

mediajval men habitually looked upon themselves as members of an

eternal order and citizens of an eternal kingdom. They worked " as

seeing One who is invisible," and as " not being disobedient to a

heavenly vision." They remembered that in order to live we must

die, and that in every department of life the divine ordinance is the

cross with its principle of self-renunciation and of living "not to be

29
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S?ttr/tr'' '"! ""
T^""'-"

^^^^ ^^^^^ " >-^- the power of

uter! nl '""'I
""'^ " ""'' P""^^*^"* ^"^''^ showed itself to theirunderstand ng as the foe of that world, they did not shrink from theeparat,o„, ut made strong their souls, and denied the present wo Mand all Its love, and walked in it as strangers and pilgrims Th^was m their hearts; and in the great confession of thefr day he bolkDe ImUaUone Chruti, it .poke itself „,t„ words for eve but iiwa« no mere .aaxim for meditation and confess.on-it was a'genuin

'
ent fll^'f "f

''''

.

'^" ^'^^ ^'^"^^'^*'- - t-^^ - 4 oZ«ent forth unto its work and to its labour until the evening"--nay> -ore truly, for the middle age stands as in all the h torv of Z
ZoZlTr''f ''r'

''''' ^^^'-"-^ -^ «^ great machles

reluctant T„
'°''"^'"' -'"b;n«tions standing over against sullen andre uctant labourers, but of great workmen and of the delight incraf^smansh,p whieh great workmen can feel. And that wh ch wa!

f GoTanTcV 'V'f ^""^^-^-^hat habitual remembraT:

.list nt vision
:;"'

T. T °"' ""' ^^™' *^^* ™-°t -^ms stent vision of a world to come and of a divine order which

was afsoTtr"' T'^'^'f
'''' ^^^^^ ^« ™-^-t - the crl^-

Z fi ^ . i ''*'"" ^"'^ achievement. They worked greatly inthe field of the intellect; and the effort waa to gather aH 2n eno one thoroughly-articulated knowledge of Gof, which in ^ashould Illuminate, but still more should rebuke, the ways of tt s

and there too-though it is specially in art that the human sonrejoices in its own powers and in the exercise of them for tZ ow^

hev^« 77T ""'" *'' ^'"""^^ "^ '"^^ -'^'^ to come. For when

h firt ' ^7^*^^.i»^g--t, the heaven, the hell, which give to
«^^8

I fe Its awful significance: or it was the saints in their confli J^th the world: or our Lord submitting Himself to the helplessnlof infancy, or undergoing the death of the cross, or risinTin thasun-«>tion which showed another world triumphant over 'the Jayof this Or when they built-and thev were for the susJned

trSorTTfMf 'zv^'' ^"'' ''' ^-tJt bitt
ofprat wlllif^^

"''™'"'^*^<i '" J^o--prater ^hich lift themselves almost out of connexion with the
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AND THE VISION OF GOD
earth and express in the most stately of all man's languages the
majesty of heavenly things and the upward move.uent of the soul
in prayer toward that majesty. Even when they sung, romance and
folk-song-the delight of the young in earthly love, and the illumma-
tion of this present life by the naive imagination—were felt to stand
half-unconsecrated without the gate, while within the singing was
that of men whose vigil was for another country and whose love was
set upon a farther shore. And as were the works so were the men.
If a man arose, at once to embody the ideals of the age and to dom-
inate Its higher imagination, it was Bernard controlling Europe from
that lowly cell where as the proper business of his life he sought the
mystic vision of God; or it was Francis, with his humilitv, his self-
denial, his pity and tenderness and loving ministration to the poor
his canticle of praise to our Lord for " our sister, the death of the
body" and for "all those who forgive one another for His love's
sake." Pilgrims of eternity, encamped for one troubled night upon
this shore—sucii the men over whom the spirit of that age had power
felt themselves to be. The " lyrical cry " of their life was that of
Israel

;
but the cry wrung from solitary hearts in Israel bv the afiBic-

tions of the righteous and the measureless prosperity of 'the wicked
and the desperation and disaster of Israel's struggle for racial exist-
ence, had become in them a settled conviction and an habitual temper:

Thou Shalt guide me with t y counxel.
And afterward receive me to glory.
Whom have I in heaven Imt thee ?

And there \» none upon earth that I desire beside thee.
My flesh and my heart faileth :

But <}od is the strength of my heart, and my portion for ever.

God was the strength of their heart; God and the world to come
were the realities that filled their thought. And precisely from this
arose what we have just had to see: though the world was not their
home, yet, so far as they looked upon it at all, they were worthy
workmen in its affairs. The fact that they viewed the" world from a
point high above it, gave thr^.i alike in thought and in action a
double strength: gave them, first, the loftiness of mind which arises
out of a great devotion—and the devotion of the unworldly to their
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causes is as the inner soul of action, a power unspeakably greater

lnHv"v/";^r:
them, secondly, the spirit orcomprehensive

ZlLf T '1/ t
'^"^ "^^ '^' "'^''^' ""'l^' •^ divine idea, of the

mtellectual outlook upon life; they sought a stUl greater goal-the
unity, in a divine order, of the social organisation of life. The con-scous or unconscious aspiration after that twofold unity was, to their

XiX^"^''
'""' '' ''"' "^'^'^ ''' '^^''^^* °^^'« '''^^-^-^

In this way-a way narrow but profound and niasterful-a con-

rrr- . ,̂rP^^'"--^ °f "^« ^P^nt and of spiritual interests

w re thrtS '" ^'"' °' '''' "^'^ "'^^ •'«-
*

'«* consciousnes

thoH K i""'"'
""'' ''""'^ '" '^' ^"'^'^^^^'^^ «f their blood and of

radically different from theirs. The men amongst us who view life

Ze\7l *° .''""' '' '° ^ ""^- '^'"•^'^'^ ^° tl^-- •>"* broader,are not the representative men, the men whose spirit is an expressionand ep.ome of a temper which clearly or uncleaHy i.s commTn" u^all-th men who are to our day what Bernard or Francis was to

thnf wp
"" ^T "* ^^' in""eJiate personal conflicts are over)that we are very w.lhng to listen to such men as Xewman ; still more

them"wi b ".
*";"' "^^ '' '^^«''^«^°^*^- '^^^^ - listen tohem « ,th an urbanity, a completeness of intellectual toleration, whichm mednvval days one at least of them would have looked for in va n

th^JTb W^ '"/"'• """^'''"-^ '""'y «^^-«-^Pt the one sup™thing which they demand most of all. We appreciate the exce lenl

char/'/ 7 "°^'™-'»'^P- "^'^^ do Justice to the height oT he

which r- b T. r*''"'
'' ^'^"^ ''' *^^ ^'™- «"d the dignitywhich they have added to our life, and for the honour accruing fromheir work to the English tongue. We listen gladly to the oTe as th"bearer of a poPfc vision. We hearken respectful!v to the other a^ theprophet of what, with the forbearing courtesy of well-br^ Jen butw.th hearts untouched, we call mystic piety, 'onlv le ufview thema a specially noble sort of dreamers, weaving around the hard cor^of he actual realit:. of things a garment of fancv and hi^h emo^onwhich adorns and dignifies its surface but can" make no cWm to
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express iU true nature :-thcn they are quite intelligible to us;
indeed, with our sense of the bareness and hardness of our life, notonly in,..lhg.ble but very estimable. But as soon as we are told that
heir TTord^ are the plain and simple truth about our world, and about
the r.eaning of our life in it, and about our actual everyday affairs-
as sooa as we are told that their valuation of the things we modernmen are all striving for is the true valuation :-at thit instant we
feel a great gulf fixed between us and them; a gulf so deep as to
preclude either mutual understanding or mutu'al sympathy or 'a com!mon aim in life.

•/ r j <-um

men^wW tn""
'^'"'""'^ '° ''"'P^'" ^'^''''^ "« ""^ ^he medievalmen whose children we are. But a glance at the history which lies

1^S " V '1" ^? ^'"^' ^'"^ ^^^ ^^^°«^ -« --Stable. Fom their position there lay a double difficulty. They forgot certain

s^n "?%?' ^'^^ "'"' ^^°"°^ '' '-«°"- without'lttertg
soon or .ate the man or the age or the institution that forgets themFirst hey forgot the natural world. With all their undLtending

,fnH .7.?'' "^ '^' '^'"' '""^ °^ ^P'"t»«l interests, they did notunderstand that nature also teaches that supremacy, and if h rselfto those who know her as she is, and are able to L her wise y arneans toward it. And becau.se their position thus did injS'to

tin^ it t ;,
"''"' ^''' ''''' '" ^'« «"" -«.V' to rebe

sou of man B . K T" ° "'"'' '*' '""'^ «''"°^* ^^S"* *»>« ""^^ural

ome to fT'- .. *
'°"' '°"*'^"' P^"^^« ^^^^h soon or late mustcome to their right: powers of alfection and of passion- artisticpowers and powers of the systematic intellect; and that powe oinitiative which makes man. like the God from whom he cles L

of the naturd soul, the mediaeval system, it is true, gave magnificen
scope-specially in the art of building; but most of'themTt^eorn^

of the divinely illuminated individual soul into a systematic cSdaid down by an authoritative institution, it sinned so deeZ agaSnuman nature as to drive men at last into the modem pos Hon t^the only illumination worth having is that of a free man, that even
4 33
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a heavenly vision is not to be received uniegg it come as to a free

spirit.

So that the man who studies history, however much he love that

age of great workmen and of great workmanship and of great souls

whose citizenship was in heaven, has to insist that the age could not

continue. And, at first sight, the student of history seems able to

go still farther ; seems able to point out the way in which the advance

should have l)een made. It should have been by growth, not by rel)el-

lion and revolution. The principle should not have been thrown away
because it had been practised too narrowly. With the great achieve-

ment of mediiBval men a complete break should not have been made.

Their light should not have been treated as though it were merely and
simply darkness; rather it should have been retained in its integrity

bv.L freed from its limitations. Men should live still as citizens of

thf world to come, but recognising that of the world to come the

present world is an organic part. The divine idea should still be

seen as the one important reality in human life; but it should be

remembered that the stage in the realisation of that idea at which we
men can directly and sincerely labour, is the one found in the causes

and activities which make up the life of a normal man in this present

world—the life of the good neighbour, good citizen, good churchman.
Or, to put all this in one word, the true way of advance from the

medieval position was to pass from the type of insight and of

spiritual consciousness represented in modern form by Newman to

that represented by Wordsworth.

But whatever the reason be, the history of the universe—so far,

at any rate, as the history of man on this earth is a part of it and
an index to its nature—does not go on by any such direct and easy

method. The God from whom we come shows Himself in His work
a Lord of Hosts. He develops the powers of His creatures and the

life of His universe by calling fortl. ihe mighty opposites that He has
implanted in the natiires of things, so that each develops its truth

and its power against the other, until at last the very stress and pain
of the conflict lead men to that still wider truth in which justice is

done to the incomplete tnith which each side had and was developing.

Fortunately or unfortunately, it is as true in the kingdom of the
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spirit as it in in the physical order that plain daylijflit is a thing
most complex. All the great kindH of light (if one may so speak)
have to be discovered and set in their places, by hard labour—some-
times by hard fighting and many wounds and wanderings—before
that day can come in which all the types of light will blend in the

illumination which alone in the full sense of the word can be called

truth.

And 80 it was that the spiritual splendour which in the mediieval

dawn of our history gleaiiud through cloud and storm and over the

brute earth, was not, in the direct fashion mentioned an instant ago,

to deepen into a more inclusive day. Age after age was to come, each

in its own way a very antithesis to the media;val. First came the

Bcnaissance. Men flung themselves with absolute deliglit upon the

resources of this present life, and for the first time after many cen-

turies lived as masters and lords of this present world. New worlds

they discovered in themselves ; new worlds across the sea ; and in the

products of ancient culture, the most alluring of all their new worlds.

They loved the world, and the sorrow in their words was because

upon all the objects of their delight they found it written that the

world and the fashion of it pass away. Augustine's mourning
was that he had lived in the things of t)\e world so long and had
found God so late: "I have loved Thee late, Thou Beauty so old

and so new; I have loved Thee late!" But the deep undemote of

lament in the greater Renaissance writings was because the glorious

children of the earth, in the midst of their life found themselves to

be in death. And yet their love of the world was no ignoble passion

;

their delight in the things of the world had in it such a magnificence

of mind that it was a religion rather than a slavery; and to-day, it

is the better men and not the worse who in hidden places of their

souls have still the banner of the Renaissance flying. But already,

unknown to the men of the Renaissance, profounder and more terrific

forces than their view of life comprehended, were " toiling in the

gloom," and soon throughout Europe, first in religion and then in

political affairs, the trumpets were '^-lling to war. In the end that

war exhausted or destroyed nearly ail that was noble in the forces

which had given rise to it, and left for the close of the seventeenth
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century and tliu oarlii-r part of the oightecnth, a world degraded and
denolate, a world that ulowly regained the »olid comfort* of life, and
acquired a certain hard and polished culture, but in which, probably
to a greater extent than in any other WwiU-rn century since Home fell,

the visible and established elements of society, churches and theo-

logians, rulers and ruled, forgot (iod. And then came our own day.

It dawned at Paris; dawned in blood, and with mighty passions

—

passions social and political and one might almost say religious,

which spreml their energy througliout the world; but it proved in

the end, and not unnaturally, to bo the day of the scientific intellect.

That intellect had long \)wn held in check: alike in the age of

passionate devotion to the humanities, and in the age of war, and
in the hard age that had no place either for the enthusiasms of the

pure intellect or for the devotion of the mind to nature. But now
at last it came to its own; or rather, as is usual in such cases, to

more than its own. Without the lofty Renaissance passion, without
the special JJenaissance delight in life, free also from much of the

eighteenth-century hardness of spirit, it set itself to master the world.

.\s an investigating intellect, it made itself at home with the facts

and laws of nature; as a contriving intelligence, it reduced the powers
of nature to practical uses—bringing in at last the day of which Bacon
prophesied with such large magnificence of spet^ch, but which prob-
ably he would view with a certain lordly contempt, if, with Eliza-

bethan memories, he were suddenly to come to life in it.

Such an intervening history places more than the mere lapse of
time between us and the mediivval men who won from chaos, and
established with settled forms and laws, that living and thinking
which it is now our business to carry on. When we compare our
mind, and the world of our life, with their world and their mind,
we may sum up the loss and gain in two broad statements. First,

while both in spirit and in skill of hand we are poorer workmen than
the mediannl men were, yet we have a mastery of this present world
which they had not. We have explored, as they could not, the possi-

bilities of the present life, and have entered, both intellectually and
practically, into possession of the two great kingdoms which it con-
tains—on the one side, the kingdom of nature with its powers; on
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the other, the kingdom of humane cultun- and of the higher patoioni

and atfwtions. Other men might u»e the material* whiih tJie world
ttirord* in huiUiing great Iioum'h of prayer to tentify of another world
and hy their very majesty to Bliame into nothingne«« the vanities of

tJiia; we have found that those materials can Ik- uwil in crwting and
mlorning manaions for the present habitation of our own souls. And,
having sueh houses for our souls, we launol regard ourselves, while

upon the earth, as strangers and sojourners. Kather wi> feel ourselves

to Im eiti/ens of no mean eity ; a eity which we have placed on sure

foundations l,y taking as the servants of our life the jiowers of nature,

and as the tutors of our minds the laws of nature.

But secondly, in this very conquest of the world we have to a

great extent become lost in the world. We have made the earth our
own; but have bi-come t(M) much confined to it. It goes, indird. willi-

out saying, that the latter does not follow logically from the former.
For the discovery of the greatness of the present life is absolutely

no reason for ceasing to live tlie great present life under the power of
some still greattT life to come. The connexion, as aireadv has been
indicated, is one not of logic in the narrower sense, but of that greater
logic which is history. The Renaissance revolt contributed to it in

one way
; the Thirty Years' War in another ; the eighteenth lentury

in still another. And we ourselves managed badly; we flung our-
selves so eagerly into the new fields and the new life that our hands
became subdued to what they were working in. But here it is with
the fact, rather than with the fault, that we are concerned. And
the fact' may be considered as moving in two spheres, a narrower and
a wider.

The narrower sphere is that of thought. Here the new situation

consists in a changed view of the field of knowledge. The things

that we regard as certain—the things that are the objects of reliable

and indisputable insight—are things strictly of this world. We have
the knowledge of nature; that is assured and established science.

Some of us feel that this assured science permits something farther;

something which, if any one so choo.-^es, may be called a knowledge
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of God, but would more properly be called a faith or a hope. Others
of us beheve that our science of nature does not permit such farther
knowledge" or "faith." But what we all seem agreed upon is

that the two are essentially dilferent things; the knowledge of nature
and the knowledge of God cannot be regarded as essentially akin, as
two stages m one glowing insight, or as two levels in one and the
same structure.

In this shattering of the former unity of science, and this limita-
tion of knowledge in the strict sense of the term to one of the frag-
ments, the leading influence has been the modern study of nature.
But we must notice with special care how the exertion of such an
influence has been rendered possible. It has been made possible,
not from one side but from two: from the side of the men of natural
science themselves; and from the side of the theological leaders of
the church.

First, from the side of the men of science. The movement of
thought by which many of these passed from their knowledge of
nature to a materialistic or agnostic view of the world has already
been described.' It is sufficient here to indicate the result. This
was the placing before modem men of a teaching about life and the
world, which was not new, indeed, but which now took on a new power
For it was inculcated now by men deservedly of great influence; men
of wide knowledge, of disciplined mind, of undoubted honesty, the
leaders in the most striking and most evidentlv successful of the
intellectual labours of modem times. Moreover the movement of
thought by which it was now reached (though really involving a
great oversight) was so direct that the resultant view seemed to be
based immediately upon established and indisputable science. That
the physical process is continuous and its sum of energy constant-
that it must lead our planet soon or late to a dead eternity in which
self-conscious life can have no footing .--these (so that resultant
view may be stated) are the things that are bevond doubt, and upon
them anything which is to be a sober and reliable wisdom for the
conduct of life must base itself. Hence it is no longer open to us
to regard ourselves as other than beings of the present world; nor

1 Supra, pp. 4, j.
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to regard as otlier than visionary any view which makes " the great
purpose of life " to be " a purpose to which this life hardly more than
introduces us." If you would know the true character and meaning
and destiny of hunan life, there is but one way to gain the knowledge:
you must consider the total system of which that life is a part ; that
is to say, you must consider the system of natural facts, out of which
it arises and in which it is lived. If you ask: But was it not those
very facts that Wordsworth considered? the answer comes in very
direct words: "His views were a poet's fancies; fancies clad in
beauty, but none the less fancies. And the dreams of a poet, or the
visions of hearts that cling to life and to love, cannot take precedence
of established and disinterested knowledge. Such knowledge it is
that we have in the sciences of nature, and it affords no ground for
visions and hopes Uiat go beyond this present life. Modem science,
in one word, has shattered old religion."

But as was indicated above, the fact that the modern scientific
movement has contributed to the materialisation of thought and of
life has been made possible, not only from the side of the men of
science, but also from the side of the theological leaders of the church.
And the latter is the greater and the sadder story. Theology, upon
the older conception of it, included all knowledge. It meant the
whole of science brought to the unity of a supreme and ultimate
principle; brought to unity in and as a knowledge of God. Hence
the theologians were bound by their own conception of their task
to be catholic-minded, to be hospitable to all the orders of science.
The notion of theology as a single special science standing among
the other special sciences, and at war with some of them, was a
notion which—if they could have formed it—they would have rejected
as monstrous. On the contrary, it was only by taking all the sciences
as their " parish," and considering each as part of the knowledge of
God that they could fulfil their function. Hence—inevitable as was
their failure to complete their science—they were qualified by the very
nature of their attempt to perform one great service for humanity.
If there came an intellectual movement—whether the recovery of
Aristotelian treatises or the founding of new sciences—bringing with
it a body of knowledge new but convincing to the age, they, as theo-
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logians, v*ere the men at once obliged and qualified to receive it, to

interpret it, and to set it in its place in the one knowledge of God.

It was precisely such a work of interpretation that the modern
world needed from its theologians. There had come a great, a trium-

phantly successful, scientific movement, giving us a better acquaint-

ance than ever before with that work of God which is the natural

world. The duty of theology was to receive with catholicity of mind
that new body of science, to penetrate to its real significance, and so

to give it its place in the one body of man's knowledge of God. To
have received in that way the sciences of nature, to have viewed sub

specie aeternitatis their work, and so to have given to them their

" divine interpretation "—this, and this alone, would have given us
what we needed. For what we needed was not polemic, but a point

of view from which we could look upon both sides of the conflict, and
see into the ultimate harmony in one rational world of the great

truths which seemed to have come from radically different worlds and
to be in death-struggle with each other.

That we needed ; and that the theology of Albert or of Thomas,
recognising its high prerogative of being the guide of the human race

in those spiritual crises which the revolutions of time bring forth,

would have striven with all its might to give. But the greater prin-

ciples and greater procedures of those masters had long ceased to

obtain ; their conception of theology, with its demand for a compre-
hensive view of the world and consequently for a catholic attitude

toward all sciences that deal with the world, had long been forgotten

;

or if remembered, was remembered with grave dislike. " Systematic
theology," as it was when the minds were being formed of those who
are now doing the world's work, would have been remarkable to St.

Thomas chiefly for its limitations, for its absent problems and absent
provinces; he would have shuddered alike at the narrownoiJs of its

scope and at its dread of the greater enginery of the intellect. It is

impossible, indeed, to enter here into any lengthy comparison of the
new conception and place of theology with the old. But the essential

nature of the difference may be very briefly indicated

:

Just as, upon the highest conception of the matter, religion arises

from the practical passion after God, so theology arises from the
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intellectual passion after God. But the knowledge of God means all

knowledge; to know God means also to know the world; unless you

are a Mystic, there is no such thing for you as a knowledge of God

which is not also science of the world. And if you urge that with

you theology is less proud, and renounces so high an endeavour ; that

the one thing you are intent upon is the salvation of the soul; that

your one function as a theologian is to cast intellectual light upon

the course of that salvation and thus, even though it be indirectly,

to assist in it :—your new deiinition of your science still does not free

you from the obligation to walk in its greater way. For what is the

salvation of the soul? That question you can answer only by raising

another: What is the soul? What .e salvation of the soul is,

depends on what the soul itself is; unless you know what the soul is,

you do not know either what its salvation properly consists in, or how

wide the scope of that salvation is. But if you would know what

the 8 1.1 is, you are brought by a double road to a demand for the

knowledge of God. First, to know what the soul is, you must

know the true nature of the world, of which the soul is a part, and

in whose order and conditions the soul lives its life and has its place

to fill ; and thus to know the world you must know God whose char-

acter is the ultimate character of the world, and whose purpose is

the ultimate law of its order. Secondly, and directly, if you would

know what the soul is, you must apprehend the nature of its source,

that is, of God, and the nature of the end for which He made it. the

attaining of which is its salvation. So that theology, in order to be

a wisdom of salvation, must be a wisdom of the soul, a wisdom of the

world, a wisdom of God. And the scientific or constructive order of

these should be noted. Whether the first and impelling interest of

the theologian is in the soul or in God, that which is first in the order

of scientific construction is God. In anything which is to be a

" system " of theolog%', the knowledge of God—that is to say. the

theistic view of the world—must stand as the pritiji of the knowledge

of salvation. Unless theology is to be blind, unless it is to build its

upper structure without giving any attention to its foundations, it

must begin by working out, with all the completeness possible to such

an intellect as man's, the theistic view of the world ; and in its sub-
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sequent work, soteriology or eschatology, it must take up no positions

inconsistent with the principles of that theistic view. Whichever

interest, then, sets us upon the work of theology, with whichever con-

ception of it we approach it, we are brought, first or last, to the fact

that, in order to discharge any of its functions, it must be that highest

and final science which is at once a wisdom of God and of the world

—

of God as realising His purpose in and throuph the history of the

world ; of the world as at once the scone and the process of a divine

activity.

It is in this regard that theology upon the mediaeval conception

of it, and modern professional theol^s^y, are essentially diverse. The

view which mediaeval theologians took of their work approximated

to that just described. Hence they were profoundly in earnest about

the theistic view of the world. They may not have succeeded—per-

haps no man can succeed—in working out such a view consistently;

but at any rate the attempt was made as the first and fundamental

labour of theology, and to it was devoted the whole energy of one of

the greatest of intellectual generations. By one and the same inten-

tion their theology was a wisdom of God and a wisdom of the universe.

But modern systematic theolog}', at the time when the sciences of

nature were beginning to dominate the intellectual field, was dis-

tinguished by nothing more than by a great timidity about the theistic

view of the world ; nothing was farther from its thoughts than to be

a wisdom of the universe. How anything so contrary to nature as

this—for theology afraid of theism is like mathematics afraid of being

mathematical—could come to be, is a long story the main outlines

of which are easily traceable by the student but cannot except in a

brief reference be noted here. In broad terms, the change was simply

a part of the general and inevitable breaking up of the mediaeval

unity of thought and life. Theology became separated, on the one

side from metaphysic and from the metaphysical mind, on the other

from the special sciences. And that meant that it lost from both

sides its capacity for discharging its older function—its function of

receiving scientific knowledge and giving it its divine interpretation.

And then too. this tendency of theologv' to become a smaller thing

both in its intellectual soul and in its outward extent, was fostered
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by another aspect of modern life—the dividedness of the church.

Theology no longer had " centre everywhere." In some of the

churches " systematic theology " fell into the background altogether,

the institution preferring to stand in its own living and continuous

strength. While, where it did survive, it was usually with an unhappy

procedure. Instead of seeking first the knowledge of God, and then

basing upon that its account of salvation, it came more and more to

have as its centre of gravity, came more and more to be " built

around," a certain forensic scheme of soteriologj'. That scheme, as

a matter of historical fact, was not fairly drawn from any of the

chief theological sources. It had almost no connexion with the actual

mind of Jesus as shown in the Evnngelia. It did no justice to St.

Paul's great philosophy of the world and of history, which centres

in the views (1) that the supreme principle of the order of the uni-

verse is the eternal Christ—in Christ the universe consists—and (2)

that God's attitude toward man, as revealed in Christ, is one of grace,

not of that requirement of legal satisfaction for wrong done which is

the exact opposite of grace. It stood at an unspeakable remove from

St. John's view of Jesus—that He is the Word in whom the character

of the Father and His attitude toward men and the world stand

revealed ; that, in other words, He came into the world not to change

the Father's attitude toward men, but came because of it and to reveal

it. Rather it had arisen under the inn ce of Boman Law and of

the Roman legal and political mind (wii.i Jewish law in the back-

ground), and had been fostered in the West by ideas and procedures

belonging to the primitive jurisprudence of the Germanic peoples.

But though so largely heathen in its origin, it had come to be regarded

as Christian because it was so tenaciously held by Christians, and

because it could be supported by a careful selection of passages from

St. Paul. For the men in question, this forensic scheme of soteriologj*

was theology; and anything beyond it they were inclined to dread.

Of necessity they called themselves theists; but, while they could be

severe upon those who were not called by that name, there was

nothing from which they shrank with a deeper repugnance than the

bringing out into clear light of the meaning and the implications of

the theistic view of the world. But precisely that theistic view it was
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which, seriously held and seriously developed, would have enabled

them to receive the new knowledge of nature and to make it at home
aa part of the knowledge of God. For what the intelligent theist

knows is precisely this : that just because God dwells in eternity. He
is the informing spirit, the home and the goal, of the world that now
is; that of Him the natural order is a visible Word, and therefore

the study of nature the study of a part of his thought ; that in the

actup' history of yesterday and to-day and to-morrow He is at work

realising an eternal purpose, and through a thousand channels is cull-

ing upon men to work along with Him; that He is the nearest of

all things to each man's heart, seeking to win each man's heart to

Himself and to become its supreme principle and central energy

—

the Father, in a thousand ways and by a thousand appeals seeking to

win the hearts of His prodigal children back to Himself and to

engage them in the great works at which He Himself is working.

Such theism, however, they could not enter upon, much less develop

into clear articulation as a view of nature and of history. It lay too

far from that with which their minds were filled—the view of the

universe as a court of law; of the divine administration of the uni-

verse as consisting in the transactions and expedients of such a court;

of the death of Jesus as central in those transactions, greatest among
those expedients.

As was said before, the question is one of fact, not one of fault.

Perhaps (though few nowadays care to believe it) it is well for us,

when we study history, to carry our hearts—our humanity, not our

partisanship—back with us to the bygone struggles, and mourn for

the mistakes of the dead as for our own sins. But however that be,

one thing is clear: we ought, in dealing with the past, to turn as

much as possible from the easy work of fault-finding to the more

difficult but more honourable task of seeking to trace a wisdom of the

ages at work through all the apparent confusion and wrong. And
this is specially important in dealing with the present point. For,

as was noted a moment ago, the modern disintegration of theology was

part of the general modern disintegration bf the mediaeval unity of

thought and of life. And that deep and far-reaching disintegration

may in the end have a good result ; the " hidden wisdom of the
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world," in whose service all the generations stand—even those which

" know it not "—may be, or rather must be, at work in it. Indeed,

some at least of the signs of this have long been visible. Many of the

sundered factors, forced to stand alone—each erected into a solitary

kingdom, and compelled to lind a whole world in itself in order to

live at all—have entered into deeper possession of themselves and of

their own resources; science, for instance, ceasing for a time to look

upon God, has entered with a new freedom and a new fulness upon the

mastery of nature; while literature, with new powers of sympathy

and passion and insight, has recovered and has glorified whole regions

of the soul that long had lain in neglect. And of this enriching and

deepening of life in its estranged and severed aspects, the result is

that if a new integration of thought and of life—a new intellectual

and social integration—should in any future be achieved, it would

be one vastly richer than the inediajval. All those powers of human

nature—industrial, commercial, political, literary, scientific, humani-

tarian—that have swung away from religion, will be seen to have

swung out in a great circle which at last will bring man back, with

wider life and larger heart, to God. Such a synthesis, indeed, does

seem to be drawinj; nearer on the intellectual side ; being aided, from

the one direction, by the Idealistic interpretation of science ; and from

the other direction, by the historical study of the Bible—a study

which, by setting the mind of Christ in its place of supremacy, makes

it possible for virtually every genuine power of human nature and of

the world to reconcile itself to God and find its fitting place and its

true being in the one world-work of God. But on the social side, if

one confine one's self to actual achievement as distinct from beliefs

and ideals, one has to say that the struggle is as yet more in evidence

than the synthesis; in some regards, indeed, though happily not in

all, the gulfs between class and class, interest and interest, seem, if

possible, to be growing deeper.

But we must return to the special point here in question. Whether

the fact be regarded with hope and therefore resolutely accepted and

even welcomed, or whether it be judged with grief and anger, the fact

itself remains that when, through the triumphant advance of the

scientific point of view, the time of intellectual crisis came to modem
4S
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men, the theologians had neither the requisite equipment of ideas, nor
the requisite intellectual vision of God, to enable them to perform the
function which at such a time they owe the world It was not in
them to receive the modern scientific movement, to view its results
sub specie quadam aetemitaiia, and thus to give Uiem, so far as is
possible to the human intellect, their "divine interpretation." In
this K tuation some of us were able to trust stubbornly to our own
hearts and to the religion from which our fathers had drawn their
heroic strength; and so were able to steer straight on through the
intellectual chaos. Others of us, who couM not rest in a division of
the heart from the intelligence, obeyed an inward call and made a
journey—perilous and beneficent, as all true journevs are—to far^flf
schools; and there, from the Kantians or from Plato, gained the
insights to which those who taught us with authority ought to have
brought us. But those are exceptional cases. The important thing
18 to notice the effect upon the general modern mind. It came to
this: that when men of science, whose work compelled us to respect
them, drew from their indisputable acquaintance with nature the con-
elusion that the religious view of man and of life and of the world could
no lonf.rer stand, we were in a position where we could not fairly resist
them; in a sense their battle was won before they began the attack.
For, in so far as the most of us had a reasoned view of the world at
all, a reasoned outlook upon the nature and structure of the cosmos
in which we live, a reasoned apprehension of the character of that
continuity which runs like fate through its entire historv and all its
processes, it was precisely from those men of science that we had
received it. Who else was there to give it to us? And that was not
all. We not only received it from them, but we received it in their
sense, and from the point of view of their sciences : for there was no
higher interpretation which showed a genuinely scientific spirit and
could therefore be convincing to an age of scientific mind.»
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But if in the realm of thouglit there has come to be a gulf between

the science that knows the earth and the faith that looks to heaven,

much more does the separation of earth and heaven find place in the

practical conduct of life. There is to be found the true " modern
Materialism." We have become materialised in our ambitions and
ideals; the ultimate and controlling purpose of life is too little the

promotion of a good which is eternal and common to all. too nmch
the attaining of that material good which passes rapidly away and the

possession of which by one man frt'(iuently involves the exclusion of

others from it. To state the case more broadly, we have fallen into

bondage to what older men were wont to call " the spirit of the

world"—the spirit which always is individualistic and selfish, and
usually is earthly and mercenary, it was pointed out above that

mediajval religion, precisely because it set men high above the earth,

gave them a spirit of comprehensive unity in dealing with the things

of the earth; led them to the idea of the unity, in a divine order, of

the whole social organisation of life. But the spirit of the world
exerts just the opposite influence. It tegins by setting each man
upon the search after his own individual good ; and ends by leaving

him incapable of devoting himself to any good save that which is

earthly and material.

One of the instances of this dominance of practical materialism
and of the spirit of the world—the instance that mu.^t stand here as

representative of all the rest—is perhaps the saddest thing in modem
life. Because the leaders of modem industrial society make material
interests supreme in their lives, great masses of other men are com-
pelled to make material considerations, in their most elementary and
most bmtal form, supreme in flirir lives. For while the modem
manner of living is more humane than the mediivval, yet, in the
modern industrial organisation of society, the gaining of the liveli-

hood itself is. for whole classes of the people, a harder, a more pre-

carious, in many cases a more absolutely hopeless, matter than it was
in media?val society, and precisely for that reason claims all the
energies of life, leaving none for higher things.
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THE STUDY OF NATURE
Such the modem position has come to be. In the realm of

thought, indeed, as already has been indicated, the last quarter of a
century has brought u great improvement. We are looicing with wiser
eyes upon the sciences of nature—because we ourselves have become
more scientilic; and because, in growing more scientific, we have
found that the spirit of Christ and the spirit of science go naturally
together, like love and light. In that sense, the first intemiity of the
intellectual conflict is past. And one of the signs of this caUs for
special notice. Of the ways in whidi the mind of the church lias
become more scientific, and in becoming so has apprehended the kin-
ship of the spirit of Christ and the spirit of science, the most impor-
ant leaving aside the general fact of an increasing spaciousness in
thought and therefore in intellectual sympathy) lies in the growth
of that scientific study known as Biblical Theology. Biblical Theol-
ogy arose when the scientific spirit, by its own natural and legitimate
advance entered into the church and took possession of the key to the
whole theological situntion-nnmely, of the sources. And this means
that It 18 from the scientific spirit that modern theology has received
Its greatest benefaction-the restoration to it of Christ as He actually
was, and of His mind as it actually was manifested. It is a thing
full of hope for both the church and the world that in theology the
dominance of invented systems with their proof-texts-systems which
were the expressions and the symbols of schools, and sects, and par-
ties or even of individual^is slowly passing awav. and the mind

?1 T' "'J^'^^'''^
^^"^ His recorded teaching and action, and

iZr^.tW.7
^°"~'^^««'

'« -- -^ -« becoming

• . IJ^^/f^be
first intensity of the conflict is thus past on the

intellectual side, the conflict itself is not yet over. >rot only for many
individual minds, thinking honestly their own thoughts and seeking as
best they can the light necessary to life, but also for many influential
p-oups of toachers and of learners, the two sides are sHll in antithesis.On the one side religion, not by any commendation of the theologians

iwy, win b,. ,„ pure and .imple henrt, wh?ch love HimId'u^e^'th'.firv'e'"
"" •*'°'
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AND THE VISION OF GOD
but bjr intriMic power of iu owa. makes gtill the appeal which twice.t least has mastered the world; and the former wisdom. Ihe wislommedu^val and Platonic, whose knowledge was of the soul and whi
o^er whom the spirit of the tin.e has no dominion, a /orLortlTor

^hiir Us w"'r/'^,
°''" '''' "^^ "'''°*'«^- '^^^' -^ "^«^^

oldlr J
""^ "''' "^^"'"'^ '^"«'°° "''d over against the

erful. and to many mmd. greater in power of immediate and con-vmang ver.ficat.on. It is a great conflict; and yet it is trCrhalf of the spiritual struggle into which every mlrn man i ^rnover „ga.„«t .t stands i. greater counterpart, the conflictTth ^m
th?r r%* r' '° .°PP««'''«° '<> the spirit of the cross, there stand

which h : ::i'''
""' ''''' f"-reaching materialisation oftfe

etrtteXs ettl^"^'^'
^"'^^"^ ^''' '"'«''«-^—"^ than

H

III.

Men who are in earnest about their citizenship in the world whenthey find then.selves in the thick of the struggle just referrj tosoon learn one thing: the only power that can overcL the spSt o^the worW IS something as practical as itself; is the spirit whfch hasscon and chosen the better part, and lives in the worid « no l^e
Zt:frt:^'"? ""'t"

"-*^ «P'"t of those who hav: ,ol^upon their Lord and serve Him by more than speech. So that theonly value that can be ascribed to discussion andTgument is a si^^

sth? F rw * !'"'
"'T'

^'''"^'^ -ondary. f by no lal
« ight. For we must remember that thought and practice do notstand apart; they are related as soul and bodv. AnS rpartlcularthe practical spirit of religion needs clear \yes Sere i no

toZL"7h"!|lH'"° r' " '"" '^'""^^ *^« world-without vision;

t«iT v^"'
P?*r° '""''* ^""^ ^«y°°^ th« «"th and apprehendheavenly realities. And though such apprehension need nov CdTs-tmctly intellectual in form, yet, in at least some of the members ofevery society, it ought to rise to the form of that peneZngand

*
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THE STLDV OF NATUKE
•yitenmljc thought wh.ch u ublu to look upon the world and u..ur«
itiwlf what the reality- of the world actually i»-whether it m a mate-
nalutic or a spiritual order, whether it is good, or .imply indilferent
to good, or an eternal duali.m of good and evii. And what haa
already been said will show that in our day the problem for such
thought-the problem for " philosophy "-ha« been brought to a very
pointed form: What is the ultimate meaning for life and religion of
our scientific kno»/iedge of nature?

To the apparent conflict, then, between the science which knows
nature and the religion which has as its inner impulse a vision of
God. we must now turn. The first thing to be noticed is that such
a conflict IS scarcely a case of truth against falsehood. It is rather
a case of divided knowledge and divided insight; a case of truth
against truth. Men placed in such circumstances are sure to have
recourse to many "working solutions"; to the faith that -iares, or
to the stubborn manliness that clings to ancient morality or religionm spite of intellectual confusion. These are measures of war
inevitable upon an obscure and troubled battlefield; and the men who
adopt them often serve greatly their day and soc-ietv. But the fact
remains that such attitudes arc not adequate solutions. And what is
necessary to such an adequate solution is equally clear. In a division
Of the Kort now in question, where one side is based upon a certain
order of .cence, the only solution which can be finally satisfactory
consists m more or higher science; consists, that is to say, in gnininjr
by a genuinely scientific method a point of view high enough to give
a comprehensive outlook over both the warring sides and over the
erritory upon which their warfare is waged. For it is unjust to
take your stand within one side, as within a closed circle, and then
from within that closed circle to pass judgment upon positions which
he outside and are based upon a different order of principles That
18 to say. It is unjust to take one's stand within the "natural science
consciousness " and in its name summarily to brush a.side the con-
sciousness of which Wordsworth is in one way. and Xewman in another
w-ny a t.vpo. And it is oqnally unjust to call for the flat supersession
of the snent.fir consciousness, on the ground that some other con-
sciousmss-poetic, moral, roligious-has the right of wav. Neither
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of thoK procedure. con.t.tuU.^ a .oiut.on of the probleu,. in
cun a thouglUful and hoae.t i.und re.t permanently or take uo iuuunate abode. The ilr.t . the hu.tAca.ona% tl.e c^Z. p^tuou^-e „«.on of the probleu. b)' refusing to rc.ognL ,he exi.c....and we.g,t of one of the two .den; «„d .uch a prllure contr i"that very .p.rU of ^.ience u. ,he na.ne of wh.ch u i« undertake^^iho Hecom! .B the makeshift of .pirUual denperafon .' By thin nlno .neant that ,>octie iatu.tion and religious vi.ioa have L pla. n

Z t

" U ": T'^'"'
'"- '"""'''> "^^' '" ''« -ho'^' rang., fda. y thought and dady «ork. i« h pitud.ie thing without then.. \nd

In" ir ::?
; """

" "^' *'"^' "• •»—"'- »-.. ,„.,.. ti.

'

once or tw.c^e done great and genuine ec-rviee by taking their s.and

ZuC" '";f
"" r'

""«'°"^ ^'"'"'' -J '" ^»'- name egboth the «:.ent.hc and the co„.r,.ercial consciousne..s. How thin" canbe BO -e .hall a little farther on be- in better position to see. . heneant.n.e what we have to notiee i« that sueh a., attitude is ^o a

lu.i. worse still, to speak authoritatively to the thinking me,, of

oir^:
"

"?' f""
"°'''°« '''' ^"'" "" """"••' *" -- -1

L T^' *° ""' """ ^'"'^' ^'^^•'" "^•"'i^^t '"Other closed

dlinllt"r~ «,
P^""«"-t -'ution is that the critical andu.8,ntere8tetl reason, walking ,n the way of science and in the spirit

ow„T;;:iew:f'V''"
'''^''' '^ «°"'= ^'^^ «*'•«toward a view of the world as one. Such a view, if only it could L

5 1 hiTtt:L" 'Tr-''
^"" '' ^»'"^''> wouid-enai!;: t

wouVd ennfit^

t'""^ wh.ch are necessary to an adequate solution. It

eTch side navlJ ' T""- "
"'*'^^^^ *™*^ ^^^ -«.v he oneach side, nay, to do more, to g.ye that truth a deeper meaning and

?n h rtr"*"" '^ ""'"^ " ^" '^ P>«^« - a^ystem of 'widertn. h. .\ncl how much this latter consideration means mTvL . nby romomhenng one thing: if each side has its truth, if Jo//, ofTheopposecl s.des are really elements in one th and one lif:! each hav^n^
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its own great place and great right, then we may be sure U»at each
can also contribute to the power and breadth of the other; for great
truths are not self-contained ; they answer to one another and con-
tribute to one another. Secondly, it would enable us to understand
the limitations under which each of tiie sides apprehended and
envisaged its own truth—limitations which shut each side away from
the otlier and made each accuse the other of blindness or even of
falseiioml. And understanding these limitations means (as Hegel so
steadily insisted) a very great deal more than mereh stating the
fact of their existence. It means understanding how "they came to
1)0; bow they are inevitably bound up witii certain special points of
view, so that the men who live habitually at these points of view are
subject to the corresponding limitations of outlook upon tiie world.
Such a method would enable us to recognise truth wherever there is
truth to be recognised; and not merely to recognise it, but (what is
more ditticult) to do justice to it. In particular it would enable us
to leave the established laws and principles of natural and physical
science standing in their full inner integrity and at tlu- same time
to take them up as harmonious elements in a system of truth wider
than themselves; a system in whose wider light tlieir ultimate sig-
nificance for life and for the meaning of life would become manifest.
And that would put us in position to correct precisely the order of
mistakes with which we are here concerned; not mistakes in matters
of fact (a sort of mistakes whith scientific men are not given to
making)

;
but mistakes in interpretation, mistakes in applying the

principles and the points of view of the special sciences to life and to
the problem of the meaning of life.

Indeed, the demand for such a solution might be stated wholly
from the side of science itself. For it is the presupposition of all
science and of all endeavour after science-it is the presupposition of
every step in every scientific investiffation-that the world is one a
single system of interrelated facts; and that therefore knowledge is
one. a single system of related insights. Hence the ultimate truth
about any one part of the world, or about the scientific principles
employed in the study of it. becomes manifest onlv from the centre-
only from a point of view which commands the whole field and which
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i« gaintti, not so much by the study of fact after fact in detail as by
apprehending the inner nature of the totoi system. And it is pre-
cisely when truths appear to conflict that it is most important to
remember this; most important of all when the conflict is such aa
that between the " natural science consciousness " and the religious
consciousness, where the two sides appear to stand so far apart, and
yet each is so deeply rooted in existing reality.

The task, then, which faces the man who has taken into his heart
that for which Wordsworth and Newman stand, and who at the same
time finds himself compelled whether he will or no to be an Intel-
lectual citizen of the modern world, may be summed up thus.—First
he has to attempt to comprehend the ultimate significance for the
prol.'em of the meaning of lif,., of the modern scientific knowledge
of .. ire. Secondly, to do this he must seek to gain a point of view
from which, in some genuine sense of the words, the world can be
seen as one. lif, viewed as a whole, facts comprehended sub specie
qmdam aeternitatis. Thirdly, the quest of that point of view must
be carried on in a genuinely scientific temper. Rebuke of science-
evasion of the demands of the scientific spirit; the "flat supersession
of the scientific consciousness " in the name of the religious conscious-
ness; the attempt to follow some by-pnth or "short cut" upon which
one hopes to get past the scientific position without the danger of
being taken prisoner :—all these are ah initio forbidden.^ In a word,

> One of thaw, attempts to "get pMt the Mientlflc po«itloD" in no fundi.m.n>.iw ..-.iM to de^rre special men.ion-the endeavour to justlfTbelW In gS b»t^S ^^^
fentnotby thegreatnemand harmony of nature, not by iu abldinir law annT^fi-

tbMlaonlrtlMlMslniitDBaftheiiutter. Ono. .ou thaUm th. «inilnnii. »# _ .

In a word, in Insisting upon the continuity of nature men of rl«n.w. h... i w ..
tbeologUn. than the theologian. them«,Ire.. If 0«rf «iTu a° k? nTl^th.^ ^,"',^

n«di,«of itandtoonarrowanapplioauonof itto reality, xi.. priXe of^nZTtT ta
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THE STUDY OF XATUBE
the attenipt to discover the ultimate significance for life of our knowl-
edge of nature should bo carried through with fidelity to the scientific
spint; and the view finally gained of the ultimate meaning of our
science of nature should K in a genuine sense of the words, a farther
stage of science itself.

IV.

But in ..,.,,roaching this task one is approaching no new or purely
modern task. To gain insight into the significance, for the problem
of the meanmg of hfe, of the fact that man h.., science of nature:
""d so to gam that insight that it shall be a farther stage of the same

lZT'~;'r, T """"'"' " "P«" " ^""^^ ^hich includes it, has
hec-n d,rec.ted the longest and n.ost continuous of all the labours of theinunan mmd. Each intelloctual era has co„,e to the problem in it!

'ZZtl r 7' "'"' ''"' ^•"'^'^'^ "P"*"-'' ^•"•""gh inadequate
egor es has In-en slow and stubborn. Hence the special plea.lJr orhe hasty cr.t.c can eas.ly arrange a clever argument for the charge

that the ,mag.ned insight of each age stands in contradiction to thatof he others and that therefore the whole history establishes nothing.But as a matter of act that history has the unity which arises from
a central and catholic line of development. And the man who isw.ilmg. and who is able, by historical study, to repeat that develop,
nient .n his own thinking and live it over again in his own soul-
the man who illuminates his soul with the wisdom of the ages, and.rows into that illumination as the ages themselves grew into it-Uthe man who, when the problem here at issue falls upon him, canconduct most intelligently his own wrestle with it, anfcan ZtZ
a guide to others.

.l.h,(e <l,,l "oentr.! .„d „tholio lino" h.v, «,„, i, p^^,,, „,.,

dl«aMlon In Mr. Balfour', f^unrUUion» of Seliff iZTs^tg, "" ""'*
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AND THE VISION OF GOD

such a farther stage of science as was referred to aljove is possible.

And not only that it is possible, but nlso that the human intellect
must seek after it unless the human intellect is to live in treason
against the scientific spirit. They have seen, in the first i)lace, that
man's knowledge of the material order implies a greater whole of
knowledge, from whose point of view the world is seen as a whole and
man's life in its true meaning; and in the second place, that that
greater whole of knowledge is a fulfilment of man's knowledge of
nature, not a revolt against it, nor a contradiction of it.

The age-long labour in which the " masters of them that know "

endeavoured to fulfil the scientific demand which they had thus appre-
hended, cannot, of course, he descrilx-d or outlined here. But cer-
tain of the outstanding facts of its his^tory, if noted at this jtoint,

will enable us to orient ourselves in the courts of philosopiiy. and to
apprehend the nature of the tradition that has grown up tliere.'

That tradition entered, almost at its l)eginning, info conscious
possession of its own true nature as an effort after the unity of life.

For the mind which gave rise to philosophy and science, and presided
over the beginnings of their tradition, and informed the construction
of their first great monuments, was that of the Greeks; and the
graver genius of that race—even while its cities, by divisions without
and within, were working nut for themselves irremediable ruin-
sought to rise above the divisions of thought and of practice; sought
to see life "steadily," to see it "whole," and to discover, at
once for the individual and the state, the true unity of life. That
unity the Greek—«o far as the deeper genius of Hellas prevailed in him
—sought by proportion. He would bring life to unity, not by
extirpating all interests save one—driving out religion, for instance,
in the name of science, or the good in the name of the beautiful, or
the expert in government in the name of denimrary—l)ut rather by

I Forth yoHiiKer student of philo«ophr tho hUtorl.-»I .Hidy that dor- ihl- lm« In
addition to the value noted earlier in the text. thi» -pectal value : It ,..it» him in position
to make with more IntelllKonoe hi« eotimat* of the prewntKlar voice, that claim hi«

?i ." ^?;. fJ" .
" '" ""^ '""• •°"'" "' ">• '"•'"'" 'n Phllo«iphy are m relat«l tothe traditional development that their own individual .trrnirth i< at once rooted in and

reinforced hy the Inealcniable HtrenRth of the central and catholic pa«t ; while othem. who
r*if".T ^ l.y r""*

'"'•""»"" °' 'h«lr o"". represent In philowphy the meraly
Individual and therefore the tranilent.
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THE STUDY OP NATURE
giving to each Jegitinmte interest and capability of the soul, its dueand proportionate plac^pri^ary or seco/dazy. L the case^^ b^m the single system of an harmoniously ordered life. The lifewhach results when a single limited intent, or a single unbridlS
tendency of hmnan nature, takes complete possession of a human

aZ 1 . "/"T^"^' '" '^''^'^ *° -" "^ human life; an"any social order which would make such life inevitable t^ thevarious classes of enfranchised citizens he looked upon as essentially
vicious. In the state, according to the ideal of it,':ach cS wa^
to perform freely and devotedly the function for which nature fittedhim and «, the life, on the one hand of the state, on the other ofeach individual citizen in it, was to reach completeness both ofdeve opment and of efficiency. Unity of life; completeness of life;and the scouring of these by harmonious cooperation of natural power^m which each helps the others by doing with excellence its own wS^k :-

oS'thHte.""''
^^ '^""^ "^ "'' ""^ ^^ P"°"P'^ '°^ '^' organisaUon

thlT!!rT'"\
'^"

^r"^
"'"^ '"^ ^^ «^»«°»'fi«= workmanship washoroughly disinterested. Greek men of science and Greek men ofthought were wont to look upon the facts of life and the facts of the

Z . ^^Z ""*' '""^^ ''''' *^^y '"^ tl^i^g^ J"«t as they are

ruth r\^ ^r ''"'''' •" '""'^ ''^^^ th^""- The notion that
truth-truth in the grave r ,d deep sense of the word-^uld have ill
consequences in the practical life, had no place with them. By theveij nature of the mind in them they were free from the vice of doing

that reason hat the Greek mind has contributed, as to L cauL of

For h^^HHt T'
'''° "•"" ^'^^o^^^^y' to th« cause of goodness.For hostility to science, or even alienation from it, in the interest ofmorality or religion, is as injurious to these themselves as to science-

nay, is even more injurious; for it works them a triple injury. It

Jt^."^ I r'°**^
P""''P'^ ^'^ ^"'P''^'"" »« f«"ing he'light.

It shatters the unity and integrity of life; and incompleteness of life

te rT7 r:V^ '"°™^" *"' °' "''«'°"- ^nd-the deepestinjury of «ll_,t .teals away from them that which is at once their
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AND THE VISION OF GOD
eyesight, tlidr interpreter, and their intellectual soul, and thus leaves
them to the mercy of the dogmatic and the priesUy mind.

These qualities of the Greek spirit made the interpretation of life
which It wrought out a thing of supreme value for ever to the men
wiio, for the business of living life, wish to clear their evrs and clear
the.r intelligence. That interpretation took two main forms : a more
hteraiy, ,n the work of the tragedians, who in huge and majestic
symbols of ancient legend expressed their sense of the operation inman s life of a necessity greater than man, so that the blind choite*..
the hasty movements of the individual will, bring in their train inex-
orable fate-fate dad always in terror, but sometimes dimlv seen to
the poets faith to be the form of a great righteousness; and a more
sc-ientific, m the work of certain great men of thought who carried
farther than the poets the attempt to understand the nature of that
nec^ity. and found it to be eternal, and. in the highest sense
of the words, rational and righteous. Bv singular good fortune to
humanity, this latter interpretation came to share, at its culmination
in Plato, in one great feature of the former: came to add to its own
intrinsic value as a guide of life a manner of expression fitted to win
mens hearts. For while Plato had, in its verv highest form, the
disinterested scientific temper of the Greeks, and their clearness of
intellectual vision, he was more than a great scientific intellect con-
tejnplating life. He was one of the most human of men. He knew
life by walking in its ways, by sharing in its greater struggles, by
enduring its greater sorrows. Yet his vision was driven Levond the
horizon of this world; alike by the discovery of his 'into! ^
^nd by the demand of his soul for a home trulv appropriate 'o
Its nature, he was led to contemplate an etemitv and a perfection
which are not of this world, thongh they are the truth of it and the
standard for judging all its affairs. And in this ascent of his soul
the characteristic genius of his race did not desert him. • .ough its
lighter elements were rebuked and fled. He remained a Greek seekinir
for integrity of life and delighting in the exercise of all the faculties
of the soul

;
an artist, with the artist's instinct for apprehending and

expressing beauty; a poet, able to find earthlv words for realities
nnspeakable, and for the things of eternity a voice that passes into
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THE STUDY OF NATURE
human hearte "with lightning and with mu«ic." So that when inPlato the graver spirit of Hella« entered into full and critical pos-
session of itself, and put into words that which it had learned con-
cerning the worid and concerning life, the words went forth to later
generations clad in addition to their scientific truth, with a threefold
power- -that of humanity, tliat of beauty, that of religious passion.

But though Plato's words were at once the profoundest and themost human of all the words that have been spoken in the schools of
philosophy, the two worid-ages which followed did not take him as
their teaclier The media-val worid. indeed, might have seemed the
very worid for the r.3ception of Plato. For the men of that world
were actually aehieving-to them the supreme business of life was
to achieve-the very thing which had lain closest of all to Plato's
heart, and which he had called for from the Greeks in vain: the sub-
jecfon of the sensuous worid to the supersonsuous. the making of the
whole order of the state, the whole course of individual education,
the whole structure and organisation of society, a "service of the
invisible world.''> But, for one thing, of the corpus of the Platonic
writings little beyond the ri„,aeus was kno«-n. For another thing,
he dominant party made religion inseparable from the church, and
the men who laboured in the task of giving to the worid its divine
mterpretation were churchmen. And these, when they required an
mtollectual organon for their immense endeavour, found in Aristotle
a^vstem remarkably well adapted to their needs. If it had somehow
been possible for them to gain a comprehension of Plato as he truly
IS. they would probably have found him a very troublesome friend
For a spiritual power, incalculable, unfathomable, not to be fettered
or led, IS a thing which does not commend itself to the tvpical church-
nian. And that is precisely what Plato is. For. in the first place,
he 18 always a dialectician; and his dialectic allows vour mind no
rest except in ultimate and essential etemitv. And 'in the second
place as we shall see later,* although he is not a Mvstic, yet Mvsticism
can be learned from him; and Mysticism makes short work of
external organisation, of material symbols, of churchly observances.

' WIndellMnd. Platon, Ste. Auflage. 9. 169.

* Infra, pp. 214-332.
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At the same time, there is in inedia-val thought much more Platonism
than we usually fancy; partly because the media-val temper led inde-
penden.ly to it; partly bmuise. in choosing Aristotle as their master,
the inedui-val theologians chose, next to Plato himself, the best IMa-
tonist in the world. And if Aristotle did not reach the heif-ht of the
Flatonic temper, his media-val pupils could contribute that dirwtly
from their own hearts.

With the modern world the case has been different. It could
know Plato if it would; and from the Renaissance onward it has had
many anient disciples of Plato. But its temper has in the main
been un-Ilatonic; and in its science it began by breaking radically
with the past. The world of Descartes and Bacon, in the extremity
of Its revolt ajrainnt the mediivval. would have nothing to do with
any science but its own; would U-gin all over again the work of
umcrstamling the nature of the world; would fight its scientific
battles altogether from its own beginning, altogether in its own
fashion. The outcome was remarkable. When one penetrates to
the groat currents that beneath the troubled surface have driven for-
ward a8 steadily and as irresistibly as if Necessity herself were in
them, what one finds is an almost exact parallelism with the course
of Greek thought. The Eleatic and the Sophist are accurately in
their places

; th.- Eleatic (in Spinoza) with much of the old Par-
menidoan dignity; the Sophist with almost the old procedure in his
scepticism. And at last the specifically modern way of approaching
and stating the problem was set by a very un-Hellenic Socrates-
Immanuel Kant.* His work was that of a pioneer. It furnished

di.ii«ircro?„u;Som;o«:rorre«"*" '" ""•" """ "^'™' "-•«""' •'""' '^--«' th.

«.undl, emph«l^ by the ri« of ^"miciim-f, Jit^^Zt^^ '•*™ *»•• "frned (iMlnR
ontolo,r7 cannot be con.trurt*H n» h»nH .k . ^. ""**

't"'"*""*" ""'' Hume) that »n
«alnedinlythrou«S"nd l"a^,..^i?hl;vn?V' "'1:^*°"^' ^^""^ »' "•'»» «••" »»
connected In the one "i* With .Lni,!:^^-''''"?'^^^^ Theloarnln,of ihU. leKKon U
And in each cL^tlJXlZil^^.t^T *" .Socrate.. in the other with that of Kant.
f^t^SiZ^wt,)^^ « Uh'.htZ"

""•?.?',"'•' philosophy en.emi auf den
the p™«,„t ^riod.TXich^ery „ ;.VphvSc~JVho^ fnlhfJlTn'" '""""Tll.T'"'

""•

.ndnot.„«„»eddyor.,de..trJL.p,^'idr;;Lthr,;Jrnt'oC^ur:.%^^^
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THE STUDY OF NATURE
little more than a bciriniiinir An.l in fcr-n*'
beginning wa« sadl/obHcufed itZZi:? *"'T

"'° ""'^

which that acute L * 1 ' ^°"«-^«'">«i «*«rd of a lifetime in

t».oda,andfo;:7^«t n^rfonhe:' b;;'"T' 'I'''^'''''
"'

of alien and obscuring mair th
7' '

""'''' *'"'^'^^''" '^^'^''^

ta.k set for the mTe^n m nH . .^^""u'"^
""" **'^"'- ^^-^ "'^

ro^olutelv throuT Thn
^'

',
*"" ^" '"^^P*"^ """^ P""'"*!

wiJJ of ih^T V"
*^"'^'"« °^ ^'^'^ ^'«»ti«n beyinning-if vou

h:;'b^nV:s LTot:vr"' ^'^ ^^ •^«*"-*^ '-'-^-

in which we nriive
"•'^'^'^"'^ " ^''^ ^^""^ °^ P^'-'-Phy

that each of th^ „~ * . ./ *"
""^ '* '^ sufficient to say

l.»™.n n,iH g..ho^ tot. hLh lMKX"„ro,T.'t *" ".'

modern, H«gd.
Aratotl., the m^»T.l, Aqainu; the

..d^^UMW off
'' " "T °""' "»' ""'" ••"I- Ari...He'.

own l„v .,?J
^"'""- '"'' ""'"<''' >» •"• "»'<•" verj docrlv

— -' *»-»-.•-. >, 1.™ h™ is;
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AXD THK VISION- OF nOH.

Zclltrf '"''''

"'T"",""^
^'»"-"^= ""'l the unhappy form inwhich t was n..n.8«arv for hi« editors to is«uo a preat part of themhas not helped the ...att... For another thin,, there i/a feature ofhs work which H ,Mv„li„rly distasteful to the •' Anglo-Saxon "-or

a any rate to the s,.viti..ally En^Minh-intelkH^t: the technical appar-
...... useful as .t really is. is .o enormous that .ometiu.es it sJZlhe very ..ntent for whose expression it was devised; while at o heunes „ earru.s Ile.el. rather than Ile.el it-at whieh tin.es the mn,of thou.-ht appears to he mounte,! upon a very high horse indeed.>

to l«»rn .nd which hU .de„U.m"*: tot^h
""''' "" """'^ *'"''' "o "«««

mo™ :^^tw"';'rr"harr:';i;„':r """
"tii'"""-

""' •"• "• •" -"'"••«•
«(e«dy e».,yd«r conKio,.Hno« .li„,r,^ » T"* '""'"»'<"• '«">«ht the battle of th«

thing needed In order to Live .ohe™Li ,^ ,. .
' '""'""" "' ""« '*<" '"at the very

lUntUneplstemoloR, ., dlrffl^S :rdry.^n«t'^^^^^^
Phllo«ph.cI con.lruotlon In the

unncco-«rily crip^,il ; not ^t«ether TuZ '"'"'-«"• I" 'hem phlI<»ophy w««
lt««lf

:
m the name of theTrdt^y ^n:,,^" '^^^ ",'""'• '•!"'°~P''y '« 'hen. defeat.

Bround - and of • pUin factV'They re™ f-^. < - 'T'""' '"'""'""'• «" '"•« " •""<»

-how „. What tho^ everyTy^IZZt oZZ^^)'::^.^T^^^''Zl^'^''''"
?'""

and"^r.r,;::;' "^ r:r"a''r^^ro'-'r °h '"r
** "^"'•"'« --"•-p'" • • «'«•

who nmk.. it par. of hU dutrtT^ in reviTrtl -^'if''''T
V*^^ °' "'"" = "» »•»

to Hnd a flaw In each and then ih.^ »h« i. .
.

manter. of them that know - .Imply
circle of hi. own^^rla' or^Xdo^ tht:^^"^"'""' "^"""Phantly within Z
the moHt .p,<.ial of all

' hJ^Z.Tulr^!^i^^\. ^^ """" ' """ «•*" " """"^
d«alln, with the worllo,.ouKhrrck.lu\^i; "^tj" •"'""'•' "» «"''''»' *ho In
only h. who U nuch a .tudentTd.v i- wo«h^ ^L "I^T '"" '** •^'•' vlrtue.-a„d
tomorrow-will have nothin^t^rt'o' H?ve«nth-t'wIT"" °' ""! '".""'~' °' "" <"»'"•'
-cicnce and phllowphy

; h« w*ll keep him.!-!? film fh
"'"'."""' "" ''°"'*'' "*"«" '"

Ihe great workmen of the lnIilh,cr.Lk. o^It t^m^" '""T" '""" ""' '" ''"' P™"""^ °'
he will end-avour to make hi" wlnLujh fJ^7' "!f

'™P<"^~"'>"« <>' their work

;

expre,»lon,to the Inner and abidZ „ e.^rn« .^h . i" 'f '""'" '»"PP~Pri«te. form, of
...en of old reached outX but w.Zot abli .« .1 •."'." '^ "" '""'"' '"»' '^"^
«. from each one-.tlll more f~m aTof them ;i::~L f^n^'L"''"'"'

"""""''= ""•
one great deTelopment-he will carrv .-.. i. !?

»• 'onnlng one great history and
worthily gained.

""' "'"' ""• """••«• worthy harvct of In.lght

!::rarh'-ti^:rj;hH^^
muehpoo™rthing.\"n-drn^'hS:-Tpli^--^^^^^^^^^^
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THE STUDY OF NATURE

l-t'im.iiif f„,.„,| „, i,,
'„„, ' " ','" "°"' " ™nying K.i,.-,

' "4.1 »»:, i^. r r™;,:':' '"t
'" ,"•»""' "-'•

«•»«• -f .l»f,,l..lX FrolnT "°'.'"'"7r
«' Hegel i. ,h. .triot

t..e ^,ur „with the bo.^Vfl^'^ ,,;;•' '^;.'^*"»-P*» "/ «^^^^^ Then. .„n•ml .lUM.*..on -th. Lo„u-„^„ be attTmpt^l Of m,^
**""'"' ^"'"•"l. e,p»,tlo„

thonKht and of it. «l«nifl.„nce the be.t^m .

'"'fwlucloir "UtemenU of He«,r»
M«..r of ,,.„,„,. The hand'^X,:^^: ";-",'' 'j"Jel, lon^ to «„„,„. that b^h.
on., Krave .lefe.-t. It I. .loH,.ribe<l |„ , hVprefZ-Vrt ^ ?"'''™ ""•" »" "««'«'<» Point.

nation. «n Infrpretnllon. l„ ,he -ImplJt «nrdl«I...i T
'^•'' "P^'H-n. «, expl».

hand. To that one purp.„« all ,h, ^^teTl merarv^l "*, '~*'""»- "' "•» VUm in

"f inrldontal virtuen-lt i. mo*t into^th^t .'^ *""*'°"' *•'"•' ha»lnif«„, „u„,^,
happy ,„«a^„,_„ci., precis" th, Hi" t?.roual"tr"/'*r-

'"" "' '•"«•"' "./inK-^nd
«ay that ... far from being prlmarllr rr,"xn^,M f ?! ' '»"'«»»°k- One might «lm«t
the world. It I, an oiponitToM „ "u .uth"r' oTn '^r.

?' ""»"! ""• "' '*" ««»•"«" vow"
of Htifel in ,h. light of .hem And "hrt^t^''^: '"**'"'""''"' ""^^^
whether In dealing with Hegel or wl h thTCui . T' ""*"'•'• ^t .K>me poinu
• Hegelian- ••.tla-authorwritTllke a -on of,

L^'*'.''^'''" •*"««• "ot quite fairi;
o « long and intimate knowtdl; ; „roth'^ wuT T"""' '^ "" «"'"'« 'h.objj^u
. m«.t (if the co„.pari«,„ „„y b.^rt„„^) l,To TlLl "'T '""'"'»" "'"» "temalltj!
«toiie« at the window..

i-roonea) like • itranger who .tandH out-lde and throw.

..rereilnK\;Tl!rnot'",;ct''"ur![."TrW^ •""*"»»'' «'-«' to In the
n-Un-tly „,u-l., l, de.lr«bl«. To «a"„,en"l^„„ ""'.."*!.• ""•'" P""' "«"'-, mean ^
Maoklnto-h-i rule (op. „/. p. 8g)ti„t • a weU 1^!!^ .

' ""' *" »x«inple of Profenw
ed«e." The -tory of Hegel'. i„fl 'e„c .T^L Br.Vr "V""

'" "" ""' "'«P ^^ kno^
Without the application of a party rrmnTn .* "'""*'" '"'«'" have been written

tbem*,lveH » hoar. chiefly conrer^^
'^''""' '" "•" '«* »' Pn»«t« from the mTn
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AND THE VISION OF GOD

l''jl^!bi;To hi'''';H'"
'""'^"'" " '" '^"•'' ''"^ '- "^ '"-»> that

o m^'« 1

"'"".'"«»°'->' »P«" ""'"re. upon all ,1a. d.partn.cnu

and that no n.ean one; tor the funda.nental prol.lon. „t any ra,"'

seventy and self-tontrol, winch put ,l,e di.cU8«ion within reach of...any to whon. II..,.! hin.self i. ein Uu.k ,nU .ielen ^1,^
urif 'T'l"'" '""" *''*•" "^ "-'^•^'•»' '"«"r-' «ho,u theprovnt

ve r; :t:r "" "^r"'^' «™'^'"^'^' ^*"^" ^-- ^^^^
-"

»>

K^n thnf h ,
^^ • '" ""'"'^ °' " "•"" *»'««^ '"^'^ 1'^' '.a« neverKen that he de«,res at this point «,H..iallv to dwell. The late PrlW reen had not the special gift« of Jhe .en to who r-L n"Las just b.H..n made: no. the ren.arkahle blending of profundity andsub le keenne^a which characterises one of ,hemf not thru^ion oj^do«oph,c .ns.g t with the whole breadth of hu;ane lear inT: ich

f,r rT' ."" '^' ''"'' °^ "»°'*'^'^; «°t the vast and ^vnUMuatic

n: :' 1'?'/ ^''^" ""^''^^ " '"'^^ •»•'' representative of pi. . lm true greatness as a rationally articulated view of the world andof l.fe. 1 hcse h.ng. Green had not ; for hi. life was weighted withabour and h.s day was .hort. But his life and his teachi,rhad two

rr "''^'; "'"'" ^'"' '"-*'«" «f ^is name sp<.ially pp opr
„"

allll tJeTr^nhr'T'""- '".
*'^ '^^^ ^'^^^ '"^ cannotTairlt

~f5a:L;of;i;:t:t^--^

employs are elementary, are primary and simple; ^d jn-t fo hatm.son are funda„.ent«l. „nd hold for all life under all I . um "anctSo that whde .n one .ense the discussion is Kantian, yet in T stdideeper sense to apply party names-Kantian. Lo-Kant In

alrir" " '' •^"^•7°-•^'^'• - to apply party nlmes to th. first'and elementary principles of any great science \nd in tL ;
place, while Green was, in life and character Knglth of the E^'Zand by that character and life spoke with Englisht n heirt to htrt!

M



TIIK 8TruV OF NATURK
yet tliPro wu. o|K.rative iu huu prtv.i^.ly the rno.it valual.le u-ndency
of tl.o Uret.k n,ind-iU u-ndHicy toward unity and integrity of life.
I ho fragmenu of writuiK tliat he k-ft b-.-hind him give, if re«l intelli-
gent v, a sy«tein«tic outlook upon Iift--they conUin Iwtli a i.y«tem of
fundamental principk-8 and an uppluation of tlieso to the under-
-tan.l.ng of nature and of history. But that U the Iwwer aide of
the matter; if he did not, in any finuhttl or technical wnae, write
a HVHtem of philosophy, he liv.d on... What hi. biographer has to
rm,rd in, aa .Mr. Nettk-ship «, well «ay»,' "a fact which haa never
bci'n common and which in c.ptH.ially rare in Kngland, the fact of a
Iif." in which philoso y wa. nvoncik^d with religion on the one ai.k.
and iMjIituH on the o:

; the life of a man to whom reason was faith
iiiade articulate, and .or whom both faith and reason found th. i,

highest oxi.ression i„ g,x>d citizenship." It is in men such aa this
that philosophy is most clearly seen doing the work that it ought to
do in every age, but specially in an age like our own ; for in such men
philosophy bwomes the philosophic mind, and the philosophic mind
leads to a life and a work in which the contending elements and
warring truths of the age are seen rwonciknl un<l working with
iinitetl power.

V.

The groat argument which thus, from its , Ici.r l)eginning8 in
irellas. passed onward through the ages with all thoee turns and
retreats, and yet with that very real continuity of development, cannot
be presented in a few pages. Its full meaning can be gathered only
by living through, in one's own soul, the long course of the hiatory
in which it strugglHl into possession of its many insights. But a
sense of its import can !« conv.-ycd, and an indication of its procedure
and (.onclusions given, by a l)rief outline of its modern form—the
form which it has taken in the school of Kant, but which nevertheless
18 so simple and elementary as to stand above party affiliations. In
attempting to draw up such a statement, one of Green's writings is

specially useful
:
the ensuing outline was suggested by, and in places

I In tlie .Meninir proflied to Vol. 111. of the CotlrrUd H'orkm, p. »i.
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AND THE VI8I0N OF GOD
followi quite cloMly, tho argunH-nt work.Hl out with great «implicity
but alM with great thorDughneiw in the I'roUgomena to Kthic».

We muat begin with nonu-th' - which, aa already ha« been noticed '

WM to the greater ma«tei« ,, .o • phy at once a flrtt innight and
•n impulae to farther in.i-4u ' i order ". .( o„r experien.o of every-
day thing, may be what a ,...tu.. ' u. rp...t .. U be greater than in
our everyday exp-rien-. . s,..,.. u, I,... ..r . put thi« into the
narrower and more ....!,,-., ,.r„ .Inr-h .x.u ^.eet. the probl.-m
now before u«, the ,.a(n ;„ n.lphy... H<i.rK> .v the very fact of
heir exiatence, imp' und c'l f..r ,. w,,.. f , .o^hHlge wider tlian

the,nm.|v«,. For a sc...-,,.. m h (.a-ing out o' th.- relation* of the
facti, and events of t...- n„r' i , , „n. „n,„,„. The law. of nature
whirh men of »,wmv fo,.,ul,.... urc- 8ta,- • .„ of those abiding rela-
^ona; and tho total Kyatem . f iutionn i^ the order of the world
But suppose the natural and j. , ,

.' sci.uccs to have fully accom-
plished their work. There would still remain a relation to Im> inveati-'
g.»t.Hl-the relation of all those facts and event, to the knowing
intelligence. Every thing, every event, every relation, which a man
of scene mvestipnt.... enters by the very fact of In-ing known and
inv<*tigati.l into a relation with intelligence-into that organic union
with mtelligimce which from the .ide of the intelligence itself is
cal«i knowbHl^-e or science. To say that such a thing as natural
and physical science exists, is to say that mind and the world, subject
and object, have entered into organic connexion; the knowing intel-
Iigence has gone out into the world, has traversed it. penetrated it
made itself at home in it-and in doing so has realise.! and fulfilled
Its own nature as intelligence; or putting it in another way. has taken
the world, or parts and l)eginning8 of the world, into itself, and that
not as a mere outside article drawn into an empty container, but aa
an organic part of its own structure. This relation everjthing in the
world that 18 or ever can be an object of scientific investigation, sus-
tains or 18 capable of sustaining; and to say this, is to say that science
must advance to the investigation of the relation in question. For

' Supra, pp. M. M.



THE STUDY OF NATURE
if science be the tracing out of the relations which the conaUtuentparu or factors of the world bear to one another, then it ia the flatt^

wi^?K T^ °' '*!" '''''"°'" "^''^ ™»''« "P ">« ^o'ld'" order; butmth the ^Ufons tha, fall ouUide thoae claaaes we will have no^
thi.1 * f!t.

* °^ '*'''°'* " **»" ""t*'**^ 0' this r«latioZ

ana"^T Jk^T "^ '°*«"'««°«---' "^ object to aubjec^-and thecapacty for th.a relation ia part of the nature of thlnga. And arelation which thua exists and ia of the nature of thinga muat b!investigated To refuse to inveatigate it would be a turning ^^lence aside from its regular and legitimate path of advanc! TnIcnowing the world; would be as genuinely a crime against the spirU
science as to refuse to investigate the laws of the tides, or of heplanetary orbits, or of the development of organic types.
The relation, then, involved in that organic connexion of objecteand intelligence which is science, must Ik- investigated. And thequestion with which to begin the investigation ia a ver, simple oneIfow 18 such a relation possible?

^

amoui^s\"/ 'a'./''
"' "^ !''"' '' '"''' """"^^ «' ^«'t the relation

as already has been pointed out. that the world is one, a single system
facts and relations. Furthermore, scientific statements,tee theyare truly and adequately formulated, are timelessly valid ; can 2
tt ZlT '""""'T

'' '^^'""""*'"' ""'^ ^•-'^ «- independent^
of line and the passage of time. This implies that the ultimate order

t^nelT^H ' '*
".

*'' '""""* '' "'^"^ '- I™- '« «« e^n-al

?he nnh / '/ ""^'' '^''''"' °' ^^'^ ""^ Unalterable relations.

«m.l >. f,°' "u"'"'^
'^ ' P"^ ''''«'^'° ">«•> "e°te" into" ormakes himself at home in" or, more accuratelv stUl, "reproduc^

iir'^rwtrn'MH'r''"
*'•' ''-''"^ °' -'-^ factsTh^h :^

^oJ'r i f r*'"'
°' '^™"' "' t™^>^«« '^»««ons which

Trt I at" 1 '':""''•" *'"'' '" ''"•"^ t'''*' -«'" -ta thepart of a permanent subject who (1) holds manv diverse facts inorderly relation m the unity of a single conscious grasp, and (2) ^
«. doing dis mguishes himself from the various facU which he thispresents to I.ii„self-.listinguishes himself from those factsi the
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AXD THE VISION OF GOD

L7tini!'2„"^ n'
""^•'','^'«»'"»''»''''»ng them from one another and yet

mt 1 d? "".'?«•:''•«'• '° *•>« »«'ty of one «cientillc view. lud

var^I V „f f r t '
'" ""'' "" ""'^ '^"'»^'«»« e^'Perience, a vast

LTatl f M
^P'?« '^'''''' "''*' '° '^ °^ distinctness, and yet

BuSm rin '?'" *'"' "^ ^"""^'""'"^ ^-''^ accuraey-fh

o? tCLrS. ; T^'"
^""'"^^^ ^"''^' ^ "'^^^ ^-^J' ''"d every or,

i/no th" trJr rX'T' '° ''"' '""''^' ^° "^^ "^ "-«'•'- Which
.8 not the truth but hmts at the truth, be botJi the judge to whomand the court in which, they are ail prei^nt.

'

With this the quention we began with is seen to have two sidesh .rst how .s such a worl.l possible ? Secondly, how are we to aecouni

I uLh
''^' ^'" 'T' ""* ^^''^"^-'^^ BeLonseious su e^^ 3

( partmlly mdeed, and di^orsively. but still with ever-grow ng eom!pletem^) to reproduce that order of nature in his own fhought?
i'.rst, then, how is such a world possible? The world that menof science investigate is. as every step of their work pn.l o^s and

noes that ,nean.^ It nu-ans two things: in the first place each of theacts or constituent parts of the world is relate to evcrv other-theoUd system of those relations being the "order of tlu-'wo Id
"• t

and mtegrity o ,ts own existence, no one of them being in the order

be n the first place, can it l,e explained by supposing that each of

rtHnZt^"?"^ f ''' ^°'"'-"^""'—
'
o-^^t-

with every other part? Here, indeed, there is no space to discussBueh a theory at length. But it is not necessary. fxTa man L^c ear to his mind ail that such a theory means-Jach at m or elSiron or monad or whatever the ultimate constituent part is sunpl^to bo) from eternity an indep,>ndent and omni.scient conscZrnS

of ntf '!? '"*""' ^'^ '"""-^ '''^ '"~"^ (o'- other aci tie?)

t adi: t rein: i;
''' ""'"^^^ -'' ^"-^-^ ^-^^ «»'"^

^ '«
'- ^

10 to ad^us Itself to those movements, and (2) upon its own initia..ve and in ,ts own ,K.wer e,«.ut.. the adjustmeit-Tet TZ\Ttt:
«7
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THE STUDY OP NATURE
clear to his mind ami he is not likely to continue to hold the theory
The solution ^iven l,y such a thiH)ry has no relation to the problem
which 18 iK-inff 8olve<l: it sei-ks to solve the problem of "the Many
and the One " (or rather the Many in the One) by giving us a Many
without a One at all. The theory which brings to this problem of
llie •' 01.0 connef*«l world " a solution that really does solve, and
then-fore must be accepted, lies in the other diriHiio.i. We must
Iml.l. that 18 to say, that the existem-e of such a thin- as a -

, ..nnectal
world" implies a "principle of union" which does two thugs. If
links nil tiie facts tog.'ther into the unity of one svstem. But at the
sail... tin... and by tlw same activity it maintains each of il„.,., in its
.listinctness. not fusing or confounding th.-m together. And to do
tins It must distlnfiuixh iMf from ,a,h and all of Ihox,- fact, or
nrnts or elnnrnh whirl, it //,«.» holl, reht,-s together and keeps dis-
luul. To it thev all are present: and Mn... it \, onlv through that
presence to it that th.-y have their plai-es in the one svst.-m and so are
what thev nr... it may I > said on the one haml that their pr..s..me to
It M their n-alily; and on the other haml that it is the sounv and
home alike of them and of their relations to one another.'

».it .an scince (ln,l anything of which it dan- assert such an
activity? Are we acquainte.l, in the whol.. .ir.le of our exiH-rienf^e
with anything which can exercise s.uh an a.tivitv an.l so can Ih> such
a " principle of union "? The answer i.s that we are. rnt..lligenc.
self-,v„.s,.o„sn..ss. spirit.-or whatever other name vo.i mav wish to
npply to that which the man of science l.ii.iself ..ss«mtially is— is pre-
<i<.<ly s.ich a principle of union and exercises pnriseiy such an
activity. To hold many facts, many elements, together in the unity
of one grasp, to relate them together and vet to keep each in its dis-
tinctn.'ss -this is pr.His..|y what it is the .^isential nature of s«.lf-

cons.ious spirit to do. R„t in applying this principle to the solution
of our problem we must r.-memlx-r that in i.s ...en s..|f-con8ciou8ne8s
or spirit cx..rci.ses its power of synthesis onlv ini|)orfectly. Our
knowhvlge is fragmentarA-

: our minds in their advance, thmigh not

.11
' ''"•"*.'""'•'""" "' '"« • on. connected worl.l • I,, m mmc form or other, th.. nrnhlem of

« I .neu,.hr.lr.«.«- even of Oavld Hnme. P... U I. In.«re..l„g .„ not. with whM .Zl^l

68
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AND THE VISION OF GOD
in their essential function, .liHcursive. Our world is, in one Henne,
a world given to u., and in appn-hending it we paw from fact to
fact; in mastering one part of it we have to leave other parts out of
sight. But selfK;ons.ious spirit, as the principle of union of ihe
world, cannot be fragmentary or discursive. It nnist !« u sin-le
eternal spirit, to which the total system of things is presc-nt in one
eternally c-omplele grasp;' and present, not us given t.. it, l.ul as .•.,!,-

stitute<l by it-«„„stituted by it in an activity in which it ad^ alt.H
gel her from itself.

.So, then, the cas.. tlius fur stamls. We .ame face |., fa,,- with a
|)rob!em

: llow ca,i mk h a thing as a conmrle<l world e.vist ? Of the
two roads along which a solution can lie sought we found ourselves
absolutely .but up to om--that whi. i, deman.l- a " principle ..

union." And something which by its very nature can act as such a
principle we found ourselves to Ik- ac.iuaint*Hl with. We have then
a problem

;
we have a principl,. H.h.|uate to its solution ; and we have

but one su,li principle. To the straightforward s^-.entilic intellect
wh..n It faces such a situation, there is but one conrs*-: to a.cept the
I'rinciple ami ;.r.H-.NMl with its farlh..rapj)licaii()ii.

We must say, the,,, il.at the world, us a single sxsiem of facts, is
the activity of a su.gle eternal spirit, which by one and the same
nnfivity maintains the facts in thcr .lisiimtness and links them
togc-ther in one system

; and wbi.b, to .io this, must distinguish
Itself from each and all of the facts which it thus c..nstitutes-kMng
thus the source and hom.. of the whole order of the world, or (to us<-
the technical language of j.hilosophy). in the sens*, already indicated
the subject of the world.

But, as we saw, in onler to explain how science is possible more
M necessary than an a«ount of how the objective world is possible
for sciemt. is the coming together of the soul and the world- is the
organic union of subj,H-t and object. The world, we hav.- lH..n fon..l
to say, IS a system of facts presi.nt to an eternal spirit it is the
thought or activity of an eternal spirit. What then can nian Ik., whom hiP science reproduces as his own thought that thinking of the
eternal spirit? Here, again, there i, no spa.r .,, do justi.e to ,ho

r,,la^ "'«"'• »« ino«U»v,il iiiPh (,f i|,„„„ht were wonl towy
«9

rm '^^'^^:'ismm
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THK STUDY OF XATUKE
arffu„..„t. All ihHt in po^il,|, j, ,„ .um up in the hriefent form.t« ..o,u.|u.,on. The knowing .ul.j.vt .annot be ac^untl oTn.foron..e to an.v of ,ho.e ol.j.:.. of who«e very existence a ZeeL

en... (.„..h ,.s f,vl.„Ks or ^onnations)
; for of tho very existonroftiKW a« olenu.nU of a human ox,..rieneo, it. synthetic activ ty L on.e.nor..

„ no<...ss„,v .on.li.ion. It .an 1. „oeou„te.i for only ul tLo«- thn ,he ..tcrnal .ul.j.vt of th. world ha. ropro.h,... i3f_^
;

..or .ay. H.„,.,f.-i„ an., „« ,h.. hun.an L,j...., : ha. rlpr.:du<. I n,„.>,.If ,„ Mi.h M way that, under wlmt..v..r li.nitations* the.•on.t.„.,n.. pr,„..ipi.s of our n.in.ls e«rre.,.n.| to th.

'

...Snt"

:

perfcl in intclllwn-o and re«o„
: ,« Ind'J^'." h,. hi', ,

"";""' ""We,' of the *„rM.
whole onl.r,.f notu«.. «nd th.,, in ortrrt~ l.u,i.n. ,

?"' "l'^'^'
«>-«l«ut... th«

th.t oon.-ept.on. whlc-h for himfn^,^ln*l the woHhT'
'' "" "**" *'••• """ •" "'rive.

«nde«e„M,liMtlvltr of .plri7« fmi^d r.l/„ mi "™ ' ™^^^^ '" '"« n.tun,
.-non, „.„,., i, ,...,.vo in the ^k2"^r7Z„lT^' ""L

""*' "«' """" '- P"-*nt
them leiKlInK tho m«, of men o* w.nl to

" .ml , ,
'" "-'"•"' "» i'*lf.»nd through

own point ..f view. „.,, h,ve .^n?,u ,eel el^T ?".''.?• M-Xr'-l'-..
. ..-h fr.m. hi.

men who nally .re «K,«d in the pri„.'ipl",h,^ 1^ I ?h- hi ."T
' '"•"* f^"' >'"> <h.t

Of their rondnrt. «hould -land .,Jrl U*rj h -v d^n ^ ^ "' "' ""'" '»«"""" »"1

other, a tongue »hl,hhiw»row„ up in lhe«.muI„K.Il„,T ^ *'""''' *"" <"'""" "«.
(ofU n w,Mu«. Violent a ,o^,,,,„::"j;:;;^':f,*'^^^^M to liavn to worit hy wordH ral her limn h, .^ L ™'"*' *• " •'•" *» "•<• »o anhnrpr
both of one another and of the rn . ,""l^tw^lh,„r ""T" '" "'""''• '?' ^^e ^ll
rion«wi,hcle«rm«.,»r(i.,.nla.in,ct.;I„ inniTl^lTiKT""^^
brinK .o liKht .h,«. -u.Mx.n-..iou!!n ra „^" wh,^h"^e ..rhT""!.'''".'

^"""""' •"•"'"
rlu.ion. (and onr liven, nm.h «,„r.. „"an w" Th k «L 1 •"""

t?**.
**""• ""•»* ""' <""•

w„rd-l,»veh,uU.i„.,ri..«-„.ew„.-,| ,""1 m for 1,.Z h . L"
'" ""»""'*' th.. „,.^,

limited ......ninK, in ,w„ «„„, lIvelZ.° t';"
•"^••^r/«'''"°"'''h''l'"l«nd.h«rply

e.pr««e. the .afuory which l.a, ,ev"«l« luejf ?I i f!
'"•"""••• «he w„r,l MHbrt„^„

.p.Hi«ll, ™n^or..e,l to Pan.hei-m .? Ti^ »I^ l^J^!,
" "' "" -'O" " the one

the natnio of (i«|, ||e ,.-«i the »„„, nLIw/ .„TT- ."*" ""'• *'"""• '" "P-'kln* "f
men. the uoni F„ll,rr.

'^'^"- "'"' '" """"kinif "' the relation of Oo.J l„
» UmitalionK « hose rlmracter niav >» .„ .

Ilr. In .imei that an nnimX;, T/o^rnTTo^hen^'''"''/"'''
'"' '"-'*"-• '»«•' *"

.plrit-: that the ..ppol.,t«l eondi.i'., oMha ,l«l'n,T'" ?' "" ""•'"'""«"''' of our

mter,.nly..ybaMl«b.,..r,andl.y,,ru«/leI^r„ir,r«rjM7 T" "^ ••"'' "•»' "«
tabo«r.lnloourl„herll,neoof knnwlXa. lof'halX''''''

"" ""'""" "" •>»"!..« of
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AND THE VISION OF QOD

« e« at home m the nature which He coMtituten, whether when a«d. c ren. we played an.ongst .u flowers, or when we .nvest.g^u: U

of tro .Me and of lo«. we find ia it a c.n.panion and «tay of our

ani u ;Jn :T'';*''
"'•' """'/""">• « •'"- hi. mind strengthens]

ilL •
'

??"'"'' ""*^ ""'^ '^•""'^' the constitutiv* pnn-

to of':.'"'
;'"'' '•".'"^ "" '" *^^'^^ ^'^-'"""' character the an.ean tno> of the wriU-r of the book.

of the' !m"'.''
.""' T""' *'"'^ "'"«' '•« «'^«»' on the one hand

Lw! t tl r ' '' ""'• "" ^'^ "•"•'^ """'^ «^ ^he soul which

«o Hides of th.. one ,,uest.on: How in knowledge possible? Vnd its when , , ,,„.., ,., ,,^,^ ^^,_^,^,.^^^ .^^ .^ J P- ^ And u

of the whole arg„„H.nt and of the ..ondusion to whi.h it le.. Man
^•^ able to know nature-to have science of nature-onlv bee .se thereH an essenfal l.keness l.tweon n.an and nature. TI„:;,S il t"«o out into the world and n.ake i,..elf intellectually at horn n theworl..-,s aide to take the world into itself and reproduce rand a

because, and only iM^ause. nature is really what the soul ia a spiritualexistence: beca,...e, ,.„d only because, nature is the thought of Oci

gradually, to th.nk h.s tathcr-s thoughts after Hiin

»

irJr
'""'?* '"" ""'" '^" '""'ter stated than in words which

actM m the ,„..st exact accordance with, those mnthemaiical nrincjT^es which he himself had worke.1 out in the council-c ^^^ o^^"own pure reason, turned, it i.. said, from his telescope ^th theo.xclan.„t,on. « I think Thy thoughts after Thee. O TX' cLot
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of ,1,..

,

eomliuion, iiiatheinalk-.llv (i.,.. bv th» ...

V'^y.^U^^^^t^^'^'"'' "" "»«'" •"."« which i.

'ram our ,id,. „ „„, 'If.?
*"'°°" ""> » "iMc"".

".akin, „„„; v" « 1,™" " 'h* ""°' "" «""P'«l»«Jing „,. o,

•» .... (.1) And tht „L /,7 ?"' '"'P"""™ »' lli« tho,.t.l.t

:rri,"i:"t:i:n:;/-j/-Hd„„,id?::':,j::,a;;^^^^
;h. pHnCpiea of .he dlX^T ^rt^Z^ 'i'"

,"'"" "
to use an accuratp hnf oocii • 1

"eonuse, and only l)c<>au8e,

n.ind i. ,o?;,«^ rri' zr™'"^ '-"•""" "^ ""-'•'

"^;.t:\ro::,i:iT;-tzr:d'';'"'''i-'-'""''
miKh.-fn ..vprv sten nn^ of

'^"'•''^'^* '^'^ •^""'d affirm at loa^t this

k".w.. ..nd -; ."antl,
, 'i U2': ,t

"' "" °" "'""' ^'

"• "•••-
™--"'":::°r.r„';:.".r;L:if
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so .1,.,, „,,, .,,„, ,„„ n,o.«?/,t: "''J^ r«
"' »" •P'""-

are strippinL' uwav from .1. ,;
^ " "'*^^ g'owth of iniiid

awful iSour a T. ,^^^^^:^ ^^ ' -j"^ '''^^ --thinK of the.r

HHture have a ^ancaitniTL' ""T"'"^
^''''"' "'^ '^'•'^''•«« "^

of Kiencc, wlu'tli.T the i„..„ „ i i .

""aki'"- I-or the eourU

"- «acJ „Uh iL „ , ",
'*;'""^ '" "'-" '^-«"- " or no.

«"i".al eeli that hel r^nc! l/r'"
'"^ '""•'•"•' '^->- """""-t

own ,K,wer of know^ l! f ,
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Newman to ^.e
'';"'' '"' ;-";'''^' «^ "'" ^'o^t Hi,h fiocl.

air," he somewhere y
<,"'''"'';":'";' """• " ''^-^y ''-th of

tl.e ro... of ,ho.. whos,: face: «^ .ij,
''"

» T;;"""^-^'
"'" «-'"« "'

of th.. prcHcher .at, In,,.,
"" ^'"'' '" '''"»>«"• tJ'o woni

Ood .v'ealeU a L ..r'.rr"
•' ^"""'••^" "' ^'"^ '^'--V of his

woul.1 have uJl i ',, !, ,

" ",'"'"'*"^ "'* ^"*'"*» hi„,..|f

"Pon the .oien... of .al ,

"" T "''"'""' "''''" ""'"-• -"'
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"1"'"; '" '"'•^^"'"'^"^ •"•^'•"-- "'

of man' know';.,,, '
, ^ """"f

"-»-''' '•«>». of natun^ and
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'*"^"'- --«>" "
inner heart that he ten. , , tXL:\rrT: '"' '" """"'•

nature, and to have no eve, for the . "ha nllT ri'
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,
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THE STUDY OP NATURE

But in WonUworth we tttiA both adequate vision— I ha«l almost
•aid, ade<|uate ooinpri'hi'naion—and adwjuate expregsion. The per-
ception of what nature truly is; and the companion perception of
what the true strengtii of our human life is :—these are the ani-
matinK and informing soul of his poetry.' That the uontemplation
of nature, the love of nature, the companionship with nature, is a
loriipanionship in which we lay aside our mortality, a companionship
in which (Jod imparts his mind to ni n and man's mind comes to
dwell in lU own proptr home, its home in (Jo«l:—this is the essential
principle of Wordsworth's vision of nature. It is in this lompanion-
sliip with nature that we Invome living souls and see into the life of
things, and the burthen of the mystery, the heavy and the wearv
weight of all this unintelligible world, is lightened, and we l)eeome
aware of a deeper presence than l)efore we had known, something
far mon' de««ply interfused than our first rapturous acquaintance with
nature, our first delight in her glor\- of sound and colour, had Uught
us

—

Something far more deeply interfuteil,

Whofie dwelling i* th« light iif netting »iin«,

And the nmnd wean and tho living air.

And the lilue iky, and in thv mind of man ;

A motion and a ipirit, that impi-lH

All thinking thing*, all olijeiu of all thought.
And rolU through all thinga.

And it is Wordsworth's siMtial crown of glory that with him this
vision of the divinity of nature U'came also a vision of the sacrcduess
of the ordinary life of iiian with its natural relationships, its natural
duties, its natural charities. For him the heavenly light rested, as
upon the lakes and silent hills, so also upon the elemental constituents
of the life of man. The two together formed the one object of his
work as a poet. For these as for those, he sought—not to bring a
conse«-ration of [Hx-fic light from without— l)tit to |>.ni,-trate to. and
interpret, th." heavenly nature which is their genuine l)eing.

1 PerlMiMone iMwbt rather to Hay that theae are the llglu of hi-* poetrv, lh« truth and
inolKht whlnh bin poetry oxpream: while ltj< warmth, the rexi ruined but inimei;«e power
that la in it. ixHoea freni bu own Kn«llah heart- « heart mo«t atTecUonalc, aad trained
(Uke itato'a) br Unicdiatipluio of tragic pawlon and deep peace

T4



AND THE VISION OF OOD

Upon this it in wortli while to pause a moment longer. For it

explaing a fact most ».gnirkant in Hself and. to men of the church,
full of instruction. It may appear remarkable in tho extreme that
men, for religions »ahe. should take refuse from a prophet with a
poet. And yet, when Newman is the prophet and Wordsworth the
poet, that is what, to a certain extent and m a certain regard, we
ordinary men living the ordinary life have to do. For (even leaving
aside the fact that X.'wman, with ull the intensity of his vision of the
livine, came at last to look upon a single narrowly defined institu-
tion ,M the one thing in this world directly and distinctly of divine
foiindution), the very intensity of his vision of the unity of this life
with the life to com.' dimmed his eyes to the unity of man with
nature, and to the value of nature and of the natural man to Ood.
But the unity of man with nature, and the unity of nature with God.
Wordsworth saw with the dear vision of a .iaily and affectionate
friendship.

Hence it is, too, that while we are still young Newman's lesson is

the easier to learn and is the one that specially wins us ; but when we
grow older it is more and more to Wordsworth that we turn both for
Illumination and 8Uf.|)ort. When we are young, ami our hearts beat
high, and the burden of the daily life has not fully come upon us.
It IS easy for us to despise the vanilii-s of the world. It is easy to
turn away from th.. noises of the earth, and from the littlenesses of
the " practical life," and to enter upon that short and direct road to
the heavenly glory which ronsists in repudiating the earth and all
Its ways. But when we grow older, and life itself puts us in our
places, and we are grappling day by day with the tasks of the
ordinary life, and either in them or not at all must fulfil the vocation
whuh we have from Ood; then we learn with a continually deepen-
ing gratitude to receive Wordsworth's lesson of the essential sacnvl-
ness of the natural relationships, of the natural charities and affei-
tions, of the natural surroundings, of our daily life. It is not that
Xewman ever loses his high spiritual majesty in the eyes of any man
who has once apprehended it; it is that Wordsworth Jomes nearer to
us, and dwells with us in our daily cares, and illuminates our daily
and natural life with divine and eternal light, showing us nature

n
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for the farther impartation of that grace to ua.

Hnt »,. ,„„„ rclurn to the arKu.nent it«.|f. For the point

K.r.t from th. .livine .i,le. We hav «m.„ that the order of the
«"rl.l .n «.,.,,nlan... with which the worldV hi.torv pro..,,.lH. i. con-M. u ,..l l,v „„ eternal .pirit who i. ,he Hui.ject of The world: in .«o

.1. we have H«.n that the worl.l i. the thought or activity of flod.

<;I.H,lo,.c„ Iv. , "«v« the end from the U-ginning." and innew „f thH end it arrangen U.e beginning, arranges .he e«e„.i.l
eondilmnj.. the .nform.ng order and constitution of the whole proee«
It iH invohcl. then, in the ponition nire.ndv r.a..h..l-nav. it i. involvedm anvthmg that can Ik- calle.1 Thei.m-thal that whole activity of 0^m winch He cn.t.tutcH the order of the worl.l and maintains the world
pro.-.>e.N in view of an end or rZ-lo?.

Or if we Mart from the human nide we .-ome to pre<i«.|v the «,meHM.t and ahnoHt l,v the name roa.l. For man'H life, «, far at any rate
«« he enter- into hi« moral an.l intellntual heritage, i. „ procL of

.•lopnien
; nature i,.elf. which i. at once the beginning, the home.

«"'l II." .tublK,rn material, of our life, being a medium whi.h ({,k|
«.«'H .n w^hat may In- dcHcrilM.! indiirerently a« the communication ofMiH miml to u«. or a. the development of our own minds. And «,

riT; *,
.'
''"""""

^ '" " world-order which i, rational, which
eonntitut..! by an eternal and ^-IfKon^iou. Reason, what can l«the .ign,fi,.„n.-e of «uch a possibility of human development? whatcan iH. 1„> m..a„i„,, ^f ,„e f,.., that the form into which our life is

cas .s he form of devcIopm..„t ? Here also the position alreadv
r.nchc.1 l.aves us but one rK,ssible answer. The eternal subject of the
wor|.l, „.,,„ ,,oo« n„t act wantonly or blindly or irrationallv. who doesnot make experiments. „„d to whom it i. impossible to" institute aiH'gmnmj: that forgets it. end. has .onstituted the world, with its

7«



AND THE VISION OP QOD
poMibility of human development, in view of a r/A o.- which would
be a true and genuine fulfilnu-nt of the being, and the .una, itic that
are the «ubjpcU of the duv.lopnient.

From lK,th lido., th.n, we are brought to the conception of an end
OTTtkoi m view of which God procee-U in that activity by whi.h the
order of the world i« con^titut..! and the proeew. of the world'* history
n.«de poa«,ble. And the next step of the argument who*., .our*, andwho*e conclusion, are k-ing not.nl here, i, an attempt to undcr«Und
".ore particularly what that rAo. can k.. Sim* the order of the
world ui which w.. now live i. constituted in view of that u.\,„, cer-
U.n cont-lusmns .onccrning the latter are ,K)«.ible from a considcra-
tion of the former. Two of Mu-hc may in the briefest possible form
be mdicatwl here. I„ the lirst plan., that "far-off divine event"
cons,.U u. a perfect aocicty. a fully realised "kingdom of Ood," in
winch the c«,wbilities of ,. ,„„ral. inu-lloctual, artistic, develop,Mi
only in part-often s,.ar(ely at all, and sometimes worse than not atal-m this w.,rld. reach their true an.l full development; and inwhich one ,H.rson do,-* not enter into hi, goo,| at the expens.. of
another; but on the contrary the goo,l of all is the good which ea.h .me
««t.ks, and therefore the «ti...,.ment of his goo.1 bv anv in.lividual
".e.ins to that ...xteiil the attainment of the good bv all In the
««fond place, the perf.ntion of ,..rsonal character whi.^h is implie.1 in
the perf«tion of that society, is not only present to the divine mind
a- an idea; it exists, fully and eternally realised, in the divine char-

Tk /;
'" ""'™' '•^'»™^«<''-- Ood "i"'-lf i". in eternal completeness,

that toward which it is the vocation of the .ons of fiod to grow; such
IS the Knd which is at ome the pro,„ise of our life, and the measure
of lU genuine value, and the stnn.lard which sets in a light more awful
han that of any day of wrath its presimt .listance from its goal. So
that science, in the last saying which it makes possible, places usamong tho«. multitudes of men who. with a sorrow upon wh.ch a
great hope is dawning, listen to that other saying which is at once the
judgment and the inspiration of their lives: "Ye shall I« perfect
even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect."

This then is. from the divine side, the r/,\o,- of the world; from
the human side, it is man's eternal vo<.ntion. And the way of the ful-

T7
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divine wil 1m^ .1
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AND THE VISION OF GOD
word., the divine idea realise, itself in history bv an imparvaiicn ofUsel an which at w.ns men as free spirits to its service. By impuls,
planted in man's nature; by the appeal that suffering makes, and by

the n^lT V"'""'"'
^°"' ""-^ '''''^''"' "^y '^' institutions,

the needs, the opportunities, of society and social life; by prophetic
nerg,es aroused in solitary and burning hearts; by the ideals thunder the pressure of some great need arise in men's minds andmove upon the face of a people's life, and win to their service i suc-c^sive generations: in a word, in all that can bo described a/thenatural development of morality and the natural growth of societyand m that m which divine revelation culminates-the character andaction of Jesus, wherein the ideal for human life, and the const tuthepnncple the eternal and ultimate law, of the whole order of theuniverse,^ stand revealed in absolute simplicity for all men' Ire!hension:_,n all this the divine idea has been at wor^andTatworl,winn,ng to itself all men that can be won, and th ough hemloading onward the course of history and introducing into tim th^principles and the jiowers of eternity.^

iCf. Coi. i. 16, 17(H.V.).

to make the divine purpose eleJe Itself in almost Vhi
°'" AuKUrtinian ") tended

drives a machine fulfil, ftscif thm.i^h fh J •
^ "*"* "'"' »" 'he force which

have-Mifoi„then.X«"orany3of thelr™^^^^
°' the machine, none of which

of the one total machine of wSTi^^y are pLr^ I^Zst thl^^'n'"'''""/
''""••">« energy

Which were really great one-^Mnd philorp^es Ar^fn^n -™ '"""""'-tic theologies,
of the philosophic intellect , . niararof his o„t^»H 7*^ ' P''°'«-<t. "ot «> much
protest, it never worlced out artequatety °he Lreat3^ k™!

"""""• ^''^- "' ^-o" "
than apprehended rationally Indeed it lu!. hl!n . .

""'^'"^ " *""* '«" '"=™'y ™»h"
-seeking for practice witLt "eeki„J frth^™ 'r'''"'''"''"^'^

"""-Philosophical
less able to .ecure that very practice than iU^Z\. """"l™'

•""" '"'"'^ historically

Philosophy of the matter is cle/r And it fs one ^wMohTr "?"*
"T"""'' """' "">

very well unito. CJod is certainlv «,.n«.m„ . « ,^
<-aIvini«t and Arminlan may

in history. In its r^,iu^T„d LflinS aSZr **
=

'?'.k
'"""' •""" """'""' ™P-"«

istic theology had its handsZnfg^t truth rdnH?„t?''';,^"''r""'"" """ C"'^'-
immense practical power an,l efticien^ But unrt^rl?^ . T "u

' ""^ e'^Planation or its

not as the sovereignty „f ,„ iroT^nTchi^: iver t^^t "bui'b:''"'"*' "l""
''"^•''^'"•

Itself; by winning to itself the hearts ai..i ^m ,
' ' '*' "reconciling men to
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VI.

Sv 7 uY^'Tl ""'^ P^^'^'^'' ''' ''''''''' ^y th^i' very existence
imply and call for. What is gained from that point of view is anms^ht, not into the complete detail of the system of the world, butmto Us essential and ultimate nature : in that sense it is a " knowledge

the Morld as a whole." And such a knowledge of the world as a

Hon! of vT "^ '^'' '''^'" °^ '^' '^-''^^ by which the condi-tmnso our life are set. Whether this knowledge be called theolo<ry(as finding the truth of the world in God), or philosophy of nlTor philosophy o mind, matters little. For man is the son of God-

mii:.";: lu'""' "^T^'
«^ ^-^ ^•'^-•^ ^« ^0,'s medium in cot

mind. So that to know nature, God and man must be known; and toknow man, God and nature must be known. Any one of the three-theoog,-: ph.lo.ophy of mind; philosophy of naiure-in order o^Itself must be the other two; and to the extent that it is not, it

sided systems. Among tho«e who ha
" • nuirTrt .„ . ''u'^"" '° "'"'«' ""an one-

hl8tory-the relation of the wlCthe charX^ theraT. ^Z,'''.,"'.'"""
°' ""> '^'""''

to the divine nature, there is a grelteTlhTXZ.., ?' °' '"""^'^""l" «">d societies-

AuBU8tine, If we are to bedSes L the Z^Z fT^I" "^ "•" """'"""trant against
deepest and the heartsthatt^sUove G^ and ,i"e ^^T^t' *,"• ""^ """"" """ »™
8eem« to me. past both the.e men of the U^st to tha^^ l^V^"' "'" ''° '""'^- " '

the .oul of Origen. If the word heolo^y be take'
!"*'

»"f
"""^'"^ »«ht which waa

^cientifle wisdom which seekB to knorG<S^and to i„te^n^.^^^,^^ Tf *" '^'> """"
light of that knowledge. Origen iH the greatest of hI7L

'^e facts of the world in the
two things

:

that the coneeptfon of the d^Wne nlture^slhr""-
''"'''*''' '""=""*«' "« «"''

and th,.t the divine nature is love. He wlsno" subTect ^ thT^Tu^"""""" '" '*"">^'^^ '

mind continually (and very natural""g^ve wa
"

the ."w,"^''''
'° "''""^ '"« "^'""^"^

all the communicative and disciplinary enrrgie.o? tbll\tT 1"^
l*^'"

'°^-«' """^

artificial legal requirement. To aDorehendTh. ™!. . . Z '
""'"" ">« barriers of

one must one. .elf live:n"'haIrvT;?nr.u!e' uT^ah'"^^^^^^^ '"l
""''' °' «°^'

of mind. And to say that is nreciselv to H».„wL n . ,
^^"^ *"* "Paciousness

Origen, the tragedy of Weste'rnTeo'ogy 1"^n^'the fa'c"t th^tTL^'L"'"'
"*" "^'''^ "'

work of the political and legal (ind3 of th« n^m , ? ^^ '^'" ^° """»' ">«

thcologytendstoviewtherec^tfvr^ofh".,!,'^ ,!!''' '•''^y«'"ke) mind, which in

matter of mere transaction rtrIract°onscI^?e??h t k
"'"' """"'" ""^^ to God as a

realities but rather are forensic convln.l? 1 ^"1"*" ^' "'^P' '^'"'='' «™ •">' e">»<=al

West has been wi houtVeaT hafhave ived^rthTr"' "V «^'' ''"™'''- ^'<" l""" '»»
and mo^t vita, in the life of ^^'X.^VZ^'^J^r.;::^^^
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Wledge of that ult/Jate o dert
° ' '' "^^ ^'''^ '« «°«' ^he

at once theology and nhilosnnh! /
°°^', *"*^ *^'** ''°« knowledge is

With the emphasis at one Z/ it i'.'n' T' ^'"""P^^ °^ -^-
moment ago); with the emphasi at'

1^°^^' ^^"^ '''' '""^^ °°*«d *
of mind (which, in the 001/',^

.1

P°'"^' '' '^ Philosophy
means philosophy of histon'and of

'^?P^'^^^•''« «^"«e of the term!
society include of mo al\nd IT'' ,"''"" ^'^^^ '"^^^-V -d
emphasis at still another poi^ itrnr/"'/"'^ "^'^ *'^

And this knowledge by whl P'^''°«°P'^y «f nature.

sible to us by the fact 'hat the "'Z """^
1*

^^ '^"^•^' ^« ^^^^ Pos-
long endeavour to und rs a„ nature "ha '""T^.^'

'"°^'" ^ *'-
half-way in the knowledge of rat"- I

7^'^^ ''^""''^ *« "^t^P
with a study of the detailed f ctfof n^t

''
'"''"''' *° ^^ ^«°*«°t«^

bornly endeavoured to penetrate to ^h "t"
'' T' '''''' ""''' «*«•>-

an order or system; and hav tndMat .'"' "''''''''' '' °«*"^« ''^

knowledge is the gateway of epiteJoW T""'^ ^^*^"^^ ^o this
the ultimate character of nature thevtS' I"'

'' '''' ^^'^^^^ ^'^
the fact that nature is knowab^rtfln^^^ IZZV' T^f

^^^
hearte. But they have been ™. » ^ ^*° P"* ^he same

theologians.
"' """^ ""«' '""^'ore a, Wend, of ma?-^!M

"^ '""* "•" «""»"»
As one contemplates thl» hi ,

"""-seldom theologians as

remember that In it^ Z ™"^""er regret one looks nnon ff Teutonic races.
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THE STUDY OF NATUBE
thing in other words) with the question, raised naively by Socrates,
ahnost .ov..d by Plato, reinstated for modern thinking by Kant
ilow IS Ivnowlodge possible?"

But when this point of view is reached, and this insight into the
essentia character of the world's order gained, the endeavour of
reason to know the world is still not at its end. For what we havedone IS this: we have found man partly possessing, partly striving
10 possess, science of the detailed facts and laws of the world ; and bymquinng how such science is possible we have gained an insight into

^1 :: "' °i
''' "'^''^ ^"'^ '' ''' °^^^^- B"t that at once

of S.O r. 1 T^ \
'""'°° '^' "''''^""°" *° *^'° l>«^k to the detailsof the world and to endeavour to give them, in the light and under the

mterp etation. In other words, if you have seen that there is a divineM that plan :s: which involves nothing less than to ask what theplace IS, m that plan, of each of the particular parts of the total

I?fp "^f ! T ^T
"^ "'*"''' "^ ""'^^ determining condition of mar.'«

life of each great era and decisive event in history; nay, even o'each decisive feature and event in each man's individual life

wnrt -^"I//
epigrammatically, when philosophy reaches its goal itswork .3 still not finished. The movement so far dcscribS, themovement from the multiplicity of the facts of the world t^ theeternal nature and sternal constitution of the world, might be called"a movement from the circumference to the centre. But when hecenh-e is gained, philosophy, whether as pure science or as a prac'

eturnTo'Ihe"""* T" 'T "^ ^^''°"^- ^^^ ^^« -°*- '* --*return to the circumference, but bearing with it the light gained at

^'ivtr'd? , 'tT '^ *'^ ^'^ °' ^^^* "^'^^ '^ comprehfnd motruly the deiads of the circumference. It must attempt that is tosay to g..e to the particular facts of the world, the pa'rtleula cof nature and of histoiy, their "divine interpretation"; muttempt to view them not only as facts to be described and el ssifie^but also as elements or factors in a divine and rational plan Touse an ancient terminolo.^s the first movement of philosophy is
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downward Z-ther - '"l"'
"""'''''^''^ "^"«* '^^'^ '^ the

ing with it a new li^hr;o"^r~"."*^
""""^ '" '''' ^°'-'^' »'"* bring-

• AnH .^ , ^ ^""^ *^® understanding of the world

'

hu^rhirrvirdtuv'T^r ^'^-^ '"°^^- ^^^ ^« -t

tory as a process in XT ? "T^'^
""'^ '^'' "^^^' ''^ '"»»'« his-

ratfonal, is' ng "a,' d' WhInT '"'''"' ''^'°^ «"^ ^'^^^'^

•
are what they afe, «: ^^Jo^^ ^^To^nrw^r'

'"""" '"^"^
weak by the stron- «n fpJnf^ i ^'^ oppression of the

fused and do btful'in t e wfole. "T" ?' '"'""^ ^"•'^' ^ --
they be inte^^^reted s aVo e T^!^,''! T'

'^'' "'"' '°^ ^^°

realised and a citv of r^^Tn " *^'"°^ P^^'Pose is being

-n^ber beco^s ll^ hatI'ts "rrhf^^

''f'
^" ^''''' ^"^^

origin, to be- and in whiJ fv. u ™' '" ''''*"" °* ^'^ divine

tributes to (or ather in i „ ""^'T' '^ '^' ^°°^ ^^ ""^ ^on-(or rather, ,n its measure «) the achieving of it by all?

be ^: trZt^^ Z'Z^''- --1 -^^^"^ -- can

situation in which the ntdlec Td Z^Z '"-^"^ *'^ ^^"^'^^

i-mense-nay, this infinutlfield" Suct ^ j^^
7'""'^ ^'^^

given by considering three point.
indication may be

Side stands philosophy of ^itfLrlTljt te ser^f^

the world, finds in God and In a divinfX^»rn„*,KT'' ''•*"'"* °»t'^"°<'e"^^

f

M
'
w.'"" *'""'• »»' ">« other "^'^oTphZonhJ' "^I^""""" »' '"e world and tSe

i, ^nl''*P''"°™P''>'(°'theoIogV.^rr^irlrfor ,7^^^ ,T'!k''
"" "« «°n<=e™edln

-Is. it will be understood, not auhlo^Mn .hi
'~ '* '* "" three) of the via neaativn

Of i^ method is, that it Vr^^eelT^l^^^^ZZTJ^ T. "'""''"•' ^'"- "^^'^-^eof Idealism, but by denying the worid attZfh., n '

""f
"'' "" "yn'hetic movement

from God to the world in the sense Indicat^^^!:- .^'"'1 '"'^ " "^o" ™n be no return

> ButVr:.".!;
' '"• ""^ ^'^- nrm-s^*^^^^^^ :s

»'""'''"*' ""^"'^ --' ^

ta«..,L"rthtrsrort;:rer;^''b^,errf^'•' ""> '"'^"-'-' om,.uon to tw.
^Pe^^altypeof pbilosophy. buXri-r.l\tr^^^^^^^^^^
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THE STUDY OF NATURE
inquiry into the ultimate and essential character of the physical
order;' but in the extended sense of an attempt to give to the detaUs
of that order their « divine interpretation "—their interpretation as
parts or elements in the total divine plan. On the other side stands
philosophy of history. And here also the inquiry is not in the simple,
but in the extended, sense. That is to say, the question at issue is
not simply the question how history is possible; is not simply the
question how that process is possible in which man, an inteUigent
and active spirit, lives in organic union with the material order and
Its laws, and yet devotes himself through his generations to the
realising of spiritual and social ideals, and so makes history.^ It is
rather the endeavour to see the stages and events of man's past history
in their true meaning and their true light as steps in the divine plan
of the world.

Each of the two may be said to begin with broad and general
problems and to advance from these to particular problems. The
general problems are closely allied to the elementary and primary
argument outlined in the preceding section; and can be pursued by
the human intellect with some degree of scientific success and profit.
But the particular problems require for their solution a minute knowl-
edge of the details of the divine plan, not attainable in any such
experience as that of man upon the earth. In the philosophy of
nature, for instance, the first and easiest of the more general prob-
lems arises from that character of the physical order which more than-
any other has impressed the modem mind: the unbroken orderliness
which prevails in it, the unchangeableness and inviolability of its
laws. This problem indeed takes us only a step beyond the general
Idealistic argument already outlined; the conclusions reached in that
argument suggest at once both the rational necessity of this "con-
tinuity " of the material order, and the possible limitations of it. And
that from whichever side one views the spatial world: whether (a) as
an expression of the divine nature, or (P) as one of the media by
which God communicates to man, and develops in man, man's own

ar^mr„tomSZboTet ,V."*"""'
' ""•"" '""•"'='"°"

"" ""> •^-"'"-» "—tar,

» For that, once more, would Involve simply the argument of |V.

u
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AND THE VISION OP GOD
mmd. From the former point of view, the spatial order is regarded
with reference to its source; and appears as necessarily sharing in
the absolute orderliness and rationality of that source. From the
latter point of view it is regarded with reference to its end. That
end 16 the development of reason in man; and the medium by which
reason 18 communicated must itself have rationality and the orderli-
ness of rationality. The source is reason; the end is the develop-
ment of reason; any medium employed by such a source toward such
an end can scarcely be other than a systematic embodiment of rea«on.
It 18 perfectly true that we men in our best endeavours struggle
toward ends imperfectly conceived; perfectly true that the best meanswe can fashion for ourselves do not fully express even th(.^.. imperfect
conceptions; for we have to work upon materials of which we are
not as yet fully (or even approximately) masters. But God is under
neither limitation. The divine ends and the divine media and instru-
ments, when known as they truly are, are all alike expressions of the
divine nature. There is a limitation indeed. But it is not in God
It 18 in the minds of us men who are seeking to apprehend God.

«« n . v."
P^'^^'^'Piy °^ ""t'^^^' then, general problems of this sort

are not hopekss. But beyond them lies that which is almost hope-
less^ the endless range of particular problems; the task of compre^
bending the place and meaning, in the divine plan, of each particular
law of nature and each particular stage and event of natural being.

Ill' ^
f

""^'"^ P'""""*'-^ *'' ^ '^^'^^' !"«« i« possible to usexcept conjecture. Such conjectures have indeed been made-from
Aristotle s day to Schelling's

; and often they have been both brilliantand happy. But they are always to be ranked as probability or as
prophecy, and not as assured insight gained in the court of the
philosophic reason by methods appropriate to that court

, 1 Vf.^!
philosophy of history. We have already seen^ how

through the human mind; how to the human mind the divine mind
imparts Ideas and energies which are in some genuine sense repre-^ntehvee of the „'Ao. eternally present to God; how these become
operative powers in human history and lead forward upon its way,

' IV, ad /!».
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In religion and „,„r,li,y, i„ „, ,„j ^-

time eftter upon unJell f .
* '""'* somewhere and some-

Not the scientir°:L1,L?'.,L/£X^lT
^'T T* "^ ^"''•

sometime and somewhere entT™/ .
'""' ''^ """ "^"'^
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tha fT Anglo-Saxon race turns instiuctiv^lv awav from

who enibodv that crL- u '
^ '^"''''' '"'^^•^' ^^e men

at no great remove from being the sorriest thing under Laven Bu^

IdlTfoZJ^^^'^^-^ '"'^'^''y- ^^°^ '^^ the hUosophmmd the feeling for eternity, the sense for the reasonableness of

But'^U h^ "?""" '''' ^° "^'^°^'^-- -*h that rsonablenessBut th,s ph,Iosoph.e mind they have expressed in their own Znot in technical writings, nor in system-making; but in sometZe
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THE STUDY OP NATURE

further itage of philosophy mu«t wmewhere and wmetime be entered
upon. Foi- while the English are right in feeling that reaion
embodied in ingtitutions in a greater thing than rational inaight
exprewed in wordi, yet—if for the moment a Canadian may lay aaide
the restraint due from him and speak with the freedom of an Eng-
lishman at home—they run a double danger. In the first place, they
are in continual danger of sinning against the spirit of science.
And no power upon the earth—whether it be the genius and charac-
teristic temper of a great people, or the proud spirit of ecclesiastical
theology—can, without self-destruction, permanently repudiate the
scientific spirit, or permanently oppose it, or permanently draw a
line and say that thus far it shall come and no further.' But in the
second place, they are exposed to a still greater danger in the very
field of their strength—the field of the practical life. Alike in their
institutions and in their conduct, obstinate unreason and authority
without intelligence too easily secure a footing ; even when they are
saved by the stubborn and half-instinctive devotion to righteousness
which is their better angel, they are almost lost again for lack of
devotion to wisdom. They labour hard in all quarters of the earth,
performing the tasks laid upon them by that wisdom of the world
which compels all the peoples to its service. But they labour blindly,
in obedience rather to practical instincts and to their tenacious and
masterful hearts, than to clear visions of the enlightened intelligence;
and so they achieve great things, but in their greatest works make
themselves often the fools of fate rather than ite intelligent servants.
They load upon their shoulders burdens from all the ends of the
earth, and so accomplish the works of the w. rld-spirit; but seldom is

any vision of its purpose in their eyes, seMom the joy of its free
service in their hearts. Doggedly and masterfully and blindly they
struggle forward, animated by a spirit that is mixing itself with time
and leading the centuries to a goal beyond the horizon; but even in
thus playing the^r part and fulfilling their great vocation, they too
often forget to be the sons of the bdden wisdom and remain only its

strong slaves. They serve God, but "know it not"; they work His

I The intellectnal »plrit that England needn. If her genlas li to do Jaitloe to itwlf, ia
the Intellectual apirit of Origen—or of her own forgotten aon, Cndworth.
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worki, but lool not upon His face. Ood fulfi'g Himself through
their laboun ; but they themgelvet stand in constant danger of Ix-ing

exiles from Qod.

(C) But, this being once for all understood, we can return with
clear consciences to the fact with which we are at this point specially

concerned: namely, that the achievement of this ultimate goal of
science is beyond our present powers, and beyond the horizon of our
present life. If achieved hy us at all, it must be through some such
development of our capacities of reason as only a life to come can
afford. Why this i«, and what the loss or gain of it for us men is,

may be seen by considering two points.

(1) The inquiry whose course was outlined in the preceding sec-

tion was an inquiry into the ultimate nature, the true character, of
the world. The conclusion was that the " material order " is

really a spiritual system, or rather a factor in a spiritual system;
that the world has its source in a divine and eternal reason; that
there is. a divine plan of the world. That conclusion was gained by
the reason moving easily and securely through an elementary and
absolutely simple argument. So that it is a conclusion both easy and
safe ; no man who has once really comprehended the ficts and argu-
ments which lead to it can well cease from holding it in some form.
But what we have now come face to face with is something very
different. It is no longer the question. What is the true nature of
the world ? It is rather the question, The truth of the world con-
sisting in a divine plan, how are we to interpret each of the facts and
events of our present world as elements in that plan? And that is a
problem as difficult to the human intellect in its present condition
as the other is easy. For let it be considered what it involves to state

the exact place and meaning of any one element of a great system in
the total plan of that system. It involves knowing the system in all

the completeness of its detail. 0.:ly so can you exactly estimate the

place of any one detail among all the others. And to the extent that

your knowledge falls short of that kind of completeness, to that

extent is your interpretation of the place and meaning of particular

facts and events conjecture rather then science, faith rather than
knowledge. It may be most brilliant and most happy conjecture;
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the soul of man may apprehend the meaning of the soul of the world,
even as some most fragmentary mirror in the remotest of the stellar
spaces may receive and reflect the ray of the central sun; and so the
conjecture may even rise to the level of such a faith, of such a
prophetic interpretation of history, as a wise and good man might
very rightly be willing to build his life upon. But for all that, to the
extent to which the total plan in the particularity of its detail is not
known, such interpretation of particular facts remains, as was said,
probabihtj' rather than certainty, conjecture rather than science, faith
rather than knowledge. And the extent to -vhich, upon the earth,
we are thus ignorant of the "total plan in thj particularity of its
detail," may be seen by considering a single fact: in the present life
we move among beginnings; that which is to come after, only in the
light of which can these beginnings be seen in their full significance,
is hidden from our direct acquaintance.

But if this is so, what ought we to do with regard to philosophy of
nature and phUosophy of history in this more extended sense? Shall
we throw them sun-marily overboard as endeavours merely and simply
hopeless? To a question of this sort many will give, instantly and
decidedly, an affirmative reply. But the men whose opinion in such
a matter is best worth having will be held back from that summary
procedure by one consideration. It is well for the human race to be
kept mindful how great a thing its endeavour to know the world
really is. Hence it is well that in each great intellectual era there
should be men leading the forlorn hope of science into the field now
in question

;
men great enough to compel respect for themselves and

their work. Indeed, each of the three great intellectual eras has had
such men. In particular, the three men whose names have already
been mentioned together—Aristotle, Aquinas, Hegel-were such men.
Each worked his way to ultimate principles, and then in the light of
those principles proceeded to survey all the provinces of experience;
and thus attempted to form all the science of his day into its " encyclo-
pa?dia." And in connection with this there is one specially notable
point. One of the three—Aquinas—was no solitary prophet of the
comprehensive spirit of philosophy to a gainsaying age. He was a
philosopher because of his age, and in his philosophy reflected the
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temper of it. And the instructive thing is that the same compre-
hensive and organising spirit which led the thinking of the age to its

culmination in an encyclopajdie philosophy, led to something equally
great on the practical side. It led to a partial success—partial of
necessity, but probably greater than at any time since has been
achieved—in dealing with that practical problem with which the
whole life of humanity upon the earth is a wrestle; the problem,
namely, of working out a social order in which every man has a place
—a definite station with definite duties. Just because from this
questing of the intellect into eternity we are about to turn back to the
" every-day practical life," we ought all the more keenly to remember
that the age in which men walked most confidently in those fields of
philosophy from which we are here turning away, .vas an age in
several most important respects greater than our own in this very
matter of practical achievement.

(2) lilt, in the second place, if reason enters here upon a field
where for most of us the footing is precarious and where only an
elect few can do work which compels respect; if the work of philosophy
changes at this point from the gaining of assured insight by an argu-
ment of absolute simplicity, to the laborious and uncertain work of
interpreting details whose total scheme is not open to our vision:-so
also at this point does man's need of rational insight change. If we
may believe that there is a divine plan of the world, a plan rational
and righteous, then it is no long step and no illogical step to the
belief that if we organise our lives according to the best reason and
the best righteousness open to our vision upon the earth, we shall be
putting ourselves upon a pathway whose end will be the organisation
of our lives according to the reason and the righteousness of the city
" whose pattern is laid up in heaven." For, as already we have seen,
the divine idea docs not dwell apart from human history. The
supreme principle of the divine mind is, and must be, the supreme
law of that whole activity of God which is the world and the history
of the world. But that divine idea, as also we have seen, does not
act upon human history like a mechanical power upon material bodies.
It acts by imparting itself to men, and shaping their spirits, and
winning them to itself; thus it becomes at once the source and the
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nourishment of all development of reason among men and of aU

riZ" "\.'"" "«J^t-— And so the^ reason and iJ.
nght«,u8nes8 that men have so far been able to grow into must be

Ep n .7""^ ''rr '^' '^"^* '^' '^"^ '"^^ representative of. and

^d^te^T r:% t' r°° '"^ ^^^^ righteousness that are perfect

«1 «T ?
'^ *^'' **' *""'' ^« °^^ "«* '°°'^'» greafly that the

theLT r*!'Pf
'"°°" '' *^« P^^i^-l'^r events of histor, and

LtSd "a
»'*""' ^ '^'^'^^'^ '™™ "«• 'The life of fSth is

justified "Assure us," so we may say, "assure us that there is ad|vxne plan of the world; that over all things rules, and through allhistory operates supremely, an eternal spirit who is living reason andIV ng righteousness. Assure us that the ultimate power of the worlds the per ection of that goodness after which we struggle so iZr-
fectly

;
and that, therefore, the goodness which is to us a goal fTr^ff

world and the immanent law and 'hidden wisdom' of the world'sprocess-a 'wisdom' which may indeed be veiled under forms hardm he xtreme for such a creature as man to read, and may indeed,in Its clashes with the ' creative will n ^f „an, seem cruel to its^
ItTZ?' A

°°°' ^\^"'' '' "'^'^'"S ^^«=*^«"y ^'^'i l«"°gb' toward

nonToll r V f* *'' """''^ '' °°* ^° ''' ^-1 <=«°'Lion a

w Lr . . n l'*"™ P"*^'°'^ ^^' ^^y ^'^«'» ^e "'en shall haveperished and 'all things shall be once more as if we and all thelabours of our morality and of our religion never had been '; but that!on the contrary, the eternal power which constitutes the conditions of

0? h tn """^
''^li

*^'° '''° ^^ ^'^^^^^^^ '^^ ^' ^ the causes

WKwr 'i
'" *''"* "^''^ * '°''° ««*« ^i™«e« about that workto which the present state of the human race incessantly calls everyonewho IS wilhng to hear-the work of saving men from 4e3lwithout them and within them, and of rousingin their heartslevotron

temal Z7 "
^"f^^-^^ - "ot dashing himself against aneternal and hopeless barrier, either in God or in nature, but rather is

le^ofTbp ^^%?^T" P^'"''' *^' ^"P''^'"^ ^^^' *^« ^"P'-e'ne Pur-pose, of the world-Assure us of these things and we will fight the
> T. H. Green, Workg, Vol. III., p. 278.
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AND THE VISION OP GOD
battle of life, if not in the strength of complete knowledge, at any
rate m the strength of hope and of faith. We will not lament that
after a certam point the journeying of the reason into eternity
becomes perilous or even impossible. At whatever point the check
comes, we have at any rate learned enough to enable us to labour in
faith, devotmg ourselves to the causes of present-day reason and
present-day righteousness, and trusting that in so doing we are making
ourselves organs and instruments—nay, sons and fellow-workers-of
the eternal nghteousness. It matters little—at any rate it will not
drive us to rebeUion or to despair—that concerning the exact and
eternal meamng of each detail we are for the present in the dark
\\e are wUling enough to fight for a time in the dark, or on a border-
^ound between light and dark, if only we can assuredly believe that
the order of the world which sets all these conditions of our life is
in ultimat J analysis a reasonable order, and that the supreme power
of the world 18 really favourable to us in our struggle after the good-
ness of ourselves and of our fellows. If only we can know that
nature and history have a 'divine interpretation,' we will turn back
to the labours and the battles of the practical lixe, willing enough that
the full details of that interpretation should for a time be hidden
from our eyes."

I-

VII.

Such, then, in a brief outline of its elements, are the stages and
conclusions of the greatest and safest argument which man has been
able to work out concerning the nature of the world and the meaning
of his life in it; an argument which had for the first of its world-
prophets Plato, but owes its specifically modern formulation and con-
duct to an insight won partially and laboriously in old age by
Immanuel Kant. The ultimate explanation of the world and of our
life (so It finds) is an eternal spirit and an idea or purpose—the
Good—which that spirit is realising in the process of the world
Eeahty-the universe—is a society of spirits; that eternal spirit and
the lesser spirits in whom the eternal spirit reproduces himself. The
existence of "material" objects means their being present to that
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eternal self-conscousness and their having a place in the system ofthat d.vino ..ought. Our sciences of nature, with the mathemaTicaand physical sciences which logically precede the "natural Sc^''

Ltd r,« r .'f'"
'''"'' '™" ''^''' «° i-Partation of thatmmd to us, by which our own minds are developed; are, in one worda divme impartation meeting a human effort. Moralit;, in theTuJorm of Its Idea, is the devotion of us men to the service of that di^e^ea or purpose which is being realised in the history of the woTd

not by act ng mechanically upon men, but by winning them as freespirits to Its service. And religion, when it becomes'truirite" f

who il the h
?' 'A

^"'''^t^'-' ^" ^'^tivity, with the eternal spiritwho IS the subject of the world. So that the history in time of theuniverse, when seen as it truly is, i. a process in which TetnaJepirit realises an eternn' purpose by imparting himself r-reTroducTnehimse f in spirits that .. Inite, and free in so far as theirfinrdf

himself to them both intellectually and morally, not only throughthe visions of poets and prophets, but also through every e/ort of theman of science after knowledge and of the good man after roodne^

th"e
." oT ra'iir'V'^ r^'^^* °' *^^* "^^'y °' ^-^'"j^i «the TtAns of all his action nnd therefore the supreme law and imm«nent principle of the whole process.^

™""

theJ'lbri"' '""'^^rn
°f philosophy; and therefore, in statingthem the language of philosophy has been used. But it, 1 ke all ted.

re:tt?ni':'orir"r" '-'T'-'
'^ ''''

'' -^ '^ ^^^^"^^

wh eh h sZ w T °^ '""^ ^^'"''*" *«°«' *h« '^^'^clusionWhich has just been summed up. To say, then, tbr >.
universe isa society of spirits, an eternal spirit and the less. .ts in whomhe has under limitations reproduced himself, is to say that th^

his clear inHight into this and hfs steady InTtenceun™ u J^T"":
""^ '^"«*°"- " *«

teacher in the schools of PhllosophT^Tnd throne Z!? ',
?"' ""^^ P'^to the greatest

tracted modern mind. (Cf. pSpAtoJ LrfLT ^T'^ "" '^^ •"""»«' "O "is-

A>WeaA,i,.Isted.,Vol.II.,p.2I8,;,T
^"''"^'^ ""^ «"»«"« of Richard Uwis
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AND THE VISION OF GOD
universe is a family, an.l that the relation between its members and
the eternal spirit who is at omc their source and their home is the
relation of sonship and fatherhood. And that Father is-not merely
has but M-all rational and moral perfection. That is to sny, reason,
righteousness, and love, are at the heart of things; are the immanent
law both of the constitution of the world and of the process of the
world. And the reason, the righteousness, and the love, which are
thus at the heart of the world, are one thing and not three things; for
each m order to be itself has to be the other two. Reason without
love and righteousness would be merely a hard logic. Righteousness
devoid of reason and love would be but an arbitrary and iron-clad
aw. such as would intensify all evil and thus defeat its own aim. And
love without righteousness and reason would be no love at all, but some-
thing quite contrary to love-a weak and foolish indulgence working
continual injury to its own object. In God reason, righteousness, and
love, are one thing;' and in their undivided unity they are at once the

' When one has apprehended thlH. it In nt nn>t i>i>k .»».. v ..

long upward struggle of humanity h^nghlnTdlffelS t^hTn^r'^'r^'t^
""^

light, ha. made ite appeal to one's heart-with a feeU^J^Ur^ h.^ l^'"*
'"""'^ """

one remembers the way in which WertT,^ the^l^y'l^TJ'^:!"' 'rT ""*''• ,',""'

before, frequently dealt with the divine attribut^ Th«^ ,h^, ™"'i°" *' "'" "
legal and political atmosphere. NfturaUy enoug^it tjik for^„U"Jh '*?''"?'^ '" '
the relation of God to the world • it used nwnr .™. iS i f*"'**'

""" '««»• view of

Roman orTeutonic law; :h:tTsHLr,rtrkrg'tr^^^^^^
of the lawyer's mind-its acutenesg. Its argumentativeness itad^JM^! f ?u""
unreal distinctions, its tendency to rely upon servYcelwe a;hlL,J

* convenient but

weking pure truth for its own «ke. HeStTai e^v tor thi.?^"^
conventions instead of

unity of the divine nature
; easy for ItZZtt^TiewtlmV^t^T'^ "^T^ *'""' '*">

of conflicting attributes-^paratlng sSrth« w^h?
".'"™^ " battle-ground

th.nvirtuall^yp„statisi;rthe"il^t™ct^L'^^ ">!T °k'

^~''
and thu, make an opening for a forensic heory^at^ne" elt Bu^tht^?

' "". °"'™"

Imprisons itself in this framework of abstractions d^s^t know Oo^^k^^V^?'" *" "
who made the theology may have loved Him To A„™

""'"now God
;
though the men

-one very relevant t^'the mind of the ch^u "h alrpre^^'n^hoTr' ™ch"ih T'"".'""'''It held the Bible in great reverence, did not know the Bibte ft w«T„ th
~ '*^- '^°""''

not 1.1 the sectarian use of the term, unEvangcIical • it dH nn\T ' *•« ""'"ct though
upon, the mind of Jesus as receded irthcG^i;" rt ?n

'^"»'^'">'»,'"" not based

conUnually insists upon, throughout His workof rev^aling^nd e" tlbU^^^ Z'^'L''''''God. whose King Is a Father, is His own unity w^th thr/ather In H -* K*,^'".*^."""
°'

the world. He is one with the Father
: that mLion and that work thei^f^™

."''''"":.*"

mind and attitude of the Father; they arc not a 'oren-ln .7.!!^; . 7 ' "P™"' '''"

mind and attitude. Jesus, to use'st. ioh"^ g"at ex^sionTthe W^'r^'^'l."''
'\"

character of God and His mind lowart man are sp^kcrforth • a„H fhIT / 7\°'" *•"

for ever the idea that the mission of Jesus to th^w^ld either renreslt,? "f "' """"
achangein.hemlndof the Father toward men. He:::'uirZZm^Zt,.'Zy-
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nature of God and the law of every divine act; and therefore the
immanent pnnciple of that order of the universe which the divine
activity constitutes.

These conclusions and the argument which leads to them have in
the preceding sections been stated as matters that belong simply to the
courts of the reflective reason. As such, they represent what any
scientific mquiry represents-the intellect of man at its legitimate
work of trying to ui derstand the world it lives in. And that attempt
needs no special defense or apology. To the endeavour to understand
us world man is called by the laws and powers of his own nature; so
that the effort itself is not merely a legitimate one, but is an integral
and essential part of that activity by which man develops his own
being, and comes truly to be man, and so fulfils his divine vocation

But the greatest of all the masters who have worked in those
courts of the reflective reason would not have left the matter upon
tha footing. To Plato, as his whole life and the whole body of his
writings at every point make manifest, philosophy meant a temper
and a character as well as an activity of the scientific intelligence.
And it meant these three, not as standing apart, but as joined
together in that indissoluble unity in which each shares the nature
of the others and each contributes to the perfection of the others It
meant a life in which philosophy, as an activity and a vision of the
intellect, has passed over into the «r' 'osophic mind," and that mind
has become the guide of conduct. Whether with Greeks or with
moderns, the sounder any man is in character, the more unwilling he
18 that truth and life should stend apart. The integrity of his charac-
ter compels him to seek for unity in his life; compels him, if he has
apprehended a profound view of life, to seek to ; , ansmute that view of
life into life itself.^

the science which stadies the types of Biblical teaching from their own nolnt of v)«w .„Mupon their own scale of Internal proportion-makes lU wav in th« ZL^. , Z.. u u

«Jif"ti""'
""* "*T **" T'' ""•' *''"*°'''- *"« "" "•«» o' 'he West ought with piety to«K!all the name of one who helped to found philosophy among oureflveT-the h,!^~Roman to whom philosophy meant not only knowledg'/but upriZ^Tn i^Uon^'d
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It !« demanded alno by the nature of truth simply as truth. Here,

S-i:" ;""'' '° " P"''^* "''""^ which misapprehension
cluster misapprehensions so passionate that it is advisable to set downboh sides of the question.-(l) Philosophy does not create life. Forphi osophy IS primarily science. It is an effort to understand. It nomore pro esses to create the world whose ultimate nature it seeks toapprehend or the life whose meaning it inquires after, thaT f

io o7i, T'*"-'. r''''''
'' ^""^^ ^"°- '^''^--^^ -'1 those rela^tons of elements whicl, are the object of its investigations. The soulof man is by its original nature scientific, artistic, practical; and in

ts practice capable of morality and religion. Hence the life of man

elLl '"t.
'•' ".''" ''''''''' " ^'''' P^"^^'^^'- ^ life "-™l. a life

attempt to understand it; is to attempt to apprehend the meaning ofthat life, and the nature of the world in which it is lived and by

cannt
conditions are set. The man who urges that philosophycannot create religion, and then finds in that tiie ground for anhabitual dislike of philosophy or a passionate warfare against Usimply misapprehends the whole situation. And such a misappre-hens.o„ It ought to be understood, is a revelation of the man himTlf.

exists For tnl'
'''',\''^ '" ^'^'"^ '''' ^^^'^ ''^^ <^'^^^^y

Tnt J7 .
'
'T^'-^

^^ ^'"'^ '^^^'f- h«« P°^«^ over the soulTo make truth merely cold and dead; to deny that the visions ofreason can afford any awakening or inspiration to the moral andeligous nature; to regard light as nothing and heat as everything;

Iv , "''/"V-"'.'
'™°"'''^^^ ""^ ^''°<^°'^-' t^'th and religion

radically apart :-this is to shiver man's nature into blind and crippLd

pursuit of that wisdom whicMsThe quickenirK i^^nd an'n
?""* '*,"'^'"' '"•'elove.nd

Is in 8omo sort a fellowship with it so that .hrin?»,H .
P'^'weval principle of thing.;

it and drawn baclt into it. So that phll^ophV intinl^^K
' """**

l'
" °"™ '»»™i"»ted by

Of divinity. For that ^^omThichTS^±^tli^^ f'^^'^iy"'
'^•^'""' " » '""""

worthiness of its own divinity upon all the sou^ ,h»t
"" *".""' '"°'"* ""P"*" ">«

brings them to the for«e and purity of their own tt.?
^."'"' ">'""»«>^<» ^^^^ it. and

a truth of speculations and thoughts buI^lLr>,nW^''^T '' T^ '''"^ "^^ "<"»""
sympathetic account, and speciXth;*!;^ of thi 2^ ?f"'^°"^^^ <^ *•" """'
foregoing sentences are from Maurice's statement of »^

Con^olaione. in Maurice. The
in the first dialogue /, Pc-phyriumT " conception of philosophy found
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fragments, instead of recognising that the true power and perfection
of that nature consist in a unity in whi.h each part contributes to all
the others. The man who habitually does it, and imagines that he is

serving religion thereby, may mean well. But it ought to be pointed
out to him that, to the extent to which this tendency dominates him
and is not counteracted by other and sounder things in his work, to
that extent he is making himself really a valuable servant to only one
kind of religion—that which, having no truth in it, wishes to have
nothing to do with truth.'

We can see then, to return to a statement of a moment ago, how
from both sides—from philosophy as intellectual truth, from the
integrity of character which forbids men to lei truth and life stand
apart—there is a compulsion to the attempt " to transmute one's
view of life into life itself." Indeed it is only for the men who
recognise that compulcion, or rather it is only in such men, that
philosophy does its true and full work. And to attempt to gain some
hint or glimpse of how in such men philosophy turns, through the
" philosophic mind," back into life, is the last thing that we have here
to do.

It can, indeed, be only a glimpse. But it is worth while to tiy to
gain even a glimpse. For what the philosophic mind brings to our
life, is the habit of regarding and valuing the goods of life from the
point of view of that eternal purpose which man's life is intended to
realise. And never was the need of that habit so great, whether on
the part of the leaders of . ciety or on the part of the general body
of its members, as now. For the re80urce^; of society, both intellectu-
ally and still more in the subjection of nr-aural powers to man's use,
are greater than ever before. But owing to the assertion, throughout
the whole of society, of the individual in his private and selfish
interests, those resources are most wastefully used. A few specially

I Of conrse. in thinking of truth as a guide of Ufe and an Inspiration for life, the factnoted in the Introduction must be kept In mind. There Is a tendency in U8 all to overlook
the radically ImporUnt distinction between abstract and concrete truth. A man of
science, for Instance, who deals with some one aspect of reality in strict isolatioa from the

fi. ,":u"?i'
'"'**'* '•" "'"tractoess of his own special science; easily is tempted tothink that its principles give the final account of the world and of our life. Thus we getthose "premature and hasty" world-views of which Materialism and the mechanicalview of the world are examples. (Cf. gupra. pp. i, 5.)

t^*M^r;V^i fl i Th" ^ * ' .'u\
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.skilful or fortunate men possess them—frequently to tlieir own inner
evil—in large measures; while to many they are onlv very scantily
available, or not at all. And the solutions so far wrought out are
tainted by the evil itself which they seek to cure; for thev are only
those partial and bitter solutions which separately organised classes
are able to win and to maintain at the point of the sword.

In the first place, then, the men in whom philosophy has become
the philosophic mind have learned the first and most fundamental of
nil practical lessons. They have learned what the true business of
life IS. Stated on its positive side, it is the winning of men's hearts
to those causes of goodness (goodness as including "all science all
art, every virtue and all perfection") which are the causes of God,
and in the service of which men at one and the same time fulfil heir
d.vme vocation and come to lie truly themselves. It is only as taking
Its appropriate place in that endeavour that any resource of nature
which man has mastered, or any power of his own mind or heart or
hand, is rightly used.

But secondly, in what they have learned concerning the world, such
men have not only an illumination with regard to what the business
of life IS. They liave also in it certain great sources of strength and
of steadiness as they turn to the actual performance of that business
of life. To begin with, they have what for want of some bettor name
one must call the strength of hope-the strength of a faith which
reason justifies. For they have learned that however Manichsan the
present appearance of our life may be, there is no Manichieism at the
eternal heart of things. They have learned that there is no eternal
moral dualism in the universe, such as can set to the endeavour of
good men after goodness (not their own individual goodness merely
but the goodness of all their race) a hopeless limit or a final defeat'
For what they have seen is this: that the legitimate and inevitable
onward course of the scientific reason, the legitimate and inevitable
onward course of that attempt to know the wqrld, of which physical
and natural science is one stage, ethical and social science another
stage, brings us at last to the vision of a God who is over all and in
all, and by union with whom men may enter upon courses of minis-
tration to their fellows, which shall be checked by no eternal limit
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nor defeated by any eternal barrier. For to Him gooclnew is of
absolute value; it is t^. end for which He constituted and keeps in
ex.Htence all His worlds. And as His end can be defeated by no other
go.l greater than He, still less can it be defeated by any change in
Himself or in His attitude toward men. At no point whether in
this world or in any world, can He either forget the end for which
He made the world, or lay aside the character which makes Him love
and welcome the effort of His creature after goodness. He cannot
at any point lay aside the character in which reason and righteousness
and love are one; cannot at any point turn awav for ever from good
men m their struggle for the world's goodness, and thenceforward
return to them for ever the answer: Hitherto shall vou come, but no
further; and here shall all power of self-sacrifice, and all passionate
striving of love, and all devotion to the extension of the Kingdom of
God and of good, eternally be stayed. On the contrary, it is His very
nature, as the source and home and end and ultimate power of the
world, at once to make possible and to respond to for ever, that
prayer which not only ascends from the depths of man's sin and from
his extremities of conflict and of defeat, but is also the normal and
habitual " human cry "

:

CmI me not away from thy presence;
And t«ke not thy hry'y tpipit from me.

So that these men go forward into life—into life as life is, with its
anguish of burdened and fragmentary and broken labours, its still
profounder anguish of evil triumphant and good causes beaten back-
knowing that even if the worst come to the worst the ultimate truth
of the world still forbids any paralysis of despair. They have that
same source of unfathomable strength which the Stoics and the men
of Geneva had: they know that they are devoted to the cause which in
all history is supreme and final, that they are in line with the ultimate
law, the eternal and present purpose, of the world; so that even
though they seem to the view of this world to be defeated and to
perish, yet really the universe is with them and the stars in their
courses are fighting for them.' And in addition to this, they have

1 As Wordsworth knew; »nd the knowledge wat part of his poetical being. Thesonnet to TouRea nt L'Ouverture bring, it to very pointed expreeelon ; but It U always inworaawortn a mind.
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for while etmrnllo;
'"" "' '"''"""''^>'' ^•'^^"»'"* '''"^'i"--;

teaching b;,rlrnh„Vo7',""", '" " """ "" ""^*"^ ''""^

"lti.nate truth olZZ h r r"'""'" °/ .'"^ °"" '•"^^' •^'^'^ '" '»"-

reason, interchan^eab f and [L /' "
"^"'u

"'' °"'' '"^' «'''' ""^f"

righteousness. " ' '^
*'" '°"" "^ ''^''' ^«-«I"nu.t action is

life a certain gLe Tun li?'
'"^ ""''' '""« '° '"^' '-"'' "^

ness. They have look.. ,

"
T"™*'"' " ""'*"'" P«ti<^nt steadi-

than all thV « h„ d f^, ^J "^ /^'T T'''^''
"^ ^-*" -"'-

whieh are at last to ! . i ff "' «^*"«J'tie8 " of to^ay, and

and to ..::z i^^:::^:::z:t'''^'''\ ^"^ -" ^«^^^'

is at onee the real and the oul o7 ,1" i"'" !'"! ^^ ''^-"«' '^-'

things, and are able tn r..w, 1 "
^^^ "'^" '">^'' ^«'n ^^ncli

And'e-es that gat hitXil*'r"'-r" ""* ''''''•^ *« "*'—'"•

and to in.part to the 2 LVi,;tb I
"'' """' ^"^ '^ '''^'''y ^'y^

ohiects upo'n whieh^tablr; v ^fi td ''^cT
"' /'^^""^

great saying runs, " bec-ause He is eJeraal" Th !?
''

^f
""'' ^" *

to the edge of desnair-tb. Z M .
*" *'""^'* ^h"^* drive us

bring to p'ass
; theTa ;7r ofZ b f J'^V' '''''''>' '^"^ -"-*

in us and in our II !«' iLh ^^''^ °' '^' ^"'•''^ "^«'"«t »»'«*

Hea^enly light; the^ flt^Sl f^ts l^t:^ZVgood cause or yonder bln^t ir,f„ i r
"^^eats that here shatter a

unspeakable meLnelte^udtSZt'ar" 'Ttf ''^^^ *^^

and the fortunate against the we
*

d tb 7r ?*^ ^' '^' ^*^""«

and cruelties of which the worM m '^'/'''""'''''^"^^--esses

man's indignation scarcely can kip it If f"
'".TT '' "'"'' '

above all, the lives that are bornTn and™ t t"!J°iv
' "^"'

never having known anything but evi :-°L? >, J '" '"'"'

:Jri.:r;hr^:rtL?-:^
tbat_ustgiye;Ta:^tf::;i:x^r^^^
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now." Thry mean the patience of a va»t ilenij^n. In pr««>noe of them
the man who in ilevote<l to ),rno<lnetii« hai< to reincrnlMT that in all such

thinjt* there ii< ultimately hut one queHtion; it in not a q\ia*tion of

death or of time; it in a <|ueMtion of Und. And with (iod there Ih no
failure; it would l»e eaMier for the heaveUH and the earth ^o pang away
and all things to come to nothingnenH. than for any ninftle act, done
in any rjic for rifjhteounneHi*' nako or for loveV, to fail of ito due
result.

Such a " philosophic mind " in not the tirnt power of life. Love
and devotion are the first [mwern of life—and the last. And love and
devotion can work in the dark; with hiind eyes ihey liave done their

most heroic deeds. But s<M)n or late their very nature leads them to

this calmness and patience of minds that see present things in the light

of the eternal. For soon or late their nature leads theni to look upon
God; and, looking upon Him, they learn to see tilings under the

'orm of eternity. And then their "last enemy" is overcome; for

from the point of view of eternity our enemies and our tyrants are

seen to be our friends. But the Ix'st way to understand this is to

state it in the terms of a more ancient conception. Our life is a

wrestle with a power not ourwhes; a stern and unfailing power that

with no shadow of weakness goes straight onward in its way, over

the hearts of men, over tb«' plans of men. over the prayers of men.
Men of scieiu ire content nowadays to call it I^w. l)ut in their older

language they called it X«i'es.«ity ; ancient poets called it Fate. To
human life it is present in many forms: sometimes as an iron limita-

tion ; sometimes as a foundation to ho built upon ; sometimes as a task-

master bringing to men lalwiurs that they would not have chosen and
responsibilities such as appall the soul ; always as a law to be obeyed

and fulfilling itself with absolute exactness upon the disolwdient. It

can never be evaded ; nor can any man overcome it save by submitting

to it and taking it as the law of his own l)eing. But such unity of the

individual soul with the necessity that operates in the world and in

the history of the race, is doubly difficult to attain. The very capaci-

ties that make us human set us beyond that easy and perfect obedience

to necessity which is within the power of the 1. af or the tide or the

star; and furthermore, however willing our hearts might be, its
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incidence upon life ; science is a study of its ways in nature, philosophy
an attemjjt to penetrate to its real character; the theology which does
not deal with it may indeed be happy, but is happy because it is still

a child. The necessity which lies beyond the control of the individual

will and is " tlie hidden wisdom of the world " is, in fact, the form
V hich the love that works throughout the whole process of the universe

assumes in order to become the schoolmaster of the human soul.' And
as necessity is thus the source of the difficulty and the greatness of
the good man's life, so is it also the source of its security. For it is the
last law—and the first—of necessity, that ultimately the fate of every
soul shall be an absolutely righteous and rational fate—righteous and
rational as righteousness and reason are in God. In the end no soul

that lives will have anything of which it can rightly complain ; without
possibility of error every man will come at last to his own place.

And in addition to the necessity which thus is present in nature
and history, and shapes for the individual the unchangeable conditions

of his life, there acts upon the good man a necessity of a different

order. It is that moral necessity which arises out of the very char-

acter of human life. We are citizens in a temporal and earthly order.

But our vocation has its home in eternity, and in its demands knows
nothing of the limitations of time. So that to the good man—to

every man who it not a coward, evading the demands of the world
upon him—life itself is a continual call to the bearing of a burden
impossible to be borne, to the performance of duties that are beyond
man's power. AMiat ought to be done, again and again we cannot do,

or more often can do only in part; and we come down to the grave
weary men who have struggled hard and at the last are but unprofitable

servants. But the insight into the nature of that other necessity sets

this also in the true light ; like the other, it is in its very sternness and
oppression the ally of the man whose soul is turned toward goodness.

Here, as there, wh^n we enter into the heart of what seemed a power
inexorable and indifferent, what we find is the deep heart of a friend

—a friend too wise to make any mistake, too kind to admit even the

slightest particle of weakness or indulgence into that system of things

' One cannot pass on without referring to the noblest of the modern expressions of
this—that contained in Tennyson's In Memoriam.
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which is the framework of our life. If man's vocation goes beyond
his opportunities, if his " ought " stretches on infinitely beyond his
powers, so that after a long struggle he finds himself still an unprofit-
a;)le servant, there is even in this no cause for lament or for complaint
of injustice. That life should be an endeavour to overtake a vocation
which runs beyond human powers and human opportunities is better
for us, is infinitely more worthy both of God and of man, than that
we should remain untroubled children for ever, with only such duties
laid upon us as our powers are adequate to perform. Only through a
life so constituted and through such struggle can chilc'ren of time and
of the earth rise out of their childhood, and enter upon their inherit-
ance and their true being as citizens of eternity; and better the
breaking of the heart than failure from that citizenship.

So that, in the presence of evil and of necessity, the men who have
passed from philosophy to the philosophic mind are like soldiers who,
in the midst of some long struggle, have looked through the struggle
and have seen behind it eternal powers and eternal destiny. And with
that, so far as their character responds to their knowledge, their
courage takes on a new character; to the old stubborn tenacitv which
out of mere manliness could not yield, there comes a lofty intellectual
soul of vision and of hope.

But this new order of courage in the presence of evil and of
necessity is only a single aspect of what the soul comes to be, as truth
and life become one. Along with it goes another quality of the soul

;

a quality less stern and therefore apparently less high. But really it
is both higher and more difficult. For it is one of those virtues of
comprehension which always are harder of attainment than the virtues
of conflict. It is what may be called the virtue of catholicity ; the
strength and steadiness which catholicity of mind gives to a man in
presence of the contending parties, contending interests, contending
solicitations, of the world. For let us remember once more what the
philosophy here in question has to teach us, both about the business of
our lives, and about the world we are living in. The constitutive
principle of reality—so it teacher -and therefore the condition of all
knowledge and the regulative principle for all conduct, is the good.
And the good is one; it consists in a perfect society, a civitas Dei, the
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character of whose individual members is that character which is

already and eternally real in God. Furthermore, it is (as the ultimate

principle of the divine activity) at once the animating purpose and
the inner unity and the " hidden wisdom " of the world. The
troubled process which is life and history is a field wherein it wins

men to itself, and, by imparting itself to them and so making them
truly men, works out its own realisation. So that there is in all life

and in all history one supreme object for the devotion of all men.

It is only as being a stage in the ii-alisation of that divine i'.vz, it is

only as being a step toward the bringing into being of that civitas Dei,

that any duty is a duty at all, or any labour worthy of being done, or

any cause deserving of support, or any institution worthy of loyalty.

At all times and in all places and for all men that divine idea is the

one determination of the path of duty. It therefore is the one object

of endeavour that is truly catholic; the causes that make for it are

the only truly catholic causes ; devotion to it and to those its causes is

the one true catholicity; and the man to whom such devotion is the

supreme and organising principle of life is the one true catholic.

This docs not mean any aloofness from life. Xor does it mean that

life is to be reduced to a flat monotony of devotion to an indivisille

One. On the contrary, as many as are the capabilities of human nature,

so many are the pathways of the divine idea toward its realisation.

But it does mean that there is eternally in God an end or good, as wide

as life, which is at once the constitutive principle of the world's order,

and the true guide and goal of human action: and, as such, is the

standard of judgment for all human causes and purposes and enthusi-

asms ; for all subjection of the immortal spirit to the body : for all use

of the resources of life in vain display; for all sectarian divisions; for

all that political and social selfishness whicli puts individual interest

before general welfare; for all those ideals and passions and ambitions

which set men apart from one another, and break the unity of society

in church and state, and lead to the oppression of man by man or

class by class.

Something, thjn, such as this, is what philosophy means when it

becomes the philosophic mind. But what has been said is only a hint.
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Otiier .lualitics of tliat mind might have been spoken of; its willing-
ness, for instance, to recogni^se the presence of God—in nature, in the
movement of history, in those great lay activities and virtues which
sometimes the religious despise. But in particular one thing—and
that tiie most important ..f all—which might have been dwelt upon,
has not been dwelt ujion. We saw that the universe is really a great
fami y—a society composed of an eternal spirit and the lesser spiritsm whom the eternal spirit reproduces himself, fo- whom he sets a
vocation, and to whom, in scie e and in art, in morality and in
religion, he more and more imparts himself, reconciling them to
himself, winning their hearts back to himself, and by that
reconcilement and that impartation enabling them to become
truly themselves. But such a view of the universe is a call to
personal affection and personal devotion, and to all the energies and
powers, to all the passion an.l all the achievement, of such devotion
and such atlectioii. And if that view of the universe be philosophy,
he philosophic mind must in the true form of its idea be the same as
the religious mind-th.. mind which in the activities and energies of
a supreme affection seeks to become more and more at one with God
and with that purpose of God which is the ultimate law alike of the
world and of man's being. But of that no mention has been made, in
the attempt to give tlu- reader some glimpse of what philosophy iswhen It pas..es over into the philosophic mind, and transmutes itself
into life and temper and character, and so does its full work. And
for that silence there was a reason. It is only in some world to come,
when he pli, osopbic mind, and the moral mind, and the religious
mind have all risen to the true form of their idea, that we shall be
able to see them as one and the same. For our present world the fact
stands that such affection as is here in question is commonly rousedm men in a way which does not begin in intellectual vision. Speaking
broadly and allowing for a few striking exceptions, the work of
philosophy in this respect has been, not so much to rouse in men the
love of God. as to do a certain work for those who already, and by
other of the divine agencies of reconciliation, have been led to make
that love the supreme principle of the practical life :-namelv, to
clear their eyes, and to give an intellectual soul to the vision of their
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fnrJ'i™T*
'"^' *^'"' *^"^ PhiJ°«ophy, in its greater and clearer

forms, leads us to see that the love of God should be the supremepnneiplo of hfe. But we must also say that philosophy in'tho^e^eater and clearer forms is the possession of a few. Wh'af is neededfor the whole wide race is something that in human form and human
affection can lie close at man's heart, that can illuminate with personalample all the events and relations of his life, that can be received
b3 the simplest and the weakest, in a way not possible to that which isprimarily an endeavour of the intellect and a construction of the
scientific reason.

And in this connexion there is in the history of philosophy a most
remarkable fact. There came an age in which, for many high andpure souls, philosophy had no choice but to undertake the guidance of

fri"" , ,
,1" T'^,

"""' "" P'"^*"""*^ *^"* philosophy, for the sake of
the practical life, had even to set about the task of purifying religion i

In the greatest of her masters philosophy rose to meet the call. The
intellectual and moral splendour with which the task was discharged
they most admire who know the story best. Indeed the man must bevery narrow m sympathies, or very ungrateful, who can look with
rnerely fault-finding eyes upon what philosophy was, and upon what
philosophy did, as she tried to meet that awful need of the spirit
which already in Plato's day was descending over Greece. But pre-
cisely m that day, precisely when philosophy, called to bear a burden
too great for her, summoned all her powers and rose to her most starry
splendour, with the genius of propliecy, the genius of art, the genius
of science labouring together in her courts and at her command-
precisely then ,t was that her spokesmen wrote in her records a double
cry: the cry for a revelation beyond his 0,,-n; and the high resolve of
the natural soul to make the best of the stern situation, so long as that
higher revelation was denied by heaven to men. «I will +M1 you my
difficulty,"—so Plato makes Simmias to speak in the Phaedo'—" mi
Cebes will tell you his. I feel myself (and I daresay that you have

> Cf. Republic, 377 K aeg.
J 85 C. (tr. Jowett).-Socrate8, it will be remembered, is about to die.
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the same feeling) how hard or rather impossible is the attainment of
any certainty about questions such as these in the present life. And
yet I should deem him a coward who did not prove what is said about
them to the uttermost, or whose heart failed him before he had
examined them on every side. For he should persevere until he has
achieved one of two things: either he should discover, or be taught the
truth about them; or, if this be impossible I would have him take the
best and most irrefragable of human theories, and let this be the raft
upon T<'hich he sails through life—not without risk, as I admit, if he
cannot find some word of God which will more surely and safely carry

Plato did noi know that for the desire of which he had been a
prophet, there was to come a fulfilment more genuine than he had
dreamed

:
not in a great argument, sounding onward in a voyage that

few could follow; but in a life that had dwelled where iMato desired
the philosophic soul to dwell—in the bosom of eternity—and came to
man with a kindliness, with a simplicity and directness of humanity,
with a « loveliness of perfect deeds," whJnh every burdened man, and
every little child,

And those wild eye» that watch the wave
I" ound the coral reef,

can apprehend. And Plato did not know that, soon after that life
passed from among men. He who had lived it was to be apprehended
"under the form as it were of eternity" by two great masters of
life and of thought. The one declared that in Him the universe
consists; that He is the supreme law of the whole history of man
and of the whole system and process of the world. The other, using
the same word that Plato had used, declared that He was the Word,
the divine Word, which reveals the eternal to men and gives them'
such vision as man needs of that divine idea which is at once the law
of the world's order, and the condition of all knowledge, and the good
for all human endeavour. He is the manifestation of the ultimate
God; and in Him is summed up the law of the world; for these two
things are one, each involving the other. But these great offices He
discharged upon the earth, not in the form of some blinding
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majesty which could have taught us only our own nothingness, but as
a man, who in purity of heart and in simplicity lived for others ; lived
for us all, and from the Galilaean fields and from His cross speaks
still to the hearts of those for whom He lived. And as His appeal
comes to us, some of us look upon Him early, and love Him, and
walk in His way. But others of us go out proudly and in strength
to our work, and suddenly, we know not how, are in the grasp of
powers greater than ourselves, and come to the end of the day broken
men; and beneath the gathering shadow, with the house of life in
ruins about us, turn to Him, and receive from Him hope that rises
above the scene of our defeat, and the gift of peace, and power at last
to overcome the world.

m
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THE METAPHY8IC OF SPINOZA.

In our effort to apprehend that reality of things which is also the
truth of our life, new insights come but slowly to full possession of
themselves. A new method, a new categoiy. a new point of view.
«Jdom comes to Us nght in a single man or a single generation!

Z.nr/\T^u'"'° ' ''^'"^ ^'^°"^^ ^^^"-^ * g°«l °°t '^'^"ly appre-hended at he begmnmg; a goal from which the founders, could theyhave seen it, might have turned in dismay. But the method more andmore does justice to itself; the tendency enters more and more fullymto Its own meaning; and at last the man arises in whom the school
finds at once its culmination and its end. The system of thought

soSr / r\^'*'''
^'^^^ ^^ ^'' "^''^ tl^^" the purely

scientific interest. It marks a finished stage in one great side of that

SZ?v ^!i^"""^" '^T^^
*^"' ""^^^ ^ ^'^*°^' it takes on the

dignity, the grave and moving interest, of a concluded chapter ofhuman fate. A given tendency in man's long endeavour to knowhmiself for the thing he is and to shape his life according to thaTknowledge has been carried to its utmost limit; a given methodemployed to its utmost power. All that this tendency! all that th^method, can do it has done. It began as best it codL It worked
ats way forward through its stages, clarifying itself and learning tohe true to itself as it advanced. And now it has assumed its Ll
Jape; has

, ade manifest at last the meaning which was in itHenceforwar'
,
m that "history of the world" which is "the world's

court of judgment," it abides, an achieved fact, standing face to facewith its opponents and awaiting verdict.

There have been three chief instances of this in modem thoughtOne stand, strangely in the midst of its school. David Hume carried
to their logical conclusion the point of view and the method of
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English empiricism; and by doing so showed their hopeless inade-

quacy to the task of understanding how our experience can be what

it actually is. But Hume, with all his ncuteness of intelligence, did

his work as a man whose first love was fame, not as a man who had

devoted himself to the service of ultimate truth; and after his day

the school, unable to learn the lesson that looks out from his pages,

went on with the old watchwords, the old point of viev, the old

method. The second instance is a work vaster in design, nobler in

spirit. In his encyclopedic view of the embodied reason which is the

structure and the history of the world, Hegel carried forward to its

due use as a world-principle that synthetic character and activity of

intelligence which Kant in his own rigid and cramped way had

brought forward in inquiring into the possibility of human knowl-

edge. But the third—earliest of the three in time and moving in

the atmosphere of a more primitive type of thought—was in many

respects the most striking of all. Once in the history of the Western

world, and once only, the leaders in thought and science broke delib-

erately through the continuity ihat links together the successive

generations, and turned with disgust and anger from the results

accumulated by the labour of the ages gone. In dealing with the

highest problem of science, they would return to the very beginning

and by the use of a new method would comprehend nature and pene-

trate to the truth concerning man.^ Such was the Cartesian attempt.

But the full significance of the Cartesian method and the Cartesian

categories was not worked out by Descartes himself. Geulincx, and

the great name of Malebranche, mark further stages in the process

by which the endeavour initiated by Descartes entered into possession

of its own meaning. But the man to whom it was given to complete

this process—the man who spoke the last word of this philosophical

school, and made clear to the world for ever the final outcome and

meaning of the Cartesian way of attacking the ultimate problems of

science—was Benedict de Spinoza, a solitary man who was pure in

heart and cared nothing for wealth, or social position, or fame, but

loved truth, and for its sake was willing to be driven from his

father's house and to earn a sternly simple fare by grinding lenses.

1 Cf. mipra, p. S9.
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It is true that the Cartesians were not aware of this relation of

Spinoza to their gehool ; true that Spinoza himself was scarcely aware

of it. Malebranchc is ready to anathematise Spinoza; and Spinoza

occasionally proieots in very sharp terms against this or that particu-

lar doctrine o' Descartes. But that does nr' alter the ease. All

these men of thought were seized, as Kuno Fischer so aptly reminds

us, "by the powers of whom it is said nohniem traliunt"; though

they themselves did not know it, they were all labouring at a single

task, and moving through the different stages of a single journey.

II.

This lonely man it w-^s, then, who spoke the last word of that type

of thinking witii which the modern world began when it revolted

from the media-val and proceeded to build anew the house of life and
of thought. That last word he spoke so resolutely that the world was
enabled—or rather compelled—to pass on to those other thoughts in

the midst of which we men of to-day live. So that Spinoza is one of

the founders of the present-day world ; and yet he stands far from our

daily companionship. He helped to make us what we are; and yet

to most of us he seems unspeakably remote, a solitary and monu-
mental name, a vast but far-off power.

But there is another interest, if possible one still deeper, connected

with the name of Spinoza. In thought—and in life—there is, as

already we have seen,' a division profounder than that into historical

stages and schools; there is a distinction of fundamental tendencies,

an antithesis, simple, radical, primitive, which at once underlies,

and expresses itself through, the differences of the schools; the dis-

tinction, namely, between the thought (and the religion) which in

finding God finds the light and truth of the world, and that which, to

find God. leaves the world behind. And what gives to Spinoza this

second and profounder interest is a twofold relation which he bears

to that elemental and radical antithesis. On the one hand, he is the

last of the very few supremely great voices through whom that side

of the antithesis for which the modern world thinks it has no place

' Supra, p. 7 seq.
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hM found expreM, and at tho same time orginal,' formulation for
itielf. But, on the other hand, while tho tendency in question secures

in him this express and unmistaiiable utterance for itwlf, he is forced
to go beyond it, and so in his system it is seen standing face to face
with its great and age-long opponent*.

Such is the historical position of Spinoza. Of the two relations

which make up that position—the relation to the Cartesian philoso-
phy, the relation to Mysticism—the one mentioned last is logically

the first, in the sense that that elemental antithesis is deeper than
the division into historical periods and schools. So that, in seeking
to view Spinoza in his historical position, it is to that fundamental
distinction that we must turn first. And to understand it as it appears
in Spinoza, we must first endeavour to unc rstand it as it is in itself

and for its own sake. To do that, we must consider two things : first

how it arises; secondly, its chief appearances in history.

III.

In attempting to understand how that distinction arises we have
to consider, first what the fundamental instinct and presupposition
of all scientific work is, secondly the two ways in which that instinct
may fulfil itself when science reaches its final or metaphysical stage.
First, then, the endeavour of any particular " special science " is to
find unity of principle in the phenomena with which it deals. And
the endeavour of science as a whole—or, in the words just used, the
endeavour of science in ite metaphysical stage—is to see the world
as one. It is true that in this, its last and highest task, science some-
times falls by the way; and falls with so decided a motion that it

remains fixed where it has fallen. That is to say, certain meta-
physicians and certain schools of metaphysic, regard their work as

-h.'fl*^"*?*':
"^"

"i?"**'"/ "J"
**' *•*"»" *" •*'"'" """ »' thouBht-th«t were to denrwhat hM Jnit been afflnned-but m being the oatcomeof the independent worUn. ofSplnott* own mind upon the material famixbed to it. whether by previoug thinkera or brhi. own experienceof life. The word l» inierted to exclude teaeher« such ae SchopenhauerwhOM formulation of thi« lame tendency can scarcely be caUed an original movement!but U rather a revival of an ancient lyetem and a deUveting over of the Kantian epiit«!mology to it to be it* handmaid.
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complotcd k'fore they have reached a One at all. They remain to
the end with a multitude of eternal " di«tinct exi»tencc« " on their

nda. It in true, too, that iygtemi formed in this way—monad-
v..ogiet, seniationaliim*, atomigms—have taken a very great place
in the history of phUosophy. And still farther, they have been very
useful there. But the true nature of that usefulness should be recog-
nised. The man who understands that the search of science, from
Its lowest stage to its highest, is a search after unity, will also
understand what the genuine significance is, of a pluralistic termina-
tion of the scientific endeavour; namely, that the science which so
terminates has taken as a highest and ultimate category some
principle which is not powerful enough to link together the stubbornly
diverse factors of the world. That is to say, the pluralistic systems
ore redudioncs ad absurdum of the methods which have produced
them. And it is for this very reason that the usefulness of these
systems m the history of phUosophy has been so great. They have
'.."en stagee on the way to insight. At certain times they have made
.uar—to those who could understand—tlic inadtqunr-v and mner
hollowness of some popular school or of some trusted method. At
other times they have deepened the problem for some too hasty
monism, setting over against its thesis a stubborn and resolute
antithesis. In a word, they have been steps, worked out often with
great keenness and acuteness, in that long dialectic process which is
the history of philosophy.

But, as already has been noted, the very nature of the attempt of
science—the very nature of such a thing as a search after law in the
diversities of the world—involves that, unless that scientific attempt
18 to be false to itself, its last and highest view of the world must be
a view in which the world is seen as one. So that, granting to the
full the usefulness of the pluralistic systems in the dialectic develop-
ment of philosophical insight, it remains that in them, as was said
above, the scientific endeavour is seen "falling by the way and
remaining fixed where it falls." But the radical and elemental dis-
tinction which we are now concerned to understand, is a distinction
between the systems of philosophy which, with all their errors, have
not erred in that fashion, but have pushed their way through to a
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unitary view of the world. And the distinction consists precisely in
the way in which they do thus push their way through to a One.

For both sides take their rise in a profound discontent—sometimes
almost purely intellectual, sometimes moral or religious as well—with
the manifoldne.^s. the changeableness, the dividedness, the imperfec-
tion and diso der, of our everyday experience. But the one side
proceeds froni die unsatisfactory Many to a One who^e distinctive

character is ^i.aply this—that it is not the Many. While the other
side proceeds from tiie unsatisfactory ilany to a One which is the
Many over again—but the Many as truly or adequately known, and
in the light of that adequate interpretation seen to be no longer
unsatisfactory. On the former view, manifoldness and dividedness
are inconsistent with the One; on the latter, they are necessary to it.

To the former, the infinite excludes finitude; to the latter, it mediates
itself through finitude—is an infinity of determinations. To the
former, again, the eternal is no home of change and of time ; to the
latter, it is at once the home and the law and the informing spirit of
time and of the changing things of time. To the former, God is all
in all

; the world can be only a shadow, from which the wise man will
set himself free in order that in- God he may become at one with
reality. But to the latter, the world s the process of the realisation of
divine ends, and thus is in organic connexion with God and is a true
field of labour to the sons of God.

Philosophy, in a word, is the apprehension of the unity and
eternity of all true existence. But men differ in the way in which
they pass from the diverse and changing elements of their dailv
experience to their vision of that unity. To some it is a One which
as not the world, and in whose presence the world fades away. To
others it is a One which fulfils itself through the whole system of
the changes and diversities of the world ; it is the light and the life
of men, and of the whole universe of experience. In both cases the
effort of man is to see truly : and to see truly bv seeing under the
form of eternity. But upon the one view, the things of to-day and
to-morrow cannot endure the light of eternity; they vanish as dreams
vanish, when the soul is aroused from troubled sleep and the delusions
of the night fall from it and are gone. AMiile to the other view the
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things and interests of time lose indeed their fleet 12 ,:>ul ?ell'-..eD';ed

individuality; but only to be seen in their truu. u. f!«^iient8 of

eternity. They die, but in dying find a life over which death has no
power; for now they live not unto themselves, but in the eternal and
unto the eternal. To this type of philosophy, the particular things
and interests of our experience, so far from being mere appearances
professing a reality to which they have no claim, are in truth more
real even than they seem to be. So that this philosophy is a
philosophy humane and kindly. It is hospitable to all forms of being
—though it has its sternness in insisting that each shall recognise
its place and devote itself to its own function. Every lineament in

the face of nature is dear to it; but its special delight is with man
and his history. The labour of man, the achievement of man, the
glory and the tragedy which are never far from any man's heart—it

is never weary of attempting to set these in the light of eternity and
to show them transfigured by that light. But the philosophy which
stands over against this can give no such welcome to all the half-
earthly half-heavenly content of our life. Not that it does not love
men. In its greater historical forms it has loved men with the
profoundcst and most passionate of all the forms of love—that over-
whelmed with the sense of tragedy ; its love being not that of delight,
but that of a groat pity for the hapless creature whom it saw losing
himself in things which, not being God, are nothing and worse than
nothing. But the very principle which gave such passion to its love
for man made it stand aloof from man's ordinary life. It made its

home neither with his daily affairs, nor with the humanities, nor
with nature. To pass from its great opponent to it is as if one passed
from Athens—from the thronged harbours of the Pira-us, from the
voices of statesmen and sopliists and tragedians, from the gatherings
of men who delighted in life and in one another and in the e.xercise
of all the powers that their natures included—to some solemn temple
of Laced^mon, standing apart in grave strength and austere majesty,
changeless from age to age. while in hollow Sparta the generations of
mortal men hastened to death.

;<is, then, is the deepest of those divisions that have sundered
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into diverse schools and tendencies the long attempt of man to under-
stand himself and his world. It is a first and fundamental distinction
which the student must understand if he is to understand the history
of phUosophy at all. That history seems crowded with a multitude of
structures; and the difference of these from one another seems as
great as their internal complexity. But when the investigator digs
down mto them, what he comes upon at last is one or other-more
often both—of the two great tendencies now before us. These are
elemental in character, primitive, simple; and they are of immeasur-
able antiquity; for they are as old as the dissatisfaction of the human
soul with Its imperfect being and with its momentary and transient
experiences. Their opposition has moulded the whole dialectical
evolution of man's endeavour to understand his life. From the
beginnings alike of religion and of reflective thought they, like inner
forces, have guided the main currents; and have determined the
proportions of the greaip; systems. The history of their warf.-e-
and of their combination, with each other-is, on its practical side,
the history of the religious life; and, on its theoretical side the
history of philosophy.

'

So long as we understand the essential movement of these two
tendencies, it matters little what names we give them. Some designa-
tions however, we must have, if only for convenience of reference.
The broad contrast between the two, as tendencies or methods, may
be mdicated by the terms "abstract" and "concrete"; or by the
terms "analytic" and "synthetic"; or we may borrow terms from
the older theologians, and call the one the via negativa, the other thevm affirmativa. To find names for the views of the world which arise
from these tendencies is on the one side fairly easy, on the other some-
what difBcult. The philosophy of the vm negativa^that which in
moving toward the One denies the Many—may, when it confines itself
to pure theory, be called "abstract pantheism," or from another point
of view " acosmism.'i But when it goes beyond pure theory, and is

,•.
' t^"^

accurate in the senae of giving a negative name to a negative movement ofUiought Yet (leaving aside Hegel'n appropriate use of it in replying to thon who accusedsplnon of Atheism) it jars upon one who remembers how exceedingly positive is theimpulse-the impulse after reallty-out of which this negative movement of thought hasBO often arisen.
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at once a view of reality and a way of life, it is Mysticism-the pan-the^st^sche Mystik of that saying of Bothe which Dr. Martineau putupon the title-page of his Spinoza,

-martineau put

Der pantheistischen Mystik ist wirklich Gott diesDem gemeinen Pantheismus ist allea Gott.

And having the general name of Mysticism, we need scarcely, for our

ITlrri' '°°''™ ''''''^''' ^''^ °^™^« f°^ it« various types,

nr Ji ;
1 '"
f'' '''" '''"''' '' "^^P^^^"'^ '^'^ -hich men have

ftsef when ",'f
"'^^ ''"^ ^" ''''' ""'«"^' -^^ ^^^ --1"-°

haT«T ' 7 f'
'''' ''"'•^'^' ^^ ^''^^ ^« ^^^v« diverse forms. Tothat ons den" many paths may lead-some purely theoretical

Tkint^f
V;^- '° '"f ^'^™ " ^^ " ''°°'^ •^- 'rhere are dSent kinds of Mysticism only in the sense that men come to Mysticism

Bu7on tf"ir^^""'"
''^^^^°* ^™P"'-^' - '^^^--t t'emp r!But on the other side the subdivisions are numerous and of theutmost importance. For here the Many are not lost in the One bupreserved in the One. The One is the source and constiLiveprinciple of the world-the principle of connexion which links

what the nature of that connexion is (and consequently what thenature of the world, and what the nature of our life in it) depends o„the nature of the One. And that nature may be apprehended upon

For reflective thought began with simple categories which coufd notdo u«tice to the positive relation between ^^e details of the world andtheir supreme and eternal principle; and from these, advanced to cat^gories more concrete and therefore at once more comprehensive aS
TdZr T ""^^

'i"
''' ^° ""^°'^^°^ ^«"- '' --«' le- or moreadequate according as the category employed is less or m^re adequateto that which IS to be apprehended. It mav be broadlv stated that theower fonns of these are dominated by the^idea of ne;ess^r«^ o-h re IS somehow a beginning, or cause, or substance, and from

t things « follow » or « flow down," the course of the flow being aCutely determmed by the nature of the cause or source; while the'Cherare dominated by the conception of spirit, and the consequent
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conceptions of teleology, and of a rational necessity union with which
is true freedom. To those lower forms—since in the last analysis they
must regard all particular things as the modes which in their totality

make up the eternal One—we might apply Rothe's term, gemeiner
Pantheismusj or we might use some such name as " naturalistic Pan-
theism." The higher forms are usually denoted by the name Ideal-

ism, in its greater sense as defined on a previous page;' though, as

there noted, even in Idealism we have to remember the distinction

between a more concrete form which believes that the eternal, rational

spirit fulfils its purpose through the whole process of the world, and a

more abstract form which can see God only in pure reason, and is

obliged, therefore, to condemn the world of the senses.^ With these

subdivisions, however, we are not directly concerned at this point.

What we must do here is to fix firmly in our minds the original and

fundamental distinction itself between the tendency which is abstract

and negative, and that which is affirmative and concrete.

jf

1 Supra, p. U. Cf. infra, pp. 209, 210.

i To the student of " Logik "—the science whose business it is (or was) to deal with the
categories and hence to arrange the various types of philosophy in the order of their

advance from abstractness toward concreteness—this matter of classification will of
course offer no difflculties. All these tendencies and types can be arranged as stages In a
single process of logical evolution. The first—the thorough carrying out of the via
negativa—stAnda at the beginning where the categories employed are altogether abstract
(the categories of pure Being). The third stands at the end, where a highest category has
been gained which is altogether concrete (Absolute Idealism). While the remaining
forms are the stages which constitute the long road between—one of the most striking of
these being that which, as its highest category, uses the conception of causation (whether
physical or logical) in such a way as to give ns a view of the universe as a great process of
necessity a tergo. Those intermediate types have the common characteristic that they
have not felt the pressure of the problem of the self ; they have not grasped the fact that
" things " (extended things as much as any other) are objects existing for and through a
self which holds together many " experiences " in the unity of one experience ; to them,
in other words, man Is simply a part of nature ; whatever principles are adopted ^a
explaining the things which seem to exist in their own right in space and time, are ipno
facto adopted as exp)aining man. And It is when the pressure of the problem of the self

(usually in a special form—the problem of the possibility of knowledge) is felt, that
philosophy passes upward from those intermediate types to the Idealistic. In the exam-
ination of human experience a synthetic principle, self-conscious, self-distinguishing,

self-determining, is found ; and such a principle furnishes the key for the solution of the
problem how the many facts and beings of the world, without losing their particularity,
can be linked together into one reality. Self-distinguishing and self-detennining spirit-
so science finds at the end of its long ascent—is the principle of unity-in-diversity which
enables us to view the universe as one, without abstracting from, or condemning as
iUnsion, that manifoldness of existence which is found, not only in the multiplex life of
nature, but also in the divisions of the intellectual and moral and religious life of man.
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In the thought of Spinoza both tliese tendencies are present The
former-the tendency to the via negaiiva-is not only present in him,
but 18 that first and fundamental thing in his thini<ing with which
the student must begin if he is ai all to understand Spinoza as Spinoza
actually was. But in that large and sincere and open mind, the
unquestioned domination of the negative tendency was impossible. To
such forms of the other tendency as could enter his field of thought
he gave fair hearing, and dealt as he was able with the problems which
these forced upon him. Of this, the result was not so much the
renunciation of the negative tendency, as the setting of the other beside
It; or rather the setting of two forms of the other beside it. For aswe shall see, he set beside it, in fully articulated form, what on 'the
classification noted a moment ago would be called a lower tvi o of the
positive or synthetic view. But then in certain connexions he was
driven even beyond that, and worked out doctrines which cannot
indeed be called a system, but are prophetic hints and glimpses calling
for the highest type of the concrete view, i.e.. for Idealism. In order,
then, to understand him as he was and to follow his thinking along
the line of its own journey, we shall study first how he was led toward
the negative or mystic conception of reality, and then his advance
from it to the other points of view just spoken of. But—as was noted
a moment ago—to study intelligently the negative tendency as it is in
Spmoza, It will be wise first to study it on its own merits and for its
own sake. And that can best be done historically.

IV.

In the age-long effort of man to find out what he is, and what his
experience means, and what the true wav of life for him is, this
abstract or negative way of thinking has shown itself times innumer-
able. In some cases it has played the part of a Xemesis of thought,
appearing unbidden in the systems of those who face with inadequate
categories the ultimate problem of science.^ But these cases need not
be dwelt upon here. For. in the history of man, it has had a greater

thJ..ti,T""''«
'* In'tanoe Ir the ca^ of the development from Sir William Hamiltonthrough Dean Mansel to Mr. Spencer.
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part than that to play. Strange as the fact may seem, this austere
and abstract tendency, which has for its goal a formless Absolute and
an eternity devoid of time, has not only dominated the thought, but
has governed the life, of whole races and nations. Stranger still, it
has at times regenerated religion, and broken up spiritual stagnation.
It has even helped to shatter political tyrannies. And as one might
conjecture beforehand, a tendency that has taken so great a place in
the life of man has not wanted for expression in the works of the great
masters of systematic thought. Sometimes it has ruled half the
divided heart of a supreme teacher. Sometimes, on the other hand,
from a method or a point of deps^rture in which it lay latent, it has'
worked Its way, with n logic as inovitable as the decrees of fate, to its
full meaning; and then has shown itself as the fundamental and con-
trolling factor in the thought of some great man, or some great school
or some remarkable age.

'

The case^ of the former kind are of the verv deepest interest
They stand central in the historical development'of philosophy; one
might almost call them its great ganglia. Here, however, it is possible
to refer only to two of these. The first is the greater. In the thought
of Plato the negative tendency is present, confronting the affirmative;
and there, in the presence of its opponent, it takes on, more than ever
before m the history of man and more than ever after, the characters
which are native to it—the solemnity, the unearthly splendour, the
austere Lacedaemonian grace, appropriate to the vision of an eternal
being in whose presence the weaker things of time pass away and are
not. But while it is present, and knows itself, it cannot prevail. Form Plato, as in all the great cases of its occurrence, the negative tend-
ency takes Its rise in that which is the genuine beginning and the
genuine inspiration of all science, and of all philosophy, and in one
sense of all religion; namely, in the instinctive search of the spirit
which 18 man for the abiding and the unchangeable; in the passion for
the eternal. But of the men who are thus animated by the passion for
the eternal—the men who, as we are wont to say, are "not of this
world "—there are two classes. Some who are " not of this world "
are so in the literal sense. So far as thev can, thev walk without
transgression in the way of the negative theology. Their journey
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toward their home in God, is a journey away from this world. But
others who are "not of this world," are for that very reason all the
more truly citizens of this world. Their knowledge that their
dwelling-place is in the eternal makes all the profounder and all themore genuine their citizenship in that temporal order which is «amoving image of eternity.'" And as between these alternatives
Plato 8 position was peculiar. A certain Dorian quality of soul
struggled m him with an Ionian intellect and with Athenian training
and tastes and interests. And the practical tragedy in his life^ partly
withdrew him from the world, partly made him all the more passion-
ately earnest about the reformation of the world within the forms of
Its present order. The negative tendency lay very close at his heart;
yet. upon the whole, it is the other that prevails in his philosophy.
The Ideas remam determinate forms-and determinate rational forms.
The One {i.e.. the Idea of Good) does not by its presence condemn to
unreality the lower Ideas in their individual distinctness; nor for the
apprehension of it is a type of consciousness above the rational
required. And even more than that can be said. Of the two inter-
pretations of Plato, that which sees the Ideas as in organic union withmans present world and present experience, is really more true to
Plato than that which sees the Ideas as dwelling altogether apart from
he world. What Mysticism does for Plato is, not to overcome him,
but rather to give loftiness of soul, and a certain undernote of tragedy
to his Idealism. Indeed his thought as a whole is an example of the
fact that a great and complex process often takes on a wider move-
ment, a new and higher order of power, when a negative element
enters among its constituents.

The other case lies close to ourselves. A negative movement of
thought IS present in the very system in which the metaphysic of the
present day recognises its proximate fountain-head-in the critical
phi osophy of Immanuel Kant. But, although more than twenty
centuries had intervened-some of them filled with hard thinking
others given to eager corquest of the world-yet the negative tendency
IS m Kant far less aware than in Plato of its own true nature

' Timtuua, 37 DK.
> See pp. 222, 223, in/To.
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Appearing first as a gulf betwet-n tlie categories and the materials givenm sense-and then going on through , aer dualisms to that final one
between the pheno„,ena given to the understanding, and the real world
which as the field of the rational will-it operates mainly as a potent
source of difficulty and confusion; and the first labour of the followers

,W^' ,?'/'/n'''""'
''' '" ^'^"' ^""^'^

^J'"^*''^"^ ^i«^ 'night be
developed to its full significance.

It is hard to turn away from a more detailed study of these two
cases. But they do not give us exactly what we want here at the
beginning, \\hat we need here is to see the negative tendency, as far
as possible, m the purity of its type; to see it as it is in itself Whatwe must do is to turn to the other great class of its appearances-thosem which from the method or tlie point of departure wherein it is
latent, it advances with uninterrupted logic, moving with its own
motion, ^-orking out its own dialectic, until, as one may say, it
possesses the whole field.

Of such cases there are three in particular, which (specially when
compared with one another) show what this tendency is; show what
that meaning ,s, which it has in it at its l,eginning and develops in its

T""':. ^T *^''' '' ^°"°^ '"^ ^'''^ *^°"ght hefore the problem of
the self had come clearly to view. Here the tendencv shows itself in a
strictly theoretical form. It gives, as one may say,' a sketch of itselfm Its purely logical outline. But it did not-in that land and at that
age, It could not-enter upon the full work of a philosophv. It neither
became a guide of life, nor faced the full weight and power of its own
theoretical shortcoming. The second is much earlier in date; but
much fuller in articulation. Among the Hindus the negative tendency
not only works itself out with a singular completeness of logical
development, but also undertakes what has just been called " the full
work of a philosophy." It puts its shoulder to the wheel. It acts as

ir^ V'^':
"""^ ''""'^' "P "" "^^'^ «°^ « philosophv of religion.

WTiile m the third case-the Xeo-Platonic-it is seen at last recognis-
ing its great theoretical difficulty, and erecting, in the effort to over-
come that difficulty, a structure of almost monstrous vastness.-And aswe shall see. there is a fourth case, which scarcely adds any new logical
factor, but which so well sums up in itself the main features of the
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«tudy of Spinoza
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at the very beginning can scarcely be present; first, as we shall see

presently, an unflinthinjr, uninterrupted consistency in carrying a
given category to its extreme and absolute application ; and secondly,

a high degree of speculative courage. But as soon as tlie scientific

intellect has taken on some considerable impetus and has come to

feci tolerably sure of itself, then we may look for such an affirmation

of the unity of being as makes its manifoldness a mere illusion.

Among the Greeks—in whose early men of thought the pure
intellect, serene and undistracted, enslaved neither by force from
without nor by superstitious fears within, stood free to work its way
without interruption through the dialectic of its categories—this
tendency came to the forefront just in the place indicated. The name
connected with its clear and full emergence is the great name of
Parmenides.

If we consider the exact situation which Parmenides faced, we
shall see both how clear his logic was, and how absolutely inevitable
wu- tlie conclusion to which he came. He stood face to face with the
particular things of the world, and these were not self-intelligible.

Of this plant, this cloud, this cliff that the sea is wearing down, one
has to say, " It is." But there was a time, and there will again be a
time, when one, if present, would have to say, " It is not." But
there is no rest for the intellect in such things. They do not stand
upon their own feet. They are and they are not. What is wanted is

something which will supply a footing to these things, and which at
the same time will itself have at least two characters. First, it must
be something of which you can in the fullest sense of the words say
that it is :—at no time, in no place, under no circumstances, must you
be able to say that it is not. Secondly, it must be something which is

one with itself. That is, it must always remain itself throughout all
its work of making possible these particular and transient "things"
and this changing order of "nature." If, for instance, it be some-
thing which condenses itself into these stones and rarifies itself into
that vapour, it must still remain itself throughout all those trans-
formations. And this second character follows directly from the
first; the "It remains itself," from the absolute "It is."

The first Greek men of science faced this problem as well as they
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could. They uaed such intellectual instrumentg, «uch categories, u
they had. And the category which they had was the first and simplest
of all our categories-that of Being. Tins category they used in
specific and very naive forms. But it. essential character was always
the fiame :-Beinff is that of which you can sin.piy atlirn, that it is
Soon, however, these men of science found themselres in difficulties
of a most serious character. Their category turned a very unkindly
and very uncompromising face toward the actual existenc.M of the
world. They were-if the illustration he not too profane-somewhat
in the position of a man who has discovered that space is two-dimen-
sional. If you have found that space has but two dimensions-that aU
spatial reality exists in a plane-you must leave off tying sailors' knots
and must have nothing more to do with the various gymnastic feats
which involve motion in the third dimension. And if you find your-
self still doing these things you must declare that really vou do not do
them; that in truth they are but illusions. For any motion is eitherm that plane, or out of it; and if it is out of it, it is unreal. Just so
It turned out to be with the categorj- of Being. These things of timeand of sense arc continually changing, continually swaying back and
forth between «is» and "is not." But Being «. In it there is no

IS not. In a word, there is no place in it for change and for things
that are subject to change. And if you t^- to escape the difficulty bymaking the conception of Being into the conception of Substance; ifyou try to keep both the Being and the things, by viewing the Being

old difficulty simply recurs. Here is this particular thing. It either
has Being or else it has not Being. If it has Being, then it cannothave any sort of "is not" about it-for how can "is not" get into

tWnL""hr ''"'f
""•"' "^'^^ ^^ *° "y' '' --«*' -4 other

hings, have any change in it. But it changes even while we are
peaking about it. Therefore it has not Being. It is nothing at all.If you appeal to your sense-experience, your sense-experience must be

declared to be at once an absurdity and an illusion. Nor can you bepermitted to attempt an escape by setting up a distinction in the thing
between Substance and Accidents. For precisely the same testbanishes the Accidents into nothingness

J i
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So that when thews early men of icicnce attempt to uodentand
the world by ineans of the only categories they have gecurely graaped
-thoM of Being or of Subatance-the solution, as soon as its logiri.
worked out. swallows up the original problem. On the level of those
categories, the assertion that Reality is, involves the assertion that it

» One, and that the Many and the Finite and the Changeable are not.
The forego.ng is simply the argument of Parmeniden stated in

general terms;' and of course with this difference that Parmenidei
neither had. nor could be expected to have, any suspicion of the
possible inadequacy of his categories. He used his categories in all
gowl faith. He saw that from their point of view the disjunction of
being and non-being. of " is " and " is not," is absolute. He sr -v that
this again involved that reality is One, and its apparent manifoldnesa
an Illusion. And this ho stated in a way which is not merely clear
and convincing, but is absolutely final

:

that It M In It are very many tokens that what is, is uncreated and
indestructible, alone, compl..te, immovable, and without end Nor
was >t ever nor will it be; for now it «, all at once, a continuous one.For what kind of origin for it will you look for? In what way andfrom what source could it have drawn its increase? I shall not let
hee say nor think that it came from what is not ; for it can neither be
thought nor u tered that what is not is. And if it came from nothingwhat need could have made it arise later rather than sooner? There-
fore must it either he altogether or be not at all. Nor will the force of^th suffer aught to arise besides itself from that which in any way is
Wherefore, Justice does not loose her fetters and let anything come
into being or pass away, but hold, it fast. . . . How then

'b^wJ^rJ'
^''"^

': ^ '" '^' ^"*"^^- ^' ^°- ^«"l<i •' come into

If K r- Z*:"'
•' ^^•'"*"^ extinguished and passing awaynot to be heard of. ... Nor is it divisible. . . MorZover It 18 immovable.

. . . without beginning and without end;
since coming into being and passing away have been driven afar offand true belief haa cast them away. It is the same, and it rests in the

• In oentral terms "-for Pannenlde, envlMged reality spatially. Cf. p. ISl, note.
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«'lf-rome place. ahLiin^ in it«.lf t„^ .,

».«. chained it'TJoll^Z .
"'"^ """' *" ''"""•"*• «'"- '"»«

things are but hem^.oH wh d: ""VrT""" ''^""^"^^' *" ^»'«-

change of ^J^J^Z^t^^Z :Z^!r^ ""^ ""' *--

.tandf^e^cS:r::/;r^:'-L;tr"""^ ^^^ -"" «°

our purno.,. i, ,„ „„,. ),„'.?,,, ""',"" '"'Po""" foinl (or

..on. II. ..o„l ,,,hi„ (l,o^.Jc. ^h 1 „f'. ,7""

onward one d„„ notZ ,1 I"'
*""' "" '''' »' rurmcnide.

«^«k the .rue (ulfilmcnl of ,ho" bo n^
'""™ <" ^ ""V' ""> <«

Ono. And the ro«,on i, nl.il r.
*"nB«lM» nnd inerrable

forward of nrore .de,„.te eate,orie.;*„d pn'ru;**: JiLl,':^^
^"^'^^rly OrtekPMcopHviim.

pp. igj-.g:.

ParmenidM. a. with mogt men who «ta^ «,,. !
^'° °' M>"tlcl»ni. Of course, wUhbetween the atmosphere In which an ^^umeit LIT' 'J'^*"" "« """' ^i-^B^ 2the argument which move. In that atmmnhZ "7«*' """l 'he essential HlKnlfleanVeofar^ment moved, wa. one of naive RtLusmr'. .

""""Phere In which ParmenWet'

iti
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Greek life. In the life of the Hellenes, perfection of body and power
of soul answered to fulness of opportunity. They lived under the
clearest of skies. They were served generously by their land and by
their sea. They had, among their inherited treasures, the " greatest

births of time " in literature and in art, and they were engaged almost
daily in placing beside these, companion-pieces that were worthy of

them. Life they knew and the joy of life, and over its resources

exercised a supreme and easy mastery. Nor did they esteem their

life the less, that the Mede and the Canaanite had appeared among
them, and Marathon and Salamis and Ilimera had become names
for ever. Such a race, living such a life, was not likely, till its greater
day was done, to furnish apt pupils for the lesson that the thronging
interests of life are vanity and illusion, and that wisdom lies in with-
drawing from them and seeking rest in a reality which knows neither
change nor manifold.

But there was a race whose life had come to be burdened by the
weight of an immeasurable and hopeless pain. And there the thinking
that walks in the via negativa entered upon the full function of a
philosophy. It gave to the generations of a great race their theoretical

view of reality; it shaped—and it shapes—their morality and their

religion. Hegel, thinking of the spirits of the nations as existent and
particular individuals, tells us that they stand around the throne of
the universal spirit, the spirit of the world, as perfecters of its

actuality and witnesses and ornaments of its splendour.^ Each race,

like an attendant spirit, fulfils by its intellectual and by its moral
labours, its part in the one work of world-history. In this great
division and delegation of the tasks of world-history, it would almost
seem as if the one specially committed to the Hindu race was the full

development through all its stages—was the full articulation both as
an intellectual and as a moral system—of the philosophy of the
negative way. The steps in that long labour of thought by which this
was accomplished we have now to trace.

1 PhUotophy of Right, i 352 ; cf. i 340.

Wii
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(»

scieS'of'tt?^
'"^'' ? ^''^ *" ^^' '''y fountain-head of thescience of the Aryan peoples. The Vedic poet stands where all orderlyhmnan science stood at its beginning. He stands face t face tl

daJ Ite fZr\:\T''~''''''
''' '^' ^-' storm-wrnd and

And th. fiT. I ' I
^^ '*^°'^' ^^'^ '^^ °°t «^'«t ill their own right

tt^lZ^t:, '' ''''' " '^'''^'"^ ^^^« unsatisfactorinesfoftne tacts present to him, ,s one m which the scientific instinct and the

S2 trthem"\f
''°' ^^ '"'''' «« P---fi- those flTs andgnes to them, as thus personified, the attributes of deity

remfrkaWeTl"" ^f *'"' ^'^ "'^''''^ ^^'^ ^^ one of the mostremarkable things in human history. What this was can bestbe shown by contrasting the two great lines of thoughtS took th! r

nhl .11 "'"^ '^'^y ^^P"^^*^ their gods from the natural

-gavTrthl S-''^'
were Personifications'and humaniLdS

pefsonal ^e thi"' "'"t^^"'-'
^l^^' ^^^fi-te, characteristic,

be toT; r 1

'""""'' ^^^ ''^'' ^^' g«d«' whatever they may

Phi oslnhi.
^^'""^ '^°°^"''"«°^«^' «^« «f "ttle value to the scientifiHrphilosophic consciousness-the consciousness which seeks JZZ

If inde°J^"'^"''J^
^"' "'^'^ P^^°^^P^- «' exptnatTo^^ dTmg80. If indeed an advance townrri i,t,,*„ „ x l ,

uuujg

hy».ns wh«t.«Ter deity the p<»,t addres.™ i."te„ J
,'° ?h.^

be..S .. God. ™p,o.e, „„„„„,„,. .„„,„, JathLlfCjetoS:

' E. Caird. Evolution of Religion (1893). vol. I., p. am «,.
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deities are being at the same time mentioned by name. Varuna, for

instance, is addressed as Lord of all, Lord of heaven and earth,

upholding the whole order of nature, and guardian too of the moral

order of the world. The breaking of his laws is sin. The penitent

sinner is to pray for mercy to him. But presently Indra or Agni is

addressed in the same way.

This fact is one of the commonplaces of present-day knowledge.

But what has not always been made so clear is the mental condition

out of which it arises. What it means is this : the Vedic poet, how-

ever religious he may be, has never ceased to have that in him which

is nothing other than the genuine spirit of philosophy, nothing other

than the genuine movement of the scientific consciousness. He feels,

no matter how dimly, the oneness of nature. Some one principle, he

feels, some one power, is expressing itself through all this variety of

wonderful and appalling phenomena. But the only forms which he

had at his command for purposes of scientific expression, were those

forms which he had struck out for himself by personifying those very

phenomena—Indra and Agni and Varuna, Ushas and the Maruts,

and the rest of Ya^navalkya's " three and three hundred, three and

three thousand " gods.^ But then comes the trouble that no one of all

these forms is adequate to the expression of the principle or power

which the Vedic thinker, dimly enough at first, but with a demand

that grows continually clearer, is groping after. No one of them—for

it expresses itself in them all ; of all of them it is the source. And

(50 ihe first expedient is to use all those forms, now one, now another.

A i«age, Yaska by name, who lived many centuries later, puts the logic

of the case into a sentence—It is owing to the greatness of the deity

that the Divine Self is celebrated as if it were many.*

But such a procedure has an almost inevitable logical outcome.

As time goes by and reflective thought comes forward, while poetic

intuition and poetic nature-worship recede, two things come into ever

I "How many godii are therel" uka Vidagdh» SWtaly»of Yiffnavalkya. The flrat

aniwer is "three and three handred. three and thre« thounnd." But thto number In

tteadlly reduced-to thlrtr-three-to one and a half-flnaUr to one. Thl» one U Brihman

and hU name la "That."-Brth. UpanUhad. III. 9. 1-9. (Saered Booki of tht Baal, vol.

XV.. pp. 139-H2.)

t Max Muller, Three iMiurtu on the Veddnta P*«om>p»if, (London, IM), p. «7.-

Yteka lived e<tva MO B.C.
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clearer consciousness. First, that what is really being sought for is

One. Secondly, that this One is not to be identified with any of the

forms just referred to—not with Varuna the Heaven, nor with Indra

the giver of rain, nor with Agni the fire, nor with the appalling

Maruts, the storm-winds. The oneness will be ever more strongly and
clearly insisted upon. But to any definite determination or qualifica-

tion of it, the answer will come to be—and did come to be-—" Neti,

neti."* In a word, the goal that lay straight ahead was an abstract

One and an illusory manifold. And to this goal the thinkers of India

advanced with a logic that neither flinched nor failed. " Sir, tell me
Brahman," said Vashkalin. Thereupon Bahva became quite still.

When Vashkalin had asked a second and a third time, Bahva replied

:

" I am teaching you indeed, but you do not understand. Silent is

that Self."«

Such was the first great step taken by the thought of India. Its

inner movement is not greatly different from that which we met with
in the case of Parmenides. Its search after the One moves in the
logical region of the category of Being. And it does what on the level

of that category is inevitable. It absolutely disjoins " is " and " is

not."' And it is thereupon obliged to exclude from reality the deter-

minations which involve an element of " is not." But the next great

step which the thought of India took, goes far beyond this, and is of

incalculable importance. It builds the bridge which the metaphysic
of the via negativa needs, to enable it to advance to the work of con-
structing an ethic and a theory of religion. In dealing with Par-

l "N6U"-it is not thus. Sec Brth. Up. 11. 3. 6. (Sacred Bookt of the East, vol.
XV.. p. 108): ni. 9. % (t6. pp. 148. 1491 : IV. t. 4 («i. p. 180) : IV. 4. » lib. p. 180) : IV. 5. U (ib.
p.t85)i

> Sacred Books of the Bast, vol XXXVni.. p. 157.-Cf. Max MUUer, Three Lectures
on the FeiUnta Philosophy, p. 84.

'
"

'
In the beginning, my dear, there wm that only which la (rd 4v) ona only, without

a leoond. Other* say, in the beginning there was that only which is not (rd fii) 6v) one
only, without a second ; and from that which is not, that which U waa bom.

' But how could It be thus, my dearl' the father continued. ' How could that which is
be bom of that which is not I No, my dear, only that which i% waa in the beginning, one
only, without a second.

' It thought, may I be many ..."
-Khtnd. Up. VI. 2. 1. 2, 3. (Sacred Books of the Bast, ToL L, p. 88.-Cf. lbs HttUer,

Three LeetMrts on the Veddnta Philosophy, p. 35.)
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I i

Dienides two reasons were pointed out which prevented his philosophy

from becoming to the Greek race a guide of life. Those were both,

in a sense, external to his philosophy. They barred the way against

it from without. But if these had both been absent, there was still

a third reason, internal to the system of Parmenides, which would

have tended to hold it back from becoming a guide of life. If I am
convinced that the changing and the manifold are illusion ; and if by

actual experience I have found the life which involves these to be very

evil—so evil that life and sorrow are one same thing; and if from

that illusion and that evil I wish to be delivered by finding rest in the

One; then, whether the logic of my philosophy allows it or not, I

must believe in, some sort of organic connexion between myself and the

One by withdrawal into which or absorption into which I am to find

rest. But such a connexion Parmenides could not assert. For, as we

have seen, the problem of the self simply did not exist for him at all.

To the teachers of India, however, the problem of the self became a

keen and pressing one. And so they were able to make the great

advance which rendered possible the application of the negative

tnetaphysic to the burdened life of India :—they asserted a connexion,

nay they asserted an identity, between the self in man and the One
which is the true and only reality.

The expedient by which this identification of the self of man with

the One—with Brahman—was effected, was very violent. But it was

closely in line with the general procedure of the negative meta-

physic. And not only that ; but when once a race of thinkers to whom
the problem of the self is present, have taken the first great step in

the via negativa—have made the advance to an indeterminate One

—

then this second step is demanded by an inexorable necessity. This

necessity the clear-eyed dialecticians of India were neither unable to

see, nor afraid to face. On the level of the categories which abso-

lutely disjoin " is " and " is not," Being must be One ; no sort of

exception or division could in any way be admitted. Yet the self had
taken such a place in their thinking that it could not be summarily

dismissed as this fleeting cloud, or that fading plant, could be dis-

missed—namely, as illusion. So that Ihe situation had come to be

'his.—Being is One, without division. Yet the self in man cannot
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be dismissed. Then what can that self be? It cannot be considered
either as a part, or as a modification, of the One. That would be to
attribute finitude and division to Brahman. Nor can the human self
be anything different from Brahman; for Brahman is all in all, "one
without a second." In a word, there is no alternative but to identify
tl ^ two. And that, moreover, not in the sense of calling the human
8elf a part of Brahman; but in the sense of an absolute identification
—the whole of Brahman is the human self.i

But do not the manifest finitudv and dividedness of our human
experience recalcitrate against such an identification? Yet the
^entification „„.s7 be made; and the thinkers who lead the way fromVeda to \edanta cut throujzh the difficulty by a piece of that resolute
surgery which the metaphysic of the via negativa knows so well how to
practise They conceive the soul as they conceive the ultimate and
only reality with which it is to be identified-namely, in an abstract

r J Tf «^P«"ences of the soul, its manifold activities of
thought and of sense, of n.emory and of imagination-these are but
a ml, and behind this v.ii dwells the true self of which we can say
nothing except that it is. The apparent dualism of the relation of
subject and object, whether in sense-experience or in self-conscious-
ness is ruled out altogether from the true Self. «

-When
the Self only is all this, how should he see another, how' should hesmeU another, how should he taste another, how should he salute
another, how should he hear another, how should he touch another,

L Jn n !. rr"''^-''"- "''^ '^'""^^ ^' '^""^ H™ by whom
he knows all this? That Self is to be described by No, no! He is
incomprehensible for he cannot be comprehended; he is imperishable
for he cannot perish; he is unattached for he does not attach himself;
unfettered he does not suffer, he does not fail How, beloved
should he know the Knower?»2

"«i"veu.

This t«o, was made all the easier by the very term which was used
to denote the self or soul. The term atman which was used to denote
the soul of man, had been originally, as Max Muller tells us "a mere
pronoun free from any metaphorical taint, and asserting nothing

> Max MUlIer. Three UHure» o„ tk, redinla PhUosophv. pp. 90-92.
' Brfh. Up. IV. 6. IS. (Sacred Book, of the Ea,t. vol. XV., p. iga.,

• LHI
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beyond existence or self-existence." It meant ipse, and a« used to
express the essence of „,an or of God, its idea was simply ipseitas.Man was G.v atman. the living, and God was Parama-atman, the
highest ,p.e And the absolute identity of these two abstract essences
was not hard to affirm.

• J*" a*;n?^°'
"'^ ^^"^^ identification was made, and the " Tat tvam

asi - Thou art it "-and the "Aham brahmasrr.. "_"I am Brah-man -become the watchwords of this second main step in the logical
evolution of the negative metaphysic in India. «

There-
fore now also, he who thus knows that he is Brahman, 'bei^omes all
Uus, and even the Devas cannot prevent it, for he himself is their SelfNow If a man worships another deity [i.e., a Deity external to the
^elf m him] thinking the deity is one and he another, he does not

/t,"./
""^ ^^° perceives tiietein [in the "ancient,

primeval Brahman"] any diversity, goes from death to death."^
And with this the way was prepared for the advance to ethics and

to religion. A self which could be called God, but which could also
be called man, was left standing. But the finite, the manifold, the
changeable, were expelled from reality and cast into the limbo of
vanity and nothingness. « In one half verse," says the Vedantist, «

I

shall tell you what has been told in thousands of volumes :-Brahman
« true, the world is false, man's soul is Brahman and nothing else,mere 18 nothmg worth gaining, there is nothing worth enioying.
tiiere is nothing worth knowing but Brahman alone; for he who
Knows Brahman, is Brahman."*

With this, then, the thought of the Vedantists went forward on its
great way, to be the guide of life and of religion, not to India alone
but to lands even more populous. Upon that, however, as we are
chiefly concerned with the inner logical movement of the metaphysic
of the negative tendency, we cannot here dwell at any length. But a
hint at the vast width of that guidance and at its profound signifi-
cance in human history, may be given by a brief reference to two

> Brth. Up. I. 4. 10. (.Sacred Book* of the Bast, vol. XV., p. 88.)

! M"^J!.n ''^-i
"^'^' '»-*««'' ^"ol" of "^ BoMt, vol. XV.. p. 179).
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uti. "t;jratt? ir^v; t-
" '---' '^'-^^ - «^ ^^^h.

children-s children, Z^ke^lL ^Tl ^""''^ ""'^ ^' ««^ ^is

which hitherto had bl; o hT^ ^I ^J . ^
'"'''' ^''^ ^'«^-« '':^™'>«

unquestioned, were repLed bv th f'^ ^"'"^*^ """^ «« «'>««J"tely

the Upanishad. An/tl/of th"'^ Z^' "'^*™^* ^^^^'^^y «'
of his earlier life, and H ZtZ, '"f^ '''''"'''''"'^ observances

he sought onlv to free ^SfZT °^ ""'^ ""^ ""'"^^"^ 'J-ties.

and thus to find his trj" ^1 ^fT «
""' """ '^''''^^^^'

Brahman a sought, in a wo d I v
™"' ^''^' '° ^'^^ 0°«' i°

Upanishads taug\t'hi7as ill?„"l" ^•^\,^^«^ -''-^ the
second is seen i„ an ethical tS^n u ? *"*' ^^°" "^ '^' '^''e

hounds of India. Gautlrhdh- /'-'"' '" '^''''^ ''''

Physie of Hinduism. And thouib ^^'^ ^''^ "^^"^^^'^ ^^^a-
repudiated aU metaphv^c yet "t is / T ' ^'''' ""^^ °°^ ^''^'> ^^^
^^irvana expresses the ulHmat I^"' *r".'

''"* ''^ '^'^^""^ "^
of the Vedanta. The 4^ ^elsitv 7 °' ''' "''"^'^y^'^'

which is essentially vain led h,m to I I'-"
'^°'"P«««i°° ^or a life

lutely negative as'a mora tea hin^ it J r''' '^"'^^^"^ ^ «^«-
he. Indeed the moralitv Ise "al i

'^ ' '''"P"^"^" ^^" ^«°
there is no place in it even for TJL

'""" '' '' "^^^'^^ that
as a means in subduin. TWshna.: "7' "•'' *^''^ '«' '* ^« °°'y
the cessation of the forma n of K„

'^^^^^''P^t^"" «f Trishna is

gained.
""*'"'' °^ ^^™^- And with that Nirvana is

0^ '^t^':z::^ti i::^s ^'-'^.r^^'
*^« p-««

phUosophy. It seems indeed a far orw "'TJ''
'"" ^"^'^ «' »

brightness of the early Amn hlJ I u
^"^^ *° '^'^^^- The

"cleaning the raountains'T«rZ„ I "'; "^'''^^ '' "«*^h Indra
the wliirlwind rushing along with tZS'T^ '° " "*""«"* I^«
at the presence of the Da^ «L ^^""^ '''"^'" «°<i "« glad
eU. . her garments Of lig^r'^^htin^nt1^1"^

iWrtna-desire, yoarnlna, thirst wh.,-,-."« mmt
,
whaterer caums 11/« to be m n.^...^ -" * ' prooein of acUvltr.
139
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ing every living being to go to his worJc/'i-this seems far separated
from the grey, worn thought of the Upaniahads. Yet we have seen
that the process whicli led from the one to the other was a process of
thorough logical continuity. When, in a Hindu family, the young
son was being trained in the strictest Vedic . ihodoxy while the
grendfather dwelt apart iji the forest meditating upon a theology in
which the Vedic deities could find no place, this was not mere incon-
sistency or contradiction. It was the symbol of the comiexion
between the early and the late stages of a single development.
Indeed the Vedantists and the Eleatics are alike proofs that in all
the history of thought there are lew logicians so consequent, few
dialecticians so strict, as those whose fate it is to conduct from its
premisses to its conclusion the ratiocination of the negative
philosophy. "

And yet for Vedantist and Eleatic alike there remained a great
problem. Each regarded reality from a given point of view-that of
the categories of Being. Each developed the ultimate consequence of
that point of view: the Eleatic by .- -.rt intellectual argument of
incisive and summary completeness; the Vedantist by a vaster and
more commanding process which touched the whole of life Each
came to the inevitable conclusion: reality is an indivisible and
changeless One; the Many, an illusion. But that at once raises the
question: If reality is a changeless and indivisible One, how can it
give nse to even an illusory appearance of a manifold?"

And that question received no satisfactory answer from either
school. Zeno. to whom the matter was a purely intellectual one,
replies cheerfully enough: "Your experience of a manifold and of
change must be an illusion; for, as I can show yor., such an experi-
ence involves the most absurd contradictions." But that does not
meet the case Granted that my experience is an illusion, still how
does ev-en an illusory experience of change and of manifoldness come
to be at all, when reality is a One, unchanging and indivisible"

i^rri: o-.s-rSHE-H-^SS'^—^^
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"AhaZTV^- ^?.^"^' ^°^ ""y satisfactory way of escapeAfiatn brahmasmi." he savs "t «.« n -u .. „ •'^
escape.

come the limitations uLer which ?h If ^"' '^ '°' "^«°^«

answer is th-f +»,. T ^ *^^^ ^'' "» """ labours? The

"hen: ^le heTerThT 1^^
"^^'"^^^'^^^ obstructions. But

nescience And LJ. '"' °°'' "°'^' '™™ ^^^ya.

personal ignofanee but 'r3- ^ •^,~°-'-'^' -* -rely as'

liable fnr ,7; *
^ "' independent cosmical power, which

^p. T^tme. to be driven out «r»„rt m' ,w ? "^
Il"«..7, it demand, to be .ecounte^ to " "" " "

ment and genuine significance We musfLn .

°'°''^

instance where it felfthe fuT w Iht of 'the Im™ °"! *" ""^
and put forth its whole power in thfeVdealrTsoreT "'""'

«J». 1883), S. 326 aeq.
P««™""^ Cf. the same author'g Sy^m d„ FedaniaoJl^

» /Wd. p. 97.

* Ibid. p. »7.

Ml
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(y)

Such an instance we shall find by turning to one of thoM sad

whK.h gather at h.s heart, scarcely can keep his way The grea3
acco "Plished m East and in West. Rome herself was coming foT
Thel^ir H I

7" '?• '^'''^ '^^ " '"'^°^ " burden'met by

dumfflTf ?
.wantonness of luxury, by the many with the

when the methods of revolutionary madness are not possible Therel^Mous insfnct was coming forward in its n.ost negative form

retLlr"'T'/°^r"°''*^ "^^'"^ '- deliverance om'the evils and vicissitudes of life, from the pt^ril. and changes and
agones the world. And along with this, science had enteXLn
manS 'fJ^'^'^^'

''^ ««- Its instruments for carr^fngTh^manifold and the changing back into unity and eternity were as w akas the religious yearning for the One and the Eternal ^^ stro„

'

Under such circumstances it is no wonder that the metaphysie of thevta negaUva once more became dominant among men
But with all this there went another fact. The manifold worldould scarce y be dismissed as Zeno and the Vedantists had dismhtd

It. For the period now m question was the old age of a ereatcivilisation. Many generations of labour, of culture of slndfdachievement, of orderly polity and developLg instituLs had fix^and confined the hold of the world upon the'minds of m 'n. Ld^
It 18 just here m this troubled battle-ground upon the edge of dar^ness. where the religion and the science of the ancient worid wereging down to death together, clad in monstrous garme" of

X

dna ;;'r r "/''' ^P'"*"''' ""'^"«'-« -^^^^ -'tred in A^ex n!drm and in Syria but whose echoes were heard even in Rome a^d inAthe„«_that we shall find the negative philosophy in fuTst^grie

in th! T? p7^ !
""'" "' '"^^''"* "-^" th« Gnostics as well asm the Neo-Platonists. But it is with the latter, whose thouTh 1

S^of tl'^w" *"' ^^^^^^ "' ^'°""-' '"^^ - sha fin'd thlogic of the situation most conveniently shown.
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--thin,. ..or i^it'a'Z,, .nu i t'lrall '^Tth "T ''''

are negativ.1; it ha« no u^.tude. il^:; intue/n
^'^ ^^^^^'^"^

One i7"^tt ;
"'?'"" "''' '''''"'''"' ^' ^°«"' «" to say that the

whi h vo^ aad «? ' "''"' "'^'^^^'"'^ ^''^-^^ '^-^ '^o"r«'. in

their ..n7" r

'''"^'"'^^"'"^n^s^ ever have their beginning and

V w, "t • ^
""' '" """"-^

" P'"*^^ ^«' the manifold 3d Ldview t a. in some way having its source in the One.
'

instnco in which h" ^"-V
^''"«''«° ^^ich we wished to find-an«nco .n «hR.h ho negative metaphy.ie, while holding to its view

th^ St Jcr h ?' \ "' ""' "'"* '"™"^ ^'«t'°"« aceomplishedtn.s^ What «oro his fundamental logical expedients?

howItT "".rirV ^"^, ""^ '"^^ ^''-'>- «f—tion. This,

hat a«." nZ T"' ^''" "'''''' '* "^^ '" the thinking o

nhl' V 1 " '^"" " n'etaphor: and indeed only by meta-phors- was ,t made to convey any intelligible meaning. ^ ^

idea of a sort Of o„e-ende5 relaHr-^^.^h/oTr^irn Tl/of

But when you go from the upper to the lower, it is no relation 17l

thtag new in the hi.tory of the negative tende^cv^w k
*" """"'* "«"' "« »»"••

onir in .wlttne- of movement.X Plotlnu.-a^hlT'hf
"''.'''"•."*'' '" =»'«««^«-. "ut

un.paringdl«lectic«rgument working out the im^t!ft.
'' '" °' '"• ""•• »°' "y .n

b7 concentrating .uch a>vument Into the Imm^.?.."™"' '
r*"""" '«^"""'«- but

Intuition which apprehendH the unity of exwrrnce^n*'" f""°»"<">
<" «" Intellectual

»^ aoainxt the particular and flnft^ (^ KrSl
" "*'*.'.'»' »""y- " the true realitym and compare the excellent dlscu^on ^ CalrtT^L^'"- ^^^^r

*^"''- ''" ^«"- '• P
P*</o.op»^,.) For our pre«nt purpoBe howeve^ U^ ^f^!1^^ '^*""'""' '» '** "'«*

'«a.. the «now emlta cold and Vet iTZ
"ecewary to go Into thin.

8a to.^ a lumlnou. bod, with lu Sghfor aVow." wah lu Kaitr
""•' "'""-"""•'ed.
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To the lower term or member it ii a relation, the lower being
dependint ujwn the higher for its whole existence and meaning. But
to the higlier it is not a relation at ail, in any senie which impoiea
metaphysical obligation or responsibility. " It is that," says Plotinus,
of the One conceived an the Good, " on which all depends, and which
all things desire and hove as principle, and which they are all in want
of, while it itself has lack of nothing, is sufficient for itself, and is

the measure and limit of all; which out of itself gives the . o/;>, and
essence, and soul, and life, and the activity of reason, . . . But
it is itself hy no means that of which it is the principle."^

Thus, in Plotinus, the negative tendency wrestles with its own
great theoretical shortcoming. A sort of reality is given to the
manifold world. And at the same time the One remains nearly,
though not quite, in accord with the negative conception of it. It
has ceased, indeed, to be " all in all." But at any rate it remains a
Cue which e.xclude8 all multiplicity, and is changeless and self-

sufficient.

It is easy enough to point out the inadequacy of this solution.
Metaphors, as such, are not metaphysie. And the idea of something
which is a relation of B to A, but not of A to B, can only be called
selfHiontradictory. With such criticism, however, we are not at this
point concerned. Our business here is to learn what the negative
tendency really is and really means; and to learn this by observing
how it has behaved in the field of history.

The three great cases so far examined have shown us what the
inner movement, and the genuine meaning, of this tendency are.

With this we can pass on intelligently to Spinoza. But first we
should turn for a moment to the period between Plotinus and the
beginnings of specifically modern philosophy. For among the various
appearances of the negative tendency in that period, there is one, the
outline of which will give us a convenient summary of the chief
points so far brought to light.

> Enn. I. Bk. 8.
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(a)

The whole nicliu-val j,eri.,rl, indeed, i. one vast illustratioa of
thu a.t and deepest of the distinctions that have arisen in thought
and hfe aa men seek to make themselves at one with ultimate and
eternal reahty. And that whether we regard the men of thought, or
their methods of thinking, or the practical life which in part they
Bhapcd and wh.ch in part .haped them-a life half control of the
world, half renunciation of the world. In the intense and passionate
reasonmgs of Augustine which set the problems and laid the basis for
medueval thought

;
in the fK-netrating and radical insights of Er.gena •

l!r TTl ?"'"'^''^ "^ ""' '^'»''""'«' *''''^^' "'« doctrine of the'

ItZ^VT ',
^"''"" '"''"'" "°*««« «"d thwarts the insight

that all thmgs. and all the determinations of things, have their being

I t!\' r' ""-ut'
'" ^'''"'" '^ ^"«''' ^^"^ ^•i«'' ot the worldmay be taken as iho last great expression of the media-vnl spirit :-in

all these the negative tendency is seen, one hardly knows whether toBay >n conflict or in combination with its opponents. These men all

f^r.. 'TT^ '' *^' P"°"P'^ «' '•^'••'ty; an<l t^at there.

.n? /k
1""''"^

''/ ?'''""'' '' ^^' '^^"'""**' °t'J«^t «' «» -"^ience

th«f t\^'\'".
• "" ''"''"'^*- ^°'" ""''' ^^'y Wi°d to the factthat that highest universal, that final unity of .11 things, must be aconcrete and s.vnthetic principle, the source and home and law of allthe p^icuUrs of the world But in attempting to reach that highest

un.vera.1 they were exposed-for reasons which we shall see later,*

» Ih/ra, pp. 218, 219.

J
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were specially exposed—to the temptation which always waits upon
that endeavour: the temptation to have recourse to the simple and
easy expedient of stripping away from the given particulars their
differentiating peculiarities and retaining only the common element.
Such a process, as it ascends through the stages of widening univer-
sality, strips away all determinations, and leaves us at the end with
an altogether abstract and empty Absolute. In the presence of such
an Absolute, if you are possessed by the instinct and passion of
religion, there is but one type of religion still open to you—the
mystical. And if you have felt keenly the imperfection and the
sorrows of the world, you may refuse to grieve that your logic calls
you and your fellows to such a goal; indeed, in bringing you to that
goal, your sense of the evil of the world has probably been more
mfluential than your logic.

But over those great names we must pass. To two of them we
shall return later, but here we must confine ourselves to a single
meiffival instance; one, however, which in interest and attraction
yields not even to those. In the thinking of those "dear friends of
God, the media-val Mystics, the philosophy of the via negativa
assumes the most winning form which it has ever had in the history
of man. In its logical movement it remains true to type. It shows
that keen dialectical development from realistic grounds and
methods, which has characterised so many of its great historical
appearances. But to this it added a grace that has won the reluctant
hearts of later and more earthly generations. And the height of its
moral passion made it a power effective for the regeneration of the
religious life of the day-a religious life externalised, hardened
tending, by that tragedy which waits upon priestly churches, to los^
Itself in the vast forms of the very structure which it had been
building up through long centuries to be its home.

• ^f\'°7'^*;'
j"'i««^' 's the evolution of the negative philosophym the hands of the Mystics within the medieval church, that we shall

find united in their thinking nearly all those main features and
characters which so far we have discovered by studying widely diverse
cases. A rapid enumeration of the main points in their teaching
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will thus afford us tlnr l,.i.,f

we wj^ to ...e .r'-:-:;- - - - --^ -.ion which

expirie„X\r„V'r;T 'r-
''^ p-^^'-"'- ^^- -

particulars alon,. ^ti. t on. ftf
7':""': ^'^^ '^^ °°^ ''^'^ *'-

the particulars are een t 'n r !
'"

'''*' ""'"''^«' '' g"*"^'^

genuine element: :ftrc^rn:"";';l'"r
'''"" "' '''«'"">-> ^

I'armenides and the vLltt" ' .1 l'!.
^°'" *''^'''- ^''^ «« 'liJ

category, or poant of viet" P^r
'

R
""' " '{ " ''"""^ ^^''^ ^'^^

that point of view to ts las

^"'',^^""^' ^'''^ ^^^ •'igorously .-arrying

the Scholastic
i "ni ,.; , ^ ^i

";""• ^*^'^"^' ^^ >* '"-^e^
«'

give complete nght o^ wav il I
.'"^ " '""" "^ '•'°"^'^*' ^«« ^o

present in Scholastic LZ • „rrr t \
'"^"'"'^ '''^^'y

distinction between the God wim ^ , ' P'*''' ^">°»J the

world which He know t tha^.m ? ""? '''^ "^^^^^^ «' -««^
in which there is neUI er w, 'r ' ""'.''""'^' ""'^""^ ^'^^^"d
upon deed") neith- lJ[t^ f ""^ *'*"'" ^""''^er did .t look
has pointed l^tl^t-l^^r^jrl^f 'Y ^^'^"^^'^^^

log out this development ZJ.li
^^^^oolmen back fro,„ work-

Augustine had taughT them to LT'
"" ''' '''"'' ^•^'"'^ ^'^-'^

teachers who were 1^ by Lst L\ "^"1 r«onality.^ But with
for the sorrows andtils wh ch it hr

"'"^ ''' P^"°"«''*^ -^
rather than for its enc u:„tl„t thTi" T"^'

'" '^^ ^"PP^^'-
the realistic logic, hastenin,: f^- 'rd to t T *'''" ""*^' ''"^

goal where all logic is hushed Th! n r"''""""'
"«'"•' *° ^^e

-ination or ,uali', is.t PhiJwor^d
^""^ "'^"£ ''' °° ''^^-

alMJve reason
; but even Reino. !. ' " '' '•''^"'o*- I^ot merely is it

-... ™„„,e "/:;;
'1"

;;x;/r„
""• "-•""'

"•
• • •

In .-tat me«.„„ wo pToi? ,w ."" " "°«'''«

t f. I«. 146, ,upra
: and 2IS. 219, i„/ra , „.^ „.
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And agaiu "... He who flndeth satiafaction in aught which
is Uiis and that, findefh it not in God; and he who findeth it in God,
findeth it in nothing else, but in that which is neither thU nor that,
but is All. For God is One, and must be One, and God is All and
must be All. And now what is, and is not One, is not God; and
what is and is not All and above All, is also not God, for God is One
and above One, and All and above All. Now he who findeth full
satiBfaction in God, receiveth all his satisfaction from One source,
and from One only, as One. And a man cannot find all satisfaction
in God, unless all things are One to him, and One is All, and some-
thmg [some particular thing] and nothing (icht und nicht) are alike."!

(2) But no sooner has this point been reached than they are
face to face with their great prol)lem—the problem set by the mani-
fold and determinate world, whose divine and angelic orders are
declared by theolog}', and whose earthly facts are given in experi-
ence. This thoy see clearly, and set themselves to the task of deriving
the universe of particular existences from that ultimate which cannot
even be described as Being, which can as well be called non-Being
as Being. In that still and formless quiet, a movement of self-
apprehension and self-utterance is declared to take place. Thus arises
a double outflowing. First, there is an outflowing of that which U
God, and in this the Godhead of the Christian religion comes to be
Secondly, there is an outflowing of that which is not God (and there-
fore IS mere nothing)

, by this all the world of creatures ari.<w>s.s Into
the details of this account we are, however, not obliged to go » What
concerns us is the fact that the situation itself was understood, and
was deliberately faced. It should be noted, however, that the verv
first step in the solution-the postulated self-apprehension and self-

' r»<-o/oa<a OermanJco.tr. Ml*, wink worth, ohmu. XI VI n«~....^ •- •. ».. . .

^ »"«« of gIS:
*" """'" "'*""" **•"'•" '"• ""•""• •«• »•«.

> ReferencM to IfeKTer .re griren by Krdnmnn. HiM. Phtt«>. Kng Ir. vol. I., p. 5,9
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utterance-contradicts the original account of the ultimate reality.

crosLd
' '""'''"'''' *^^ *^"'^ '' impassable, but it k to be taken as

(3) And this account of the origin of the world of creatures
involves a view of the self in man similar to that worked out by the
Vedantists. For the account given of that outflowing from God by
which the creature comes to be, implies that what makes the creature
a creature-what distinguishes him, or it, from God-is really
nothing at all. If we could strip away these nothingnesses and get
at the genuine reality of the creature-what Eckhart called the
Jpark. the point or apex of the soul which is divine and makes

efZT P^f^-'^'^that reality would be nothing other than the one
eternal reality of God. « ' Thou sayest,' " the author of the Theologia
Germanu-a imagines the objector to say, "'beside the Perfect there
IS no substance, yet sayest again, that somewhat floweth out from it-now ,8 not that which hath flowed out from it something beside if""Answer: This is why we say. bes.le it, or without it [outside of it]
there is no rue Substance. That which hath flowed forth from it, isno true Substance and hath no Substance except in the Perfect, but

SnJir °*'i T \
^"^^^''''' "' * '''^^' appearance, which is no

briih^r'r w"\°°
^"^^**"'^' '"''^' ^» ^»^« fi'« -hence the

brightness flowed forth, such as the sun or a candle "i

(4) Finally, all this is carried forward to its ethical and
religious apphcation. These nothingnesses which separate us as

'Z^'^'Jr '^r'^^u
""*"*'" ""'^ determinations, this £inghere and "now." which make us to be creatures, and hide fromus our home m God-let us strip them away. " Thou shalt sinkZ

E^khrit
"'>*''!"%«'>'^" •--

« « -i- in his mine," s ylEckhart to the soul^ in describing the process of its salvat on- aprocess summed up in that virtue of Abgeschiedenheit, in which bvheroic struggle the moveless inner divine man subdues to himsdf the
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outer man who is a creature of desire and change; though the intense
and practical cliaracter of Eckhart's religious endeavours made it diffi-
cult enough for him to remain consistently at this point of view. The
same teaching, though again with the same qualification, is found in
the Theologia Germanica. <• Now mark : when the creature ciaimeth
for its own anything good, such as Substance, Life, Knowledge, Power,
and in short whatever we should call good, as if it were that, or
possessed that, or that were itself, or that proceeded from it—as
often as this cometh to pass, the creature goeth astray. Wiiat did the
devil do else, or what was his going astray and his fall else, but that
he claimed for himself to be also somewhat, and woidd have it that
somewhat was his, and somewhat was due to him? This setting up
of a claim, and his I and Me and Mine, these were his going astray,
and his fall. And thus it U to this day."' " Behold on this sort
must we east all things from u*, and strip ourselves of them ; we must
refrain from claiming anything for our own."2 " For if the left eye
be fulfilling its office toward outward things; that is, holding converse
with time and the creatures; then must the right eye bo hindered in
the working " [U, « seeing into eternity "] .' « Let no one suppose,
that we may attain to this true light and perfect knowledge, or life
of Christ, by much questioning, or by hearsay, or ])y reading ar i
study, nor yet by high skill and great learning. Yea, so long as a
man taketh account of anything which is this or that, whether it lie

himself, or any other creature; or doeth anything, or frameth a
purpose, for the sake of his own likings, or desires, or opinions, or
ends, he cometh not unto the life of Christ."* "Be assured, he who
helpeth a man to his own will, helpeth him to the worst hat he can."5
And with this may be compared the great lesson Dp contemptu
omnium rantUafum mundi which a Kempis is never weary of incul-
cating, and the lesson that we must withhold our minds from all the
creatures in order that we may find the Creator; for that which is
not God is nothing, and is to l)e accounted as nothing.

• Miu WlnkworUi'a tranglatlon, chap. II.
» ibid. chmp. VII. 4 Ibid. ciMip. XIX.

' Ibid. chap. V,
'' Ibid. chap. XXXIV.
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Such was the attempt, in the thought and in the life of the older
world, to rise by the negative way from appearances to reality. The
four cases which we have examined show the inner logic of that
endeavour; show the essential contradiction which vexes it; and show
something more-to what practical eflBciency in evil days, and to
what clear shining of heavenly light in the soul, it was possible for
men to rise by that bleak and apparently hopeless road of denial.

Uhen we leave those ages behind us and come to our own, it seems
as If the last possibility of mystic thought or life had departed. The
air IS different. For good and for evil, the world has made us its
own. And yet Mysticism, alike in its logic and in its life, has had its
place among us; and in both aspects has been surprisingly true to its
ancient type. As a practical spirit it has passed, as of old, "like
night from land to land," in unexpected places finding out its own,
leaving, to mark its course, here and there a starry name but usually
only the atmosphere of its peace. In the Church of England, in
Germany-though not now a. once-and specially among the
Friends, it has laid its finger upon its chosen, and in them has given
to the modern world well-nigh its most admirable type of character.
And once at least it moved with terrific energies; many an English-
man, in the civil war, struck hard with the sword, and showed no
mercy in victory, nor lost hope in defeat, because he had in him as
a^ inner fire the same instinct that in earlier days led men to the
silent hfe-the instinct for the immediate ascent of the soul to God.

On the speculative side, the history is easier to trace; for there
the mystic conception of ultimate reality came forward in the place
determined by that secular logic which leads philosophy through its
epochs Hence the mystic view of reality, as it appeared in modem
thought was at once new and old: old. in that it unconsciously
repeated an ancient situation and an ancient movement of thought-
for Mysticism is really the one theology of which men ought to say
.s.mp.r eadem

; new, in that it is original and independent, arisingfrom Its own modem sources and moving by its own impulses. Itwas a stage-a stage integral, essential, necessary-in the working
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out of 8 scientific process which began with the beginning of the
modern world. In Greece the first men of science had, as we have
already seen, to begin at the very beginning. And in the long^awn
carrying out of the attempt which they initiated, the thought of Par-
menides not merely occupies a place; it occupies a place logically
inevitable, performs a function logically necessary. In modem
thought there has been something very similar. Those who stood at
the beginnmg of the modem period held it necessary that science and
philosophy should do their work all over again; should go back to the
very beginning and make their start once more from that point:
should, from the very bottom, build themselves up altogether anew.
And the long working ouL of the endeavour thus initiated proceeded,
as among ancient Greeks, so among modern Europeans, with strict
logical continuity, in the latter case, as in the former, there came a
point where the negative view showed itself as a necessary and
inevitable stage in the logical evolution. And at that point stood
Spinoza.

But the life of the first era of modern Europe was a much more
complex thing than that of the age in which Greek science began to
be This IS reflected in the way in which the negative metaphysic
takes Its rise in Spinoza's thought; and is reflected in another
thing which we shall have to study a little later-the way, namely,
in which, in Spinoza's thinking, it has to share its throne with ite
great opponents, as with Eleatics and Vedantists it had not to do.

For, as we study its genesis in Spinoza, the first factor that w«
find 18 a moral and religious one. Experience, as he tells us in the
remarkable opening pages of his treatise on Method,' had taught him
that "all the usual surroundings of social life are vain and futile"
Further reflection convinced him that if he "could really get to the
root of the matter" he "would be leaving certain evils for a certain
good He thus perceived that he was in a state of great peril"
and he compelled himself to seek with all" his " strength for a
remedy however uncertain it might be; as a sick man struggling with
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a deadly disease, wlien he sees that death will surely Ik- upon him
unless a remedy be found, is compelled to seek such a remedy with
all his strength, inasmuch as his whole hope lies therein." He was
able to st*. however, what the source of all these evils is, and so in
what direction the way of escape from them must lie, if any such way
of escape there be "All these evils," he says, "eeem to have arisen
from the fact that happiness or unhappiness is made wholly to dependon the quality of the ohjcnt whi.h we love. When a thing is not loved,
no quarrels wdl arise concerning it-no sadness will be felt if it perisha,-no envy if it ,.s possessed by another-no fear, no hatral, no dis-
turbance^ of tiK. mind. All these arise from the love of what is
perishable, such as the objects already mentioned [riches, fame,

£rr r^'h/"'
'"^'^ ''"""^ * **»*°« ^''^^-^ «°d infinite

feeds the mind wholly with joy, and is itself unmingled with any

o^ZnX" ''
" ''''''' *" "" '''"''^ """^ '""'^' ^'' ^"^ ""

^J'^\ m'T *'''"' "•" *'*'' "^'^-^ntut and Neo-Platonist and
mediaeval Mystic, it is primarily a moral or religious passion which

hi Ju I'
'' " P""''"" "^^^ ^^"^ Et^™»l. by making ourhome ,n which we shall be delivered from the vanities and the evilsof this life. But if we are to understand that fact aright we must

ITen^^Vf.'':''^
"""^^ ^"^*«- ^•"*' -»>- « -n un::rt^k^

IhJ^^l : "
^'l

*° ^"'"^ ""''^ ^^'^"*'«^ instruments no matterwhether the interest that set him at the work was prim.rUy a moral

work Itself mus m the first instance be studied and be judged a,«c«„«. Secondly, Spinoza's was a mind of such an orde , that h^

Zth« -« T '^" '"'^' ""^ '' ^*' ^•'^^'''^e the science

and d^tJinT.'
""

'T''""
""'* ^""^ '' -«« " '""tter of life

have Its uttermost right and do its uttermost work. But thirdlyeven more than that is true. Spinoza's nature was as truly JS'as ^ was truly religious. He was animated by the scientificTa^bn

worM rt:!C a! thT"' ""?"' ''' "'^^^'^ '"' rationalisLT heworld, as truly as the longing after an eternal object for his love.
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All thwe three counts miuire us to consider his system as a piece of
rational scienco—as a logical structure. And in doing that, our
first endeavour must be, with him as with Parmenides or Eckhart, to
understand the logical situation in which he found himself and which
gave him his point of departure. What that situation was we may
see by considering carefully just what Descartes had done in his
attempt to begin at the very beginning and to build up thence a
science which should be trustworthy because from beginning to end
no untested material had been admitted.

Descartes, then, after stripping away all traditions, all doctrines,
all principles, which lie in any way open to doubt, still finds one
thing which emphatically w. It so truly is, that even in attempting
to doubt Its existence, one asserts its existence. Cogilo. ergo *«m. I,

"Thou htTs'""'"'
^'' "' ^^ '^"''^^ ^^"^"^^^ "^ nowadays:

So far, good. But the really important question is: What did
Descartes do with the cogilo when he had got it? This may best be
seen by comparing what Descartes did with what a later philosophy
did. This later philosophy perceived that in the cogilo—in all
thought, though it l)e the kind of thought called doubt, or even
though It be the kind involved in sense-perception-there is involved,
on the one hand, a subjective consciousness, and on tlie other, an
objective consciousness in which certain principles are operative.
But this consciousness of objects and that consciousness of self are
seen to be correlative, neither l,eing possible apart from the other;
so that they constitute together a consciousness which is truly oneand not two. This consciousness, then, this cogilo, in which many
facts and operations are thus present in one selfn-onscious grasp, is
a true and veritable Many-in-One; in it is found a genuine principle
of unity-in-diversity. And with this, the problem of the Many and
the One at which science and philosophy have been labouring from
the begmning. comes at last to its solution in l! conception of asupreme self-consciousness, or spirit, who is the subject of the world

rnnU^T^ ",' '^ '' *™'' ^'"^t^ing in Descartes' treatment of the

Zl :. T /
'*™'^^* •" '^'' ^*'^'*'«°- And that something amodem student, trained in the school of Platonic or Hegelian Idfal-
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i«m would at once seize upon as the doefHMt and most valuable insJKhtof the Cartesian philosophy. It lies in the fact that to Descartes our
highest category is the conception of God. In all our judging-wbenwe doubt or criticise, when we find things to be imperfect or finite-
there .8 involve*] an explicit or implicit conception of a being perfectand .nfin.te; only through the conception of the perfect and infinitecan we judge anything to be finite or imperfect. In other words our
consciousness of Ood is the impelling element in all our knowi;ige.
It IS. so to speak, the vital soul of the cogito. Without it there couldbe no such thmg as knowledge or thinking at all

Oo/^n r/!"'' 'I"'^''*
"'"* "" '"P"'-''^ °' '""P'*^'* consciousness ofGod constitutes the very essence of the cogito, and is the basis of allknowledge, ne.ther Descartes nor his age could do justice. Nor was

.t to k. expected that they should. There is no royal road to meta-physic as reason.Hl science. Jf men are to use a higher category asan assured instrument of orderly and abiding scMentL insiglft, heymust first work their way through the stubborn dialectic of the owercategories. So it wa.s in Greek phUosophy; and the case v^„ no[otherwise with the philosophy of modem' Europe So tha" wl at we

oT: K-:: iir
'"•^ '^ "°^

rr
'"-^^^ ^-^- -^om a rt nrs

1 tL r T '"•' ''^^ '^'^ "P °"' «^ the Meditations; it ishe D^cartes whom that age received; and in particular it s theLtescartes who furnished to Spino^a his point of departure We must

mentaiy sense than he hin.self imagined.
'
In deX whh fhrjio, the De^artes that we are here'concrned with drew hpon

o trfamr ".T'''^'"
""' ••^P'"'"'*'- ^-^ the fiJ and lo^^^

lf6
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behind the fisible and chanfjing qualities with which in our oiperi-
encc we have directly to deal, and is viewed as the substrate of those
qualities. The result of this was that he ended bv splitting the
cogito into two. That is, he sharply sundered the subjective con-
sciousness and the consciousness of objects. Each ho treated by
itself; but of course, since they were viewed as co-ordinate realitiea,

used the same category and followed the same gchema in each case.

In dealing with the subjective cnnsciousnosR, ho conceived the ego,

which is the subject of the cogito, as a substance—a "thinking
thing "—and " thought " was its attribute. Of this attribute the
various Bt«teg of mind (ideas, feelings, volitions, and bo on) are

modifications. WTiat leadc him to this, is just the perception that
these latter, these " states of consciousness " which he comes in the
end to call modifications, cannot stand nione. They are not self-

intelligible. Per aliud, non per se. concipiuntur. And so we are
referred back, and back, and back, until we come to something which
fulfils the great requirement; something quod per se condpitur.
This is thought. But even yet Descartes is not quite satisfied.

Thought car. be conceived through itself, it is true. But yet, there is

an rgo which is the subject of the cogito; an ogo whose essence and
nature it is to be a thinking thing. And so we get tho complete
scheme :~the substance or thinking thing; its attribute, thought;
and the descending orders of the modifications of this attribute-
modes, and modes of modes, and modes of those again as far as you
choose to go. Thus, then, Descartes dealt with the subjective con-
sciousness. But. next, ho finds a great order of facts or qualities

whiih he does not feel hI>1o to assign to the subjective consciousness,
and those he simply casts out of the cogito altogether.* Here also

the same line of reflexion is followed out; the same search made
after something which can stand alone and be conceived through
itself. And this gives us the same general form on this side as on the
other:—a substance (body), its attribute (extension), and the
various modifications of this attribute.

Furthermore, these two spheres are quite independent of each
other. Each of these two substances can exist, and bo conceived,

Bee a^peelally MedUation I'l.
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without the help of tlie other. Indeed it ia of the nature of tub-
atancea to be mutually exclusive.' And the attributes are as radically
opposed to each other, are as mutually exclusive, as the substances.
Extension is not conscious; thought is not extended. In a word,
whatever thought is, that extension is not; and whatever extension ia,

that thought is not. If anything falls within one, it falla without
the other.

But this absolute disjunction plunges us at once into diflSculties.
For in our actual experience these two orders of being most certainly
come into connexion with each other. I, the thinking thinp, have
an experience of extended things. We have, then, a double problem
on our hands. First, an empirical problem : By what expedient is
that connexion as a matter of fact brought about? And secondly, a
metaphysical problem

: How, ultimately, is the possibility itself of
that connexion to be accounted for? Descartes' answer to the former,
seen in his theory of the passions and in his view of the function
of the pmeal gland, need not concern us here. But his answer to
the latter is of radical importance.

What he did not do, in this answer, was to remove the difficulty
itaelf by recognising the organic connexion of thought and the
extended world. Gassendi in his Objections forced Descartes to the
point where to a student of to^ay this recognition seems unavoid-
able. But It was beyond the power of the philosophy of that age to
make the recognition in any vital way. A tew sentences from the
argument between Gassendi and Descartes will show how the matter
'• u\," P'"'"'1"*' '*'"" •^ot«^'" Descartes had said in the
sixth Meditation,* " j'ai une claire et distincte idee de moi-meme en
tant .,,,0 je sui. seulemont une chose qui pense, et non Vendue, et
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<iue (I'un iutre j'ai un« id^ di.tiiut.. du corp*. i.ii tant qu'il eit
wul.'riu'nf uii.- (1...... 6unduu .t i|ui ne pt'niw point, il iiit irrlain que
inoi, c'ett-a-dire mon ame par laquoUt' j« tuis ce qii. jt« suiii. vt\ cntit^re-
incnt vi v<5ritul)l('iTU'nt dintim t.- df mon rorpn. et quVllo |N>ut etre
oil ..xiHtpr wing lui." Oa^wndi, in th.- lourw of hi« argument, raiaea
IhiH point.' "... mail auppot^, coninio vous dite«, que voua
soyez une ehoac qui nVst jwint ^Mrndu.-, je nie abwiument que voua
en pui«aicz avoir l'id6e. Car, je vou« prie, ditea-nou. comment voua
pcnwi! .|iiP Teapece ou Tidt-e du cor,» qui eat itendu puis*- ctre
n\ue en vous, c'eat-a-ilire en uno substam-e qui n'e«t jwint ti.nt '"^

I».'H(Hrtc»' anawer iM rather a clever parrying of the ditliiulty t. i a
H<.lMtion of it.—".Fe r^q^nds a cola ciu'aucune espece corporelle n'eat
ri-<:iie dans Tesprit. mais que la conception ou rintellection pure dea
chosea, 8oit corporelle^. .oit npirituellea, ae fait aang aucune image
oil eapdee corjK)relle.'a So that to the end Dcacartoa heUl to the
mutual independence, the mutual exclu8ivencg», of thought and
extension.

And what ho did do, in endeavouring to meet the difficulty, was
this. He made the two substances, of which extension and thought
are the respective attributes, sulxirdinate. and premised, to effect
their connexion with each other, a third substance which is God
By Bubstence," he says, " we can conceive nothing else than a thing

whidi exists in such a way as to stand in need of nothing beyond
Itself ,n order to its exi.stence. And. in truth, there can be conceived
but one substance which is absolutely indepi-ndent. and that ia
.od.

. . .
Created substance., however, whether corporeal or

thinking, .nay ]^ conceived under this common concept [of anb-
stance) for theso are thing, which in order to their existence, stand in
need of nothing but the concourse of (Jo,l."« Thinking substance and
extende<l substance, then, are not independent of God. But their
indcp..ndence of each other Dcmartea maintain., stoutlv and to the end

It was this thinking, then, and the logical situation which arose"
,int. out. not to -0011). .n general." but to •corp, m.«ir et

" With regnrd. m he
KroMlpr."

> Kd. cited, tome II.. p. 221
» Ed. cited, lome II.. p. 297.
• I'rimelpUn. I. 51, 52. tr. V.ltch (Illackwooil*
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''"' '"'""'"•' *" ^''""''='' »"" *<'«"•'«- point ofdepar urc.. True. Spino.a brouKh. w.th hi.n elonu-nU which orthldox C«r.o.>.n. would J«v. rcpudiaUnl wi.h bcvo.ni„K - crV^^

Ibn K.ra. and JhrouKh hnu fro„. that hore.Kal .F^w „.hJ
t«rt.H..n phdo^ophy. .l.vp spiritual pn>-io„H „f „ kind ,o whU, ,.»a. a .tranger. And tru... ...ortov-r. h. offn «tatc^ in Htra...rS-
Jharp and ,K,.n,..d h.n^uaK. hi. op,K,.itio„ to thi. or that t™ ,'

Depart.. But the fact ro,n„i„« that the logical situation ..:J,hy («rt.,u.,nMu «a. S,„„o.aV ..ienflic ,K.i„t of departure; ai i

rttpif
'^Pr'-":-/"^' ''" ^""'1«"'^'"'"1 lin.H in the u.ou.uu.nt ofCarte, an though were carricl forward to their iogi.al conclusionThat he himself had no HfK.ial intention to do thi«: that he did no

w.th the f artcMan .yHte,u:-the«. things do not settle the questionAnd to urge euher h. oecasional sharp criticisms of I)e«.art^ or theb.tter re,,ud>at.on of hi,,, h, the orthodox Cartesian M \llreason for refusing to regard hin. as the man of thought wl o Ua edthe .m,n.ate meaning of the Cartesian categories a.tl th clr e^n
0fts1;t:rnaV•"^"7^""'"^

""^ '^^ '^^ «'^-^-" becaL f ^
of o e ,: -'f-'—

to miss the „,„in .. of the tide bec-auseor one or «., ot its prominent and rather noisv e<ldie8 Soinozal.v«l. whether he would or no. in the Cartesian current. In Ms'Z
it«eir out. And the outcome was that he became to the first «f«.,„ «#modem philosophy what Parmenides had been t t >e fim ll o

"rmethoiZ
-",*': '""" "'" ""-^^^ '^'-^ *''« goaltow rd ihieh

The position into which Spinoza was thus brought is what wehave now to consider. The advance which he made upon the Cartn J
position may U. briefly outline.1 as follows

:

^ *"

In the first place he saw that there was really no need at all forDescartes to set up his hope-less problem of the conn^on o"tlo
ICH: Kik. b.«i„„,n,of 1^. III. .„d t^v^mr beginning ot Pt V
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THE METAPHYSIC OF SPINOZA

substances which are independent of each other. For what Descartes

had on the one side was really nothing more than an attribute and its

modifications. And what he had on the other side was likewise really

nothing more than an attribute and its modifications. There was no
need at all to put a distinct substance behind each of these attributes.

Indeed to do so was to misuse the category of substance itself. For a
substance is precisely that which is needed as the support or the

home of a variety of attributes; it is the single substrate recjuired to

bring the many attributes back into unity of existence. What
Descartes should have said, then, was very simple : there is one sub-
stance, and in that one substance both these attributes inhere.

So that Spinoza's assertion that substance is One, simply com-
pletes the evolution of Descartes' thought. To Descartes substance is

that " which so exists a.s to stand in need of nothing beyond itself in

order to its existence." But upon that definition—unless we assert the

existence of a plurality of absolutely independent universe's or monads
—there can be but one substance. And this, as was noted above,

Descartes himself saw. There can be conceived, he admitted, but
one substance which is absolutely independent [i.e., which really does
fulfil the definition], and that is God. W'c perceive that all other
things can exist only through the concourse of fJod [i.r., according
to the definition are not substances at all]. But he avoided the force
of this, and avoided the transformation of his system which it

required, by adding that the term substance does not apply to God
and the creatures univove; « that is, no signification of this word can
be distinctly understood which is common to God and them.">
Descartes, that is to say. at once retains and does not retain the scheme
of the world which he had worked out by the use of the category of
substance. But the excommunicated Jew with his piercing intelli-

gence could not remain, as the loyal (and. let me insist, sincere) son
of the church remained, in such a position. That which Descartes
admitted, Spinoza insisted upon, and put in its proper place in the
system. For him. from the beginning, reality is One Substance. And
this is the first great step, the first main position, in Spinozn's meta-
physic,

I S^tPrinHiilrm. I. 51.
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This first step consisted, it will be seen, in a stricter use of the
fundamental Cartesian categorj-, not in an advance from it to a
higher category. In other words, Spinoza did not correct Descartes
by insisting upon a more accurate treatment of the cogito. He did
not point out that the object ivc consciousness—tliat of which the
consciousness of extended objects is one aspect—is correlative to the
subjective conscioasness. lie did not point out, to put the same
thing in auother way, that exteusioi. is relative to thought, exists for
thought, and so comes within the sphere of thought. Such a correc-
tion aa that, it was left for Kant to make. What Spinoza did was to
take hi« stand upon the Cartesian category and insist upon a more
thoroughgoing application of it. And this fact is of the very highest
importance for Spinoza's whole system. For it not only gave the
first step in it; but it also, as we have now to see, determined the
second step. And this second step was, if possible, more important
than the first; leads directly, indeed, to the negative conclusion; or
rather, m the negative conclusion.

What that second step was, an illustration will help to make plain.
I assert, let us say, that self-consciousness is the highest principle of
science—that reality consists in a single solf^onscious and self-
determining spirit, and in its activities which an- the worbi and the
history of the world. Thereu|)on an objector challenges me. " Self-
consciousne^ the higliest principle of science? But exactlv what does
that tell me? What do I know of the nature of self^jonsciousness?"
But to this I can at once make an answer: Tat tvam a«i—thou art
It. Now It is just this question which Spinoza had to face as soon as
he had taken that first step which we have just seen. Reality is One
Substance. Be it so ; but what does that tell us ? What can we know
about the nature of the One Substance?

And the key to this situation lay in the fact already indicated;
the fact, namely, that the category of substance itself, by which
Spinoza had shown himself so determined to abide, involves an answer
to this question. This Parmenides had seen, and had worked out
with Clear and unflinching logic. This also Spinoza saw and worked

°hilo8o"h
*'''' '^°'"*^ '^' ^*'"^ **' ^"^ regulative principle of his

:'. • e*f1
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This point we must consider very carefully. We shall beet com-
prehend Spinoza's procedure here by comparing it with that of the

earlier historical instances which we have studied. We have te«n
that the thinking which moves on the level of the categories of Being
has to make an absolute disjunction of *' is " and " is not." The " is

"

is a pure " is," and there is no place for any " i« not " in •. But
from this two things at once follow. First, the true and veritable

Being is apart from all change; for no " is not " can ever creep in to

bring about any alteration. Secondly, that true and veritable Being
•nust be apart from all limitations or determinations; for thes«' also

involve an element of " is not." This Parmenideg saw and his whole
system was simply the formulation of this single insight. This, too,

the media-val Mystics saw ; as is specially evident in their dwtrine of
the creature. That procession from Ood by which the creature c«me«
to be, is, they said, a procession of that which is not God, Le.. is a
procession of non-Being. Which is just to say that Bi'ing belongs to
(iod niono, and that the dotorniinations which make the creature
seem to Ik- an individual ili^tinct from God, are really nothing at all.'

It is this very same line of thought which Spinoza at this point
follows out. First of t\\ he sees that dcltrininatioii invol.cs an cle-

ment of " is not." But this insight has at least two possible mean-
ings. To a man who stands at a certain logical level, it haa one
significance. To a man who stands at a certain other logical level, it

has an altogether different nignificance. It will be advisable, in order
to understand exactly what it meant for Spinoza, to set these two
meanings side by side.

The first is cxpres-sed more exactly by saying that affirmation
involves negation. Affirmation and negation arc corn-lative. Each,
for its own existence, requires the other. If yon characterize any-
thing as "this" you distinguish it from "that." But—and this is

the key to the whole matter— it is just because a thing can be such
a " this " that it can have a place and a function in the bystem of the
universe at all. So that there w a sens*" in which determination is

negation. But this insight receives all its meaning from the still

1 A oonclualon to whtoh. m we hsve Mwn. tho VedAnlUu abo rotne: aiid br an
•rgutoant that dimin mora in mod* of eiprewion than In lufrlcal rontrnt.
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deeper ingight whu I. goes alon^ with it. For the universe ig seen to
Im' a deferminat.- system—u system artitulated in inn.r determina-
tions; and the kin.l of negation involvcl m determination is seen to
be necessary to the existence of a universe at all.

Bnt that is not what the principle meant to Spinoza. His
thought mov.* in th.- region of the Beingnategori.^. And there the
•• IS not," wj far from Ix-ing .onsidrred nwessary to rcalitv. ha^ to be
east out of rc.iity altogether. A spatial illustration mav make this
somewliat more -lear. imagim- „ ,,,1,,,. foot of spa.-,- in some detinite
,K>s,tion-s«.v. ni your right han.l. .Now. what is it that prevents
.^ou. ...nsidered us the ,)ossess..r of that dellned |K)rtioh of spar,, from
having the whole of spa.e? Ir is (h.. determinations-the limitations
whieh give to that pitve or fragment of space its si/e and sham- If
them; particular limitations, and all l.,„i|ations of this kind wc,v
annihilated, vow w„uhl l..v.. the wlu.l.. „f spa.,.. If we .arrv through
an argument of this .,ort, not with regnr.l .,, space merelv.' hut with
regard to reality as a whole, we g., Spmo/aV own eoneeption of the
...ean.ng of hm great principl... This or that particular thing-so he
felt-is a pi,.-,, or fragment of n-ality. B,„ if „l| ,ho li„,i,...io„s. all
the deeTm.nations. wl.i.h make ,t "this" or "that.- were ^weptMway then you would have not a pietv or fragn.ent of reality. iu,t
reality itself. \ particular thing is ,1,,. One Suhstan.-e witi. t,ie
greater part^-i,, ,„os, ras... in.lwd. with nearlv all- of ,ts reality-
mgafHl by determinations.. Such. then, was to Spino.a the principle.
Omnu,ieler„nr,a(,o rsl n.,„,io. And such ., prin.iplc. so construed,
leads him at, once to the principle that the One Sul«t«nce is indeter-
inmate.- K.erv dc-rmination is v,cw..d as „ ,„„„({„„ „f rralil,,
Iherefore the One U.-ality is h^yond all .leterminations.

ih.ni,iuj<-<.rdlB«toii.belnir bnl on ih. U.«iV.,»?'
,"'-"''?'^ ''.la, ,„•( npiwrinlii lo Ih-

37.1) Ho ,h., the »,.pUr«U^ ?.? ,h^ ,-n ,T1.7Jf ,
"
l-V'" ,**'??; •*•""-• "' "• I'P ».

p«rU.|y thode..r,,.ln..Uons whl.h rln, t ThaL. .h». in K"^'t".~ .'"''"' ^"'' " '"

l!4.»lli, ,„i„H. no. In il. wholenw. but onlw tn ihu . ' -1* .'"'^''•'"••- 'M"'. the o.,r

V«jAnl|.u ,lo.,rln»of thrhunmnlTlf
Mjr.llr. do.lrlMc of rbe crenture. or the
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So far, then, Spinoza has done exactly what V'edautist and Kleatic

and Mystic did. He lias wark.-d, as tliey did, with u categorj- which
belongs to the general family of the Being-Categories. He has taken,

us they did, three great steps which represent the strictest and most
faithful working out of the logic of that category. First, he has con-

ceived reality as a One—a One whose unity excludes all dividedness or

multiplicity. Secondly, he has affirmed tliat all determinations are

negations of reality. Thirdly, he lias declared the One to be therefore

indeterminate.

These principles can wrve, and, an we already know, several times

have served, as the ground-lines of a system of philosophy. They
are not merely consistent with one another, but are a rigidly consist-

ent development of the inner meaning of that category which fur-

nishes the original point of departure. They need only to U- more
minutely jxplicated. and to b*.' applied to tlie problems of practice, in

order to give such a full-orbed and thoroughgoing system as is found
in the Vedanta or in the school of Eckhart. In dealing with S|)inoza,

then, let us set these three great positions together, as representing a

single factor or movement in his thought. .Vnd this movement in, or

a8|)ect of, his thinking, let us call his " first mctaphysic."

But now, will Spinoza give to these principles just that develop-

ment and application which would round them out into such a system
as we liave seen in Vedantist and Mystic? Our study of those earlier

.systems l-.as shown us what direction such devclo|)nient and applica-

tion would have to take. There remain yet a fourth and a fifth step.

The fourth step would proceed as follo\ ..—All determinations are

negations of reality. Therefore the separatcness from the One wiiich

the particular things and Iwings of the world appear to have by
reason of (heir determinations, is, after all. an illusory separatcness.
The One alone i«, and what distinguishes us from it is really nothing
at all.' This, when fully articulated, would give us a doctrine like
the Ve<lanti8t doctrine of the self, or the :^[ystie dwtrine of the
creature. Then the fifth step would advance to the ethical and
religious application of all this—sitni:ar. for instance, to what we

1 IndMMl. will, roffarxl loone order of delernilnat ion... Spinoza did vlrlmilly nfflrtn thifi
in Ih* latter to JinuJolllH referred to above (p. KB, note) he railed the determination of
n«nire •• the non-lioinK of the thing."
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have already seen in the teaching of Eckhart or in the more con-
sistent teaching of the " Fo^•^^t Schools." With this, the system as

a system would b.« fully rouiidiHl out. The only thing that would
Btill remain to be constructed would be its Apologetic—its defence of
itself against that great theoretical objection which, as we have seen,

always troubles systems of this kind.

/les into a com-

r is, that he did

hy did he not?

place, as we have

VI.

"Will Spinoza round out those three prin
plete system of negativ.. philosophy?" The anf
not. And that sets us two problems. First,

Secondly, what did he do instead?

Why he did not is easy to see. In the first , , ..„ __
already so fully seen, in a philosophical development of this kind, no
sooner do you reach an abstract Absolute, than you have n great
theoretical problem on your hands. The finite and manifold world
comes battering at your gate. And with this problem, in one form or
the other, you must deal. For if you say that the finitude and mani-
foldncss which separate us from the One are really nothing at all,

and that therefore we really are not 8<-parated at all. are not really
finite, are not really manifold ; then the answer comes : " But we seem
to be finite; and our world seemif to be manifold and subject to
change." And if you reply: "Yes. but that seeming is an illusion,"
then you are still in difficulty. For at once the question arises : " In
a One which is absolutely without division, without change, without
negation, in a One which is eternal and perfect, how has such an
illusion come to be?"

Zcno, indeed, and even the Vedantists, could cut through this by
an easy method—by involving the objector himself in self-contradic
tions. But such a way of escape was not in accordance with
Spinoza's temper. And moreover, in the Eu-ope of his day. there
was an influence at work which gave to the problem now in question
an almost overpowering weight. Since the Renaissance the manifold
world had been taking hold on men as never before. With regard
to a vast variety of interests, the soul of man had been kept " asleep "
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for no KiiiaU number of cvnturicn, ami now in its awakening wan
intolerably " hunjfry." For one thing, men were turning witli almost

paMionatc fagornivs to iho dtudy of the phviticHl order of nature.

And their devotion to «ui')i inquiries made the tinite world eeem to

them nn ordcrwl tuid veracioun thing, whotie reality was not lightly

to Ik' diiiputwl. It should 1>p noted, too, thut lliov were devoting
themselves particularly to those mathematical studien upon which
any vientilic conqucfii of nature that is to be Becun-, mu»t lie Used.
And in tlies«' luathematit-al and physical studies certain great ways
of viewing things were brouglit very decidedly forward. First, there
WHS the feeling that what explained the wnrhl wnn present in the
world. Its laws and cauws were nuinanent laws and causes. In your
search for explanations you wen not to go away from tlie world to

something ouUide of it or bcyon i it. Secondly, there was n growing
senrie of the necessity of the h operative in the world—a necessity
conceived at first mathemati. -ather than mechanically or physi-
cally, in so far as there is a tll^ lion l)etween the,*!' jwints of view.'

It was not merely that H mox. lived in an age which was resound-
ing with the work of such men. 1

• was not merely that he numbered
such men among his friends and respondents.* It was not merely
that his mind was so large and , <\ that it could not turn a dead
surface towrrd any gre. ' intellecti al influence, and so sincere that
it could not lightly dismiss any gn at difficulty. But it was that he
himself, in a very true sense, was one of these men. This scientific
tendency, with its devotion to the manifold world, with it« view of
that world as genuinely real and the home of eternal laws and
inviolable i^ecessities—this tendency possessed Spinoza's soul to its
very core. Xot that it made him a physicist. But it exercised a great
influenw on his metaphysical thinking. In a word, the tendency
which omi! had Ix-en great in the worl.l, and the tendencv which was
now coming to b.> great in the world—the tendency which moves awav
from the manifol.l world to an abstract Absolntc. and the tendmcy
which see*, the manifold world actuated by an immanent and inviolable

aJJl ^T^Iom"^"" "' *'"""- '** **^ "^ "• '«--v .ic. tr. f™«. ,„d

» K.g., Cbri»U»n Hurifheiui or •> en OMaabwv.
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necewity—had come face to face; and their battlepround wag the soul
of (hU Jew. But in that calm and solf-diiciplinod nimd there was
no outcry or tumult. The result simply was that l.y the side of that
"firtt meUphysic" which we have Imhju studying, there arow
another. This we may call Spinoza's "second meUphysic."

The leading principles and the inner structure of' this second
system, it must now be our task very brieHy to study. This we can
most conveniently do by considering two chief topics: first, the
method upon which Spinoza, in this part of his thinking, worked-
Hccondly. the " world-«l,..mo " In.ilt up by the use of that method.
And m dealing with the latter we shall have to discuss the relation of
this "scTond mctaphysic" to the "first metaphvsic"; for Spinoza
himself regarde.1 his thinking ns a single system, and did not believe
that lU leading factors and principles fall apart into two or three
dutmct systems.

The significance of the method which Spinoza followed in this
second metaphysic of his may b.; brought to clearer light by a com-
pariwn When men of science fling themselves upon tl.e manifold
world of our experience, in the endeavour to make it intelligible « a
manifold, the process which they carry through is one of discovering
unity and eternity in that manifold. That the facts of the world
change on our hands, that they are one thing at one time and another
thing at another time, is precisely what makes men of science dissatis-
fled and sets them at work; they cannot leave facts, and the successive
changes of facts, standing isolated. They link them together by
•earehmg for-and actually discovering-those permanent and
unchanging relations, the formulations of which we call "laws of
nature And in this labour there can never be rest, until the whole
manifold world is seen as a single system :-is seen as a unity which
IS also an eternity; for the principles which mediate the unity, andgoTwn all the manifoldness and change, are eternal principles.

But to say this is to say that the method of scientific men is ao*os «Pa,_. way up." They begin with particulars, opaque, frag-
menUnr. evanescent, altogether unsatisfactory to the inteUect. Butfrom theae they cl.mb up to continually wider views of the laws whichare operating m them. And as they thus go up, they carry the
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particulars along with them; and these become tran«fonned—become,
at each upward step, more stable, more law-full, more satinfactory
in every way to the intellect. Then, if in this procewi we reach a
point where the whole system of existence is 8e«'n as transparently
intelligible— is seen as rational through and through—we can, if we
wish, turn and pursue a na6; Marc.} . We can come down, bringing
our highest light with us, and illuminating particular spheres of
existence with it. But—a point particularly to be noted-we can
thus '• come down," only becauw we had first laboured through the
" way up." For precisely the value of that " highest idea "

to which
the upward way led us. precisely the feature of it which makes it
possible for us so to apply it as we " come down," lien in this, that
as we worked through the •' way up " we found it in the particulars,
and gradually disentangled it, gradually brought it out into a light
that grew clearer as we went higher. Precisely the reason that we
can apply the highest idea as we " come down," is that it is not some
new '••.mg, brought down from alwve and alien to the iucts. On the
contrary, it was always in the facte. The only difference is that in
" coming down " one is applying with clear and easy intelligence
something whic'i in " going up " one was gaining with pain and trouble.

The " way up " is what nowadays we usually call the " synthetic
method." Really it is a method of combinwl analysis and synthesis.'
The "way down" on the other hand is a method of pure analysis,
made possible by preceding synthesi.-. Historicnliv, however, the
analytic method has fr«]uently attempted to stand alone, ami in so
doing has played in human thought a j,Teat but not altogether a
happy part. Standing thus alone, it is ,ut off from its true source
and support; its conjunction with thr " wav up" is broken ; and then
It becomes a method peculiarly dangerous—all the i"ore dangerous,
that It IS exceedingly attractive to just Mich minds as Spinoza's. In
this form, it starts with some i.lea as a premiss, and contlnes itself
strictly to the task of getting out of that premiss what is in it. All
matter not contained in that origin.1 premiss must with th.. utmost
severity be kept out of the conclusion. And if any such matter doca
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creep in, the metho.1 considers iUclf to that extent to have faile.]
But of the " eynthetie metiiod " almost thi- opposite i8 true It ii
precisely the mark of this methml to Ket more into the conclusion
than was apparent in the ori^rjnal point of departure. For it recog-
maes that its proper bu^inc.. is to get "ideas" (or categories) and
facts properly joine.1 together; and this process of bringing to

facts the Idea, that illuminate them and that draw to light the reason
hidden in them, grows continually both in breadth and in depth as
It goes on. The material dealt with in any given investigation comes
to mean more and mor,. as the investigation got'., on. The original
premisses are lK>ing continually " reconstituted." The " ideas

"
get

both deeper an.l wider-increase both in connotation and i.. denota-
tion And the • facts " continually take on wider relations and
greater significance. With the "analytic method" the obj.vt of
investiKation remains fixed, fast, unchangeabl.. from the U-ginning.
With the "synthetic method." the n.ore yo„ deal with the of ect of
investigation the larger it biK^mes under vour hands

The analytic metho.1 in that strict form .Spinoza deliberately
adopted About the question of metho.1 he had thought seriouslv >

.Ton
""

k' 'T*"^ ^: '"'""^^'"^ Emcndatione give., u. his conch..

Zn? n*
•'"^J"-'^*-''"' Or»«non. The treatise may be described as.^mong other thing., a plea for the use of the "way down" withou

Zri.77 '

"pk"""''
''''""' ""^ """>• »P" '" 'he sense

nature from which as one may put it. the whole pro.«ss of nature

our mind must have a highest idea which represents that origin and.ource, and then, from that highest idea, must deduce the whde
descending series of ideas which will accurately represent to us theprocess of nature.^ Furthermore Spino.a ,hi„lcLor rath." he

of nature, the logical movement of our ideas must proceed in tZ

":Z;rirrIti:""
"•^"^--- si..::::;^r-^
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same direction aa the logual' movement of niilurL-. Ju«t ak tlio whole
jnwcM of iiaturu flown down from iti "origin und wurce," m miut
our idcaN flow down froeii the highest idea which represents that
"source." It doo« not wem to him periiiiMible that our mind should
reverse the ortler; should, in attempting to form a "faithful image
of nature," begin with the lowcHt particulars and run l»ackward along
the course of their outward flow from their " origin," and so form at
last a " highest idea " corresponding to that " origin."

This, it is true, at once raises the question: " But how. without
Huch ft „rfo; ayco as has been described, are you to get that highest
idea at all?" And Spinoza actually does consider this difficulty
under one of its speciflc forms. He imagines an objector to say : " In
order to Iw certain that your hight-st idea is really a true idea, you
w.ll need a proof. But that will call for a still higher idea ; in fact,
will lead to an infinite regress and so reduce the whole situation to
absurdity." Spinoza's answer to the mere demand for "proof" it
very admirable. But he does not gee the deeper question which ia
involved. His answer comes to this: " Supposing a man to have
gained that idea, and to lie actually uang it in the victorious ration-
alisation of nature—such a man would not be troubled at all about
your miserable question of proof." " Truth would make itself mani-
festand all things would flow, as it were, spontaneously toward him."*
But the very finality of his answer to the mere brute demand for
proof apparently blinds Spinoza to the fact that he has nowhere
ciparly and consciously told us how we are to get that so indispensable
highest idea."

But then, how, on his own method, is he to construct a world-
scheme? If he is to do so. a highest idea he mtut have. And since
he actually has done so. a highest idea presumably he did have The
answer is that he did have a highest idea, and did proceed from it to
the elaboration of a world-scheme. But the way in which he got at
that highest idea was peculiar. In part it was the outcome of a lomr
course of reflection, the process of which had, so to speak, died awaT
leaving the conclusion standing out like a self-evident and etemS

' For with SptMiB lb* moTaniMt of intun U lo|ric«t mor
1 Klww. vol. II.. p. 18.
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truth. Thii comlu»ion he forniuUtea into it cerUiit number of
definition*—two or thrwj of which contain the giHt of the whole
nutter—«id puU thi>itc> at the head of hit world-icheuio juitt h
Euclid put his axiom* at the beginning of hi* book on geometry. In
part, Mgain. the highest id^a wa* got by Uking over a certain concep-
tion from that a*p.vt of hi* thinking which we have called hit " fint
metaphygic." That (ir.l melaphyHi.- had culminat.',| in the view
that reality ia One SuUtance. An.l with One SulwUntt. tlu- "

*ci-ond
•ni'laphyMic " *,.t* out. A* we shall see more fully a little later, theMi
two *ub*tan.v« appeared to Spinoza to U- one and the same thing,
and so he never doubt* the genuine unity of hi* own Uiinking. But
really Uie two are radically different things. The transition from the
first to the »etond mctaphysic i* not the logically continuous tranii-
tion from one part of a uniUry system to the next, it is, on the
contrary, a transition in which the central .-onception umlergoi* «
most subtle, but also a thoroughly fundamental, change. The one
indeterminate .ubnUnco Incomes the One .Substance with infinite
attributes What blinded Spinoza to the greatness of this change
was probably the fact that he hel,l in both cases to his great reguUtive
principle. Omnu, determinaiio t»l neffalio-eyt^ry determination (i.e.,
ascription of determinate limiU, of definite charactera and qualitiea)
u a negation of reality. He did not see that the use which he mad.
ofUiu pnnnple in the second case was really a denial of the principle

With this. then, we may proceed to consider the ground-linea of
the wor d^heme it«^^lf. which in its elaboration constitute, the body
of hit " second metaphysic."

The first point which we have to consider is how he expreaaea that
highest Idea which, in the way already indicted, he puts at the head
of his philosophical scheme of the manifold world. Firat under thename. rauM mi and substantia, he bring, forward the idea of a being
unconditioned and self^ii.tent-a being which contain, within itself
the ground of lU own existence and the ground of ita own intelli-
gibihty.' Then, under the name God, he enriche. thi. uncondi-

hM no ^•^•nc, to ^ proem, ul mU.cf,uiom.butJ!!:Z
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THE METAPHYSIC OF SPINOZA

tioned and self-existent being with infinite attributes^—an attribute
having been previously defined as that which the intellect perceives
as constituting the essence of substance.^

Then from this starting-point, he goes on to the things which
are not self-referring bu* are other-referring. These—the various
individual (i.e., particular) things and beings of the world—are
viewed as modi; that is, as limited " manners of existence " of the
attributes of God.^

Furthermore, the particular way in which God expresses himselfm modes depends absolutely on the necessity of the divine nature.
That is to say, the system of particular things, the order of the mani-
fold world, is an order of the strictest necessity and most inviolable
law. The manifold universe, so to speak, flows down from the one
source along channels absolutely determined by the nature of that
source.* In a teleological system, it is true, there is also necessity;
for the end is the supreme law of that whole process in which it is
being realised. But in such a system as that now before us there is
absolutely no place for teleology or for the teleological kind of
necessity.^ The strict and inviolable necessity of this system is a
necessity altogether a tergo.

And so the great category of this metaphysic is the category of
cause. But we shall altogether fail to understand Spinoza if we take
his continually recurring term "cause" in the sense in which we
ordmarily use the term "efficient cause." As Erdmann points out«
bpmoza's term "cause" means mathematical or logical cause His
relation of "cause and effect" is our relation of "ground and con-
sequent." In a word, the universe is to the Spinoza of the "second
metaphysic, a great process of analytic logic in which the nature
of God IS the original premiss, from which processes of endless
"causation" flow forth.

' that which the intellect perceives of

1 Eth. Pt. I., def. VI.

2 Ibid. def. IV.-Mr. Hale White translates:
substance, as if constituting its essence."

s Elh. I. 25. Cor. with the reference to prop. 15 and def. V

^^^'^^i^^:::/:.^:zii'^:-i^^^^^^^^ -- „e<.sit. o,

= See the Appendix to Pt. I. o" the Ethics.
« Hitt. PhOos. Kn^. tr. vol. II., ... 68.
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Such is the skeleton of this part or aspect of the tliought of
Spinoza. His amplification of it into a detaileJ system is exceed-
ingly elaborate; and to one who simply takes his stand within it, arid
judges it by its own standards, offers material for almost endless
question and criticism. To take a single instance: what is the rela-
tion of the One Substance to the Attributes? The definition of
'attribute,"! so far from giving us a clear view, may itself fairly be
caUed a nest of almost hopeless problems; problems which centre in
the question of the place ascribed to the intellect in Spinoza's scheme
of reality." But from all these questions of the internal criticism of
the "second metaphysic" we must here turn away. It is not merely
that the discussion of them would exceed, a score of times over, all

possible limits of space. But it would scarcely be in line with the
task here in hand—that, namely, of getting at the main lines, the
fundamental movements and tendencies, in Spinoza's thought, and
of viewing these in the light of the general history of philosophy.

Before passing on, however, one thing may be noted. Graphic
illuBtrations of rational doctrines are usually very treacherous helps.
But the attempt to envisage spatially this worid-scheme of Spinoza's
second metaphysic is somewhat useful. Sir Frederick Pollock's
illustration,^ supplemented by that of Professor Erdmann,* may be
used. Let us imagine an infinite number of infinite plane surfaces
parallel to one another (the attributes). Each of these is ruled with
an mtricate and continually varying pattern made up of geometrical
figures of deuuite shapes (the modes—particular things and individ-
uals)

;
and the number of figures in the pattern is infinite (infinite

modes). The planes are different from one another—let us say, are
of different colours. But the pattern, and the changes that keep
taking place in it, are identically the same for every plane. Let it
be understood, too, that if you ask for the proximate "cause" of any

1 Eth. I. def. IV.

SThe two chief interpretations of the definition-which involve interoretationa ofSplno„-, whole worM-schcme-are Erdmann'H and Kuno Fischer-r More nw^k t^ ^
«1h '^"'r/""'

'"*" '" "°^<^^<^y- ""uany taken for granted. S^, howe;^ tht

rStn PretTsot p7r!^.
'" """''''"'' "*=''"'"' "'"^^ "^ '*' ^"^ "^ '^^^

3 Spinoza, hiK Life and PhilOHophy, 2nd ed. (1899), pp. 136, 1S7.

* Hint, PhUog. Eng. tr. vol. II., p. 62.
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one of those geometrical figures, or of any change in it, the answer is

to be given by referring to the figures around it and to their changes.
That is to say, God is the source or " cause " of the whole system
of the manifold world—in other words, that whole system, viewed
in Its unity, is God; but the proximate "cause" of any particular
thing or event is to be looked for in the other particular things and
events. And both these orders of causation proceed with absolute
necessity.

It remains to say a word about the relation to each other of these
two parts or aspects of Spinoza's thinking which have in the preced-
ing pages been so sharply distinguished. First, let it be distinctly
understood how the distinction is arrived at. As a critical reader
goes through Spinoza's writings, he becomes conscious that in them
there are distinct tendencies, distinct points of view. These are not
set apart from each other; nor does one appear later than another.
On the contrary, they are intertwined. On a single page, even in a
single paragraph or sentence, they appear together. Spinoza himself
does not even feel that there is such a distinction; he believes that
his system is one and continuous. Yet there is such a distinction.
Indeed it is more than distinction. It is contradiction. The appear-
ance together of the contradictory views and tendencies is really
only juxtaposition, only external imion, never a genuine reconcilia-
tion. And what has here been attempted is to bring the distinction
and contradiction out into clear consciousness, by disentangling the
tendencies in question, formulating them, and thus setting them, in
their systematic forms, in sharp contrast with each other.

But an objector may urge: when all this is done, are the "first
metaphysic" and the "second metaphysic" really so different from
each other? Have you not in each the same starting-point-wnica
substantw—ani the same great regulative principle—Omnts deter-
mtnatto est negatio? So that Spinoza's thought is one continuous
system after all. The answer is, that the regulative principle is used
so differently as to become really a different principle. In the one
case It requires you to say that Substance has no attributes what-
ever. In the other it leads to the declaration that Substance cannot
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have a limited number of attributes, nor attributes of a non-infinite

kind. And with this the Substance itself becomes different. The
Substance with which the " second metaphysic " begins is not truly

the Substance with which the "first metaphysic" ends.

In connexion with this, however, there is a peculiar Spinozistic

doctrine which it is worth our while to notice. Plotinus had to face
much the same situation. He had an abstract One. And he also had
a rational cosmogony and cosmology. But, as we saw, he had a most
ingenious logical principle by which these two were enabled to live

together in peace. " It," he said of the One, " is by no means that
of which it is the principle." The powers and beings of the manifold
universe are altogether dependent upon it. But it goes its way in
the most absolute independence of them, and so retains all its

characters—its negative characters—as an abstract One.i Now there
is something very much like this in Spinoza. " An effect," he says,
"differs from its cause precisely in that which it has from its

cau8e."2 And he uses this principle to show that intellect and will,
in any sense in which men use these attributes, cannot pertain to
God who is the sole cause of all things. That is to say, he uses it

for the very same purpose which Plotinus had served by the principle
noted above; he uses it to enable the abstract One to be the source
of a manifold order and yet remain an abstract One. It is an
expedient closely akin to that of Plotinus; so closely akin, indeed,
that it falls under the same condemnation. It is subtle : it is ingeni'

'ous; but it forgets the implications of the conception itself of
relation. You cannot have a relation which works onlv one way;
which binds B to A, but not A to B.

i

"r

n.Jf' J*?""* !""
'u

* '""^ problem, though a very different method of solving it. TheDivine nature la characterised by simplicilas. Yet In God is a muUitSo inM
t^ri:cin^Z.rH'n? !"' '!•

'""""'" '"'^"*=" "^ "> '"»'~™'« doctrinetf^d u^'the principle that the Divine nature itself is God's /orm« intelligibUu, ; the Divine intel-ligence has but one intelligible form-its own nature (v. infra, pp. 314 zU)
» jaA. 1. 17. echol.
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VII.

So far, then, for this aspect of Spinoza's philosophy. But no
sooner have we seen what it was, than we are once more face to face

with a difficulty. Just as in the metaphysical views expressed by
that Spinoza whose spiritual affinity is with Eleatic and Vedantist
and Mystic, there was a great theoretical crux, so here, in the meta-
physical views expressed by the Spinoza whose spiritual affijiity is

with the Eenaissance and post-Renaissance men of science, there is a
great theoretical difficulty. And just as in the first case that large

and open and sincere mind faces the difficulty and attempts to solve

it, so here does he face it and attempt to solve it.

First, let us see what the present difficulty is. It may be stated as

follows.—On the one hand, in that way of viewing the world with
which we have just been dealing, particular things and individual
beings all stand upon a level and all are actuated from ')ehind.

Spiritual activities—the energies of thought and will—stand on pre-
cisely the same level as any natural activity. Spinoza, for instance,
expressly affirms that will does not appertain to the nature of God
more than any other natural thing does, but is related to it just as
motion and rest and all other things are related to it; all alike

follow from the necessity of the divine nature and are determined by
it to exist and to act as they actually do exist and act.i And even if

Spinoza did not expressly declare this, it would still follow from the
general point of view which he here holds. Prom natura mturans—
i.e., from God, the substance whose essence the intellect perceives as
consisting in iniinite attributes*—follows necessarily naiura naturala,
the system of modes.^ And in natura naturata man stands on a level

with all other things, and man's actions on a level with all other
particular events. For thought is one attribute; extension is another;
and, to recur to the illustration mentioned on a previous page.* that
total pattern which appears on each of these planes, and on the

1 Eth. I. .32. Cor. 2.

3 Eth. I. 29. vchol.

2 Eth. I. defs. VI. and IV.
< P. 173, supra.
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infinite number of other planes, flows from and is absr.lutely deter-
mined by the necessity of the divine nature. To give a precedence to
any one of the attributes, or to break down their absolute independ-
ence of one another, their absolute separateness, would be to forget
the essential principles of this "second metaphysic."

But on the other hand there is something which compels us todo just those things-to give a precedence to one of the "attributes,"

sTder '
'^°''° ^^'^' '"P"'^"""- ^^'^^t ^^'^ i«' ^« ni"8t °ow con-

First, as we have already seen,i in our experience subject and
object are correlative. The consciousness of objects and the con-

ZTZ 1.
"'

r''''^'
•^^^ *° '''' °*^^^' '^' -'^her be takenaway, the other vanishes; .md the .levelopment of the one is thedevelopment of the other. But such correlation and Lh o ^an^^^2>on imply community of nature; imply that a single principle ismanifesting itself m each of the members of the relation. Lre

w;rld X^'"^'
"^'^^^^'^y °^ "^t^'-e ^°d of principle between the

and acts in it and upon it. But what is that common nature of the^If and of the world? This question we could answer if we "knew

t^ m "."I'^'f °' '''' "^"''^" ''' *^« -!-«-• And one 0^them we do know from within; as self-conscious, we know by innerawareness the nature of the self. So that precisely in the self hLhe key to the nature of the world. That principle or energy of whichthe human soul is an inchoate form-the principle frSuentTy nphilosophy called "thought,"^ but for which « spirit » is an aot ^name-is the principle of the whole objective orL, incIudTng 'thorder of extended things and any other order of be ng with whLhmar^s intel^gence can enter into relation. In other wofds, the unftyof the world-the world in the greater sense of the ten^ as thaisystem of things in which the human soul is an element-T'the u^ityof a single self-conscious experience in which, through manifoldness

> S,iprr, pp. 2, 3 ; and 65. Cf. infra, pp. 208, 209.

and d.^«ed b. lon^ cn,to."'bu t opeVtri^Lde'.u™ in'r*''
" '-""' '" ~"'""-*-
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and ilivcrsity. tliroiij;li the shock of lonHict and the discipline of
unfalhonial)le sorrows, there is being realised an ideal end, a " far-off
tlivine event,"

— th« love

Toward which >11 being lolemnly doth move,

'

But from this certain conis['(|ucnces follow for the view of the
world cxpretised in Spinoza's '" second nietaphvsic." First, the nature
of the manifold world is emphatically not the nature set forth by
Spinoza in this aspect of his thinking. The process which is the life
of si)irit is not a process guided by a necessity that acts absolutely
a tergo. On the contrary, it leads itself on from before. It presents
ideal ends to itself, and to these it seeks to give being in the world of
achieved realities. True, the world, as a spiritual process, has neces-
sity in it. But it is the necessity which arises out of the fact that the
ideal end is itself the supreme law of that process of development of
which it is the culmination and fulness. And since the source alike of
that end and of that necessity communicates its own nature to men,
men arc able to adopt that necessity as the law in which their own
being finds its fulfilment. So that, on the view ultimately given by
this tendency, necessity itself is enlisted as a good soldier "under the
banner of the free spirit.""

But secondly, this same process—the life of spirit, or, as Spinoza

PmliiTfl^^^'
Hallam. Sonnet On the Picture of the Three Fates in the Palazzo

J CoIeridKo, in hisraarninal annotations In Crabb Robinron's copy of Spinoza, has anInteresting reference to Splnoza'8 doctrine of necessity, in which he does Ju«tico toSpinous distinctions of immanent necessity from external compulsion. Commenting

I'J^^f™i. ^ says
:

"
. . . It i. true he contends for Necessity ; but then he makestwo disparate classes of Necessity, the one identical with Liberty, . the otherCompulsion = Slavery. If Necessity and Freedom are not different points of view of the

"t.Ti *',"'' °"° "" ^"^^ '•'' °'''" *''« Subsunce. farewell to all Philosophy and toan fcth.cs. It is easy to see that Freedom without Necessity would preclude all Scienceand as easy to see that Necessity without Freedom would subvert all morals ; but thounhnot so obvious it is yet equally true that the latter would deprive science of its mainSpring, its last ground and impulse : and that the Former would bewilder and otheiie allmora ity. But never has a great man been so hardly and Inequitably treated by Posterity
as spinoza. ... '

My attention was called to Crabb Robinsons copy of Spinoza (and to Mr. Hale White's
publication of Coleridge's annotations, in the Athenifum. No. 3630. May 22, 1897) througha charming act of kindness on the part of Mi.s Lucy Toulmin Smith to a stranger whoone dav entered as a visitor the Library of Manchester College.
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„„„ 1- . .

'• '^" ""^ contrarv, t he unitv of exist.

:r::zti':t::::"''; - :""""" '' "' •-'"""'^'•^

nh; J,

I'J-K'me of our l,,.nijr, a nature and an activitv

to „ \\e are, .o to .,„.ak. lesser centres in that svstem of whieh Me

« orX""
""*"•

"*-^ '^ '" "^' ""-^ - '^- - H- life Thr ughu. or rather ,n us ami our experience. He is n.disin. an etS
5z^wh^"; i:!'" r* '°^;'^ ^^ ^--'^^^-^ -^ --«. La h::^

b t whr.l . ,

•"•''^P''"^"''''^ '>'"'i« and content of all goodnessbut wh,eh has not becon.e fully itself until it has risen to Ihe form

though wh.ch . our experience. It is involved in the po" i ,imv o

.s involved in those great structures and far-reachin. acture whichwo denote by such terms as « the state " and "
religi:n "

plnsic has to face. What will he do? One thinjr. it is evident wemust not expect. We must not expect him to enter upon the reflectivemastery of the whole situation by ,.aspin, the insi.ht "ust noted nde pheafng ,t mto a system of metaphysic. That was 1 ft or the m^nof a later day; Spinoza must bring Cartesianisn, to its goa efore henew era could begm. Descartes had broken the r.,//o into two aL it^as but natural that Spinoza should harden the dtision." To see the

« ThinK In itself, i.e., an Object. But an ObiertLn^L" ^"^l.^"''
" '"'"' "" Phantom of

therefore that only can have a chance of ground ^kn^'w-""''..'"
"""'^ -« a 8. an O.

;

fact. „an,e,y X.Sub,ect.Obj.ct.Ob,eef™rer,f Jr^Tl^lr^ltiSerrTh^^
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u>

cogito restored fully to ita rights and credited with the whole of itn

own posseasions, we must wait for Ivant and Kant's successors. But
still a certain degree of advance in this direction was possible to

Spinoza. For in certain of the aspects or manifestations of thought,
the witness which it bears to itself is specially emphatic. Three such
aspects may be noted here ; in actual experience inseparably intercon-

nected, and distinguished here only for convenience of statement.

First, there is morality as in the individual man. Secondly, there is

the morality seen in the ideals and regulative principles that operate
in the life of the state. Thirdly, there is religion. These—all of

them works of thought,' and all of them expressing the innermost
nature of thought—stand at the gate of any philosophical scheme of

reality, demanding admission and requiring that a place be made for

them which thoy can occupy without laying aside their essential

characters. Tl ^ demand in its fulness Spinoza could not apprehend
or grant ; to do so would have been to effect that total transformation

of the philosophical scheme of things, which became possible only
after Kant and the Kantians had restored the cogito to its rights.
" ^mething, however, Spinoza could do; and that he did. It was
never his habit to close his great intellect against any demand of

scientific sincerity. He listened to the demand now in question, and
did the best he could to meet it. The result was that he advanced to

flashes and glimpses of insight, and occasionally even to rather fully

articulated doctrines, which represent, or imply, a view of reality

different from either of the two which we have so far seen in him.
Keeping to the expression already employed, we may call this part or

aspect of his thinking his " third motaphysic."

The relation of this third metapliysic to the other two, it will be
understood, is much the same as that of those to each other. In
Spinoza's thinking they are intertwined. They appear together often

«ternally foliating the Dual [so Coleridge goex on in his attempt at a gpeculativedoctrine of
the Trinity) as this the Triad. Being + the Word = the Spirit, and then the myitery or
Love = God all in all when he hath Anally nubniitted himself to whom all things bad been
enbmitted " (from the annotation of Ep. Il.-Spinom to Oldenburg). Compare with this,
a sentence from the comment upon the reference to Nero's crime In Spinoza's third letter
to Blyenbergh: "The truth Is, Spinoza, in common with all the metapbyslciana before him
vIBOhmcn perhaps excepted), began at the wrong end—commencing with God as an Obftct."

> In that greater sense of the word already noted (= rational spirit).
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on the saiiiu pugt-, sornetiiias evuu in tlie Mime 8i.'ntt'uce ; and are
never observwl to speak hostile words to one anotlier. Yet this appar-
ently BO close union is only external. In reality they are citizens not
merely of different, but of deeply severed, kingdoms; to genuine
reconciliation and unity they never lome. If it had been Spinoza's
fate to occupy a position similar to that of Socrates- -to stand at the
head of a great philosophical .sucxession which included in itself virtu-
ally all the serious and disinterested tliinkers of the age—we should
probably have found in that succession three great schools, as distinct
from one another as were those which alike claimed Socrates as their
head.

Let U8 consider, then, the chief discussions and doctrines which
constitute this " third metaphysic." It would be very interesting to
study those occasional phrases scattered through his writings,
which have a bearing on this. For instance, in the very first sentence
of the De Intelledus Emendatione we find him resolving " to inquire
whether there might be some real good having power to communicate
itself." A few pages farther over we find him mentioning " the union
existing between the mind and the whole of nature." In the mouth
of a Kantian—or of a Platonist-such conceptions would have an
immeasurable, a world-penetrating, significance. But we should go
astray if we supposed that they had so great a meaning for Spinoza.
We shall be on safer ground if we turn at once to his discussion of
those three great works or expressions of thought, in which the inner
nature of thought simply forces itself on the attention of the observer;
to his discussion, namely, of individual morality, of the state, of
religion.

His elaborate discussion of the first of these cannot be reproduced
within the limits of these pages. Nor is it necessary that it should.
For it is only with the ground-lines of the discussion, only with its

controlling conceptions, that we are specially concerned.

These amount to a virtual bringing back of that ideal point of
view, and of those teleological categories, which in the " second meta-
physic " had been driven into extreme . exile. This we may see bv
considering the three main topics of the discussion:' first, the con-

' Topic* which Rre. of course, most closely Interconnected.
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«plta o( ,l„. „„,„| «„«|, .^,,,11 ,,,„ ,1,^,,^,

.w.I,™7,.lx;:'lT '!';r'

.'°""" " ""• '° »' -k-"

or M«t„„. ami il I.VI, ,
* " "' " '"""• '""" « «'•"" '<•«

arffues in the Elhics' "this effort of th. , i T ' ^

uujtni ... \^g jjjjQ^ nothing,"

' Throughont Pm. IV. and V. of the /«*«•».

J IV. 28. dem.
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h. ,g. a8 really onducc. to und.„,a,..lin« or «.Kh a. are „l.le to l.in.ler
u. from undor«,an.l.„K." AKuin, '• |„ lif. it i. Mor. all ,1...... useful
to irvThKt the undcT.ta.,ding, or reason, as far as we can, and in thi.alone n.an . lugla.t happiness or i.lesse,lne.. .ou.i^ts " Vnd
..nc.e the good lies i„ understanding, it follow, that "th;- mind's
ughest good ,. , .. Knowledge of (Jod. and the n.ind's highest virt

,

he good hes altogether within one of the two Mdes. And the other«Kle-the side wh.eh wars against our attaining of this good. an.l. in

monir '"T"'.
'""^'"""•^ '^"^ •• bondage "-is. a.f wal sa.d amoment ago. just what represents our place as n.odes in the greatnexus of n.odes. For the passions are the ways in whieh extS

causes act upon us.- That is to say. they represent n.an as the " second
metaphys.c must represent hi,,, altogether; namclv. as one mode

Sn no a t r:T"\ '" "'" " """' " "^^'^''*'- «^ '^^ "''-^ "-d-

of man he states so strongly-..,., in stating it he clings so closely
o the po.nt v,ew of his '• second metaphysie "-that he n,akes itqu e hopeless.* But he states the other side just as strongly. An.l

V deL'rl
"' T '"""'"

^" '""''"*^" '"''^''^^^ '"' ^^"' ^-'her showsby descnbing the way tn which n.an is to deliver hin.self from it. and
80 to attain his good.

This brings us to the second of these topics, Spinoza's view of

?^°?t?; " ""'^' "°*'"^ °^^^ *^- ^'« -°-P«on of the

sJ uMT " T''^ f'""* "^ '''''' '^^ "^"-^v it for its own
«ake would be to undertake one of the most interesting and m^
instrnctive tasks in the history of philosophy, -ut here, once nio^
for the purpose of our present aiscussion we may sum up the matter in
a sentence or two. Spinoza conceives the freedom of man to l=e pro-
eisely m man's fulfilling the law of his own being and livin. out h sown true nature, unshackled and undisturbed bv those ""extern
causes to which reference was made above. But we have just seen how

' AYA. IV. Appendix (IV.).

. „ ^ » /«A. IV. 28.

« I^£^ irtik.?h "/ ?'°''r "' ""» ""^'"^ proportion.in Eth. IV.. teke the Axiom along- with propoeition. 8.475 6. 7
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THE METAPHYSIC OP SPINOZA

Spinoza conceives that true nature of man and that true law of man's
being. He conceives them, namely, in a way wiiich goes far beyond
the point of view of the "second metaphysic," and makes no slight
advance m the direction of restoring to the cogito its true meaning
and its true place and function in the universe.'

And, as we might expect, we find the same tendency in Spinoza's
discussion of the third of these t:.pics-the way of attaining to
freedom and the Good. We need not. however, dwell long upon it.
It IS enough to say that Spinoza shows at length how the realm of the
understanding is to be extended over the realm of the passions ;« in
other words, how we men are to break away from, and to rise above,
the position to which we would be absolutely confined if we were really
the " modes " which the « second metaphysic " holds us to be. Reason
when It has risen through the ascending stages of knowledge,^ comes
to that unnn with God-that union with « the whole of nature"—in
which It sees all things under the aspect of eternity and necessity; and
learns to accept them, because when thus seen they are teen as parts of
perfection. But it accepts them, not as a mere mode accepts them—t e
as an external fate; in accepting them, it acts from within and of its'

own accord; for it has risen to the point of view of the eternal, and
so accepts them not only as good, but as being its Good-that in which
It fulfils Its nature. And this state of the soul-in which it is no
longer swayed hither and thither by those forces from without which
act on us through the passions, but is guided solely by that highest
form of reason—is freedom.

So much, then, for the question how far Spinoza, in dealing with
individual morality, introduces a new and higher point of view into
his system. Next we have to consider the same question with regard
to his treatment of the state and of religion.

?tt™l^ii'^ 2"t?' "r "^ ""^» ^"=^1 1.1. .iJ/^X"i»;outburst In HA. V. 41, sohol. ; and egDeotallTlVfflr* P«/ Ti • t .^.i »i.. i ^.
<-••

"lo ^otu

Sohaller deaUng with TachlmhauseS^, otJ^S;;/."S [Vin.r
"^ *"

^ Seo the earlier part of Eth. F.-epecUlIy the echoUum to proposiUon 20.
3 See pp. 191, 192 in/ra.
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THE METAPHYSIC OF SPINOZA

In Spinoza's discussion of individual morality, we were specially
concerned to note how the view there taken by him lifted men above the
position of mere modes of one of the attributes. So far as this went.
It constituted a recognition alike of the true nature of the cogito and
of Its true place and function in the system of reality. Now, if Spin-
oza holds to the new point of view, as he advances from the individ-
ual to the state, this recognition will be made both deeper and wider.
Ihe whole insight, so to speak, will move in a wider field, and thus
the process of restoring the cogito to its rights will be carried onward
toward its conclusion.

For the state is one of the great works of the cogito; or, to employ
more modern language, it is a great structure of objective reason.
llic long process of the formation of the state is one in which the
rational spirit has struggled and still is struggling, to work out a form
of organised society in the life of which that rational spirit will find
its own true home, will fulfil the law of its own being, will realise its

01^ essential and eternal nature. Hence, the state is not something
ex emal to man. Nor do its laws ultimately represent a mere com-
pulsion from without. On the contrary, it is onlv by living the life
of a member of the state that man truly becomes man at all. And
his political freedom consists precisely in belonging to a state whose
laws are such that he can adopt them as his own laws and find in them
his guide toward the fulfilment of his own nature.

Under certain limitations this view of the state was taken for
granted by Greek citizens ; still more by Greek men of thought Freed
from the Greek limitations, it received an elaborate and systematic
formulation from Hegel. And by at least one statesman of modem
days It was thrown into the language of practical politics-in Burke's
great saymg that the state is not a contract limited to man's lower
interests, but on the contrary is " a partnership in all science, a part-
nership in all art, a partnership in every virtue, and in all
perfection."

But Spinoza, when he passes from the consideration of individual
morality to the consideration of the state, does not make this advance
And the reason why is plain. In that very consideration of individual
morality, he conceives the good, as we have just seen, in a thoroughly

Its
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iutellectualistic way. Xow, an intellectualistic good is not a selfish
good. Nor 18 It an individualistic good in the sense that the obtaining
of It by one man prevents the obtaining of it by others. But it is
individualistic in the sense that it can be realised by men who stand
almost alone; who live, as Spinoza himself did, in comparative
solitude. It IS not necessarily a good the very striving after which
leads to. and is fulfilled in, the building up of great social structures
and the establishing of great social institutions.

Moreover, the view which Spinoza takes of the whole cogito is in
accordance with that intellectualistic view of the good. When the will
18 reduced to intellect ;i and when, in the peculiar wav described bv
him, the intellect extends its domain over the emotions and passions :—
then the cogito which is left is not one which is driven forth by its
own nature to social activities, nor one which can find its true home
only in the life of an organised society.

Hence in Spinoza's views concerning the state we must not look
for any great advance in the direction indicated above. First, indeed
we shall see that certain of his political positions do look in that
direction. But we shall have also to notice that in his latest writing,
the Tractatus PoUticus. a theory comes forward which almost super-
sedes those and swings far backward toward the point of view of the
" second metaphysic."

First, then, for the positions which imply the view that the state
stands m organic relation to the individual, and that therefore he who
would be truly a man and would truly realise man's nature, must livem the state and perform the functions of a citizen.—These are found
particularly in the Tractatus Theologico-Politicm. For instance, in
the fourth chapter,* he refuses to regard legislation as in its genu'ine
nature a force acting on the citizen from without. He rises to one of
his rare invectives when he speaks of those whose object in obeying
law 18 merely the avoidance of punishment. But the man who
follows the precept suum cuique, not because he fears the gallows, but
" from a knowledge of the true reason for laws and their necessity "—

•wne thing. But, with him. that virtnally meani the redacUon of the will to inteUect.
« Elwes, vol. I., p. sg.
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THE METAPHYSIC OP SPINOZA
he it is wiio " acts from a firm purpose and of his own accord, and is
therefore properly called just." Again, in the sLxteenth chapter, in
dealmg with the duty of subjects to obey the commands of the
sovereign power, he remarks: "That state is the freest whose laws
are founded on sound reason, so that every member of it may, if he
will, be free; that is, live with full consent under the entire guidance
of reason. 1 °

And the attitude revealed in such hints as those is carried still
farther m what we may call liis theory of the relation of church and
state. God," he says, " has no special kingdom among men, except
in so far as He reigns through temporal rulers."^ « It is only
through " those who possess the right of ruling and legislating "that
Ood rules among men, and directs human affairs with equity."" Thus
secular rulers are the proper interpreters of divine right."* But

from this it follows that the sovereign rulers "are the proper inter-
preters of religion and piety."^ "if we would obey God rightlv,"
the outward observances of religion and all the external practices^'of

pie y should be brought into accordance with the public peace and
well-being. » "We cannot, therefore, doubt that the dailv sacred
rites

. . .
areunder the sole control of the sovereign power; no

one save by the authority or concession of such sovereign, has the
right or power of administering them, of choosing others to adminis-
ter them, of defining or strengthening the foundations of the church
and her doctrines; of judging on questions of morality or acts of
piety

;
of receiving any one into the ohurch or excommunicating him

therefrom, or, lastly, of providing for the poor."^ With these passages
may be taken one of wider scope from the last chapter of the treatise.-

It follows plainly from the explanation given above of the founda-
tions of a state, that the ultimate aim of government is not to rule or
restrain by fear, nor to exact obedience, but contrariwise to free every

1 Elwes, vol. I., p. 206.

» Tract. Theol.Pol. cap. XIX. Klwes, vol. I., p. 245.

' Loc. eit. Klwes, vol. I-, p. 248.

< Loc. eU. Elwes, vol. I., p. 249.

5 Loc. cit. Elwes. toI. I., p. 249.

8 Loc. cit. Glwea, vol. I., p. 249.

1 Loc. cit. Elwea, vol. I., p. 252.
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man from fear, that he may live in all possible security; in other
words, to strengthen his natural right to exist and work without injury
to himself or others. No, the object of government is not to change
men from rational beings into beasts or puppets, but to enable them
to develop their minds and bodies in security and to employ their
reason unshackled; neither showing hatred, anger or deceit, nor
watched with the eyes of jealousy and injustice. In fact, the true aim
of government is liberty."^

The view of the organic relation of the individual and the state
implies not only a doctrine as to what the function of the law is and
as to why we should obey the law. It implies also a doctrine concern-
ing the width of state action: whatever the state can do to enable its
individual members to live truly human lives and to fulfil the nature
of man, that i\ ,, ^e ought to do. The Spinozistic views just noted
lean toward a doc; xae of this kind. But Spinoza never works his way
to a clear possession of it. Alonpide such passages as those referred
to m the immediately preceding paragraphs, stand others wherein
bpinoza regards the function of the state as limited to the securing of
peace, and the guarding of the individual against the hindrances of
VHjlence and disorder. " By human law," he says in the fourth chapter
of the Tractatwi Theologico-Politicm? «I mean a plan of living
which serves only to render life and the state secure." And in the
Tractatm Politicm he says: "The quality of the state of any
dominion is easUy perceived from the end of the civil state, which end
IS nothing else but peace and security of life. And therefore, that
dominion is the best where men pass their liv- m unity and the laws
are kept unbroken."^ Though even here it : o note the qualifica-
tion which he presently adds:* "When, then, ^e call that dominion
best, where men pass their lives in unity, I understand a human life,
defined not by mere circulation of the blood, and other qualities
common to all animals, but above all by reason, the true excellence and
life of the mind."

I Tract. Theol..Pol. cap. XX. Elwes, vol. I., pp. 258, 2S0.

> Elwm, Tol. I., p. £9.

3 Tnut. Pol. V. 1 2. Elwea, rol. I., p. 313.

« Ibid. cap. V. 15. Klwen. vol. I., p. 3M.
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But finally, as was said above, we come, at the opening of the

Tractatus Politicus, upon a doctrine which swings decidedly back

toward the point of view of the second metaphysic. This is the great

doctrine that natural right is " potentia" ; and this doctrine roots

itself directly in the view that man is "pars naturae," i.e., in the

language of the Ethics, a mode of one of the attributes.

"... Everj- natural thing has by nature as much right as it

has power to exist and to operate; since the natural power of every

natural thing whereby it exists and operates, is nothing else but the

power of God which is absolutely free. And so by natural right I

understand the very laws or rules of nature, in accordance with which

everything takes place; in other words, the power of nature itself.

And so the natural right of universal nature, and consequently of every

individual thing, extends as far as its power: and accordingly, what-

ever any man does after the laws of his nature, he does by the highest

natural right, and he has as much right over nature as he has power."'

On this ground is rested man's right over nature. " If two come

together and unite their strength, they jointly have more power, and

consequently more right over nature, than both of them separately, and

the more there are that have so joined in alliance, the more right they

all collectively will possess."^ And on no different ground is rested

the right of the state over its individual members. "... As

each individual in the state of nature, so the body and mind of a

dominion have as much right as they have power. And thus each

single citizen or subject has the less right, the more the common-

wealth exceeds him in power, and each citizen consequently does and

has nothing but what he may by the general decree of the common-

wealth defend."* "... Whatever he [each individual] is

ordered by the general consent, he is bound to execute, or may right-

fully be compelled thereto."* So that it is quite inconceivable that

"every citizen should be allowed to interpret the commonwealth's

decrees or laws " and thus " be his own judge."'—It will be noted

1 Tract. Pol. II. 113 and i. Elwes. vol. I., p. 292.

3 Ibid. II. « 13. Elwes, vol. I., p. 296.

ilhid.m.%2. Rlwea, VOL I., p. 301.

< Ibid. II. i 16. Elwe!!. vol. I., p. »7.

s nid. III. (osp. I 4-E1W08, vol. I., p. 302>.
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exactly why this doctrine is referred to hero ft i. n.f * *i,

i« fhot i.„ ^- .
^"- ^"*^ ^*"»>t we have to mark

tl.rot'llc^r'un::;' ^r\'P-r -^ P«>'^-"1 views to the last of thesubjects upon which we have here to touch—namelv tn i,;.
conc.pt,on of religion.. If it was true that in he statT ::' find thr9^to go.ng forth from itself and huilding up a great oCtve

hniM r ?" ^"^ '" ''^''-'«" »he rational spirit not onlybu 1

1

up great objective structures. It not onlv organise! Ten and-fabhshes custonus and founds institutions. But it does T'thesethings, not from a point of view linuted to this present life Zt Z T
niat s ,t tries to take the highest and ultimate point of view and

o il I'T' °^r^^°
"' ''-' "'"'^'^ '^'^

-
'to fashion man's

Zlt L
^'^''- '' '''" '""^^ *° "'""^^ the state its minTster

rcngious, life. Xor, ultimately, tan this be avoided It is true nL
r:s ":At™

'""' °' '" '-" ""•'™ "'^'"» •»" ^"^. -;oe useful or even necessary in this pnsent life But „lti^nioii
rcl-gion cannot leave outside of itself Lvthing thatsoeLS !human It must either seek to shape the" whole life ofman o el eacknowledge that the point of view from which it is endlvo'uriL toorganise man s life is not the highest and is not ultimate

' "

complete that process which an adequate theory of the state wouldhave earned part way:-the process of restoring the .o,," to h tsupreme place in philosophy, from which Descartes, with the hest ointentions toward it, had been the means of pulling it do^ But
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what we have already «>en will guard us from expecting any such
adequate theory from Spinoza. He really has two views of the religious
life, as Ptleiderer points out.' And these both lead us back to the
discussions just examined, rather than forward to a still fuller
possession of the new point of view. The one refers us to the theory
of the state. The other takes us back to the tiieory of the individual's
summum bonum.

In the TrnrtnhiK Theologuo-Polifum Spino/a views religion as
obedience to the divine commands, as a life of prnctical piety. This
life of piety he sunders quite sharj.ly. indeed sunders absolutelv, from
philosophical insight. If it be guided by revelation, that revelation
Itself is received under the form of imagination, not under that of
reason. And, as we have already seen, its rites and outward observ-
ances, are to be in accordance with the public peace and well-being,
and are therefore to be determined by the sovereign power alone; i.e.,

as the rational organisation of man's life the state is both wider and
deeper than the church and includes the church. Indeed, religion in
this sense is doubly sundered from reason. Not only is it insisted
that philosophical insight is not its basis or source (so that Philosophy
and Theology stand altogether apart). But the separation is made so
absolute that reason is regarded as incapable of showing us this way
of salvation at all.2 So that, in what is the especial work of Spinoza's
" third metaphysie "—the work, namely, of putting thought in its true
place in the system of reality—this part of his theory of religion can
scarcely be said to take us any farther than did his theory of the state.

But, besides this, Spinoza has another view of religion. This is

brought forward in those closing pages of the FAhics where the theory
of the summum bonum receives that final development which trans-
forms it into a theory of religion. In the third of those three kinds of
knowledge which he has distinguished in the Dc Intelledus Emendor
tione? we know things under the form of eternity; that is to say, we

vol.'irpfeS?^*"
"'' "''''""''" "" '*' ^""^ "' ''" "i^tom, (Eng. tr. (rom 2nd German ed..

s Tract. Thfol.Pol. cap. XV. (see especiaHy EIwe», vol. t., p. 191 and p. 198, along withnotation m loc.-Klwea, vol. I., p. 276 (25). Van Vloten et Land, vol. I .p.
Spinoza'fl annotation
625 [xxxijl.

Hnn'.H*n H!ut'!;=T2L"K,''; 2 f"

f""'"'..''''"!'' "' "Perception or knowledec" ar« men-
V 25-28 31 M)

Spinoza usnally trroiips these as three (see Eth. II. 40. schol. 2

:
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know them in God. But thus to know things is truly to know God.
ihis furthermore, is our perfection, and we joy in it. This joy is
attended by the idea of God as its cause. And this, according to
Spinoza s definition,! is love. Thus arises that unselfish and disinter-
eeted intellectual love of God^ which does not expect or endeavour to
be loved by God in return.^

In this intellectual love of God consists the essence of religion
according to Spinoza's second conception of it. How high and pure
and disinterested this conception is; how this lofty disinterestedness
18 seen also m his theory of immortality * how in later days great poets
and teachers were touched by it r-these are lo nca upon which any lover
of Spinoza would gladly linger. To turn a-.ay from them to the work
of criticism seems almost like ingratit-.de. Yet if we are to learn
from Spmoza that which Spinoza has to teach, we must repeat
even here the question which especially concerns us as we discuss his
third metaphysic." How far, then, does this conception take us in

restoring the cogito to its place as a principle of philosophical explana-
tion, and thus m giving to reason its due place in the system of
reality ?

The answer is, that it really takes us no farther in this direction
than did the theory of individual morality. This intellectualistic
religion is the bloom i ^on that intellectualistic summum bonutn. No
more here than there can reason be pourtrayed going forth from itself
and building those great structures of church and state in which it
realises its nature and fulfils the law of its being. This, as Pfleiderer
points out," is the reason why Spinoza is never able to bring into
organic relation the two kinds of religion which he has described: this
intellectualistic religion to which men of disciplined mind may attain
and which requires no institutions; and that religion of the many'
described in the Tractatns Theologico-Politicus. which has a revela^
tion, and institutions, and a social organisation.'

Cf. in. 13. Mhol.1 ISf 'if""
°' *''® "leflnitiong of the emotions appended to Eth. in." £¥a. V, 15,

' Eth. V. la
Btk. V. 21-23. 29-31, 38-40. and specially 41.

» Op. eit., (Eng. tr.. vol. I., pp. 6S, 66).

« Now that the three tendencies In Spinoza's thinking are before us. the position of th.»^ni relatively to the other two may be indicated in this ^y :-It eS^d. LiwJ
MS
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VIII.

Such, then was the place occupied by Spinoza in that process of

m the forefront of a new age and seized to his heart', core by its spirit

^Lo 7l'\"
*"'' ''^ '''''' "« '' °t the very beg[nn nHf

show forth the bare fact as he found it. He could not if i« til
annihilate the past. He could not put hi.nself back wh

'

Ve e
"

t'o lomc ^.<r,oAo;,„,- had stood. The co,.7<, became selfj^ o^
f 0.2 ^°"''1"°V^*'^«--

But though his material was so diZen^from heirs yet in dealing with it he put himself nearly upon the lelog>cal level as they; he used the same order of categories anlTfollowed essentially the same method of conceiving realify. Bu 1 ewas thus g.ven to him to initiate the first stage of modern philph^

deveon H f n"-*"
'™ '' """^ '' '^''^^^ ^° ^^^ <=onclusion. T^develop the full significance of the categories which dominated if toarry lU method through to a final result; to formulate this resultfearkssly and uncompromisingly, turning aside for no influence eUherof church or of state; and thus, with the emphasis of a final word to

get at the truth of our experience r-this was reserved for Spinoza.

of other parte and a^p^te. And t^og^ o? wW^ 1^.11^
',!."°''*' ""f^kw^bstractlon

Which. « human devlpment goes o" <^metore a"d m"„4'Tor S"
"" """"" ""^

of men. Yet even in this (so lonK a« the sclentlfl^rnr^. . ^v"" ^"P^'ne interetU
remains dominant) iu face must be r.«Lrdera" tu ned^J m^^^^

"' ""> *»"•»
toward the flnit. For though it abet™3™.^ Vh! . ^ *"* '•"• """> ""»•«>• ">»>>
leaves no home for them in the O^^n^t^ ,

'^'' "' ""'"^ J""' "'«"^ to. "nd
to the nature of the On"

. yet H^L^^^'
f
"!^tZ""^ '"^ ""'"^ «'"' "^^^^

and intentional .bstraction.\lh as he ^°aVe" whoTn"' '"•Jl'"*
"'"""•cious

the sole way to truth; but only in the sense^at . h.
"' »»«'"«'"<"' ^ be

felt the pressure of the problem which trey^i^e And snoHLr",.
"""• •"""">'•'

overcome in the end. For if any asMct at^^n !!* ,t ,5
"bstraction is likely to be

One. the other aspects, coming forw^^each in its ow„T""°"* "^ '^"'"~* ""° '"e
enforce their claims with an S«is tha l"cre°^*^.*h'?hr ^ "'1'^'^ "'~° ^
experience, and at last becomes irresistiWe nf,?Th« ^ deepening of human
abstraction which the first tendency makes is'a dff?erenf m r"'"^

""^ thoroughgoing

r.SaSa~mTnrorHH°^^^^^^^^^^
t-t Which Ce.s^.\:dru"nil;":.r:LrhTs^ror^^^^^^^^

u m

'' ** *>¥ "'uttpiu;. iwii.iiiiu>.h ^>^*^K:•.V•-^-'-.f. V T- • . . •—
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f'».3

And thi". alone would make him, in the history of thought, one of

that small number of abiding figures with which it is the primary

task of the student of the history of philosophy to deal. But there ii

more than that. In carrying the logic of Cartesianism forward to its

conclusion, he was no Wolff rounding out the teaching of a great

master and destroying its vitality in the process. On the contrary, his

was an original and searching intellect, having life in itself, and driven

by its own inner forces to penetrate to the elements of things. Henco

it was impossible for him to stop short with that acosmic or mystic

view which is the ultimate outcome of the Cartesian way of dealing

with experience and the experienced world. Other types -of thought

found a place in his mind and won from him an adherence which was

perfectly sincere: the naturalistic spirit of modem science made its

appeal to him, and, in defiance of the logic which required an abstract

Absolute, he made the One Substance the home of innumerable modes,

and gave to each mode its conatus in sua esse perseverandi; and he

even has glimpses of the Idealistic insight that spirit or reason is the

reality of all things, and the active agent in all cosmic processes.

Of such an historical position the result is that he who makes

Spinoza his companion mak(.s the greatest things in philosophy his

companions. On one side, he finds himself brought into touch with

the austere and immemorial thought of Vedantist and Eleatic and

Mj'stic. On another, he is linked, by affinity rather than by similarity,

with that lon^ succession of men of thought whose greatest name is

still that of Democritus—the men who seek to interpret the world, or

various aspects of it, by the conception of a natural necessity acting

a tergo} And on still another side—or rather in his final attitude

when he seeks to take into himself Spinoza's thought as a whole—he

finds himself with his face set toward Kant, and toward that still

greater man of thought who articulated Kant's deepest insight into a

systematic view of the world and of the world's history.

And the way in which Spinoza's system—indeed, the way in which

> Affinity but not aimilarity.—The Spinoza of tha"iiecond metaphyalc " agnea with
thew men of wienee In attemptinK to explain the actual syatem of tbings by a neoenitr
which (1) ig immanent, (2) acts a tergo. Bat he difhra from them in that he take* the

diWne natnre Itaelf an the home and seat of thii neceasity. He, if one may M speak, lifts

his Demooriteanism into the Tery nature of Ood, and Tallies it as the true interpretation

of that nature.
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the whole movement from Descartes to Spinoza—thus cries out for
Kant, is in one sense the most important point of all for the student
of Spinoza. For if we would understand a system in which diverse
aspects stand unreconciled side by side, we must gain a point of view
above the diversities. We must gain a point of view from which we
can see how they came to he what they are; and what the failure and
yet the relative justification of each is; and how they may all be
taken up into a greater and more comprehensive system which will
give to each its due without sanctioning the error which each has
when it attempts to stand alone and to make itself a fiuality. And
precisely the way to gain such a point of view for the study of Spinoza
is, firpt to make one's journey from him to Kant and Hegel ; and then
from these back again to Spinoza, in order to interpr -t him in the light
gained from those who finally satisfied the nwd which he intensified.

But that brings us to our last question. I^t us suppose that the
journey just mentioned has been made. Let us suppose that Kant
and the Kantians have done their work, and that we are viewing things
from the new point of view thus made possible to us. Is there not
still—so our question would run—a great lesson for us to learn from
Spinoza; a lesson which we can learn all the l)etter now; which,
indeed, we could not have learned properly at all had not Kant come
to teach us? Leaving the purely historical interest aside, and thinking
only of our own outlook upon our world, is there not still a great
reason why we should continue our pilgrimages to Spinoza ? A brief

consideration of certain facts will show us that to this question we
must give an affirmative answer.

First, since Kant and Hegel, we can no longer separate God and
the world in the way which was once thought agreeable to truth and
necessary to religion. We may say that God is the subject of the
world

;
or that the world is God's thought, or God's activity, or God's

objective consciousness. Or we may prefer to retain a theological term
and say that the world is a continuous creation. But however we
phrase it, we cannot escape from the position that God and the world
stand in organic relation.

But, secondly, it follows from this thai we can no longer think
highly of God by thinking meanly of the world. On the contrary, to
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tliink n.eanly of tl.e world u to tl.ink .nounly of UoJ. If, then, we
wou d retain iluym, J.igh thougl.t. toiuirniug God wlutli tlie men of
tlie heroic ug..« of religion had, we niu«t yain higit IhoughU of Uio
world such ao thow men had not. And there i« one anpect of
«p»noza'8 thought which help* m to gain ju«t nuch thought.'-tho
iiNiwct which conie« especially forward in what we have been calling
hi» " second inetaphyuic." The way upward from tho media-val view of
this j)re8cnt world and of nature, to juster views of these, was a long
and arduous way. It called for brave soldiers in the " war of the liber-
ation of humai'ity." Of these Spinoza was one ; and this Beemingly «>
anti-religious " second metaphysic " was precisely one of his instru-
ments in that war. The iK-vuliar form of the category of caune
employed in this metaphysic is indeed inadequate to the matter to bt
comprehended. But even with this inadequate catcgorv Spinoza mak-^s
plain the greatness of the world, and the majesty of those laws which
are changeless and inviolable just because they are e-xpressions of the
necessity of the Divine nature.

" But," it may be urged, " the metaphysic in question has been the
choice weapon, not of tiie merely irreligious, but of the positively and
avowedly anti-religious, in all the great ages of human culture. Is
thero not something paradoxical in the statement that precisely by this
metapi vsic Spinoza made a great and lasting contribution to the
deepest spiritual needs of man ? You say that in Spinoza we have, on
the one side, a man of religion—a man who expresses religion ' in its
most concentrated and exclusive form . . . that attitude of the
mind in which all other relations are swallowed up in the relation of
the soul to God ';« while, on the other side, we have a man of natural-
istic temper whose business it was to explain nature as a system of
necessitated modes. And then you say that it is the latter, rather than
the former, who has contributed to modem religion. Surely this is
paradox. Or is your meaning simply this: that modern man can gain
from a naturalistic metaphysic what Spinoza himself frequently seems

tlon'oF'the /«;<•"' "" ^'"^ *^ "" "'*"'* •""'"' •"»•> »' >"• «"•• WT>lt«-« t«n.I«.

s^^- '" ''*'"
h**"

'^"''e'X'y
\P

unity, to the Inflnlte. to^fillSS^o^eibali^cS?!^^
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to gam from it-tho Stoic ptwc which ari*..« from the vurv thought of
U»e HcccMity that i. in thu world, und fro,,, the iUMght thut no /rwxloru
i» deH,rublt. excrpt the freedom obtained by adopting tJ.i. necew.ty a«
one'i own law ?" •'

So, the answer must run, thut U not what is meant. The Stoic faith
that the necessity of nature is the wi«e«t and kindliest and most reason-
able of all things; and the resolute peace which such faith brings

-

the^e, It IS true, one can learn from Spinoza. But what is here in view is
something different: this, namely,-present-day religion and theology
can earn, and have learned, a lesson from Spinoza, but the lesson itself
has been determined not so much by what Spi.. ..as to give as by
what the modern world is able to receive. For uie characteristic
devotion of modern men is to their intellectual and praciica! citizen-
ship m this present world. They cannot neglect the creature in order
to find the Creator. They cannot turn away from the world; what
they geek, alike in thought, in labour, in religion, is the mastery of it.
It 18 true, indeed, as already we have had occasion to notice.i that
Mysticism is not without its place among modern men. That ancient
spirit still passes to and fro, finding in solitary hearts and in quiet
societies its chosen, and bidding them, if thev would truly live, to lose
themselves, not in the great energies of the world, but in God. And
if we had among us Mystics in the greatness of the ancient pattern—

a

Bernard or an Eckhart-they might be powerful by the mere weight
of their practical esample. Their devotion to ends intangible to us.
their absolute rejection of goods that we take for granted as the true
goods of life, might shock and surprise us into a re-examination of
our lives and into a questioning of our habitual "scale of values."
But the fact remains, that from ilysticism, in the full and historical
sense of the name, the modern world is virtually incapable of learn-
ing. And from this it follows at once that when modem men make a
pilgrimage to Spinoza, it is not to the Spinoza of the "

first meta-
physic."

But the need of which the modern world is conscious, in the realm
where thought and religion meet, is this.—WTiat is wrought into the
very texture of the modem mind is the idea of natural law. Hence,

1 SMprn, pp. 151, 152.
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!1 '^"*i!^ i*
*° ^' "°* "* "^™ P""^° fig^"°g f«>- its existence, but

the rightful and undoubted master of life, we must be enabled to see
natural law as a way of God. and the uniformity of natural law as an
appropnate expression of the rationality of God-an appropriate
expression of a divine re-son which, being absolutely perfect, cannot
be capricious or arbitrary, and which is immanent in the whole of
nature I do not mean to say that this is the precise point of view
teken by Spinoza in his "second metaphysic"; at any rate, it is not
the form of expression there used. But it is the lesson which the
wisest and most sensitive of modern leaders of religious thought have
been able to learn from this aspect of Spinoza's teaching-leaders ofwhom Herder, who was half theologian and half poet, and, therefore,
eminently fitted to learn valuable lessons in Spinoza's school, is a
representative.!

Such, on this side of its history, has been the strange outcome of
the thought of Spinoza. It had in it a metaphysic which, to use
words already quoted, is the theoretical expression of religion "in its
most concentrated and exclusive form "; and it had in it a metaphysic
which for centuries has been denounced as atheistic and anti-religious
And of t>>e8e two it was the latter, and not the former, which (through
men such as those just referred to—men of Herder's type) entered
beneficently into modem religious thinking, and helped in making
possible that in- ight which the world needed for composing the strife
between science and religion. For men who are in earnest about
religion—specially for men who are concerned with its intellectual
defense, or with interpreting it to new generations and changed minds
—few facts are more full of instruction and of warning than this. It
shows, for one thing, what mere sincerity in thinking can do. From

K '.."k?
»'ef«>n which can be learned aim from WordHworth ; in fact, in Wordgworth Ith« lU hlghe.t and eoundeet form. And it can be learned from Goethe; but?SW^«egood opinion U most worth having wiU not censure me if I prefer-though it w^rSTahappinen to be able to use genUer word, in speaking of the great German tr.hL.n

tho,«htful modem men. whether th.y Uke It ST^. are pr^fCdl, iS^ebt^r'Tn^^touch of the pure heart and upright spirit of Wordsworth, t aU that vastlnteSlwn^aU that comprehension of the world from the point of riew of art. for which th^rr;
of Goethe stands. Wordsworth's spirit not only U mo«Ul, hlgheT^ but Tt iSL brinwasounder and truer understanding of the real nature of the wortd. For the V^i nafT,,!^of the world is. if I ma7 be allowed such an expression. passionkteirmo^L ind th"Wordsworth knew ; and so did Plato ; but Goethe did not
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anything that seemed to be truth, or to be an aspect of truth, Spinoza
would not turn away. No matter how austere its countenance, he not
merely received it, but made it a welcome guest. And the result was
that, from a seemingly "anti-religious" view, later generations
learned a lesson which was in the most fundamental way serviceable
to religion. And it shows another thing: apologists who imagine
that religion can go forward only over the dead body of some scientific
truth have comprehended neither the depth nor the breadth of that
which they have taken it as their life-work to defend. Religion has
few more injurious friends than those who are strong in attacking
opponents, but weak in comprehending and interpreting their own
position.

'I
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PLATO AND THE FOUNDING OF IDEALISM.'

In the pathetic and winning history of Mysticism one of the most
marked features is a certain impersonality. Not that Mysticism has
been "hout its special champions; in its history there are outstand-
ing figures—the great and daring men of thought who clung to the
hope of union with reality, even while they were formulating the world-
shattering logic which puts reality beyond the reach of all the normal
forms and energies of our experience. But these are not so much
individual men of thought who by their own labour make their way
to a new insight, and win a generation to it, and so become the founders
of a school and a tradition. Bather they are voices for some-
thing wider than themselves; something that works dimly in the mind
of an age, like a hidden ferment, and slowly gathers shape, and comes
at last to 1 word. When some great race finds life an unsat-
isfied hunger or a burden of pain; when some great civilisation, with
all its skUl and wealth and luxury, weighs itself in the balances and
finds itself wanting; when some generation, possessed by the vision
and the passion of religion, finds its established religion a thing
external, ceremonial, priestly :—then, as by an original tendency of
human nature, and with no need of historical support or derivation, the
temper of Mysticis"! arises like a spirit moving upon the face of the
deep; and, having arisen, finds itt. prophets. It is the business of the
Idealist to persuade and convince men, as best he can, under all cir-

cumstances and in every spiritual climate; but the Mystic speaks
usually to hearts made ready for his word; and, to them, speaks with
overwhelming pjwer. Indeed, the passage of mystic doctrine from
land to land and age to age has seldom been more aptly described
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tlian by Professor l{oyce,» when he calls to our minds the words of
Coleridge's Ancient Mariner:

I pass, like night, from land to land ;

I have atran^se power of speech ;

That moment that his face I see,

I know tho man that must hear me :

To him my tale I teach.

The history of Idealism has been very different. He who first

formulated it, formulated it by the energies of the constructive
reason in him

; and formulated it well-nigh for ever. To its funda-
mental positions he worked his way slowly, sounding onward as
through an unknown sea ; availing himself of the diverse results of the
earlier science of his race, but going far beyond anything of which it

even had dreamed ; and showing himself so pre-eminent in the power
and insight of the labouring reason that since his day Idealism has
never departed without profound loss from what is essential in his
method and teaching, nor returned without receiving the touch and
the inspiration of a new life.

In the first place, he fixed for ever the scientific point of departure
of Idealism—the question how our knowledge is possible. Then, pro-
ceeding from that point of departure, he not only moved in the true
direction in his attempt to comprehend the nature of reality and the
meaning of our life, but moved so far in that true direction that the
way was made easy to all who in later days could enter into his teach-
ing as it really was. And another thing he did, in which his greatness

as the founder of Idealism culminates. He stated his view of the

world with a grace of temper, an elevation of soul, a prophetic and
compelling passion, such as gave to his truth a double power and made
it to the men of later ages an illumination and an austere allurement,

a persuasion and a rebuke.

This Plato did ; being one of those rare and most mighty spirits

in whom the gifts and the insights that are given singly to other men,
appear in combination, and in that combination take on a new and
greater power, each contributing to the other, each enlightenkig the

1 The World and the Individual, First Series, p. 85.
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other, each deepening the other. First, there came to union in him
the two great scientific currents in which the constructive thinking of

the Greeks had hitherto run : the older metaphysic, Ionian or Italian,

which sought to comprehend the universe as a universe ; and the newer
Socratic " way of ideas." In this combination each side found its true

fulfilment in the other, so that, in the place of two brilliant but limited

endeavours, there arose a single complete and solidly based and
thoroughly luminous view of the world. Then, secondly, this synthesis

itself was part of a still wider synthesis. On the one side, as the

achievement just referred to indicates, he had in him the scientific

mind. He had its intellectual disinterestedness, its passion after

knowledge for its own sake, its instinct for looking straight upon facts

and seeing them with clear eyes just as they are; he inherited, in a

word, not simply the results of the previous ientific history of the

Greeks, but also their scientific temper in tl j very perfection of those

qualities which have made the Hellenic mind to all ages the pattern

of the scientific mind. But he was possessed also, and to the very

centre of his being, by the great practical passions: by the passion,

moral and political, which seeks to shape life and the social organisa-

tion of life according to the good ; and by the religious passion which
apprehends, as the good, the ultimate principle of the universe, and
thus sets the whole of man's life in the light of a heavenly vision, and
directs all his energies to the works whose significance is eternal. And
in him those things—that disinterested scientific temper, that passion-

ate devotion to the realisation of the good, and that profound religious-

ness—were not warring tendencies; they were co-operating powers,

each widening the scope and deepening the character of the others.

And even this is not the limit of the union and co-operation in him of

characters that ordinarily stand apart. Along with that scientific

intellect, that moral and political and religious temper, there went
the mind of the poet, and the capacities, both receptive and active, of

the artist. And this side of his nature, once more,—in spite of the

hostility that necessarily existed between him and those artists of his

race who either were artists and nothing more, or else represented a

reason earlier and unpurified by criticism—really worked together with

the others. He was half poet ; but in him poetic intuition was a form
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of inteUigenoe, rather than a rival of intelligence; and bo the poet

ZuZ 1 ? ' ^'"'' °"' " ^'''' philosopher. He had the Ioni«a
delight m beauty, and the Ionian command over the powers by whichbeauty ,« expressed; but he had also the earnestness oV Lacedimon-no Donan saw more clearly than he the need in hu,„an life of sim-phaty of austere discipline, of that gravity of n.ind which lifts a manabove luxury, above levity, above the habit of imitation He had the

thirvr '^''"'I'l''^''^
condemned alike the world that now is, andthe mythology of h.s race, and the political order of his state. He hadthe Greek dehgh m life, the Greek instinct for the exercise and

de^^elopment of all the faculties of the soul, the catholic Greek sensefor comp eteness and mtegrity of life; yet he knew that life canreach >ts true wholeness and integrity, not by leaving all its elementsand mterests upon a level, but only by recognising the good, and
putting ,t m Its place of supremacy, and arranging the whole of life
as the manifold system of its realisation.

Such was the many-sided reason that dwelt in Plato and helped tomake him the greatest figure in the long history of philosophy. But
there IS still something else. A metaphysici.a is a man who seeks to

would do that must have more than scientific temper and scientific
aMity, more than a wide mind and large capacities of reason; per-sona ly and vitally he must himself possess, on all its greate; Zd
Zl! 7/ '^'

the experience into whose meaning he would inquire.For himself, and with directness and integrity of devotion, he musthave walked m the ways of life and have taken his part in the world'swork And this requisite, too, was fulfilled in Plato. It was not only
that he was man of science, artist, poet; not only that he sustained
the part of friend and of teacher; but his heart was linked to the
greater causes m the life of his people; he was a citizen drawn to the
welfare of tlie Greek states with an intensity of earnestness that hadm It the possibihty, and at last the actually, of tragic pain. He notonly had a vision of perfection, but felt the call to realise it ; to realise
It not abstractly nor in dream, but concretelv in the life of his dav-m the education which lasts from birth till death, and in the order of

Ml
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the state. He did not rest, as Windelband so finely points out,' in his
gaze upon the supersensuous world; he was not one of those saints
of contemplation who "receive into themselves the great picture of
existence and contemplate it in desireless peace." On the contrary,
having brought from the eternal realm ideals for this, he took up " with
passionate courage the struggle against the powers of the earth," and
strove " with all the energies of his soul ' to improve and to convert ' the
world "; he was—and is—" the chief of all the spirits who exercise
the energies of will." Such he was; and being such, there was no
escape for him from the wrestle with the world, no standing apjtrt from
life, no remaining untouched by the storm of the times.

Ihus, then, it was, that, wliile Spartan armies were going to and
fro upon the soil of Attica, there was given to the world in Plato its
most perfect example, not of philosophy only, but of the philosophic
mind. He was a great man of science; but he was more; he was a
mighty spirit, taking part in the struggle of man upon the earth, and
bringing to that struggle its illumination with eternal light. And so,
too, it was with his view of the world and of life; it shows the intellect
working at its very highest power; but it is more than a work of the
intellect. It is the passionate vision and creation of the entire human
soul

;
a vision and creation in which the working of the greater

passions—the passion for the state, the passion for righteousness, the
passion for eternity—goes hand in hand with the highest energy of
the disinterested intellect.

M

In attempting to understand this philosophy of Plato's as a body
of doctrine—which involves not merely apprehending Plato's conclu-
sions, but apprehending also the forces and tendencies that operated
in him to shape them—we have three things to remember at the outset.
FiK

, Plato was an Idealist from the beginning; from the beginning
the root of the matter was in him—there were no Kantian wanderings.
But secondly, his Idealism was not complete from the beginning.
The Idealism of his eariy and middle years had in it an incomplete-
ness which it was one of the great labours of his later years to remedy;

> At the done of bis monograph on Plato (Frommanng KtoMiJfcer der 7»A«o»<mftie»-a
hrlef but moot admirable account, which onicht to be trandated into KngUsh.
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PLATO AND THE FOUNDING OF IDEALISM
and this later work gave to the whole structure of his philosophy atonce greater depth, greater concreteness. and greater power. While
thiruly, throughout Plato's whole life the forces that make, not for
Idealism at all. but for Mysticism, acted upon him and found in his
soul a great response.

These facts give us our plan of treatment. We are to consider an
Idea ist; but one whose Idealism (1) stands face to face with the
great opponent of Idealism, (2) undergoes development from within.
It will be wise to take the discussion in three steps : ( 1 ) To put downm summary form the conclusions which constitute the Idealism of his
early and central years; and in doing this, to note what the internal
inco,npletenes8 just referred to, is. (2) Then to turn to the other
side, and consider the operation upon Plato, and in Plato, of the
influences that lead toward Mysticism. (3) Finally, to consider the
later stage of his philosophy, in order to see («) how far he has made
good the incompleteness of his earlier Idealism, (ytf) how far he has
overcome, and how far yielded to, the influences leading him toward
Mysticism. The two latter questions, it will be noted, do not stand
apart; they are so closely interconnected as really to form one ques-
tion; for the more clearly and fully Plato works out his Idealism; themore completely does he overcome the tendency toward Mysticism.

^irst then, from the dialogues up to and including the Republic,we have to gather the ground-lines of the earlier Platonic Idealism,
and to set these down in the form of a brief summary

I

u

I

\^Tiat Plato saw to begin with was that our experience, our actual
present life m order to be what it is, must be a part in a system of
reality greater than anything that now appears to us. He saw-saw
with a clearness which simply startles an English student turning
back to him from Locke or Bentham or the Mills-that there is in our
present experience something which this present world cannot give-
tha there operates in our experience something which that experience
Itself as It now stands cannot account for. For our experience involves-one might almost say, w-the operation of conceptions which, both
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in perfection and in universality, go beyond the particular things and
facU and events to which we apply the.n, and which we comprehend bymean, of t«em. They, it must be repeated, are not merely present in
our ex|H;r..nct.; they are active and for.r vtive in it. They are in our
minda not merely as something possessed, but a. something operative;
operative m the whole process of our thinking and knowing and doing.
Ihe straight line, for instance, the perfect circle, the perfcK.t square,
the perfectly e.,uiangular triangle-these conceptions and the many
similar ones which might be named, are, in the first place, actud
possessions of our minds; but not that only; they are absolutely
essential to even the met oU.nu.ntary proc-ess of knowing the world,
and m that process are continuously operative and continuously regu-
lative -iet this present world does not give them; there are no
straight lines or perfect circles in nature. And again, as we know
nature so also we regulate our conduct, by conceptions which the
present world cannot give because it has them not to give. We seek
perfect truth, and justice absolute, and the courage that is complete in
wisdom; but where are these to be found existing upon the earth?

Here, then, in the elomentar>' facts and the elementary form of our
scientific and moral experience, is a great problem; and this problem
18 the point of departure for that great voyage of the intellect, to which
1 lato, by many interests, practical even more than speculative was
driven As he advances from it, he works his way to a view of what
a Greek would call the form~a modern, the constitution or eternal
order-of the world; and to a corresponding view of the place, the
development, the true function, of the soul as a part of that eternal
world This view we have now to consider; though, as we go on to
set it down in orderly outline, we must remember that Plato himself
nowhere presents it in one systematically articulated account; for it
was his habit to develop now one. now another, of the many insights
which enter into it; and to develop these single insights, moreover,
by the method which best corresponds to the process and struggle and
gathering hght of actual experience—the dialectic method.

(1) First, then. Plato finds the form or constitution of the world
to be essentially rational; this is the keynote of his Idealism, and of
all Idealism. And unless Pla+onic IdeaMsm. and all Idealism, is to be
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radiially miHupprdniul.tl, it must be clearly undoMtood what it ucaiu
to Bay that the world iit rational in Ha con»titution. It meana lome-
thing more than that each of the various things of the world hat
independently in itn.'lf a rational nature. It means that all the things
»t the world form one rational ulrurture; form a gystcm or protesg in
which reason i>t realised. A number of forms, each rational in the
Benso of being apprehensible by reason, but simply existing side by
side, would not constitute a rational order. A rational order implies
some tominon purpose, some supreme principle, which is realised in
and through the total system or structure. That principle gives to
eiuh part or element in the system its place and function, and by
giving to it its place and 'unction gives it its meaning and reality.

So that the principle itseh is at once the immanent law and con-
stitutive energy— is even, in a sense, the essential reality—of the whole
system. This is true of any system, of any whole made up of parts,
which is to be called rational. Most of all is it true of that greatest of all
" ordered and organised " wholes which is the real world. If the real
world is an " ordered and organised whole," it is the realisation of some
one supreme principle, which is at once the source and the immanent
law of the structure of the world, and as such gives to each of those
individual forms that make up the system of the world, its place, it*

function, its character, its o'ality. This principle realised and fulfilled

in the structure of the world, Plato, in accordance with Greek usage,
calls the Good. To him, that is to say, the order or constitution of
the world consists in an hierarchy of rational forms—as he called
them, Ideas—with the Idea of Good at the head of the hierarchy. Or,
to put it in one word, the Good, as the source and law of all individual
determinations, of all individual capacities and function*, and thus of
all individual being, is the principle of reality.^

The steps in Plato's dialectic advance to this insight were of coune
many. One of them we shall have to deal with later, in considering
the forces that broke in upon Plato's Idealism, and made it all the
greater by making its battle harder. Here, however, a brief hint at
the general course of this part of the Platonic argument will be

I See PhUonophical Lectures and Bemaiiu of Richard LewU NttUfkip. lit ad. vol
II., pp. 217-237.

* '*
'
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.uflkient Kir.t, I'lato mw that particular objocU cannot Htand alone,
rhe.r lack of an shidinK for.,., their i..ct.HHant chango, their ariiing
and their .k^ay, show that th..y do not ...aintain thi-ir own Unng or
ex«t >n the.r own right. How, tho... are they to bo at.ounted for? At
the very lowe.t-n.aki.,g your Hr«t concession to reason as small a*
you poss.bly can-you ...ust go at least thin far: that for each of the
ktml^. for each group of Bi..,iiar things, there must Im some one abid-
.ng n.«l.ty which f..lflls itself through the.., and their changes. Thi.
"b.d.ng re«lity_,o which Plato gave the name Idea-he, at the
lHg.nn.ng of h.« work, tended to some extent to view m the common
element that remained when the differences of the particulars were
str.pped away. But n.ore and more ho ca.nc to view it as an energetic
pr.nciple, a creative power, which manifests itself in and through the
things; so that instead of our being compelled to abstract from the
differences to get it, it itself explains those differences. An Idea
m.ght perhaps be best def.ned for the modern mind by saying that
eaca idea, together with the thinfj- of which it is the pri.., iplp, would
form the object of a special science or sp..ial department of science.^
But with this "lowest possible concession" we cannot stop. For
these constitutive principles of the various classes of existence cannot
themselves stand apart or maintain their own being. They are not
independent existences, standing side by side for ever; they must be
conceived as forming one order, one universe. And what that meanswe have already seen

; they are the media or organs through which one
highest principle, one supreme creative energy, the Good, fulfils itself

(2) The nature and operative principles of our minds correspond
to the nature and operative principles of the world; thus it is that
knowledge and intelligent conduct are possible to us. The soul which
IS man is in organic union with those constitutive principles of the
world (the Ideas)-or, if you will, is in organic possession of them.
It brings them, or the potentiality of them, with it as its equipment
for the business of life, as its principles of knowledge and its standards
of conduct. This insight Plato delighted to set forth in myths of
unexampled splendour. But the meaning of the myths is plain: the

' K. ralrd, KcoluUon of Thtology in th, Ortek PhiloHophcvH, vol. I., p. 119 „,.
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real world is rational; the soul is reason; therefore, science and
intelligent conduct are alike possible.

(3) But that nature of the soul, and those its operative principles,

are developed only gradually, in and by that process in which we at
ODce a^iprehend reality and come to be ourselves. In knowing the
v-otU, the reason which is man, recognising the presence and operation
-f those eternal principles in the world, com.es more and more into

i'ojsession of them, and so comes more and more truly to be itself.

This apprehension of the world, in its gradual development, passes
from stage to stage of clearness

; passes, as Plato at one point says,*

through three lower stages to find rest in a fourth. The first two of
these ("conjecture" and "belief"), which represent the working of
the intellect below the " scientific " level, we need not dwell upon here.

But we must notice carefully the third, and the transition from it to

the fourth. The third is what nowadays we should call the stage of

the special sciences. Its defect is that each of its special divisions has
its own point of view and its own point of departure ; so that instead
of seeing one universe in the light of one supreme principle, it almost
has several universes. Or, as one may put it, it begins too far down
the stream, and so, in(=tead of seeing one stream, flowing from one
fountainhead, it sees only several diilerent currents. At this

stage, then, knowledge is inaccurate in the sense of being abstract,

"unfinished," incomplete. But in the fourth stage, knowledge
becomes adequate in form to its object. For here knowledge
directs itself to that supreme principle, only in the light of
which can any particular thing whatever be truly understood;
namely, to the Good, which the whole system and structure of the
universe is intended to realise, and which, therefore, determines the

place and function—that is to say, determines the reality—of each
individual thing in the total system. So that the Good, just as it is

the principle of being, is also the principle of knowledge. With
regard both to the world and to our minds it is the principle of intel-

ligence; for it is its activity, as giving to the things of the world
definite determinations, definite places in the system, definite

functions, that makes the things of the world intelligible; and it is

I Republic, 509 D seg.
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only through an apprehension of it that oi'r ii>inds c»ju ei. er fully and
finally into a true apprehension of things, and so becv,.ne truly and
fully intelligent. Hence, too, knowledge of it (and conformity of

character to it) is the ultimate object of education; and it is in the

science which seeks to apprehend it, that education—for those who are
able to go so far—culminates.

(4) To live in accordance with that true nature of the world is

the true way of life for men. The world, as a system in which a
supreme principle, the Good, realises itself (in measure and beauty
and truth, as Plato said later),i furnishes the pattern accoidinjr to

which man should organise his life. Indeed that statement is too

weak; for the world is the whole in which man lives; so that the

Good which is the organising principle of its structure and order,

should be the organising principle for his life. That is to say, the

Good (that which the world exists to realise) is more than a pattern
for man; it is that to which men should directly devote themselves

and seek to realise. So that the Good, as it is the principle of being, and
the principle of intelligence, is also the moral end for man. Moral-
ity means to k-now the Good which is the eternal law of the world, and
to make it the supreme principle of one's own life. But further : men
cannot realise the Good as solitary individuals. They must become
what the world is—a Hofffxos, an " ordered and organised " society,

a state. The state, then, is a human institute for the realisation of
the Good. In accordance with that purpose and no other, the state

is to frame its constitution, to train its citizens, to educate its legisla-

tors and statesmen ;—is even to limit its own size, so that the individ-

ual citizen shall not be prevented from participatii.g in the whole of its

life. And if a man is compelled to live in a state whose constitution

is evil or imperfect, let him organise his life so far as he can in
accordance with the order of the city whose "pattern is laid up in

heaven ";2 it is the model for all cilics, and the only model for the
man whose earthly city has an evil constitution ; and, after death, it

will receive those who have been faithful to its laws.''

' PhUebwn, especially 64.87.

2 Republic, 592.

3 It is intereating to note how men's thoughts answer one another across the attes.
Plato saw that our experience, In order to be what it now is, must be part of a reality
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fhlned III ?>f"
'^°"^*^'' '^' ^^^^°"^' P^'^^'Pl^^ that hadhaped themselves xn Plato's mind by the time he reached middle life.

ioi^t^
^'™-"'":

'V''''
^°^ «°^ ''''''-'' «t-tement as the mos

EIh^ ^'''';T
"' *^°'' P^'^'P''^^' ^^-i °f th« view of the world

both ?.. ?
*^' '""• ^'*^^ ^"'^ ^« to visible things tte sourceboth of their being and of their visibility. Of their bein^ for h^nmkes them what they are; he is " the^uthor f geSion andnounshment and growth, though he himself is not gene atbn '' .^dof their visibility, for he gives to them their capadty of be^ng e^nand to the eye its capacity of seeing them. In the'same wfy he

l^jl'^r'' '' '" '''"''' ^'"'^ "'^' -<! --"tial cvistencefandh precisely the same creative or constitutive activity, it gives to them

rational . .c' -wh.ch is their knowableness.i Tl,. Idea of Goodn one vvoid, is .he principle of being, the principle of knowledge, and'as is added a little later,^ the principle of conduct.

IL

Such a view concerning the form or constitution of the world

the Zd™- "!h
^^'"^ --^ •^--'«P-nt and function of the slun

tudrof Pll r "• ^'^^ '''' '"^ ^'^^^'^^"^ '"^^^ -- ^ -lied a

tt end n
'

h r "7 "r\'*'^"'
"^ "" ''^^^^i^g -ther than as

WW); P'^'^^^^Phy. batths easily won are usually either notworth the winning, or are won so easily because of the har^^ labour oearher men. And Plato's battle was far from easily won. He foiighover nearly the whole ground of philosophy; that i is, in fact whlhmakes him at once so deeply instructive and so infinitely suggestive

Into the terse statement: "We \yeM^?ofl^J^7'^T^'^^^'^'^''^-P'«)P"^
looking constitutes the proceaca Id tMntog- ""' """'"' "' "^ "«'"""»• -^d thta

I 507 seq.
» S17C.
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.J!^' u'
^'^"

.T""^"^
°"* ^^'''' ''' *^« Id«»li«™ ^hose mainposhns have just been set down, there is a certain incompleteness.

!LLT ?i
' '* ^ ' '°°''P"°^ "* '^' ^'S^''^ P^i^^iple For it

ThrOo 5' """' "' " '°°^*'*""^^ "'^^ -^'°i«-g P"°eiple.

orderfn T " ""''"' '°''^^' ^* '« *''^ -"^^« *°d home, theordering power the principle of unity, of the world. But that at once
raises he question

:
In order to be such a principle, must not the Goolbe conceived as something more than simply the Good? If it is truly

to be regarded as performing the supreme function of constitutingand ordering the world, must it not be taken up into some still higher
principle? Must it not, that is to say, be regarded as living Tnda tne «p,nt; so that the world would be viewed as constituted by aneterna spirit who is the subject of the world, whose Ideas are the

isihe clodr"'' '^'
"'"'^'^' '"•^ '^' '"P^*''"^ ^^" °^ ^^'"^ ^^tivity

To this problem Plato came in his later work. In that work hemade, indeed, what looks like a fresh start ; for he came at the problem

termino.''^''^ ^'n"'"'
'°^'' °' ^P?™^^'^' ""'^ ^''^ « different

terminology. But really it is the same problem; and reallv, therefore,
the advance is continuous.^ But before we go on to consider thaadvance there is another matter to be dealt with. For, as also was

In n .T't!?T^^'°"*
'^' ^•^"^^ °^ ^^**«'« Jif^' '^' f^^'^e^ that lead

Z: ?. .

^'^^^I'.^/t ^"' but to Mysticism, worked upon him; andupon that man>--sided mind, sensitive as it was to all spiritual influ-
ences, they could not be without effect. To these we must now turn-and m dealing with them we ha- ^ to consider (A) in what form thevae ed upon Plato; (B) what influence they had, Ihether in b'allLj
the unity and preventing the completeness of his Idealism, or in

that thinking of his later years in which, so far as was possible to him,he dealt wih both the great problems that beset hL; and, by a

arch ^f wfjT' "' f ''""^'*' '' '^"^^ P"* ^^« ^«^-t«"« -t« thearch of his Idealism, and overcame-though to the end only in part-
the mystic tendency. ^ ^
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(A) First, then, the influences that make for Mysticism fall intot^o grea classes For Mysticism has a twofold aspect. It is type

spirttan T?'V '>* " '' "^" " '°°^^°^^'^' ^' *^^ P- «=^

cepnon of religion and a way of life

lectuaVwaVlllj"' ^T."^
^^^^^^S^^^K first, the more purely intel-lectual ways along which men are led to Mysticism. The General

L tw Ltfi ''^'''V''''"r'
'**°^' ''^ ^'^^ ''^S^'^^'^g °f its work,

wha ,t now ,s only upon the supposition that reality goes far beyond

content of experience. And the work to which this insight calls

tTatrSr R?t
the everyday consciousness to the apprehension of

depart?re\er "V^'T'^^^^^^
''''' '^'^'""'"^ ^"'^ ^^^ this point ofdeparture there lies for the intellect a great danger It shouldremember that the reality to which it isattempting to r^ake ts way ssought as the explanation and the illumination of the experiencrfr;™

tt'. !,"*
"* ''"*• ""'' ^ *"^°*^»^ *^™«' it should remember tha™the desired universal and the present particulars are in organic co^nexion; that the noumenal order does not stand separate fZ timeand from p enomena, but rather is the phenomenal order trurund^

Tt T! r '' °° ^^P^°*tion of the other. But this very thing

Lre o t '' *;T '.°°* '' "^ '^"^°' *° ^°^^^t; and that by thfnature of the situation itself. For what the mind is seeking to do is
pass from an experience of appearances to a consciousness of

reality; and what stands out in the foreground, and is acutely felt is

eal-r"' T T "'""^ °' *'^ *^°' ^"* *^- difference, iie

not. They come and go, arise and decay; it abides for over, and is

and perfection, depends upon no perishing organs of flesh. Thus thetendency arises to separate the two: what they are, it is not what Uas, they are not. And the two being separated' the' way of t^e souf L
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plain; in the vision of the perfect and eternal reality, it must forget,
or resist, or despise, the present world.

This tendency takes many forms and operates in many degrees of
power. A number of the purer cases of it we have already considered
in dealing with Spinoza.i It did its work almost completely, for
instance, when, through generations of forgotten men, the Hindu
mind, moving under a burden of sad experience, sought to reach the
one fundamental reality by saying Neti, Neti—It is not so, it is not so
—to every particular form of god or goddess and to every particular
natural determination; and thus accomplished the vast march of
thought from Veda to Vedanta. Or again, it swept in perfect intel-

lectual clearness, and with one arrow-like flight, to its goal, when Par-
menides sharply and abruptly set over against the world of the senses,
a reality which purely and absolutely is, and is not flawed or limited
or contaminated by any " is not." These thoroughgoing cases, as a
rule, occur either at the beginning of a great civilisation, or in its

decline: at the beginning, when the pioneers of thought, by sheer
force of speculative daring, carry one-sided methods through to their
conclusion

; in the decline, when men turn away from the evil world,
and the religious influences which we are to consider in a moment work
victoriously upon them. But the logic of Mysticism is also able to
secure a footing in the middle periods, when the great constructive
and comprehensive minds are at work. In a different way, however;
usually as a tendency concealed in some method which is accepted
without question, but whose final significance is not perceived. In
such a method Mysticism often lies implicit, until at last some intellect,

fearless in its logic, but working in the service of the religious instinct,
carries the method relentlessly to its conclusion, and shows reality to
men as that with which they can enter into union only by renouncing
the world and all the normal forms of experience.

For our present purpose, one such method is specially important.
It is, indeed, simply a particular case of the general situation described
a moment ago. The facts and events of the world, as they are given
to us in our everyday consciousness, cannot stand alone. If we would
really understand them, we must go to something wider than them-

I Supm, pp. 126-lSO.
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toiZpr*" "T
'""'?' Pu™''P''' ""^''^ ««^^™ th«"' *l»^h hold themtogethe and make them and their changes one connected and

y8tematjc world. In the language of philosophy, we must go to their
universale. But how ere we to conceive those universals' If wlremembered that we seek th. universal as an explanation of 'the par-
cular, we should .ee thac the u.iversals must be active principles of
3nthes.s-aet,ve anri concrete principles which hold things together
into one world and by giving to each particular its place in the world

a at once explammg and containing both the particulars and their
differences and heir v^larions; would be conceived as at once the

^'ii'.riinw rv'''" ""' ^'^ p''^^'^"'"-' -'i «^ ^fa« -^^'io-

n I T f "' '°'° "''" '^''''"'' ^""^ °f "'« diff^>-«ne6s whichmark tlie.r individuality. And the highest universal would be the

Z ,7' '
n f'

^""^ '^'' ''''''' ""-^ '^""'^ °f the whole order ofhe world of all tho individuals in it, and of all the relations and dif-

e ernai iJ .r " ''"" ^°''^''""^^ ""^ ^'^ ''^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ther bye.e nai laws m the one system of the world. But at the very beginning
of the search for universals there is something which frequentfy lead!

o all hf . • ,
^"^ ''' "°'™' '^ ^•""^^^''^^ ^"^^^ - common

o all the members of a class
; they all share in it, and their sharing in

whTch
'"''""" of their reality. But how are we to get at something^hich is common to all the diverse members of a class? Surely nothingcim be easier-«imply strip away the differences and retain what is

eft. It ,s very natural thus to take for granted that since the universal
IS a form coinmon to all the members of a class, the way to reach itmust be by abstracting from the differences of those members. Bunatural as it is to drift into such a method, it puts you, as soon as youadopt It, into the grip of the logic of denial. For as y'ou ascend f^mstage to stage, stripping away the differences from particular things

lh.„T riT^I^""''
"°"' ""'^'^^^^'^ ^'^'^^ ^ove and more

abstract, unti at ast you reach the end with an ineffable One whic isbeyond all natural determinations and all forms of reason; and unionwith which, whether speculative or practical,' is therefore to be attained
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PLATO AND THE FOUNDING OF IDEALISM

only in some experience which transcends all forms of reason and all

ordinary activities of the rational spirit which is man. Thus it was,
for instance, that mediaeval Realism with its strong tendency to ascend
to the universal by the method of abstraction, led the way to Mysti-
cism. When its method was taken up by men of deep inward religion

and of an untiinching logic which not even canons and decretals could
bind, that which was left to them at the end, after they had abstracted

from the last differences—from the distinction between God the

omniscient knower, and the world, ideal or temporal, which He consti-

tutes and knows ; and from the distinction between the persons of the
Trinity—was that ultimate Godhead, that "still wilderness" which
" never did look upon deed " and " where never was seen difference,

neither Father, nor Son, nor Holy Ghost."i The same tendency, again,

was manifest when Spinoza, on one side of his thinking, carried to

the last conclusion a method and a principle which, coming from
Descartes, seemed new, but in truth were as old as medianal Realism,
and in the hands of a rigorous logician had in them the same
potentiality of Mysticism. Or, to take an instance which lies at our
very doors, the abstract tendency is present in the later thinking of
Kant, and is in constant strife with that concrete or synthetic method
which is Kant's proper contribution to modern philosophy; a strifi

so continuous that without reference to it, as the Master of Balliol m
almost every chapter of his great exposition has to remind us, scarcely

any leading point in Kant's critical philosophy can bo umlerstoiid.*

1 See the paper on Mcister Eckhart in Professor RoycoH Stiiriicx of Gnml aud EvU

;

especially pp. 276-282, nnd the words of .Schwestcr Katrci as given on p. 297.

s Indeed, it might almost be said that in man's effort to come to reality. Mysticism
may arise from any important error, from any important misuse of categories, provided
(1) that the method employed be that of the purely analytic loKic which carries a beginning
rigorously to the conclusion, aUowing no opportunity for turning back upon it to criticise
or reconstitute it

; (2) that the men be too completely possessed by intellectual gravity or
by religious passion to rest in the philosophic scepticism which would be the outcome of
the mere logic of the situation. To take a most unpromising InsUnce-a case where the
beginning augurs anything but a mystic close-if a man, deeply religious but at the same
time keenly logi al, were with implicit confidence to accept as his point of departure
almost any book of the traditional English or Scottish school of philosophy, he would
almost certainly become a Mystic; would almost certainly come to deny the world given
to his present Intelligence in the name of a reality not apprehensible by intelligence, and
to seek desperately for some way of union with that reality. Indeed, if Mr. Herbert Spencer,
retaining his philosophy, had been predominantly a man of religion rather than predomln-
anUy a man of science, he would have been a Mystic.-But the most remarkable of recent
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PLATO AND THE FOUNDING OF IDEALISM

molmfl '^^"r/
^'°''™' ""'^ ^^'' «P^"«' ^°'™ of the intellectual

LrT.
''°;'^«°'^ °f °"'- experience in it, lies for him in a world ofperfect and eternal realities, the Ideas, which are at once Tal on2forms and rational eneririps a^a ^t i ,

raiionai

tion and thlTir, ^'f^'' Z"*^'
^^ ^""'•^e, he knew that the explana-tion and the thing explamed must be in organic union: that worldhe knew, must be the truth of this world; this world rirknown'

Tnatu^: t:rT? ?
'': '''- °^ ^^«^' -^ « -n:;:!itr:;

tive to the evil and the imperfection of this world, Plato is temnted tolet his soul dwell in that world, forgetting this or despi „? *!

renouncing it, as a thing only of some secondary realirSii 'thepresence of true reality stands condemned for ever
"^

Ind to this

fre mTh:
'''!'' T ^r^ "P"^' '"^^ «- - shadow, he othe^

TJnllnt",T I
''''^'- ^^"-^"P^ »•'« ^^^'^' feeling is thefeeling of the difference between the real world and this present world

ha wi^^~''^
"""*^°*' «"*^°^' ^-^^ «f change' a" d^at

we are to see m a moment, was intensified by the form which therehgious passion often took in him; and by the way^n whch hesuffered from the resistance of his Greek world to that fdell whichrepresents the demand of the real world upon present society. So that

„n^ iy. rl \ "^ P^P"^' Aristotle-is torn between the synthetic

and theologm negahva. It is true that the conflict of these LaZZassumed a vexy different form in him from tha wh eh t as^umT"Erigena or Aquinas, in Spinoza or Kant It is trup IZTTJ^yie^mg to the negative te'ndency is less in l^hr^in'an '^
^'e^others just named :i true that the promise and the power of th«tthoroughgoing Idealism to which he was later to comeTalreadyt

» man of thought to whom we »r« a°" deenW indrh^.!? w T*^™ '^"«"* dialectician.,
it, which Ilea in his treatment of .ome rf the hthl. " ^^^ ^^- ^""""y- Thecaueeof
cannot be discnfuied here.

'''"'" «*t«»orie8. Is most interesting but

Or:^^pZX^rJ^T^X^,^X:-^^^_ '- -•<'-». ^~'««- Of THeoU^ ,„ ,^
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PLATO AND THE FOUNDING OF IDEALISM

the dialogues of the central period. But nr•^i^ the less the strife is

there. And in the special form mentionerl an instant ago

—

i.e., in
advancing from particulars to class-con .<.p(ioii.s—the strife is also
there. In the earlier thinking of Plato there is a wavering between
two views of the relation of a universal to the particulars grouped
under it; the two views, as one may say, are present in solution. The
one, regarding the universal as the common element in different
individuals, tends to seek it by abstraction, by leaving aside the diHer-
ences of those individuals, and to give it an existence independent and
separate; making it, to use an expression of the later Plato, like a sail

drawn over the individual members of the class.' The other regards it

as a synthetic principle, manifesting itself through differences, and
therefore both explaining and containing those differences. And as far
as the former prevails, it makes possible, in the way already indicated,
the logic of Mysticism.

(2) But, as we have seen, there is another order of influences
making for Mysticism—the practical or religious ; and it is only when
these co-operate with the first that Mysticism in the completeness of
its type arises. The nature of these may be indicated in this way.—To
the religious instinct and passion, in its higher development, two
directions of movement are possible; and 'lus in man's effort after
God two tendencies have arisen. These are seldom found in purity of
type, ordinary religious life usually containing both, though approx-
imating sometimes to the one, sometimes to the other. Of these
tendencies the one which commonly is the earlier to prevail, whether
in the individual or in any deeply religious age, is dominated by the
sense of the sharp contrast between the world and God ; the world as
evil, God as altogether good; or the world as nothingness and vanity,
God as all in all. But the later and more thoughtful tendency sees
that Manichaeism in ant/ form shatters religion itself; that the
religious life in its every step implies an organic connexion between
God and the world ; God being led by the goodness of His nature to
impart Himself; the world being a process wherein, by that increas-
ing impartation of Himself, He realises an eternal purpose which
itself arises from His nature and is the expression of it. The religion

• Pamunides, 131 BC.
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former kindTulTlvTw "'^r
"'''^'''"^- ^"' ''"« ••«^''«*«n of the

a«cetic« and Cr i a„Tu ',

'"" ""' "^-'"-*"-«- It make.

My«tici«m. For oTie'cne hand r.::
'* "' '"^* ^''^ '^^'"-"^ <>'

the pcibiiit, that n.area„tl eTorj^r;; tTV^'i^^^quest after .ud. union the supreme bu iness Inife
'

«: "JI ".J"'hand it is convinced that unL n„ u
"* "" *''*' "ther

world, through no uch Irde" as Z^T " *'°" ''^ ^^'^ P'^«-^
"nion to be attained

^
" "^ "'"" " "«*"''"' ««»'- *« that

clm.ii alS'th?;
' '"*° P'"'""""^ ^^'''*'''°"«- ^^"d both his native

tragedy, the" i ^i; I^^^^^^
'['"'] ^'^'^ -'' "^ the world's

than the second of the tw7forn . v'f^
"''"'"'^ *'"^ ^"-^^ ^t^er

the grave Dorl^VuI eS, tS^ rmT^^^^^ '7- ^° ''"" ^"^

above the allurements of 'the world ani Th , '°'^r'"'
''""^

and after perfection which in T m ''""«"' """ ^^ernity

the fashion':f this Jaltd no r^^ and that"T ""'' "^'^ '''''

observable in line and hi.), / T * '°^™ P""*^ "^ "^ind,

from evil and se^ks fts^t ^'"I''
""^''^ '"™^ instinctively away

troubleof evil hatnonlar%".V'
'"'"'^ '" "^''^'^ ^'^ «"^ the

the world-denying nstinctwithlf n ,"1" "'^ "*^ '^"^'^ *« ^^^^'-P
ing of the souIwHoh !'

.
^°'^ *°° ^'" '^^ '^"^'^ the sadden-

defotion to h tZ ZV: ""
f° ^"^^ "P- "^« -th high

which that wel arelnl s nd'fir;.' """V"
'''' ^""* -"-« ^°

immovable by that nasln ' ''"'^'^ *^ ^ * ^<"^y "^ ^eath,

not merelyVl^i ^ZZ'Z'ofir''^ '' Tworst, had slain his master But in LilM 1 *' """" "' *«
passion, the passion of the reformer X?'^ '''r'

"°^ P°'"'^'

perfection and seeks to hrllTr^r, ' ^^''^ "P°° ''^"^e^^J

in vain against he Hf^f"f d , Z,7''
'' '"''''' ^"'^*^' ^^^^^

the elder Dionysius; in va^l'Sain^ t^e"irofTh"'
''''

T'^
^'

citizens were no longer men of m! T .
^*^^°'' ^^"^ the

cleverness and nnstable ^Zj ^itln ri^tt
°^^ ""'"^ '''^^

a^inst the general political ^^^^ol^0!^^^^^^^m

,^;"i^'^yLtUtf i-ivif«. IT; svsmtt «^V4.-:1<akl



PLATO AND THE FOUX 1)1X0 OF IDEALISM

that runs from the day of the Thirty to the coining of the Macedoniiin.
And 80 It camo to pa«8 that through th.- whole course of Plato's life
there ran that same trag.nly of passion and of hope which filled the
early years of Wordsworth. The passion of the prophet and of the
reforn.er shattered itself into despair against the circumstances of the
age and against the brute power with which political inefficiency and
political corruption can maintain themselves against high ideals and
high character.'

(B) Thus, then, the influences that load toward the doctrine and
life of the Mystics, acted upon the foun.ler himself of Idealism. What
response, we must next a.k, did they call forth ? what result had they
in 1 lato s view of reality and of the way of life

?

One thing is clear to begin with. They have influenced very deeply
the tone and expression of the Platonic philosophy. It presents itself
to Its students as a many-coloured web shot through and through with
mystic motives Not only toward what we commonly call the things
of the world, but aUo toward many even of the virtues in their
ordinary exercise, and toward the opinion which is at least a poten-
tiality of knowledge, and toward many of the greater literary and
artistic forms, Plato takes up frequently the true Mystic's attitude of
pity and renunciation and rebuke. And he has the Mystic's strange
and compelling glory of speech, the power mingled of prophecy and
poetry, which, logically or illogically, has fallen so often to the lot of
those who use speech only for winning men to the silent life. In callingmen to the renunciation of the world, to the practice of death, his
words take on the tint of Mysticism, just as sometimes, on evenings
late m autumn, the sky that bent over the work of the day ceases to be
a thing of this world, and with stern magnificence and yet Tvith beauty
unutterable testifies against the weariness and the ambitions of the
earth and against the men who in these things lose themselves

Nevertheless, the outcome in Plato was not Mysticism. It was not
to be that among men of Greek speech the great argument which Par-
menides had left a thing purely intellectual should advance to "do the
full work of a philosophy" as an ethic and a religion. Though Plato

1 See the excellent statement in WIndelband, Platan, csneotall* in th« fl~, k .and in tlie concluding pages.
especially in the first chapter
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PLATO AND THE FOUNDING OF IDEALISM

revered Partnenidcii, and though of all the Hellenea he wai the moat
fitted in character and cxptTicnce to respond to the appeal of Myati-
ciitni, yet the very fact that he wcu a Hellene made it impoMible that
it should be his vocation to lift the Parmonidean view of reality into
a wigdom for the guidance of life, and to give to that wiadom it«

language of irresistible persuasion. The Oreek loyalty to reason and
the energies of reason; the (Jroek love of definite and specific form;
the Greek belief that such form is truly and essentially characteristic
of reality :—these held the field. He was not won away from his view
that the forms and energies which constitute reality are forms and
energies of reason; and that this rationality of the real means that it

has one supreme and organising principle, the Good, without devotion
to which reason is not reason. And holding to this, he is not a
Mystic. For though \w may sometimes speak of the present world
with the voice of a Mystic, yet there remains a difference which ii

essential. The relation between Plato when he goes farthest toward
.Mysticism, and the thoroughgoing Mystic, might be stated in this
way.—Both believe that there is a reality untroubled by change or evil
or decay. Both l)elieve that in union with that reality lies the welfare
and blessedness of the soul. Both believe that it is beyond all reach of
sense-perception. But the Mystic goes on to add that it lies just as
much beyond all forms of reason as it does beyond sense-perception, so
that if you would apprehend it, and make it your own, and become at
one with it, it must be in an immediacy of experience which transcends
reason, transcends all ordinary forms of cognitive and moral experi-
ence. While Plato urges, on the contrary, that the truly real is the
verj' perfection of reason, the very perfection of all rational form and
rational energj', and that it is by perfecting the reason within you—
reason in the greater sense of the word, not the mere logical intellectr-
that you draw near to it. With the Mystic, to put it in a word, the
negatives directed against the present world, and against the life that
men live if they walk in its ways, are uttered in the name of a reality
above reason

:
with Plato those same negatives are uttered in the name

of a reality which is the completeness of reason.

So that Plato, evon though you can learn a great deal of practical
Mysticism from him if you have the right kind of soul, remains an
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PLATO AND THK FOUNDING OF IDEALISM

Idcaliit. Yet the influencfM whiih we have lufn congidiTtng were by
no rtieann without their effect. They wire not ahle to make the earlier

Plato a Myctic. But they wpre able to do Hoinethin)? : they were able

to iletermine the typo of hix IdenliNni. They cauHod it to he of that

modified type whieh wu8 nketthed on an earlier page,' under the name
of Ahiitraet IdeailKm: that which regords the genuine reality and the

true home of tlie soul an n world of i)urt' reason (in that larger sense of
the word already indicated), from which this present world of the
sensen is wparated as a realm of merely secondary reality; so that
the uni(m of the goul with the genuine reality is to be won, its citizen-

ship in that world Hccompiished, only liy a life in which scnse-ex|)eri-

ence is not an integral element subserving the interests of the spirit,

but is regarded rather as an alien atmosphere to be csniped from.

In setting down the broad outlines of the earlier Platonic Idealism
we noted as a matter of fact, and without considering the explanation,
that there was an incompleteness in its conception of its highest prin-

ciple. What we have now seen might almost 1)0 put in this way: that

corresponding to that incompleteness at the top, there is an incom-
pleteness at the bottom : the worlil given to the senses is not clearly

and unwaveringly viewed as a manifestation of the highest principle,

and as a factor in its realisation of its purpose.

This, however, we must understand somewhat more fully. And
that can best be done by returning to that summary outline, and con-
sidering in what way the negative tendency, when it comes to the front,

is able to modify each of the four positions there indicated.

( 1 ) First, then. Plato often speaks as if the system of Ideas were
not 80 much the form, or order, or constitution, of the one universe
which we know and of which our present experience is an integral
part; but were rather a universe existing by itself and complete in
itself—the real universe; and this sensible and temporal process in
which we now live, a system having only a secondary reality. So that,
in this aspect of Plato's thought, we approach to a theory of two
worlds: one of absolutely pure reason and complete righteousness,
where without hindrance the Good perfectly realises itself; the other
an imperfect realm of sense and time. And of this lower world Plato
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PLATO AND THE FOUNDING OF IDEALISM
epeaks in varying tones. Sometimes he makes it a shadow, or a
hmdrance, or a prison. From it the good man seeks to escape,
philosophy as a "practice of death" being his way of deliverance!
At other tunes he views it as in some sense organicdly connected
with the world of Ideas. The things of this world have some share, by
participation or imitation or however it be, in the nature of the Ideas

:

so that m this world, even in the forms and activities of the " unex-ammed life, > some fulfilment is possible of tliat Idea which is the
life-givmg sun of the real world—the Good.

?l^"*,T*'^°
^^^^° ^^' *° '^^^^ explicitly with the question of the

possibility of knowledge, what will he do with his tendency toward a
two-world theory? For in knowledge the two worlds are together:
par icular and universal are in organic connexion. Knowkdge is
really an interpreting of particulars in the light of their universals.
Or, If you have failed to see that, and regard knowledge as having to
do only with universals-so that the process of gaining knowledge is
a passing o«< of particulars to universals-still the very fact that you
can pass frona the one to the other shows that the two are in connexion.
What Plato does is very remarkable. He maintains-to explain the
possibility of knowledge he must maintain-his belief in the corre-
spondence of the nature and principles of our minds to the nature and
principles of reality, and in the consequent capacity of our minds toform class-concepti6ns which represent to us the Ideas. But when
his sense of the gulf between the two worlds is strong upon him he

ZTM ? ^"t^
°".* «-entifically, but prophetically, in myths and

parables that for blended charm and majesty stand unequalled in
literature. The souls of men-so in these he teaches-pre-existed, andm their pre-existence gained some glimpse, fuller or narrower, of the
Ideas That vision, when they fell to the earth, they retained in a
sort of latent memory; and so bring with them to their present life
the potentiality of true knowledge. Under the stimulus of the things
of this world, which imitate the Ideas or share somehow in their
nature, that potentiality is realised, or may be realised; the ancient
vision cdled from its latency into clear consciousness, becomes whatwe call knowledge or science, but what truly is Reminiscence. It will

1 ^poloify.3g\.
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be observed what this really means. It means that, even when Plato
is using the speech of Abstract Idealism, the root of Concrete Idealism
is in him. For while the form of language used in such a myth as
that of the Phaedrus sets the two worlds apart, its essential meaning
joins them together.

(3) Under the influence of the separation of universal and
particular, of Idea and phenomenon, the " stages of knowledge

"

come to be represented, not so much as stages in a development
in which we pass from the vague and inadequate to the clearer
and more adequate, from the abstract to the concrete, in one word,
from the particulars in isolation to the particulars seen in the light
of the Idea of Good as elements or factors in its realisation; but
rather as different kinds of insight relating to different orders of
objects. Knowledge and opinion are different faculties and have to do
with different kinds of subject-matter. The sphere of knowledge is

being; but the sphere of opinion is that mi.xture of being with non-
being (i.e., of the Idea with empty space) which is the present world.
The one is absolute and infallible, as having grasped the supreme
principle of the real world and seeing everything in its light. But the
other is relative and erring, tossing about in a region which is half-
way between pure being and pure non-being.' He who has failed to
grasp the Idea of Good which is the supreme principle of all reality

and therefore the master-light of all vision of reality—can we allow
his " opinion " to be a genuine stage on the way to knowledge ? Rather
we must say of him " that he knows neither the essence of good, nor
any other good thing ; and that any phantom of it, which he may
chance to apprehend, is the fruit of opinion and not of science ; and
that he dreams and sleeps away his present life, and never wakes on
this side of that future world, in which he is doomed to sleep for
ever."2

(4) So far as the two-world theory prevails, the rule of conduct,

» Repuhlie, 47B-480. Cf. Sympomum, a02A, and even Timaexu, MD, 52.

I Repuhlie. SMC, tr. Davles and Vaughan. Compare the treatment of •' right opinion "

in the Meno (97-100», where the tone is Rentier (though pomibly with a touch of iroTxy-e.g.,
In the reference to that right opinion of itateHmen which is in politica what divination la
in religion-'-for diviners and also prophet* gay many thing! truly, but they know not
what they gay ") but the radical oppoglUon Itnelf ig by no meang obacnred or given up.
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"live in accordance with the true nature of the world" comes tomean: Rise to citizenship in the real world, and in order to do so

Zt 7T ''""" *'' '''' '""^ "^^ ^'y' °f this present world.

To i-K ?
'' *" '"^' '^' ^''"^ """ '' ^'^I'^d to a life not of this

. nH .u I'

"'°°*'^-^'>'' 't i« ''•'•d that the Good cannot be realised
under the ordinary forms of our present experience, so far as that
experience IS one of time and sense; so that « demotic virtue," instead

tion!!fT7 /' " ^'°"'"' '^°"^''^ inadequate stage in the realisa-
tion of the Good, ,s regarded as a phantom of virtue calling for down-
right condemnation. Both these sides of the abstract tendency come
frequently to expression in Plato; but the place where they secure
their most continuous and impressive statement is-with singular
approprmteness-in the Phaedo. The man of philosophic mind "is
a ways pursuing death and dying," and ^'has had the desire of death
all his life long " But what is " the nature of that death"? It is
that release the soul from the body" which enables the soul "to

ZlZ t. ^'' *'' ''^'' '' ' ^'°^^-^ - the acquirement ofknowledge^ The senses which it brings to the soul are « inaccurate
witnesses.- So that the soul, if she attempt "to consider anythingm company with the body" is "obviously deceived "; and if she is t^gain a revelation of true existence, must gain it in that thought in
which the mind ,s gathered into herself, and none of these things

wUhlt t h . "r :' "" ''^' '''' ^"« "« ^""^ - p'-hle to do^ith t, in which "she has no bodily sense or desire, but is aspiring
after true be.ng^' m which she is free from all the troubles and evils of
he bodily l>fe, hunger and disease, " loves, and lusts, and fears, and
fancies o all kinds, and endless foolery." "wars and fightings and
factions."' So long as the soul uses the bodv as an instrument of
perception (t.r. uses the senses), she is " dragged by the body into the
region of the changeable, and wanders and is confused; the world
spins round her, and she is like a drunkard, when she touches
cnange. ... But when returning into herself she reflecte, then

84 ABC. >«SA. • 66,68.
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6he passes into the other world, the region of purity, and eternity, and
immortality, and unchangeableness, which are her kindred, and with
them she ever lives, when she is by herself and is not let or hindered;
then she ceases from her erring ways, and being in communion with
the unchanging, is unchanging."^ It is at this existence of the soul in
herself alone, in which " the soul in herself " beholds " the realities of
things," that philosophy (in Plato's sense of the word) aims while
tlie soul IS still cumk'red with the body. " The lovers of knowledge,"
says Socrates, "are conscious that the soul was simply fastened and
glued to the body—until philosophy received her, she Jo"ld only view
real existence through the bars of a prison, not in and tfirough
herself; she was wallowing in the mire of every sort of ignorance, and
by reason of lust had lK?co»ie the principal accomplice in her own
captivity. This was her original state; nnd then, as I was saying, and
as the lovers of knowledge are well a^ are, philosophy, seeing how
terrible was her confinement, of which she was to herself the cause
received and gently comforted her and sought to release her, pointing
out that the eye and the ear and the other senses are full of deception
and persuading her to retire from them, and abstain from all but the
necessary use of them, and be gathered up and collected into herself
bidding her trust in herself and her own pure apprehension of pure
existence, and to mistrust whatever comes to her through other
channels and is subject to variation; for such things are visible and
tangible, but what she sees in her own nature is intelligible and
invisible. And the soul of the true philosopher thinks that she ought
not to resist this deliverance, and therefore abstains from pleasures
and desires and pains and fears, as far as she is able;"—delivering
herself thus from the dominion of pleasure and pain, because "each
pleasure and pain is a sort of nail which nails and rivets the soul to
the body, until she becomes like the body, and believes that to be true
which the body affirms to be true; and from agreeing with the body
and having the same delights she is obliged to have the same habits
and haunts, and is not likely ever to be pure at her departure to the
world below, but is always infected by the bodv; and so she sinks into
another body, and there germinates and grows, and has, therefore, no
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part in the communion of the divine and pure and simple."! So that

£ r^^w.'^! T "T"" "P°° ^^' '"^^' '' * «t"dy «°d practice of
death. But that the long purification and deliverance may be con-summa ed, the body must be more than subdued; it must die. so that
the soul may take up her dwelling altogether « in her own place alone."And hence when the day of death comes, the true lover of wisdom will
depart with joy, having "a firm conviction that there, and there only,
he can find wisdom in her purity."^ The soul "which is pure at
departing, and draws after her no bodily taint, having never volun-
tarily during life had connexion with the body, which she is ever
avoiding, herself gathered into herself --such a soul cannot "at her
departure from the body be scattered and blown away by the windsand bo nowhere and nothing," but "herself invisible, departs to the
mvisible world-to the divine and immortal and rational: thither
arriving, she is secure of bliss and is released from the error and folly
of men, their fears and wild passions and all other human ills, and

u^ o h- , ?
"V'^^^^herhand, the virtues which do not measureup to this Icvel-the "demotic" virtues, the virtues of men who live

in the sphere of sense and time, and are busy with the matters of thisphantom world, and are unguided by the vision of that Good which is
the source and form of all virtue :-these cannot properly be called
virtues at all. The courage of such men is but anoLr foL of feirhey face one evil because they fear a greater; they are courageous
because they are cowards. Similarly their utilitarian temperance is
intemperance; they abstain from one pleasure because they desire
another, overcoming pleasure in one form because they themselves areovercome by it in some other form.* They do not know that "theexchange of one fear or pleasure or pain for another fear or pleasure
or pain and of the greater for the less, as if they were coins" is not

ff rl7; ^l
"• " Wisdom-M., the apprehension of the Idea

1 „T .n ..'
'''""'"^ °* ^^'''^' '° '*« ^'«^*-^ the "one true coin

for which all things ought to be exchanged "; and the virtue which is

>82R,K<.

«68DR.
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PLATO AND THE FOUNDING OF IDEALISM

made up of the goods of the earth, severed from wisdom and exchanged
with one another, "is a shadow of virtue only, nor is there any
freedom or health or truth in her."i

To sum up, then, what we have so far seen, we must say that the
two tendencies which have been the main currents in the greater
history of philosophy and of religion, are both present in Plato: the
synthetic, which in philoii-.phy gives rise to what we have called
Concrete Idealism; and the abstract or negative, whose partial
triumph gives rise to Abstract Idealism, but whose complete domina-
tion m a profoundly religious mind is the source of Mysticism. But
we must also note the relation in Plato of these two tendencies. The
tragedy of the world lay close at his heart; and the most impressive
thmg in all his writing is his prophesying against the world. But in
spite of that, we must make no mistake about the fact that even in hie
earlier and middle years his deepest loyalty is with the synthetic
tendency. True, its victory is in this period never complete. Again
and again Plato draws the line sharp and hard between science and
opinion, between demotic morality and true virtue, between the soul
in the body and the soul freed from the body, between the real world
and the cavern of our sense-experience; again and again with sad
earnestness he exhorts men to practise death that they may truly live
and to fly from the world to God. But with all this, the deepest
impulse of his philosophy is toward an organic connexion of our
present life, and of the system of things in which it is lived, with the
ultimate principle of reality. This, of course, is a question of the final
impression which the whole body of his writings in the periods in
question makes upon the reader. But special reference may be made
to two subjects which already have taken pre-eminent place in his
thought: the state as the greatest of human institutions for the
concrete realisation of the Good, by the bringing of men's lives out
of confusion, out of self-willed individualism, into an order which
reflects the order of eternal reality; and still more,« education as that

89R.
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PLATO AND THE FOUNDING OF IDEALISM
in which men, not by suppression of the normal energies and capacitiesof the,r nature but by the development and discipline of these, .reled throughout the whole of life in knowledge and in character to;''!

But Plato, lover of truth for its own sake, and master of that

ithrh' rt' "'Tl'
"'""'^^^ ''" °^" --'--' and r4 to

thinl f'"^^,

?'•«•;''''"•« "'•^ adequately solved, would luive been some-thing le.s than h.mself if he had left his philosophy in this strife o^endencics Plato was a man to look his own problonfs in h f e andherefore
1 e passage of years brought to his Idealism a steady ^-^wth

elt hJin
""' " «^'^-^-«'«*-'-^' - --tet^ of its materialf Hefe t that in some genuine sense everything which you cannot decisively

conntH.ted with the supreme principle of reality; indeed, that is the

him to face the problems that arose from his tendency to separate theworld of pure reason and perfect goodness from the Lid of sensibleand temporal experience. With these problems he dealt in iriater
period, which might almost l,e described by saying that in it the
conflict between the two types of Idealism comeefplici U- forwardand IS settled, so far as was possible to him, in favour of th^ ConTr^e!

III.

But this brings us to the third step of onr work. We have toconsider that later thought of Plato in which he apparentlv makes anew start, but really carries directly forward the d'evelopmenrof hitIdealism. In approaching this it is necessary to have fn mind theexact situation in which at the beginning of that later thoughT he find!himself. Hence it is advisable to note again, first, the problems wSremain for him from his eariier thinking; secondiv, the ^olulve

n8ta..oe of a feeling for the organic con„eX™f" wuc^^e?; wrth""^'':!'"
'~'"'*'-

in heaven." the a»<ertion placed in the mouth nt<tn}.l.,I^.I^ "" P*"em laid ap
Athenian laws with thoeeome worldZow.) " '^'' °' '"« "'"""P »' ""•



PLATO AND THE FOUxNDIXG OF IDEALISM

insight wliich he carries forward with him and u,K.n which any
advance m solving those problems must Ik,, based. The p.oblems, as
already we have seen, are two. ( 1 ) There is a problem connected with
the conception of the liighest principle. If the Good is to be regarded
as the creative energy and organising principle of the universe, must
It no be conceived as something more than sin.plv the Good; namely,
as selfK.onsc.ous and self-determining spirit, wiiich constitutes theworld in view of an end-the (Jood-and shapes its structure and
process according to definite types and fixed laws-the Ideas?

1 .n V T r "'
'"''"'^ ^"'" ^"" ''>' **">* "^^«ti^-^- «'<P«=t of his

system which we have just been considering-his tendcncv to excludefrom genuine reality the sense-world and the human experience, and
activities connected positively with it. Or, putting these two problems
together we may say, as was noted above, that what Plato has to face
IS a double incompleteness in his Idealism: an incompleteness at the
top-ue., in Its conception of the highest principle; and a correspond-
ing incompleteness at the bottom-the inability to comprehend the
sense-world as an organ and manifestation of the highest reality.
Second y with regard to the positive insight which Plato carries
forward from his earlier Idealism to his later, what we have toremember is this._If you have been led to draw a line through the
universe .vnd to say that what is above this line is truly real,\-hile
what IS below ,t is unreal, or only partly real, that mistake is not
necessarily a ata one For if, with regard to what you .la consider as
real, your method is the true one. the synthetic one. it is likelv sooner
or later to break the barrier which you have erected around the field of
Its operation and to go forth to reclaim the banished parts of the
universe.' And this is very nearly Plato's case. For. however pronehe oeeasionally may be to look upon the things of the sense-world withhe .yes o a ry.stic, yet. as we have already seen, when he comes todescribe what to him is the genuine, the undoubtedly real, world hismethod IS the thoroughly synthetic method of Concrete Idealism

upon in our own day by Mr. Br,^,'';, Cl*: n^;Tde;^elTr:r;i7/whL"hrH? ''"T^accordingly a8 they are lower or hlirher manif,>«r»Hn„7 i f ' "'* ""'"^ ^ave
the supreme principle. Cf. Calrd F^tZ,^nof nJ^l^ ,f' T'^ >^e<^uaU> media of

I., pp. 193-197 and 221.2S0.
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PLATO AND THE FOUNDING OF IDEALISM

The real world, precisely in the name of which he sometimes denies
and denounces this present world, is to him no ineflfable One. It is a
world rational and rationally organised. Rational, for it is made up
of rational forms or energies (the Ideas) and rational distinctions are
of Its very essence. And rationally or^ nised; for it has one supreme
principle, the Good, which is a true universal of universals—no mere
abstracted common element, but an eternally creative energy, a truly
active and organising principle, the source and home and explanation
of all the other Ideas, of all their differences, of all their determina-
tions, and therefore of their whole reality and their whole knowable-
ness. Thus we may say fairly that the central battle of Idealism is
already won in the thinking of Plato's middle period. In fact, we
have seen reason for saying more than that. As a special evidence of
how that central victory extends itself along the whole line, we have
had to mark the way in which Plato causes the interests of the ideal
world to come over and prevail concretely in this, in two great realms,
education and the state: education as advancing through orderly
stages toward the apprehension of the Idea of Good; the state as the
human ip-titute for its conciete realisation.

We have to turn, then, to the last stage of Plato's thought. In it,

as was noted above, we seem to come upon something new. The Ideal
Theory seems to have fallen into the background, and a new inquiry to
have been made into the constitution of the world, which leads directly
to the conclusion that the world is a work of active intelligence.
Really, however, the advance is continuous, as we shall see if we follow
its own line of movement. I^t us consider, then, somewhat more fully
just what the problem is, which arises for Plato out of the dualism,
the two-world theory, toward which the facts o: life had in earlier
years driven him. The problem raised by the separation of the two
worlds—whether the antithesis be left sharp and hard, or modified
into something not far from organic connexion—is twofold.* First,
how came this present world into existence at all ? Reality is with the'
other world. Then this world, if it has any reality at all, must have
its source in that world. But why does that world, complete in its

mo^^lrphu.!"";"
'"'"

"
""' " °'^"'' " '^"'^' '" ''•"""^ "'~'°" """



PLATO AND THE FOUNDING OF IDEALISM

eternal ptTfoction, go beyond itself, to constitute another world, iU
counterpart or its shadow? What is there in ite nature which impeig
it thus beyond itself, and leads it to communicate itself, and drives it
to the energies of creation? Secondly, if that world is the source of
this, how is it that this world departs so far from the nature of that ?
how is it that that world has given rise to something so much unlike
itself—nay, so contradictory to itself? How from that world of
reason and purity, of blessedness and perfection, has this scene of
imperfection and pain, of sorrow and an imprisoning body, of folly
and madness, arisen? It is with problems of which the foregoing is a
statement in modem dress, that Plato deals in the great group of
dialogues—ParmenWe*, Sophist. Statesman, and especially Philebus
and Timaeus—in which his philosophy, laying aside at times its
charm of expression and showing itself grey with the labour of thought,
reaches its height of metaphysical comprehension.

First, then, how came this present world into being at all? How
came the world of Ideas to go outside of itself, to go beyond its own
completeness and perfection and become the source of another world?
Here it may be advisable to pass at once to Plato's final answer, then
to come back and follow the argument by which he leads up to it.

That final answer is given by an interpretation (seen in preparation in
earlier writings) of the character of that supreme principle of the real
world, which formerly Plato had called the Idea of Good. It—or
following Plato's example in the Timaeus let us say, he—" was good,
and the good can never have any jealousy of anything. And being free
from jealousy, he desired that all things should l)e as like himself as
they could be."i That is to say, it is of the very nature of the supreme
principle to communicate itself, to impart to others its own being and
character and blessedness; so that the nature itself of the supreme
principle is the ground of the existence of beings, other than the
supreme principle, and yet sharing in its nature and, therefore, in its
reality.

So far as this conclusion prevails—we shall see presently that
Plato was not able to carry it out into all its consequences—it is
Concrete Idealism. The advance to it which we have now to consider,

1 TimaeuK. 29 K.
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wa« " long one It« central conception, that the supreme reality does

of hetorn" ', H i"''^
'""'"""'"^«' ^'"^''«^ °^'"^- -^"'e P--of the world, and that U .8 so becau«.. by it« very nature a. uoodneBs

It .. e««ent.ally «elf-co„™unicativc^a c.ncepti.m with wh .hT^^a

"

myths or no n.ytl.. i« thoroughly in earnest-', already present n the

of the /fe^uW,.
.
and also m the criticism of Ana.xagoras in thePhualo.^ But the dialectical couMUcst .,f it was no ,1:1..^ ,T.Ty

ZTZ,
'^'"''";•^ °"' '" '^'' ^'•''"P °^ '^'^'"^^'^ «'"^''. logically

«i h the / hiebus. Th.s great piece of dialectic has two sides; a sidepolenuc, a side constructive.
'

matertr'""'' ''''""'''I^
"" °""^'''""' P""''^ » ""^^^ '^' ^ead of

Td r T'T''"''"""''""'
"'"" "''"' ''"PP*^" '° -°- »he path-

whirsIts'l ";
'"""."«"'°^^' "'"* g'-t -g""-"t of Paru,Vnides«l.ah shuts reality up into motionlessness for ever. The spirit ofParmenides was very congenial to Plato, and wrote itself deeply uponcertain „,p«,, ,f ,„•, .^^.^^ jj^.,,.^^^^^ .. ^

Parm nideT"Pla o nught have said as appropriately as the Eleatic strange f theSophrst, , et the two systems are at hottom complctcl v ine.tn..;„,! ^If the argument of Parmenides could have secured full right of waym Plato s mind it must have shattered any form whatever of Idealism

complete Mysticism. So that even the earlier form of Plato's Ideal!
i^rn was built up in the face of I'armenide. And if there was to beany development of that earlier Idealism, it must make its w«v o t!speak, over the dead body of the Parmenidean argument Theargumen of Parmenides, then, Plato shatters in the one way possiblenamely, by attacking it at its source and taking awav that radical'

ofi ^

'' '''""'"^ *'^"* "'^^-^^'^g '''^'^ ""^1 i« a kind

nlt^n n. r"°'"\"^
"'^''^' '" '""•^'^™ -P^^h' '^«- that reality isnot an indivisible one, but that there are differences and distinctions

' Rfpuhlir. 506 B-SOB. J 97-80, especially SR. 3 241E.
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within it; that rt'ulity, so far from JK-ing an undi(Tprontiat«Hl and
inefTablc unity, is a rational Rvstt^ni.'

This having iKvn done. i\w way is opi-n for the tonstructive
advance. By a very kein arfjumcnt (which, it is worthy of note,
prmwis explicitly from the ([iiestion of the possibility of knowledge)
it is shown that in true being there is motion—" motion and life and
soul an.l mind." True being is not "devoid of life and mind." It
does not " exist in awful riieaninglessness, an everlasting fixture." And
having mind and life, it must " have a soul which contains them."
And. furthermore, having life and mind and soul, it cannot " remain
absolutely unmoved."-' In the I'hilebiis. the view thus piepan-d for
comes to pointed expression. Mind is "king of heaven and earth."
It " orders all things "

; for " all this which they call the universe "
is

not " left to the guidance of unreason and chance medley," but is
" as

our fathers have declnred, ordered and governed by a marvellous
intelligence and wisdom."'

Thus, then, the real world cop'cs explicitly to he conceived as a
world of rational activity, and its highest principle as at once the
supreme intelligence and supreme energy of the universe, acting in
" creation " and in " providence "» according to its nature as reason
and goodness. And with this the view of the Timaeus. stated above—
the view that the perfect God, l)eing good, is led by His nature to
communicate Himself and so becomes the author and father of the
universe—is made possible, not merely as a prophetic insight, but as
the culmination of a reasoned Idealism.

So far, we have been following Plato's own line of advance. But
at this point let us stop to consider how far the problems left over
from the earlier Idealism have been met in the argument just outlined.
Those problems, it will be remembered, were two : one, so to speak, at
the top, the other at the bottom, of the Platonic Idealism; one con-
nected with the conception of the highest principle, the other with the
interpretation of the sense-world. And the latter breaks again into
two: (1) Upon the two-world theory, how do you account for this

> SopAut, HI B-MO. It is Intarestlng to compare Hegel'* iMgie
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fntly contradict it. oZ n.tm " °' "''"' **''^ '^''^ '* «PP*'-

we have junt been following, brinK- omZ T ." !T""" *'*'''»

any f.iiness arficul8t»^.h..p„„.ri
''"^"«l-''»o"«h it doe* not with

the.o prohlen. and he "^7.;""""^ ^--<>ivin, .he first of

baHi. for de.,li„. «i,h th.r „
'"''''"*^-

'"^'"^ '^ '"™"h«, «

view .nakos it ^ iblt r.3 th.''

'"' "' "" "^"•"'•'- ^°' '^^^ *

ne.ion with thrhi.l^rc .f; i:^^^

7vf "hV'*'""rviewed a. active and self-deterrLinl ZT^' \
'^'" P"""P'« ''

cannot remain in itself but / n ^ ' " "' " '^""*^"'^"'' ''^''^

and eommunieateS i' tt^,
''' very nature, to go out of it«,lf

world, and all wo S-' „
^'^'^P^^r'''' *° "'«"'' '»''« P'«»«°t

other than as the fieW 'of it ct v^The n ^"^'^'^'^r-"^
->thing

own nature bv eommunica n 'S' !
^"'^'^, "* *'>'<='^ '* ^"'fiJ' ^^

such a view 'if iTe Zn 7 /
*""* '° ''*"''"*? t''" 0«"1- And

enabled Plat; to trwHe;s'oft^^^^^^^^ ^^' ^""'^ ^-
present world which so grieS him It

-^^ T^-
"''^^ °' ^«

and unrest, its tragedies nf^^n "^ J
'niperfection, its struggle

acre... %.,jr;:»:;o"rrr' :^ ;xtTn'

•nwer (.11, into two ^rt.
"^ '° ''"""° '""«»"? '™«

put. the c.p.to„e „p„„ X „^-J„'', l„f*•"•?' r""-.
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forsaking of the height for .ho lowland, or even a. an taample of theholowne« of ph.lo«,phy which fail- it. disc.pl.. at the Lt; butwhich .n trufh .. one. of the ,„o.t nobly pathetic chapters i^ the-p.ntu«l h.Htory of „.u„. For that . what we mu.t nay of iU.Lat,when we con.der the position it hold, m Plato'* hfo. Much earir

In" P*""^^ °"! ''^'"' ''•" ""^'"ti"' concretene«« in the temper ofhi. Ideah.m man.fc.ted it.elf in hi. devotion to the .tate. It hud beenthe greatest work of hi. n.iddle life to .ct l.fore hin di«.iple. a pltTr^of the .tate a. .t .hould bo. Then, in later year., endeavouring tSml
h.. pre.enta .on of the true pol.ty ...ore concrete, he entered uponTa
m.gn.ficently conceived design which would have given an almTt p^competene.. toiUeR.puLlir. but of which the Laeus i. the onl^

It taking Its place and discharging it. function in the world, holding

heTr ^'T '/"'^ ''°""*^ " ""' ^'^ ^™^"^- «' it« «^t-n« anJ

worthvT-TT ^
"' "' ""'^^ '" •^™''"« *'*^'' "^her citie. a result

n^ 1\^ ""^ *'"^ education."> To this end. Timaeu. was to

c^l f ''""""TT
°' '''' ""'"'^ ""'^ ^"'y >*« «tory down to theZr .."""",' ""^ ''''" "^"""^ "'"' '' ''"^•^•^ *»><> ">-" thuB created,

^w n'l/>.
' T?^ "'' """^ "''^'^' «^ "'•^ '^^«' «t«*« '-• describing

of Pnrnl ?A u"''
^"''' '"«'°t«'°«d the freedom of the wholeof Europe and As.a, when a mighty power from the Atlantic made an

exped.t.on aga.nst them.* But even this was not enough. The desire

Irdiir V i°'°
'*""' ""^^ ^""'^^' ^°»"«'i°" «"h the life and

latnrth"' 1 T:-' ^.^
'" "°°*'*' «^P' "°^ *^°^ «t^P -« the

ne, on w.th the world to be growing fainter, his aloofiess from it tobe .ncreas.ng-prec.8ely then it was that Plato, seeking at least some

of the earth, bent h.s sublime head, and turned to the daily life andm.asp.„ng m.nds of men. and outlined-in a collection of sketchyand fragments edited by some later hand-a "second-best'' cons«L

W r«? "^^^r^'^'^l
^' ^'''^"Sht. to the life of this present worldthan that polity which .n earlier days he had sketched in strict

I \

' Timaeut, 18 C.
» TimaeuM, 17A, M E.
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following of the pattern laid up in heaven. The endeavour of theLaw, .« no apostasy from Idealism; it represents no loss of belief in
lie heavenly pattern. But it is a recognition that there is a difference
between heaven and earth, between the eternal ideal and the present
.ta e of human affairs; that, therefore, it is vain to expect in one step
and by one single stroke to realise the order of heaven in the life of the
earth; for the ideal realises itself through many intermediate stages,
and the only way to the heavenly glory is by making the best of This
present twihght. Indeed, Plato almost reverses what we commonly
take to be the normal relation of the abstract and the concrete theology
in a mans life. We usually expect that a man will begin life with
aehght in this world, with thoughtless participation in its interests
and enjoyments; and then, when he grows old and the graver and
onger interests of the soul enforce their claim, that he will look away
from this world toward heaven. But Plato belongs to another order
of men. These, by native purity and loftiness of mind, aided, it may
l>e, by some hopeless sorrow, are brought early in life to feel that
whatsoever is not God, is nothing, and ought to be accounted as

nothing. And from this they draw the great practical lessons,
de neglectu omnis creaturae, vt Creator possit inveniri. and de se
tenendo tamquam exule et peregrino super terrain? But as life goes
on, and reHexion deepens, and religion joins hands with reason, and
the worlds great need forces itself upon the mature soul, more and
more they turn, with a certain grave and wistful devotion, to take
their places in the world and to give their hearts to its labours, its
interests, its causes. And Plato, though there was no statesman's post
for him at Syracuse or Athens, found at last his place. It has already
been noted how his defeated passion for the state answers to the
defeated political hope of Wordsworth. The parallelism holds to the
end. Each found, for the problem of his practical life and personal
activity, the same solution

; of each, one can say in Windelband's fine
expression,' seine That ist seine Lehre. For each, the defeated passion
in him. and the mighty thoughts that had grown in the soil of that

' De Imitatione ChHuH, III. a. 1
» Tbid. ni. SI. Md I. ir. 1.

» Platan, 8. 2B.
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PLATO AND THE FOUNDING OF IDEALISM
defeat lound c..vpre««ion l.y voice and pc-.i; and, linding expressioncatered ..pon a lield of .nfluence greater than ever was ^iZZ
stateMuan entrusted witlt the framin. of constitutions, or the
adnuntstermg of affairs, in Sicily or Athens or Paris; going forth to
be a gu.de and an inspiration, whii,- the world of men continues, to
till' highest hearts in every hind.

nra.llTT'
!'".""' '" ^''"""'^ '"'^"' '''°"g''t-<..spc..ially ,n his

prat ical interest, lus interest in education and the state-positions
winch imply the organic connexion of this present world, marred
though .t ,s by evil and unrest, with -he final principle of reality.But as was indicated above, this is o part of the answer to the
questioiinow k>fore us. The other part is. that with regard to theworhl of sensible experience, this implicit view is .ver troug^t to
cloar articulation: on the contrary. i„ Plato's express doctrine the
opimsite view prevails to the end.

In the last analysis, the cause of this failure dearlv and unwaver-
ingly to view the world of sensible experience as a manifestation of the
mipreiiie principle of reality lies in the fact that Plato's latest
conc..pti„n of that supreme principle never .,uite comes to its
r^hts. If he had lK>en able clearly to articulate his conception of
that principle as active intelligence and self-imparting goodness-in one word, as self-determining and self-communicating spirit-hewon ,1 have lK>en compelled to view the sense-worl.l, and our experience
.n It, as a stage of the process in which that principle is fulfilling its
nature and realising its purpose. But only in manv ages, only inmany leaders of the thought of the ages, could so great a work be

"'•Ki S ""** "'"" '"" '** ^'^^ "" intellectual achievement
possible. Plato, we may say. hit the core of the solution : but it was
^caree^v given to him to go back over all his system, and in the light

"he worS
" '

*"* '"""'' '* '"*" " "'^••""PW.v articulated view of

For one thing, ancient thought had not clearly apprehended thenature of self-eonsciousness or spirit as it is in man himself. Whenyou have seen that the self-conscionsness, which is man, in a sense
constitutes its own objects and so "makes nature"; and that in doinir
this ,t exercises a synthetic power-is an active principle of unit>- in

'7
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Ihe vio, il,.f TZ . ,
'"" '"^ '^'"^ ""I" ««»« '"ling to

Z^d itrr™'.""'' ""-"'"""'H .piril which ^i.
.™,..::hX:rnr:r:h7rr^

like Its source m perfection and blessedness? llo« wu

But such an answer has two possible meaninirs Unon th. r, ,

.^^ .h.t u,e ..p^e p.„.p,s'c„ ii°e;:X':s ;',;"

• Wimlelband, op. riY. 8. 74. ,
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PLATO AND THE FOUNDING OF IDEALISM

Xd"'Bi" ••'"" P^5^-''—"-thing les. than completelyreaJ^ed Being —n order to achieve il« purpose at all. If it is toMats purpose, that communication of it«cJf to other beil t^

would be. after all, a sort of sham battle; would be a sort of gaininirthe goal wthout running. To lay aside metaphor, it would be ol^n

in the rciTion of nl . » ' language they must begin out

way to2d true r;
'"-

.

^'*^""'"*^' ''''''' "'^>- '""^^ work their

Zur and Ir T-
^'"'' '*'"*'' ^^ " P"^*'« '" '^»'i<'h their own

!hr:rtLS;rrr'^ ^^ ^^'^^ '-^--^-^ ^-p--*- -

pJ's'in which r '"""''' """'"*' "' '''' ^'^'^ ^f"-* -«««o° iB a

(TO" forlh. No„.fci„,. ,1,,, I. ,„ „,SJ "'
,
""' "'""y

own. p„:„ of^;;„'.L tw ;jri^^t " ;,r«
• "«»"' »' «

S4t
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of non-bein.-that t is 'I
"''"• "'=' ^'''''"'^ description

reason.*
'^ ^ ™*'°""'; ''"' ''' « '"'^'"rc of sense and

intellU and s f ,t '""1 '' '•" '""'"" "'""^"'^ *° '^^'^--^ the

prineipl of realty rrr";"' *'"^"'"' '^''^•^'
'« ^'^^ «"P--

IV.

' HfntKiM, SI A.
- TimneuH, Si.

' TimneuH. 41 (cf. Phaedo. 6U).
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I'l-ATO AND THE tol.NUl.NU .,F WEALmi
highMl inception ,„ !« e„.Hi^_, „„, ,„ , „, .||^

city which 18 his own " has if« nnH.-m i„ i • .

seek tn l.»).„i 1 1 •

pattern laid up in heaven. It he will

iTlH *f;'\'.''^J^''e>ous spirit in him feels instinctively that the

wo U ?"^ ' '°°«^ ^" •" "^ »"« '« —thing far other than thilworld, something far removed from the whole order o thin^ fh«whole system of life whiih h»« it. u
things, the

»n ih. 1 u ;
't^ '^'"« '" ^'Pa'e and time. And soto the end he continues to speak in that characteristic note and ton^

Cr Jli^ ^ ! ^ '"' '''™''' ^'^'•^ « ^'"sod lK>ok-the note andtone of the man who, having lifted up hi. mind to the things that -re

Thus the Oret.k spirit wa. transformed in Plato. Its masterv over

Arr^at n^
'"""/ ""• '^^ '"^''""' """^^^ '•" ^^^^

^hin. «n? . ";
"' ''"'''^' ^"«^''Pti''i'it.v to everv interesting

.^J.r '^'t '^ ""'' "'"''' ^^^ """^t «f 'hem before the evil davs

had disliked the volatility and fickleness of the Athenians of his «valways his sympathy had l^n with the grave strenZf Sle ^e^Jf
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PLATO AND THK FOUNDING OF IDEALISM

Alarathon or the auntere di^iplinc of Sparta. And upon all thU the„
had supervened an infinitely profounder npiritual power, agaimt which
h.« «.H.n«. made gradual headway, but which it could never wholly
overeome-the tendency of a pure and high n.ind. and of a heart
rt.|.g,ou. w.th the religion of eternity, toward the absolute condemna-

jTfc^Iiln"
'^''

"' "" '"'"^'^ '" "'' ''*'''* °' * ^''^'°" "^ ^^' »'«»'«'>'y

\Vhen the genius of Ort^^-e still was young, and interpreted the
.fc of nature ,a accordance with the life of its own soul, it shaped out
.n legend an wn.ntent.onal prophecy of this transformation which it«as ,tse f to un,lergo when its doom was descending upon it. and inthe soul of .ts greatest son it turned itself toward the things of
etern.ty The daughter of the earth-go<ldess lc.1 the life of a h^py,—

^ ^^'T
"""""^ **•' ""'''''" '" '^' '"^«d«>'^'' «' Enna. lost inmomentary pleasures, absorlx-d in mon.entarv griefs. Very direct ands.mp^ was the unity of her n.ind with the beauty that surro.S herand w, h her home the kindly earth; and her heart was very close toher mother s heart-for there was no barrier of knowledge or of visionor expenence that could come k-tween. But when nTdes suddenly

from which the issues of all things mortal are seen; and whenDemeter making desolate the earth, had compelled the restitution ofher child for the happier s,.asons of the year .-she who returned toDemeter
s
arms was not she who had gone. Persephone it was; butno longer the happy child of the Sicilian meadows. A stately queen

she came in her eyes the unfathouiable wisdom of the kingdom of the
dead in her U^ring the majesty of the dark king her mate, at her
heart a grave astonishment as she looked upon the hapless creatures,
her mothers friends, the men who till the earth, and struggle for
things that pass away, and mourn as the objcn^^ts of their foolish quests
perish in their hands. Never while the system of the universe endured

Trlih Tr ^7 ''"•^ "^'•"- "-"-•''"-"^ «he must walk
through all her gi-nial summers, companioning, not with a happy

sS " .";
**'7'"^''«*''^ '^«""'° *hose eves, "imperial, disim^

sioned. had gazed upon uttermost mysteries and ultimate doom.And yet it may be that Demeter. having thus undergone her fate, came
SM



PLATO AND THE FOUNDING OF IDEALISM
at last to find it good

; for it may be that the nature of the Immortal
Gods unchangeable at her heart, caused her at last to rejoice with ajoy that had never been in her life before, when «he found at her sideno onger the child that played in Enna and by night lay clo«e to her

achieving godlike things, queen of the world of the dead

itJt^''^rV/ "T' ""'^^^ *° **•'" "''""«* ^"'^ b««° ^P^'-king of
.t-elf^ The philosophy of Plato is the Persephone's journey of theGreek spirit In him it looked upon ultimate things, and so was led
to regard with other eyes the life of the earth. And undoubtedly the
hidden wisdom of the world " was in this. For while it is true that

the beginnings of human life, and its divinely appointed end, are in
organic connexion, it is also true that the end is far from the begin-
ning; a great journey, a mighty discipline, lie between. Earth andheaven are parts of one universe; but earth is very different from
heaven, and the ascent is steep and long. The nature of the world, andthe n.ean.„g of l.fe, can be known only in the light of the divinely
intended syn hesis toward which the whole creation moves; but the

flr'anTth ^"t/^;"'^^*^
'« "^'^ vision unless it makes clear how

vLt r.. i^",

"*'"'^*'^ ™^'"'«'" °f the system now stand, and how

cUv ZrJ^ u ^"^":t
**"'' '"'""'^"•^ *•''"" '"^ ^^' "'« «f the ultimate

hli ^\I"r *^' '"'° °' ^^' "^»«"*-^ *»'«>'«»y. though theybive overstated their truth and made the differenceletween eternal
reality and our present life absolute and hopeless, yet by their very
insistence upon the difference itself, have done profound service 7o

atTl ^ •'"-d their lesson; and need it the more thaTo

J^ ^f t"
^'"""'"'^ *" '"^^ '*• A few can learn it in the

tttilt fi 'T:- ""/ ""^' "' "'• *""^''"^' '^ -t controlled, by

thLrof h' """n °". '"•'' ""' '''"'"^ P™^*'''«"3^ *" mastering the

^:tl"o?Arilr^" " ''' "^'""^ ''' ^°'«'"" ^-'''"^ «' th^

I. !.f

U7

. IS.-,..,,,.^ ^^
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THE COMPLETING OF IDEALISM.

In congidcring the Idealism of Plato, we found that the positire
tendency was not able in him fully to reach itn goal. Something of
the negative view remains with him to the end. In the world, he
continues to the la»t to fwl, there is a net-equity which it. no manifesU-
tion of the divine nature, no aspect of the divine activity, but an alien
force able to prevent the divine nature, in iU creation, from mtni-
fcating and realising itself as it does when it works in its own realm
where time and spat-e are not. So that even in his latest and ripest
thought he still tends to condemn the present w(.rld, not only ethically,
as an order of imperfection, but metaphysically, as not being truly real.

The ultimate cause of this incompleteness of the Platonic Idealism
we muat call again to mind. We »iaw' that the highest conception of
Idealism is the conception of self-determining and s«.|f-<-jmmHnicating
spirit as the principle of union, the constitutive and governing power,
of the universe.. It is only through this conception that human
thought can comprehend the possibility of the organic connexion and
unity of all existences under one supreme principle in one completely
rational world; only through it, that is to say, that Idealism becomes
truly concrete. And we also saw that the place where man gains that
conception of spirit is his own soul. When you have apprehended the
•elf-consciousness which is man, as an active principle of synthesis;
and have advanced to the thought of a self-conscious spirit, not
ducufgive and defective as in man, but eternal and perfect, as the
universal principle of synthesis; and have come thus to regard the
order of the universe as an order constituted by that eternally active
•pint, and the process of the universe as a teleological process in which
that spint fulfils its nature and realises iU purpose by continually

I Supra, pp. 84 7k
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rilK COMPLETINC, OK IDEALISM
intnoM.iK iiiipurtutioaH of iiiklf -i|„.n -. i .

Rro„„.,,.„,, .,r,,„.i,,,„, ^L^:' t '::' ""''""• " ^ **•

•'"•'iiK your own view „f ,ho nature of .m„ . f"'
*'*''""' **"'"•

thi. worl,l. and „., oonclUil .
"1" ;' ^f

"•""'^' ><>" -" -l?«rd

*"h that ulti,n«U. reality That Irnll \"' '"'^'""'' '"""«'""

iMf. wh.... frou. o;.r:;\ ::;;/,;:; -;:- -""'•-«''- within'

noral.ty a «tage on the way to a .noramv thlr^ "^'"i
•^*'™""°

•I'vin,. idea which it i« ful«llinc Ip, "V, '
'''*'"'^' "PP^h^'nd. the

one woni-with that i,nrrf^%„o!T
^'""7— "' the world, in

".rouKh the .tru,^. ..*"";C .'" ^'^''^ "t-Ko .ftar .t.ge.

p..rrK>.i.fu.flni:iit:;r::'>j^~„«^^^^^^^^ the div.„.

or^anuing p,^„,ip,c of redit^ ?."' °' '*" '''"" "^ ''^ - the

true end L^a„renl :
' \ *'"

T"""''^
"' ''''-''^«-. " the

Ht In.t. in the dia o7urof the fllir"^'
1'^'""^ '"^"'^ **• And

"tterance. Rut yet JeZ! 1* T ^"'''' '" ''""«" '' '« «?•*<**

instrument for t'he ratioZ 7LT^ '"'" '"" P""**'''" »' '* " the

proving or «.pe..t o : 1 dTt^ the" 1 /'"' ^'''''' ''"* *^-*
unable to .ome to a view ot t \, ""'^ '""'"' """'''*• H*" i»

solution, in and thi^IVhl^^;^ ^"^ »' f -i'er«, « „„

-ntinuity between' ^"^'i ^,7' '^
**""l*

*« ;»»« «"d *<> break thJ

perfection.. „„d this pr^nt wo t ,' "\'^ "''"' "'"^ «""P'«te
With imperfection «nd' ol^^lr^ir Th'"'^

"' '"^ ^^'"^ '^'"«

-rne connexion betw.n the t^^.^To fluThaTl'"'
'^ '™''''"'

not ((.ntinnou^. not fuHv n™„- a .
** '"® connexion is

opponent of reality hi-^teZj,", f'f "^ *'''^'' '« * "''i-J

thatean U. he e,l,„" bv h7.- '"^""'V^*
«>ntinuity; .„d how

went forth upontr^.^J^rw^^e^ ^^^^ ^''^.'^ivi- nature

-liu. Which wa. alien and int™;t::bi:rthrtK^e rtSre*
»9

'**»•* ^-*.»ifcj

'"m*; '•> •



THE COMI'LKTINO OF IDEALISM

could not do it.^.|f ju,tur lu ,t* own crottion; or rithir iu c-r ,011
i» not altogHhiT lU own, Swmiiy or mnAn-mn having -.1 ,. ;,«,

lu I'Jttto, tlion, ir ..lie ma) «, *iK'ttk, Idealism n-mlnHl it. .mw'. .iui
did not quitf enur into p«H«H8ion of if. In tlii« M-tiM; l'':.. . wu. a
philosophy that lall.tl u|K,n th.- lat.-r world to ton,, .,(,. ii. .»uU.
whi-ther with or without i3i;,tiou8 rufi-nmr to IMat... M.' '.it voil.i
took up the ta*k. Iiid.-.M|, one nuKht almost «ay ti,. .1,,. h -'o.^ ,

Idealism falln into two^'reat ehapterH: the lirHt. the 8 , v „| ,1 ^, „ , ,.

tiou by riato
;
the Hetond. the longiT and more |HTplexc 1 ,' ,

the philosophy thus foundi-d .nter.-d into tlear.r ,M,HS4.«sioi. of .;.*.,
highest eoiueption, and so kvame Letter al.le to ,lo justice t.

of the world as an onler of reason and of riKhteou-ness
A* soon as we pass the limits of the purely (Jr.tk a-e. ih.ii

«-fond chapter 111 .he history of Idealism b.x^mes inllnitely com-
J.lieated. First, indeed, there tomes a complete triumph of the
opposite tendeney-in the mystic theology- and religion which Imd
Jieir most congenial home in Alexandria. And from that time on
the whole hreadth and complexity of the history of the world entei-
.nto the history of Idealism. The rest of this lsK>k is to be given to
a consideration of two single pointe in that historv. which however
«riittli a part they form of the total history, are yet siifli.ient
to show the breadth, the depth, the vitality, the complexity, of the
forces that worke,! there. But before we go on to that, a moment
should be given to the .pi.^tion which meets us ujmn the threshold
of what has just been called the " second chapter " in the history of
Idealistic philosophy. What advance in the direction of making
Idealism imn- concrete by further articulating its highest <onception,
was made within the age of Hellenic thought? Without consideriu'
this question, on the one hand the attempt to understand Plato i•^ 1. n
half-finish«]. while, on the other hand, factors that worked in the later
history an- neghxtetl. So that at least a brief reference must \h-

made here, first to Aristotle, secondly to the Stoics.

Aristotle, after insisting-in fact^ over-insisting—upon the dualism
in Plato, strike, directly into the pathway which leads toward the
overcoming of it; or rather, which excludes it from the beginning.
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THE COMPLETING OF IDEALISM
For hi' tomti* to Uig conHtructivt- work wi»K !. l.. .
world c.on«i«t« of f„r„.c.d n.at er • T.» I

"'*'*^*'' ^* *•>« "^

-ke up ... :o^i;rr r:^^^^^^^^^
-••ieh th.

ual things are not eternal v„rh' f ? °"'^ *''™'^"""^- ^^'^i''^-

to be thc™«c.lver ht n^ \ ^'"'°«'^'«'«'y themselves. They come

form a .ale of be4 wh d Tth letoTth
"'"" " '"''• '^^^

which each individual is actull tv ZT ,
."
""""^'' " ^"'« *°

potentialit, to tho«. ab^u So tJat the
'*' '"' ""''^^ "'•

proco.., in the .urvevTf whi.tu f T"""" '* """ ^** ''^^ "^

or potentiality to h. «.
' T '"' "P*"'^ '''"'n »"«« ""atter

-rdly in fhi notmT: 7r
" "' "". '"^'" ""'^^'^'«- But

wo think nier^W o? t f'lt 'T
'"'""'*•' '"^ actuality-whether

total .noven.en Vh . ; r; r "' TT '"""'""' ''""«' ^ "^ «>«

priority of the aeJ:; V I^rt." ''VnTtl^^'r ' ""^'^^ ^

'i"H'. and in substance. In Wk Je- t^ "!
'l"''*''^^'

'»

actuality which a given thMurray t;.rttVa? '
"^l"^

^'^

v.ew that given thing „s potentiality at II 1 i";
'"

T'"'° u**
finishcHj house, in the architwf- th . ul ' ^"'' «" *'"'

tb. «.parate ,i„.,>ers and onL orafL"?!, '''""'
V'*-' '""'P'°« "^

-n n.„st pre^e the eornThi: td^'^^s:::^'!:' sTJ'
"'

because the end which a process is to reX isThe trl
'* =

pr.ne.p,e of the process; .HK-ause, in other wonirhT/fTr^'
"Tf.: t

'"'
r^'

"' '""' ^»"- ^*« true':ffiH:nt7::s;. ''
*

to the ex.stenc;rd eornlrofCh '' '" "'"'"'^^= ^^> "•-*

a priority of t„e actual he reniaTfl^tT^^^
there is necessary

w>t a further problem • Wll 1 !
"""^ **" '""'K^*" at once

this whole sy.tem-I« whllr''
"'"''"^ "'''^^ '« "''^ /-- «'

of potontialitic..!., „ Jn ^;;"i:"7"^--' ^*-""' wona-proc.^

^If-«etive energy • mus t „eJ .
'":":. '"""' "^ "'^""''

=
>""«* »^

.ct.«..ty withor.;n;:;L::;:?::;::;j^^-^„- zif-

. won,. ,. an eternal and self-dependent principt^f .'.yTsvery
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THE COMPLETING OP IDEALISM
nature, ^'ner«"^'« perferMy and to the full height of being. But how
18 such an energy to be eonteived ? This Aristotle un.wers by \m ereat
eoneeptioii of self-consciousness. That fully-realised actuality which
.« imphed in the process of the world, is an eternal and completely
actuRliseil reason which has itself for its object.

Here we st^.„, on the very verg.. of the completion of Idealism,
w. h regard at least to tlu- system of its conceptions. But there is
st.li a Muesfon to ask. That eternal self-consciousness, co.npletely
ac ua ised and perf«t, having in its own activity its adequate object :-
will Aristotle dmrilH,. it as the .n-ative and informing energy of the
whole process of the world, so that the world is its thought, its
activity. Its objective consciousness, and it. us at once transcendent
and .mmanent. is the source and the explanation, the home and the
end, of the world?

If Aristotle could have done this, be would liave brought his great
argument to its consistent conclusion; would have dom- justice at
once to h.8 principle that universal and particular must not l)C
separatcHl. and to the call which his criticism of Plato makes upon
himself; woiild have brought (invk thinking ,o its culmination in an
Idealism of thoroughly concrete tyiM.. And at times-for instance in
his comparison of the order of the universe to the or.ler of an armi—
he does setm to put into express wonls precisely such a conclusion.
But though his whole argument calls for such a conclusion and
prepares the way for it, vet he .-annot be said clearly and unwaver-
mgly to hold it. For his oxvn view of what reason is in its perfec-t
exems,., lies in the way. Reason, he se.>s, to Ik, p..rf..,, must supply
to itsc-lf ,ts own obje..t. If it receives its obj.nt from without, the
result must be. in the case of the supreme reason of the uniyerse. the
intrusion of something non-rational. Of that supreme reason we must
therefore, believe that it is absolutely self-<.ontained. supplying its own
object, depending on nothing from without. While reason as it is inman must be regarde<l as n sort of combination in whi.-h an active
element, corresponding to the divine reason, somehow goes along with
a passive element which is conneeterl with the body and its avenues of
cense.

The view that the self-consciousness which is the supreme reason

i ,:]
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THK COMIM-KTIXCJ OF IDEALISM
of the univerw... ,„u,t In- ...„..,,|,.u. within .t«.|f. supplying i„ own

.. d H. not orlnd th.- v...«- of Concrotu or Po^it-v. Mealisn. that theun.urM. .. the ohj,vt.v.. .on.s<.,ousnc>«« of (Jo,!. Ari«totk.. howev.-r.
tak...

., pru.sdy «„ a. to forb.J that .onclu«,on. hike I'lato. he h
«.M<.h con^iou. of ,|„. „„,H.rf,v„on of th. world of our senn.-
-MH-r...,uv I, ..,.rt„„,v n.unl In- ...x.-lnd,.!. he f..|,. fr„,„ ,h«t .y«tc..of ahsolufelv ,K.rf.vt r..a8<,n «lnih alon.. .an fo.n. .h.. ohjec-tiv.-
.o„...,o„«ness of (i.Ki. So thnt in his conn-ption of (;.h|. and of th.da..on of ,1... H.n.c>-world to ||in.. Ar,.totlo i. n-allv n.ore I'latonu-
an that u-rv .,de of Plato agau.s, wh.ch his s..v..r..t critici.n. ha,l

.0,. .hnvt-d. (...|>..^iM..n.v ,s,..rf.vt p.n.. . ..xalt..! aWe all
.l.nn,..andUvonnn,' H.- .s mtiu- intdliKem, . !.„. Mi. aaivitv
'•-.no, IK^,,..„,,! H, „„ .arrvinw on of nn.v «u,.h pr.Ho.^ of .levelo,.".
"..•" as th,. word, nor ...n His int..|li,..n.... Inn.- a world of chanie-..so, J.,, „.„,., ,„, ,.,,,,,,,,„.. ,„,^„,,,,^,,^. ^^^^_ ^^^^
|K)...nt,al.,.v ..r Uvou.in,^ an.l His knowLd,. whi.i; ..,„, have n„o her o ,j„.t than nnn.s<.|f as jK-rf.vt iK-in-r and ahsolnt.. truth. He i«
«lto,..,h..r s.|f-,.,„,..,n..d; II. I.I..s..l„..ss eot.Msts pnn.eiv m thatknowW^ro ,„ whirl,, as ah-olute snl.j.Ht. II.. has l|„„s,.|f „; ||i, ownper.rt an.l a.l...p, ol.j.vt :--„ hlesmnln..., whi.l. would Io..e its
|K-rf.vt.on. „s ,H.«.-... ,ts ..valtation alK,v,. all ehanp.., if ,h.. divineactmty went forth .nto any su. h worl.l as that of .,ur daily strtiRffl..

(.o. ,„ HiH l,l..s«e.ln..ss „ a univ-rs,. hv Il,n.s..|f. ......plete ..tern.l
|M>rfoet. But th.. worl.l .,f our ..xiHTieme. whi.h the whol.. inquirywas un.l..rtak..n to explain, and whi.h np to this point it did .-xplain'

J

h..re a one strolce ..ere,! fr.,n, its own .dt.mat.. prmeiple. Sf-adilv
.0 preat arpumont ha.l Un-n .arri.-d forwanl. I, hn.l Wrn ahown

that the pro...s« of .lev..h,p„,o„t from ,K,(..nt,«lity ,., ...tuality whieh
••< the worl.l. u,yol,,.s as its n.H.ssary ,m„, „„ „,umhu. ..ternal nelf-
aet.ve. hnvmc in ,t no unr..«l,s..l ,K,t,.n„Hlitv: and thnt this can Ih-

nTr «"';•'." -'"-<'"--«-"--. only „. „ ..„„.,,:..,.|v aetuali.,1
reason. But wlu-n ,t re.na.ns only to put the .aps.one upon the wholearpuuent hv «.,-.n, that (;o.l is .he eroativ.- an., ...nstih.tive energvof the worM. and that d is throu.^h His eonnnunioation of Himself
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that individual tilings have natures and capacities of Uieir own, and so
are able to exist and energis*. and fill their places in the system of the
world :-prcci«<ly then it i* that Aristotle, in the way which we have
just «fn, 18 led to turn round upon his own argument, and to give it
a conclusion opposite to that which iU whole previous (.>ursc had
called for.

' hu», then, the Aristotelian vo/,<t/j »-o»;fr«a>s—the com-eption of
the s.,preme .)rinciple of reality as self-eonsciousness-docs not lead to
a view of the organic connexion of Ciod. as the .oncrete and all-
incluMve universal, with the world, and with that pro<es8 of develop-
ment which is tl... history of the world. Xot, indeed, that Aristotle
evades llie prohkiii of the relation iK'twe^n (Jod and the world. But
he tends to make it n relation i.ltopether from the world's side. As a
lover moves tovard a beautiful and iH.-loved object, and is governed by
the impulse to organic- l.is life acording to its form an.l nature, so
the world mov.n, toward (iod. In this sense, indeed, Go.1, a* the end
toward which th.. world moves and which it seeks to n-aliso i. the
governing principle of the whole pro««8s of iho world. But not
through any activity on the part of (Jod ni,ns..lf. His activity can
be no other than that of absolutely pun- thought: an.i the object of
•uch thought can be nothing other than the perfect rc.son which is
Himself. In that contemplation He remain.s, p<.rfect and unchange-
able in blessedness for ever.'

Aristotle's view of what c-onstitut&s reason in its perfect exercise,
coupled with his sense of the imperfection of the world of our sensible
experience, was decisive, Ihc-n. of the character of his Idealism. In
fact, his coni-eption of n-ason was determinative, as the Master of
B«lliol reminds us.* in all the great departments of his thought. In

PD 'ifS' ^'ZZn'.lil^lUt',
';••""'";<-"/ Tkrology i- Ihr Orrtk l'hUo,oph.,.. vol. II

> '** Mrolution of Throion >» «*' Orrtk t'hilOKophm. vol. I., p. iST «.,.
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„
I"r.l> «„1 .t8c.|f, above the Practical Virtues in which rea«,ns .n rchmon u„l. a world of ...„«. and .hangc. In l.i< p«ycholoI^tead« to a d.juncMon of the two a«pcvt. of n'an. .n. JX X.a n.a.o„. eternal a„.l exi.tu.g «c.para.elv, wh.eh „.aL all lin"

; it: Th? ''TT "' r""" "'•^^" *" """• «•'-" ^---'11

<'U.'.."u ..o„„ex.on between ,he universal principle, of the wor"dan. the particulars of our ordinarv exi.crien.e. I ut th. onnexTo„o e two reasons n, u.an .en. after all ,o be oniv an ^t:rnal oT
t .he death o the body h is .lis«oiv«l, passive rea;on perishing wUh..body .n relafon to winch it existed, active reason 'TontiuLTnIm. u.de,K.ndent and unn.i.u^ existence which either is. or is like ,1^

:;r::r;;n- 'f "^"" ''^^""••''- -"'•" ^"- -- ''-'S
H ha , r""";-

"" "'"•'"""• "' ««^ "-' tl- world which

It will be not:ce.l that the lo;rical .notives of the dualism whichu. re,na,n. ,„ Ari.totle. are ,he san,e as those we saw ope th n
" o« thou,. ,: only Aris.o.le draws the lines nu.re ri^il ik^

tl. T:
"' ""'""'"^ ""n-n.tional-an irredueib... andntra, abo con.,ng<.ncy. corres,K,n.Iin.. to ,hat n.^.^sitv of which

me
, .,

the ,erv nah.ral ro„,.,.p(ion that since the highest principlef rea „y ,s absolutely ,K.rfn.t. it cannot 1k> conceive.! as work , .'l-...h. or „.. any nu-dia ..xeept .hose that have an ab.h tc .eX ^JI'Ke
.1 own wh.eh ,„eans for Aristotle that in sp.te of his 1^

ZTclf '^17 "' '
^"^' "' ""*"^"- '« «-o/ conceive it as.wa.v of God. That for .reated kungs the only genuine rH.rf.Htion isone ,n whose ach,eving they then.selves have co-operated, a^d .!,„orefore the ,hvnK. creative activity n,u«t begin wi h sonu-tl .ng 1.an ,.erf..t,on: this is an „rgun,ent which Aristotl .nn admit

exp< nence m ,t
.
but cannot conceive of (}«! as working thronirh such.mperfctton toward that true perfection which is wrougM "'i o„ J>n struggle. Ood as perfect n.ust he self-contained in The senself
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excluding the world of change as <<)iii[»lci./ acluulity, having in
lliiiiwlf no unrialiscd [wtcntiulily at all, lii' mnnot 1

lower than lliniwlf

of

nor
liave an oltject

any activity lower tlmn the confcniplation
alwolute perfection: the world of IxHon.ing. while it may l>e

impelled by the inner principle ..f its life to move for evei toward Him,
cannot l»e His workmanship nor the temple of Hi> indwelling.
Indeed, in vi.w of this similarity in the inm-r lojru- of their systems,
one may almost say that the .lilTerenee I.etween I'Nito and Ari-totle is

one rather of lein|Hr and miuiner Itian ' fun.hiinental logical motives
or of ultimate conclusions. Aristotle \ ks his way outward from his
Idealistic centre to a great .velopa'.lij f nniiiiMl ^nd s..<ial s, lem.-
illuminated hy Idealistic eon.-epiions. Hut «hi!e Ari-i.-il,. ihi-
delights to work uf)oii flu- circumference even at the cxiMiise of
occasionally forgetting ihecntre. I'lato prefers to rvmain lial.itually

at the centre, and oidy from its lofty height to view the cin umference.
Hence I'lato fre(|iiently lends— under the inlluence of the I'ar-

menidean cast and tendency which remaine.1 in lii> many->'ided
intellect I'ven after he ha.l overcome the siK-cilicallv I'armenidcan
argument, and under the influence still more of the lofty religious-
ness native to his cliara«ter and d.rpcned l.y grief and hy high iiope

disappointed—to put the whole of tl mjiliasi iipcm the .eriire and
degpise or even deny the circumfi'remc : thus really breaking the
unity of his system through the very intensity of his instinct for that
unity. While Aristotle, with his cooler scientific miml. gives att<ntion
to both centre and cirrumferencc. and yet wrongs liotli l.v setting them
apart.

So far, then, for the iirst step in tiic history of Idealism after
I'lato. .\ristolle. seeing the def.ft in the natotnc Idealism, and
jKiinting out the way to overcome it, ends by retaining it : ends with
the comeption. not of a (;od who is the life of the worhl. and of a
world which is the activity and niai-ifesfalion of (lod. hut of a world
which has life in itself, and a Oo<l who dwells apart from it in the
solitude of absolute perfection, in the blessedness of a (i.ntemplntion
in which a fn-rfect subject grazes for ever ujion a p«'rfect obje<t.

With Aristotle we are really at the end of strictly Hellenic
thought. Aln'ndy the wide "nrhj wiis bn-aking in upon (Sre<fe and
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another ag. wa« ,,n.,.ari.,K. »ul iKfur. «« pa« on lo it. we ...u-t «ive

.nc.taph3^a^ Lowovct. tl..- ••
r«<.t ..f ,he ...utter" i. i., .. ^„^. .^.^joij

itla t. Tl '""'^..^''f'
•'• '" ""• '"J'-dual exi.st.nc.« within th

\ thout the. f,r«t there .h ..o,1..,.k worthy ..f UMn« .alle,] ,,l.,l,««,,,hv •

IfUt tin; NH'ond liiust work u-iiK ii i i
• i-

-^i .» .

the un.tN really ,«„,.„„, So^-. il... s,„i,... were weak .n the h^-r

But they were v.c no„sly ntron^ i,. th. ,ir.t. Platonie an.I Ari.to-

that r.al.t> „ o,
.,,1 that .t ih ratio.,«l ; „„ ,lo„|,t at all that the

IT ::::''
.

"• "• "•"^"" ^"'"' '-^ <""— ^'-"t - ""<
ii.man IS npal.le of eo,. un.o,, with it a,..! of ,.l..,Ii..„.,. to i,. w„.^ an.I«.at.„that.n.,n... an.. o...Ii lie h. fr.J,Tr::'

This ... „ ^n.„, ,„,,,„.,. ^^,, j,^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^

.hM.K not. e„„ta,„. a i. not enough ,o „...rt the true conclusionun e.. you ,„„ke .t .„telli«il.le: „ot enon,.|. ,o a«..rt that reairisone. unle.8 you show /,„. it i. „„., .Vnd thi. the Stoics we^ ot in

h n«,on of the reason „. „,„n a. a synthetic principle-fro.n th,tapprehon..on whuh Ie.1 Kant to the on.,.hatie Jate.n. nt aU ut nmrTund-tan-hn, that it " ,„akes nature." An.I without this th"^ n i,h*»-/ U.e r«,K,nality of the whole .yste.n an.I stru.tun. of theun.verH..: l.„, the,. ..„M not artimlaU that in.i.ht. Tn.l suchartuulafon ,s the l.u«,ne.. of systen.atir philosophy
So that m the metaphyHie .>f the Stoica we have to mark a do,,h1»

defect. ....h side of which i„te„.fl. n.e other. Theri^li^a
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rej«t«l certain a8|»eHn of < \|Hri«n(f, wrtain provinces of reality.

And, holding the view that the worKl w rational, they could not give
to that view itx HyHtemntic HrticuiHtion. But of eourw it io to be
reniember.'d that the true Stoic wbm limt of all a noldier of righU-oua-
ne8«, and only Hecondarily a |tliil(n*oplur of ihf m'Ii<k>I. Me fought in
the nio8t cruel of all moral conllicU— that which ariw« from the decay
of a jtreat civilisation. Simplicity uud upri>;hlneiiis (ieemed to U> gone
from the earth, luxury and wickedne^n everywhere to jirevail. By
nothing li'(!^ than a >:<ii.Tal treanoii of MK-iety, the cauws of right
reason stood defeated. I pen the field of tiiat lost liattle, the Stoic
lived his life; and as the sIwhIows of ni^rht grew deeper, and the
hideouH foriim that thrive in its darkness gathered more thickly
around, he recognistnl it as his vocation to form no other tieu than
those of his soldier's duty, and to stand immovahle at the post to which
the wisdom of the universe had asnigne«l him.

Aristotle, then, holds that the highest reality is a self-consciona
and self-ilependent spirit, existing separately from our world of
change

;
while the Stoic holds pnn iwly the complementary view, that

(io<l is immanent in the world as its reason and its life. But Greek
thought was not ahle to work out, as a clearly articulated possession of
the scientific mind, the conception which, hy taking ujt both those sides
into the unity of a more comprehensive view, would have enabled each
of them to enter into its own proper significanci' and to unite with the
other. That conception is not merely the conception of God as self-

conscious and self-Klependent spirit, hut the further conception of Him
as the self-conscious and self-determining spirit who is the subject of
the world

;
so that the world is regarde<l as an activity or manifesta-

tion of God. the history of the world us a process in which a divine
purfKHw? is l)eing realim>d : that purpose, ugain, not Iwing arbitrarily or
externally chosen, but arising out of and expressing the divine nature
itself, and lieing capable of fulfilment, therefore, only by the gradual
impartation of the divine mind and nature to man. For «u(li an
Tdealiam Greek thought assembled the materials; but scarcely was
able to bring them to the unity of an organic structure. This was to
some extent a matter simply of the order of time. In the history rf
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'""nifohi building and of the v^ U ,.1 '"t,!r
' "^' ""'^^ »' *^

whatHmn J.op<.k.^di,,„n,,, J;j''; '•; '"^ '^"^'^^ foundation, at

0"^'k-; an outlook over nucrl e I " *"' ""' ^•^''''•' » t*'^'

"J- «•.-• .urtl. ..„d ,Js .; ; ; '^ ""^^ ""«,'««^»> '^o^g it« work

«f-.,«t„r upon t,.,. . arc, fo I .;
"? '^'"'"« ""' '"'"'^ "^ ^he

«""ply with the hiHtorical ,H,m.ion of tl / T'. """ ^•"""^^^d. not

M"«lity of their nund VTlL m'^.'"''
''"' **^'' ^''" ""trin-e

""'•rj>rHin« ,h.. world. For the 1^ '" " ' ''""^"•P''' ^°'

l-nlc*8 we have apprehendl^ till'
"^ ''>"""^«'^- '^ "' oumelve..

timt .piri, iH th.. prinnpio Hvn h ll
"^ «^n«'--te«tjy th. inaight

•»ind. while devoU.d to t^t ,i! ?
"""''"* ®"' ^'"-' Hellenic

proc^. for their own .a . T
*"

7
""''"' '" '"'"'•^'^' ''" *'>°"

•.nfailin,. elearno.. of"iIm ,,., - l; r'"""''
"" ""'"•^•^'"" ^^ the

""d cahn ohjeetivitv. a e ^^ .f o fi^"''
"'^^' '*'

"
^^'•''- '*^

universal structure of thi„rj|L„ , rT'''"''°" "P«" »»"*

and .nore worthy than t
"1."

T'" ''
'" '" '" ""''' ""'^•' "«•

objective tendem-v - f th , U.^
"'" .'" ''" '-"vidual.ty. And thi«

wouMl^tTdtltLor" ''; r^ '"•^^^"^" *-'-* '-^. i^ we
fron. within, wt L Jk't" r''

"' '" '^'"''^ -ipletin, itaelf

which the individ-al ZJZJZ ".:''' ^ " ''^ "' "ix-^^ce. in

profou«.J and «orthv"n^T ; ' 7°?"^""''' ^"»''' '^-^' i- »

i-. w.ehout io«.n/oh,::.!t^,
..f^ :l7o;Tn;"^r

""''^^*^-

"Pon .t«,If. And ,.rec.«.lv ««eh a W of e^'^ " *"'"""' "
a lype 01 ei^wience wan now to

mmgM \?^ ••^
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»..-come the rhief factor of human hintorv, in a n-liKion which .« far

m •huh t ... s ru^«l..« ..,.,1 ..„ai„,„e„t« of the inner spirit are viewed

•net truly e.xpr«.«.« the nature and meaning of the world.

n.

Such a r..UKion-a religion that from the inner spirit got* forth

ta plunde
''

.

-hrufamty, at Ioa«t, a« it exi.t.^ in the n.ind ofta Founder, or „. ,t struggh. i„ human society to 1. faithful to that

hi ;
";* ":

"" •^""^' "'- '"'^ '•"'"'"•>' -"«--neHH. looked u,K.ntho«^^ eternal relation, of man'a life which are the order In.l ZcZ
that of h. (.n..k mmd .t«.lf; and looking thu. upon them He

^r: d :: i" r""^
°' ''- -'''' »« --^-^^ *»'^--

" ^rft

f^lv tlinl H """ "'^ ''^ '' ''"'"'•^ "« '""'''-' "»-" "- worldf«^ly. turnmg H.a eyea away from nothing. He regarded the wholeonler and ntructur.. of .t. the whole constitution of things inS
looke,! «,„, (h,« clear and open g./* upon the world, not all ita imper-fection. not all .ta evil, could make Him waver for a aingle inatXn

ord,r of nmna l.fe. are ultimately spiritual, ultimately moral-nav

of th^t^r • "/rr' '" ^^' *'"^'' "y f'»*»'*"-= ITi" co„«.iou,ne.aof the re at,on of Oo,l to the human world and of the human world toOod .n the worda. Our Father. Man'a life, that is to «av ia aiommunjeafon of Himaelf on the part of God : the univ L a 1 et7 of*«p.nt« wh.ch God constitutes and administer, as His family Wi^

r»ll«to«i.l».
om.wor.h (oA of aMara paMluUiy. Jmu* took

Mt
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tL-rnal Utv a.< a prwcne pwuH^Jon ^ '^

... .!» «.„., „i°u":;„:r' .ir™.;"^ ," ? '"'^-
ncfuallv i« • Up f««wi .11 .k »

nurnan life a^ human life

th.. .in uT„Jofrl 1„H V"'"''?"'^?'
"""• '" ^"' «"» °' •"-. •»

h«rt. Mdtol^ 1" P^" «P""«n.. bj ».kin, to .i„ „„..

ownJtZ^.'Z mlh^"'"°'r "' "" """" " "••

ir.in of lh« world wftk Ik' 7 l^''''' "»"' °' *•
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CTm „; :
""'

'V'
"'"' '"^ "••-' *°"'' -' '"«•' *»-»• 't went

my in llic form of (irdt-n^il mii-mi-."

Hut tlu. hU.ory of ,|.i. ..n.ran,.. of (•hr.M..n.lo„, „po„ „„. i„tel.

p^^rhap. the moHt .omplaaM of all human historic.. I„ ,|„. fi„"
p...... Out.. . „ ..o.„p,..,i,, fro,n wi.l.in. Chri.tiani.v .o..)., « .^
«lv«nc.. .mm«|,„,..|v .o .Ih- appr..h..n.,on of ,he or,..n,.- .ont^ l^of
(.0.1 un.I ,ho world. It w«. inevitable that ,l„. advan.e .,.„. .

"
„ .

t .r
( hr..,.an„y h„. .„ ., ,ho possibility of l^tb ,1... form'^ of ^hen'I.K.o«. temper .lintinKuiMhe.! o„ „ p^-viou. ..^...^ NVub ......

|.n^.vcnoM to ,11 evil, the imperiou. con^.io'u.^Je^. of ,i„. wh ^h t

fhTT . ?
?'""'"'' **"' •"""• "•^''*'*« "' he two for,,,. I nderh„ for,,,. ,t leadH men to .onden.n not only (heir nin. and the.r linf.J

Th.. ,t beeo,neH a prmnple of reparation from the world ; and .0 thenep.hv.. .mpl,,.| ,„ i„ ,K..,iv.. .Hv.-, .0 ^rc^t a place a. . , SllZ

i^ ^vol! ^ ;
rhr.pt,.ni.y. though an inten«, an.l heroic religil

. involved .n » d«.p nontradietion with itself, with the mind of U.'founder and with re„«,n. Ft cannot see the world as a worL o, (li

unl.ke God. Its inner pnncple. that is to say. is working under

• Smitra, pp. m, m.
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THE COMPLETING OF IDEALISM
limitations which contradict that inner principle itself. Hence the
forces which make for human development, continually impel that
principle to fulfil itself by going beyond those limitations Bealo;which IS irreconcilably an enemy to Manicha-ism; experience, whichshows how genuinely great are the world and the natural mind ofman; the love which carries the individual beyond himself and beyond
the limits of h,s church or order to the service of the imperfect world;
the mind of the Founder, exerting itself in the church :-these produce
gradually their effect, and the mind of Christendom comes more andmore to apprehend that the world stands in organic connexion withGod, the things of time with those of eternity, the conditions of man's
present life with the divine plan.

But secondly, this internal complexity and struggle is deepened by
truggles and complexities from without. For Christianity became
the central stream of human history. To it, every cuVrent ofhuman thinking, of Imman passion, of human achievement, every

tion became tributary, bringing clear or troubled waters, which
partly were received and assimilated, partly were hurried forwardm rival and contending currents. Virtually all the types, and

r .In T°°j'
.'"""'^ ''''''''' °^ ^'' philosophy, of his greater

religion, entered and exerted their influence; so that he who would
trace the development within Christendom of the conception of Godand the conception of God's relation to nature and man, would have tomake himself acquainted in the end with nothing less than the whole
scientific and religious history of the human race.

In the pages that remain, not even a beginning can be made at the
telling of that great history.^ But the impression which it is the
business of this book to convey-an impression of the two funda-
mental tendencies in the endeavour of the soul to move intellectuaUy
and practically toward reality-calls for at least some indication of the
complexity of the development now in question ; calls for at least somegnmpse of the variety of interests and insights operative in it, of the
crossing, the conflicting, the involution, of its intellectual and
emotional and moral factors.

Zo0



THE COMPLETING OF IDEALISM

In attempting to give such an indica^ ^oi., it is scarcely possible to
ouch the modern world. On the practical side, the story is too hope-
essly vast; and the issues are not yet clear. On t!ie side of thought
the history 18 easier to follow; and there are two specially striking
examples of the direct entanglement and conflict of the two tendenci.^
-Spmoza and Kant. But with Spinoza we have dready attempted to
deal. While that veiled conflict of the abstract and the concrete
movement of thought, which ran through the whole structure of
Kant 8 critical philosophy, has been laid bare for us by the Master of
Balhol m an exposition which is one of the masterworks of English
philosophical literature. But for the present purpose the medilval
world is almost more instructive than our own; because in it life and
thought went more closely hand in hand. Turning to it, we are to
attempt to deal with two single points which illustrate the wealth and
complexity of the forces at work. The one is Erigena's view of the
DiviBion ot Nature: it goes beyond the story of the inner develop-
ment of Idealism, and takes us back to that ultimate antithesis with
which we were concerned on earlier pages; for it shows the Idealism
implicit in Christianity almost overborne by Neo-Platonic Mysticism.
1 he other is an aspect of Aquinas' conception of the relation of the
world to God. It shows us that implicit Idealism struggling toward
a thorough expression of itself, but crossed just at the culmination by
a dualism very similar in motive to that of Plato and Aristotle

U
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ERIGENA: THE DIVISION OF NATUKE.

AljiN more diiTerent tluin Krigena and Spinoza it would be hard
to imagine; or philcsopliie.-^ more ditFerent in atmosphere and outward
appearance than Spinoza's with its severity of science, and Erigc.na's
with its radiance of mystic passion. Yet in the inner logic of the two
philosophies tliere is a similarity: each in its own way shows us the
affii-mative method and the negative dwelling together in a single
mind. This was due in part to the very nature of th'jir endeavour.
As men of philosophy and of religion, they strove to see the world
as One; strove to pass from present appearances to eternal reality.
But, as we so often have seen.i there are in such a movement of thought
two possibilities. We may see that the present appearances must
somehow be in organic connexion with eternal realitv ; for else the
world is hopelessly rent in twain, and the very unity 'that we set out
to find is lost. But, on the other hand, we may be so overwhelmed by
the differences between reality in its oneness and perfection, and the
appearances in their dividedness and evil, that we refuse to regard
these appearances as real at all ; they are deceptions—shadows of the
cave—coloured veils breaking up the pure light of the One. And
between the two possibilities, thus inherent in the very nature of their
task, both Erigena and Spinoza divided their hearts. But the form
which this division of mind assumed was determined for each by his
own special circumstances ; in each case there was a preceding history
leading to the presence and combination of the two tendencies in one
outlook upon the world. For Spinoza there stood on the one side the
modern attempt to apprehend reality by the use of the category of
Substance—the Cartesian tradition, whose last prophet is shut up to
the belief that reality is One Substance, and all manifoldness an
illusion. On the other stood the newly-developed physical science,
whose temper and point of view formed part of Spinoza's very soul.

' Cf. mtpra. pp. 7-11 : p. 83 note : p. 117 yn/. : p. 21(1 w/.
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ERIGENA: THE DIVISION OF NATURE

With Erigena, the diverse traditions that made up his intellectual
inheritance lay closer to historical religion. First, there was the early
history of Christian theology : the Apologists had wrought out a large-
hearted theory of divine revelation, of God's manifestation of Himself
in general and special forms to all the world ; and then Fathers and
Councils had formulated the doctrine of the Trinity. But along with
this Christian tlieology and strangely interwoven with it, there came
another type of thought : the philosophy which called itself by Plato's
name, but really was the summing up and the testament of tlie ancient
civilisation that had gone down to death, and in dying liad turned its

eyes away from the world to an absolutely transcendent God.
Such a combination of Christianity and Neo-Platonism might have

seemed beyond possibility. For whether viewed as theologies, seeking
to pass from the manifoldness of the world to an apprehension of its

eternal unity, or as religions seeking the way of life by which man
becomes at one with that sujjreme principle, the two represent the
greatest possible opposition of method and tendency. Extreme
opposites they were, too, by historical position. Neo-Platonism was at
once the ultimate vision and the dying voice of the ancient world;
Christianity was the vital life of the new. And this opposition of
nature had manifested itself in open hostility of action. Neo-Platon-
ism, in the stress of its conflict, had made alliance with the cult of the
ancient gods. Nothing could better have marked the Neo-Platonist's
sense of the irreconcilabloness of his theology with the Christian ; nor,
in the eyes of the Catholic theologian, could more thoroughly have
displayed Neo-Platonism as damned beyond all hope.

But though the old world was gone, and relapse into any of its

faiths or worships was regarded as the sin of sins, yet its mind could
not die. The Mysticism, with which in its old age it had sought to rise
above itself, neither did nor could pass out of the minds of men. In
part Christianity overcame it; but in part it infused itself into Chris-
tianity. And so strong is the impulse of the human mind to bring to
unity all the insights and beliefs that have place in it, that the com-
bination even of these opposites was soon attempted. No sooner had
the great world-conflict been fought and settled, no sooner had history,
in a Justinian, given its decisive answer to the endeavour of Julian,
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than the Areopagite sought to give to a niodifiwl Xco-riatonism a
standing within tl church. And the Areopugite did not stand alone:
he had many teaclicrs and compeers—Monopliysite monks, for instance,
such as the real Stephen bar Sudaiii and the phantom Heirotlieus.
But the passion of the conflict was still deep enough to sharpen the
critical sense against books " unknown to Cyril and Athanasius." This
ghost of Xeo-I'latonism, in its Christian dress, could but wander
forward through the years, here and there (as in the case of ilaximus
the Confessor) speaking home to an elect heart, imt l.v the great body
of the orthodox misunderstood, suspected, or even condemned.

None the less, the combination w.i^ to take place. When Julian
and Justinian and the Areopagite all were gone, and the northern races
were seated beyond possibility of overthrow in the West—while Mercia
still was disputing with her rivals the supremacv of England, and
there were yet nearly forty years to the birth of Alfred the West-Saxon
—there was growing up, probably in some corner of Ireland with a
cloister school, the man who was to stand at the beginning of the
greater labours of media-val theology. But he was not to stand there
merely as a churchman systematising canonic doctrine. He received
into himself both the traditions now in question—the Christian
theology of the Trinity and the Incarnation, and the Neo-Platonism
contained in the mystical theology of Dionysius. These he welded into
a system which sounds the note and contains the motives of each of
the two great sides of media>val thought—the mystic side and the
scholastic

;
but which does much more. For Erigcna was, in the strict

sense of the word, a secular figure, a man who belongs to the ages; in
him the great histories that had gone before him found a voice ag^in

:

while with his endcivour to see the whole process of the world as a
spiritual process, he from his ninth century may speak, as Noack
points out.i to the men of the nineteenth with their Hegel. Nature
and history seem to have worked together in setting him in his fateful
place. He was a Christian

; by training, a theologian in the succession
of Christian theologians. But by special kinship of nature he wa.=
fitted to receive, and, so far as was possible to a man who in his subtle
and unusual genius must have stood almost alone, to introduce a.s a

1 In the foruort to his German trnnslation of the r)e Dirimow \nt,,rnc.
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factor in tlio life of the West, tiiut older theology to wJiieli God is all

in all and the world uu emanation from whieli the wine man will seek
to return into Uod Himself.

For the mind of Erij,'ena was dominated by that which was central

to the logic of Neo-Platonism, and which in soini! form is central to

all philosophy—the instinct for unity. And hy that instinct in both
its forms. As a philosophic or scientific instinct, it constrained him
to view the world, and all the history and process of the world, na

one—ns one reality, issuing from one source, and in all its steps and
stages remaining one. While as a religious passion, the passion for

unity with Ood, it joined it.-eif with the philosophic instinct to

strengthen the demand that, as all things procee<] from (Jod, all things

must in the end return to (iod.

But the instinct for unity has two ways of fultilling itself. First
it may conceive the uuity of all existence as a unity which mediates
itself through diversity :—the unity which a system, for instance, has
by reason of its highest principle, or which a pr<K-egg has by reason of
the purpose that is realised in it. Or, secondly, it may conceive the

unity of the real as the solid, undifferentiated unity which rejects from
itself all manifoldness, all diversities, all distinctions. Of the two
conceptions, the latter is the easier to form; particularly in early

thought. Hence the man who is dominated by precisely the central

impulse of all science and of all philosophy, often conceives the unity
that he seeks as of the latter type. And from this, for the man of
intellectual clearness and speculative courage, the consequences follow

at once. The One is, and nothing else is. Then what is the manifold
world of our evperience? It is illusion. And if the inquirer is a
religious man, he has to go a step farther. The welfare of the soul

lies with reality. The duty of a true man, therefore, is to lift himself
out of the illusion in which ordinary human life is spent. He must
seek a new type of experience, a new form of consciousness, in which
he enters into union with reality ; in which he Iay.s aside the finitude

and manifoldness of human individuality, and without distinction o^
division of essence becomes one with God.

The key to Erigena's position is that he cannot enter clearly into

the former of these two ways of philosophy, nor yet commit himself
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unrewrvwlly to tlm lattir. ( uuiiot ciiUt diarly into tlu' former: for
he does not possesH, in clear mastery, those " eutegories of orj;auic
unity " whieh enable human thouj,'ht to retain all the manifoldnes.- of
the given world, and yet view that world ns having tln^ genuine unity
of a system or proeess in wliieli a single principle is manifesting itself,

a single purpose being realised. Nor ean he eommit himself
unreservedly to the latter. For his mind was not only subtle and acute.
It was comprehensive also, deli.,'hting to traverse all the ranges of
existence. And his spirit seems to have been alToetionate ; seems to
have ,ast out nuiny tendrils that clung about the things anil persons
of the manifold world ; as frefjuently his parabohir with their keen eye
for the face of nature, show, or the tender dedication subinde dilctis-
aimo tibi, frater in Cliristo Wiilfade, vl in sludiis mpirntiae (oopera-
tori, at the dose of the J)c /Hvigione Naturae. Hut behind all such
personal reasons stands the greater liistorical one—liis inheritance of
Christianity and of Christian theology. Jhs vision of the Lord Christ
taking upon llim the form of our mortal life, forbade him to dismiss
the world of our present struggle as unreality and illusion.

So that Erigena's work was done under almost the greatest strain
that can come upon a man in the courts of philosophy. By imperious
necessities of thought within, by great histories without, he was com-
pelled to be faithful both to the Jfany and to the One; and at the
same time he was not clearly master of those categories which would
have enabled him not merely to keep both the Many and the One, but
to see each as necessary to the other. Hence he was in a continual
struggle to keep faithful to his belief in the nnitv of existence, and at
the same time to do justice to the diverse facts of that manifold world
which was given to his singularly open-eyed and sensitive spirit. And
what he built up under the pressure of that struggle was a system that
has virtually all the great conceptions and tendencies and traditions
of Alexandrian and medic-eval thought woven into it. But Erigena did
this as no mere eclectic, piecing together into an unstable structure
materials afforded b^ the histories that he inherited. He was in
himself a great speculative genius. And his spirit is in the system
that he constructed. In all that age of great philosophies and
theologies which reaches from Augustine to Cusanua, it has no equal
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for iU .mil and (rtv usn-nt of thu «Tular con^tiouHneHH I.) Ms home in
Ood, or for the unfailing HiK-culative passion wi»h which it carries
througli the idea of the whole worl.l a- a proces^ioa from
tiOil And It IS th.' more remarkahlu an ImvinK tuk<-n form in the
ninth century-as if, through grey and cloudy twilight of earliest
morning there should break, for one fugitive moment and with the
niany.(ol,.ured r.,dia.ue that .si)eaks of evening rather than of morninjr,
the llarne of day.

*

The dialogue in which Erigena presents this system is long, com-
plicated, self-involved. Continually the argument returns upon itself;
yet not wilh the mere vexatious iteration of some of the later School-
men, but with an emphasi.^ that alway,* is now and with a " subUe
flame" of speculation that maintains itself to the end. To this
dialogue-the live books De DivUionc Naturae-^-e must now turn
and attempt to follow in some systeraatie way the essential movement
of its thought.'

FiTRt in general terms, how did Erigena meet the situation just
described? He keeps both sides, wo must answer; and does this by
means of an expedient that came to him from an earlier history

First, he ke^ns the unity. To say this, indee,^. is onlv to say that
he IS Erigona and a philosopher. Always he is a.«sorting it, or taking
It for granted, or labouring to reduce to it the stubborn opposites of
the world. The very title of his book, which seems to indicate multi-
plicity, really pcints toward unity. The ohject of his thinking the
object of philosophy and theologj-. he calls Xature. But by Nature
he means ro nay. the totality of being viewed as one; and by the
Forms into which Xature is divided he means th. aspects which that
one reality has somehow come to present. But secondly, as wo shall

1 The i^forences arc to the edition of Flos- iMiBnc. vol. l?.. „f the I^tln l',itrolo^>It .«q„. ,Hnn whether Erigena. with hN p„«lon for .he point of view of e et^^itv didnot (in Hpeak n« of the U-orrt) frequentl,. write In^nitus where FIo«, re«d/,,«SLExcept nt one or two point- (where KriRona. in hlR noorn for the hnman1^^™trasted with the aneelic. I« driven heyond hi. u.ual fine »en»ltivener«nd^low, th«"lan^naKe with which he condemn, the bn.te in man. It«, f to take nTtouXof bn7a itv.I have made the translation, very literal. This ha, been done Inthe hopTof con^iSmore accurate lrane,.ion of the man himwif in hi. ninth century thouX Butll™«
If hl9 thought, were turned Into the present-day lan^naKe of philosophy.
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•ec more fully i„ .i.-ali... wi,l. ,|,., | ,„„| ,|.,,,, ,.,„,„. „f ^.,,„^,.,.

manifol,! whKh a .....linvMl tlu.oiopnn. an.i „ .linnpl,. „f ,h., Ar..on«.
git., at thnt. !,.au.. .,„„.|i„j,. „ ,,„(,„ „„, „. „^ „„, ,„,„„f„,,,\,,
or<iinury exiKTioruc.

But n-tainin^ thus a .nanif,,!,!,,... witlnn r.alitv, ha. h. not
shatfrml hi. own fun.lam.ntal .l.utrin.. of iI,p ,„hiv „f Xaturo* Theanswer is, as m.licatod a moment ago. that he i-^vHin-s tl,.. .I.tlkulty
altogether i.y hnn,nMg up a gr.-at .listin.iion from that inherit. ..ee of
theological trn.htion which was his intc.||...,„al (Ic-M ami horn.-. This
18 the distinction between that whirl, is an.l //,„/ ,rhi.h i. not and
the consequent distinction hctw-en the methods of apprehending th.-se
two kinds of reality. The opning scnten.o of th.- Ih Diri.sione
Naturae, m which Krigena chooses for the totality of things the great
word .\alun: show Vatun- as divided into the things that are and the
things that are not:

j/awer. _()ften-a. I ,K,n.!er. with ...cl. .Iil,>.nc„ of inquiry y p„„cr«.dnut upon ihe fact tl.at tl,e fir.t a„d highest division of all thinK/^h."

are an tho«e that are not -there present, it.elf to me. ao the general nameof all the-o. the term uhich in (ireeU i« o.mr, but in Utin Va/L™ n?Tyou view the matter otherwise?
"• "' ''"

of r!^T;::^:^^:r
• ""' '•

'""• """ '^ ''"- *'••''
'

••"'- "'- •"« ••'"•

^^i^TJ'xi: ::::•:::
^" "^^'-'""- '- '"- «-"*• "•- '- ^" '•-«.

na< which is is the realit, able to present itself in ordinary human
experience; the reality apprehensible by human reason, and declared,
therefore, by that reason to have existenc. . But there is a reality
which stands high above all the categories of reason, and of which,
therefore reason can only gay that it i. not. This reality which is
beyond the grasp of mind and can, therefore, in all thinking ami
speaking, be referred to only in negative terns of which the is not is
the summing up, is the true and genuine reality. And with it. though
human thought and speech can find no name for it e.,cept Nothing
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and no description of it exci pt that it is not, yet a union of the soul
is possil)le; a union with which Erigona deals at length, but which we
cannot consider at this point. Corresponding to this distinction within
Nature is a distinction in theological method. There is, first, affirma-
tive thooiog}-, which of the divine os.«ence predicates what is; not
meaning, indeed, that the divine essence is anything of that which
is, but that all qu. lities and existences which have their source in it
can l)e predicated oi it. While negative theologj- denies that the divine
essence falls in the province of that which is; i.e.. of that which can
be thought or ..poken.i You can .say, for instance, that God is truth,
ina.smueli as He is the creator and original cause of that truth in
which all things that are true participate. But, on the negative
method, you deny that God is truth, because He is more than "truth
and is exalted above everything that can bo thought or said, above
everything of which it can at all be said that it ts.2 And of these two
method.-^ or [)rocedures of theology, the preference must be given to
the negative. For what the affirmative procedure does, is, as a working
compromise, to effect a .<ort of transfer: it carries the methods of
human thinking into a realm where properly they have no place.
Categories like Essence, Wisdom, Truth, it applies where categories are
not apj)licable. In strict propriety, it is only the via negativa that can
be adopted in investigating the exalted and incomprehensible nature of
God. If men must have a name for that nature, let them use the word
that expresses the inability of thought to conceive it and of speech to
utter it-the word mhil For God, being exalted above all that can
be thought or uttered, can properly be affirmed only by the denial of

hl-fl^ „; ]i 7*"? "^"f.""'
"' "j'^P""- ' "< °"« »h»f h«« taken a great place in thehiBtory of theologta negativa. God ia viewed a, coincidctia oppo«ilor«m. Hence youmust not attnbute oru mde of an opposition or antithesis to God without the otherBut human tho„«ht-so Erigena takes for granted, whatever deeper view may ^Lpnca

W„^rr
"° •'°"<!«P"°"« "-"ich take up into unity both sides of these oppo,lt Ions.Hence human thought Is precluded from attributing qualities to God at all, and has toregard Him as altogether beyond the categories. It will be noted, that with these oppositions. e.g.. Essence and Nothingness. Eternity and Time, Light and Darkne.s, Erigen.does not regard the latter as merely a denial of the former, but views both as positi™Then since God is the source of both, affirmative theology must predicate both of Him-which can only mean that He is above both, and th it therefore (aa is noted in the text) thetrue procedure for theology Is the negative procedure.

«i.™ m tne text) the

» IV. 5.
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ERIGENA: THE DIVISIOX OF NATURE
all that is; and is better known by non-knowledge.» Thus, then, the
negative method avails us more than the affirmative, in our inevitable
attempt to characterise the ineffable essence of God. :or affirmative
theology is a carrying over of qualities or predicates from the creatures
to the Creator; but the denials of negative theology, moving far above
every creature, are valid of the Creator in and for Himself.^ Hence
It is that Erigena adopts the exhortation of the Areopagite to
Timotheus his friend: "If thou art strong for journeving in the
realm of mystic contemplaticn, forsake the senses and the operations
of the intellect, and both the things of sense and the things that are
invisible, and all that is and is not, and so far as in thee lieth be
restored in non-knowledw to the unity of that wiiich is above all
essence and all science. For thus, in the immeasurable and uncondi-
tional passing of the soul beyond thyself and all things, forsaking all
things, and from all things being set free, slialt thou ascend to the
superessential ray of the divine darkness."

This division of Nature into that which is and that which w not.
With the corresponding distinction between the methods of theologj', is
the expedient which sets Erigena free from his initial and funda-
mental difficulty. First, it leaves him free to assert the very highest
doctrine of unity; a doctrine of unitv which sots him at the side of
Vedantist and Xeo-Platonist. But secondly, it also leaves him free to
give a place within reality to the manifold—the manifold of our
experience, together with that higher system of forms and principles,
of persons and energies, requisite for the explanation of our experi-
ence. And this simultaneous honouring of the two great and appar-
ently antithetic necessities—the necessity for unitv. asserted imperi-
ously by the philosophic and theological intellect

;"

and the necessity
of recognising the actual manifold of our experience—can take place
without fear of rational attack. For Nature as one (i.e. God as
original source) is above all grasp of reason. If it be objected : Does

obiecUI'h^h^"f.f , ^^''f? '.'t'"/" l"'"""' ""*' knowledge conditionH and limits iUoyect, that he is not content with denying that human reason can know God. He evenm.n.truct8. under certain modifications, a doctrine that God cannot know mm^lUUwlBut in eatim^ting the real significance of such a view, we must rememW that forErigena knowledge is defined by the ten Aristotelian categories
«"«'°">«'- ">»' fr

2 IV. J.
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not jour retention of the manifold contradict your doctrine of unity?
the answer is : You cannot say that, for reason cannot enter here ; the

nature of the One is not to be limited by the application to it of the

categories.*

Thus a " Division "—really not so much " of Nature," as of the

aspects which Nature presents to minds like ours-—is effected. There
is, first, Nature as One. It is above the categories ; we cannot ration-

ally comprehend it, though we munt alfirm its unity. There is,

secondly. Nature as Manifold. This is the hold wherein reason can

profitably employ itself ; and Erigena—as if rejoicing that his funda-

mental Mysticism is not after all to call hin\ away from the courts of

science to mystic quietude—flings himself upon it with all the powers
of his subtle and eager mind and all the resources of his intellectual

inheritance. As he considers it, he finds within it a great distinction.

There are, first, the universals—eternal and energetic types; what

Plato called Ideas, but Erigena calls primordial causes. Secondly,

there are the effects of these causes, effects of which some at least are

temporal and visible.

But even this is not the end. The instinct for unity still has a

work to do, and here it is especially supported by the religious instinct.

If it is a demand of reason that there should be a unitary source of all

things, it is a demand both of reason and of religion that there should

be a unitary end of all things. So that the final Form of Nature is

that in which there is no more procession—no more forth-going—of

creatures in classes and kinds, but all things, in ([uiet, rest in God as

an undivided and unchangeable One.^

Thus the " Division of Nature " comes at last to be fourfold.

First, there is Nature as One—Nature as creating, but not created,

• It is intcrc«tin(? to compare the somcwhfit similar situation in Kant. Moral reason
asserts a oateitorical imperative. And that assertion, so Kant thinks, the scientiflc reason
cannot challenge, because scientific reason cannot enter into the realm of noumena.

2 Cf. in frn, pp. SntS I" and 3U-31S (especially .315).—At the beginning of the third Hook,
the second Form of .S'iiture is referred to as " the second way of viewing universal Natur«,
and, so to speak, its form or appearance."—In Spinoza, on the interpretation of thnge who
in dealing with the definition of "Attribute" (^A. I. dof. IV.) emphasise the tanquam.
there is a similar si'-ation. arising out of similar logical motives.

3 II. 2.
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God as thu original source of all things; secondlv, tliu aljoriginal

causes—Nature as created and creating; thirdly, the ell'ects of these

—

Nature as created, but not creating; fourthly. Nature as One again,

when all process or emanation from tiie original One has returned to

its source, and God is all in all.

j'tl

To the consideration of these four Forms of Nature, the De
Divisiane Ndlurae is given. Of the first, as it is in itself, there is, of

course, nothing to be said, except in the way of amplifying the negative

position already indicated. This Erigcna specially does in the first

Book, a great part of which is occupied by an extended proof of the

inapplicability of the ten Aristotelian categories to God. The Book

concludes by insisting once more upon the greater truth of the negative

theology. '" And this is the Confession, prudent and catholic and for

our salvation, which we are to make concerning God:—that we may
first, in the affirmative way, using names or words, predicate all things

of Him, not properly, but by a certain transfer, but that all these

may again with full propriety l)e denied of Him according to the

negative way. For it is more correct to deny, than to affirm, that God
is anything of that which is predicated of Him."i "... Of
God nothing can properly be predicated, because He is above every

thought, above every characterisation in form of sense or intelligence;

better is He known through non-knowledge ; His absence of knowledge

is the true wisdom ; more truly and more credibly is He denied in all

than affirmed. For whatsoever thou deniest of Him thou deniest

truly ; but in no wise does that which our reason establishes about Him
stand fast in reality. If thou provest {approbaveris, imaginest thyself

to have proven) that He is this or that, thou shalt stand in the end

convicted of falsehood, because He is nothing of all those things which

are, or which can be said or thought. If, however, thou declarest tliat

He is neither this, nor that, nor any definite thing (nee hoc, nee illud,

nee ulliim), then thy truthfulne?s shall be made manifest because He
is nothing of all those things which are and which are not. To him no
man can draw near, unless first, making strong the path of the soul, he

1 I. "6.—Erigcna likes to call afflrmatlvc theolofty cntaphalic, negative tbcologf
apophatic.
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leaves behind l.iin all the senses, and the activities of the un.lerstand-
mg and all the thin;,'s of sense, together with the whole of that which is
and which 18 not, and so far as in him lies is restored in non-knowledge
to unity with Him who is far above every essence and all thought;
for whom neither reason nor thinking is suitable, nor can He be
uttered or understood, nor is there for Him name or word.'"

And yet something positive must be said about the first Form of
Nature. For Erigena is simply not capable of affirming a One above
the categories, and a Many subject to the categories, and then merely
leaving these side by side, with the statement that nothing can be said
attirmatively of the One, and that therefore the only thing for us to do
1. to describe the Manifold as we find it. So that, although the first
*orm of Nature is above the categories, yet Erigena does after all
r..... It an object of positive philosophical investigation; he considers,
nu:-. y, Its outgoing or procession into the lower Forms, and so gives
us a view of the universe of particular beings, as unfolded from an
original unity.

That is to say, Erigena turns to affirmative theology The verv
next sentence after the passage just quoted, goes on: "^But, on the
other hand, as we have often said, without precisely contradicting
reason, all the things which are, from the highest to the lowest, can be
predicated of God, in the way of a certain similarity, or dissimilarity
or contrariety, or opposition, since all the things which may be predi-
cated of Him have their source in Him." Then the second Book
makes a formal transition to the theology of affirmation, in which, in
our reflective consideration of the universe, we may by a scrt of
h-ansfer apply the terms an'^ ,ds of our human science to God
since everything ^vhich has eing in Him and from Him, may

with piety and reason bo predicated of him."-^ Later in the second
Book, the same transition is again indicated: for while in the De
Dxvisione Naturae there is an orderly plan and advance, yet the
book IS like a gleaming web, in which all the strands are present at
the begmn.ng and continually are reappearing. So that after dealing
in the earlier part of the second Book with the procession of the
primordial causes from God. and with the nature of man,-drawing

' I. BB. 2 II. I
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hU doctrines with inimitable exegesis irom " dinuUsimu, prophcta,
Mouicn '-he turns back to the uiapplieability of the categories to
Ood; and to God's non-knowledge which is " ineiruble understanding,"
the "true and highest wisdom -•^

then returns to the doctrine of the
1 nutty thus: " Let us now turn again to theology, which is the first
and chielest part of wisdo>n. l{ightly is it called so, because it is
concerned either solely or principally with the contemplation of the
dmne nature. It falls into two parts, an atfirmative and a negative,
which in Greek are called ;r,rr«0«ri^„ an.l a^jo^unu,, In the
hrst liook wo dealt with negative theology, denying upon assured
grounds that the ten categories-together with all genera, forms,
numbers, and accidents-<an properly be predicated of God. In this
present Kook we have also proceeded according to the negative way, as
the order of our i.roblem demandeil; and liave taken up the position,
that God in His essence understands nothing of all that, which is and
IS not, because He transcends every essence; that He absolutely does
not know what He is (since He is in no wise determined or condi-
tioned), or of what quantity or quality He is (since no such detcr-
mmation attaches to Him and He is in nothing to be understood)

;

and that He in Himself absolutely cannot be comprehended in Uiat
which IS and that which is not :—a sort of non-knowledge which stands
high above all knowledge and understanding. But now let us attempt
to gain an insight into the other part, into affirmative theologj-, under
the leadership of Him, who is sought and seeks to be sought, who
comes to meet the f^ouls that seek Him, and desires to be found.

'

This
part of theology it is which, with regard to the divine nature, considers
what may with a certain propriety be brought forward, and be under-
stood by reason if it go prudently."^

We have already noted the forms or stages under which Erigena
considers the procesion by which the one eternal Nature gives rise to
a manifold reality. The first stage in the forth-going process-what
Erigena calls the second Form of Nature—contains a multitude of
existences, the causae primordiales. These are perfect; are purely

> II. IS.
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p:kic;ena: the division of nature
iutelligiblc, unmixcl with space or time; are at on.e creative
energies and the arelulvpes after wliieh the tilings of this world are
found ;—in a word, are Platonic Ideas. Yet Erigena is never weary
of insisting that this second Form of Nature is a unity. That is to
say, he really views it as a system—a system of intelligible forms, a
Koa^ws yo,,TiU. Then the third Form, into which the second
proceeds, contains th.. actual things and beings of this present world.

\Ve shall best understand Erigena's posili.m in this—shall Inst
set before our minds both the difficulties that lie faced, and the
solutions that he found for them-if we turn back for a moment to
X(«-riatonism. -^nd alongside the solutions that I'lotinus worked out
for the difficulties which beset him, place the solutions that Erigena
worked out for precisely the same difficulties. The One of Tlotinus,
like Erigena's first Form of Nature, is absolutely a unity; it rejects'
from itself all diversity and manifoldness. And it is absolutely
transcendent; so that reason can attain to no comprehension of it
Yet the manifold world of our experience is left standing; and, since
dualism is intolerable, that absolutely transcendent principle la
necessarily re-.rded as the source of it. But then arises at once the
problem: II., „ oan the One remain in its absolute transcendence and
absolute self-containedness, and yet give rise to this present world?
Phe steps m Plotinus' attempt to solve this problem we have already
had to consider.! First, he has two devices for enabling him to regard
the One as giving rise to something beyond itself, and yet as remaining
in its absolute unity. One .f these devices consists in metaphor; the
procession of some further reality from the One is emanation, which
leaves the source precisely what it was before—as fragrance does the
flower from which it comes, or light the flame, or cold the snow. The
other is that most ingenious of logical devices, the conception of one-
ended relationship: "It (the One) is by no means that of which it
IS the principle." Thus the passage is made from the One to that
which, in Plotinus' system, corresponds to the second Form of Nature
in Erigena's

;
to the vovs. 'i'his is viewed as at once one and many.

It is a «d<TMo.- vo,,r6?, a place of intelligible foms, the home of the
Ideas or archetypes after which the things of the visible world are

> Supra, pp. 112-Ul.
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ERIGENA: THE DIVISION OF NATURE

made; i.^., at this point Plotinus weaves into his system tlie Platonic

theory of Ideas. And as the vnC; is an emanation from the One, so

it is itself the source of ii farther emanation, and thus we are led at

last to our present world.

But such a view involves difTlcultics, of which we must hero notice

three. (1) There is the difSculty in deriving the i-in'; from the One
at ail. (2) There is a difficulty in what may l>o called the internal

constitution of the yoi';. As an emanation from the One it also is

One; but toward the world—as containing the Ideas or archetypes of

the world—it is many. But the two sides of the conception are not

adequately held together. The vor; is a one; and it is a many; but
what the principle or energy of synthesis is, which thus enables a one
to be at the same time a many, Plotinus does not and cannot explain.

(3) The difficulty in the relation of the One to the i'oj%- recurs in the

relation of the voi; to the world below it. How does the vovs go
beyond itself to give rise to the manifold world of our sense-e.xperi-

ence? This difficulty is almost the same as that in Plato's earlier

Idealism with regard to the relation of the Ideas to the manifold
things of sense.

These difficulties are all in a sense contained in the first. Any
adequate solution of it would almost certainly involve the solution of

the others. But precisely that first difficulty it is which is absolutely

hopeless. When God or reality is defined in the Xeo-Platonic way ad

absolutely one, absolutely self-contained, absolutely transcenc'ent,

there is no possibility whatever of advancing to a manifold world.

You are shut up to the position of the Vedantist and of Parmenides.
There simply is no such thing as a manifold world. Belief in it is an
Ulusion; and a wise man's business is to free himself from the illusion.

But, as we have seen,* Plotinus could not take up that position. He
cannot deny the existence of the manifold world, and therefore is

compelled to attempt in the way just noticed a derivation of it from
the One. But the derivation is altogether unsatisfactory. The meta-
phors do not help us; metaphors may illustrate arguments, but are

not themselves arguments. And the conception of a one-ended

relationship must be rejected as contradicting the verv- idea of

* Sitpro, p. 142.
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n.|ut.<,n«l.i,,. What r.ully lit-* l.ul.i.ul ti.esc devkf* is the fact that in
i otinuH tliiTf an. two l^pos of thinking: the n.ystif tiiinitiug to
which reality is an absolutely sdKontained One admilting no multi-
plicity; and the thinking which views the One as the source of the
manifold world. The same two types of thinking are in Spinoza; we
have afa.ly had to study the way in which he makes the transition
froin the one to the other-the way in wliieh Spinoza the Mystic, with
his One Substance that can have no determinations, passes over into
hpinoza the Pantheist to whom that indeterminate One has become the
solf-determining energy of an orderly and systematic world.' One
miglit almost say that the chief dilference iK^twwn the two is that in
Notinus the Mystic i)redominate8, in Spinoza the Pantheist. And
the same two types of thinking are in Erigena; onlv with him it is
hard to say whi.h predominates. In fact, he is completely in earnest
with both. On almost every page can be found the ideas which
represent the two sides: the idea of God-the Mrst Form of Nature-
as absolutely transcending our knowledge, and ns that absolute unity
which repels all diversity; and the i.Iea of God "pouring Himself
forth," and so giving ri.«e to the various orders of existence which
make up the universe. And he does not seem to have -en how incom-
patible these types of thinking are. There are, inde.d, indications of
th^ -Hif and attempts to bridge it.^ But upon the whole the battle
nev V IS fouglit out. On the contrary, Erigena mav be said to give
himself completely to each of the two sides. And for this he ought
not to be condemned ns a man involved in mere self-contradiction
For, in doing it, what he really docs is to prophesy the Idealism which

' Supra, pp. 16S-I7S.
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EHKJKNA: THE DIVISION' OF NATIUE

sIhiuIh iiIhivc IhiiIi Mystu ism iiiid l'aiitlici.<iii. Imjiiji nlile hv it» organic
lulfgorii'x, to do Justin- alikf to the iinit.v «{ tliu divi 'c imfire and the
muiiifoldnciix of the worl<l. aliki- to the tniiisci'iidirut' and the iinnmn-
enii- of (;.i(|. Ill actt'iitin;; t-aili side as tnu' lie nallv riro-jniscd that
truth was jinatiT tlian citlicr.'

Th«' iontt'ption of th.' prott'ssion or forthpouring of (;od. as the
sounc of the univtrst- of inalurcs, is fvi-rvwhirc in Krigcna. We
must Ik- <(.iit.'nt. however, with two passages; two great passages one
wouhl rail them, were it not that the Ih- JJirisionr Xtitiirni- is crowded
from Uginning to end with siith passages. One (xeurs about midway in

the thi. |{<M»i<. (Jod, he says (following Dionysius), eannot lie called

this or t lat. Unause He is all and in all. Then he goes on to trace

the pr«Kv s in wliidi (iod gens In-yond Himself and yet remains Him-
self. " Ofscending first from the superes.'sontiality of His nature, in

whith H" can hut Iw caMed Xon-Heing, He is created of Hims,elf
|underg(K> a creation at His own hands) in the primordial causes,

and JxHomes the Ix'ginning of every essence and of all life, of every
understanding, and of all things tliat enlightened contemplation
perceivt's (tfum^Hva con.siili'ral throria) in the primordial causes.

Then, de-stcnding out of the primordial causes, which occupy, as it

were, a middle station between God and the creature, that is, between
that inelTable superessentiality which stands high above every thought,
and the revealed Nature which is essentially cognisable for pure spirits,

I It raiiT be advimble-eHprciallT In view of tlie loose and IrreHponsiblc way in which
the term " I'antheUm " 1- fnqu. ntly use<l-to point out onco more Ihi- ex. ct lelallonof
the three types of thought referred ro in the above paragraph. I'antheism i- the extreme
opposite of Mysllcism; while Idealism, when It Ik really .lominant and not "imply a
gervant of Bomn other view, does jiwtice to the truth of both, Mysticl»m sees reality as
•n incommunicHble One before which all the apparent things of our experience fade into
nothingness. Pantheism (of which Splnozn's "second metaphyoic" is a type), on the
contrary, view* God as unfolding Himself into a world of particular things and facts, all
of which therefore are real with the reality of God, but none of which can be called
" indlTiduals," since each is simply a mode of the one divine Substance, Mysticism, in a
word, is the theology of absolute transcendence. Panthei>m the theology of absolute
immanence. While Idealism does justice to both the two sidos by viewing God as a self-
determining and self communicating spirit -Himself a perfect individual, Imparting
Him-elf and so giving rise to imperfect or "created" individuals. Again, Mysticism is
negative Iheoogy; while Pantheism and Ideal.sm, though in very different ways, are
afflrmative theologies. In dealing with the first Korm of Nature, Krigcna is a Mystic ; in
dealing wi h the second and third Forms, be might almost be called a combination of
Idealist and Pantheist

; and we shall have later to ask whether in dealing with the fourth
Form, ho returns to the Mysticism of the first.
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he • l,c-c.o„„.H

'
in the olFoctH of thone causcH. and ,h nm.le manifest in

..X theo,,lmn.e«. Thente. through .1... ...anifold forn.s of those ef!ect8
lie proceeds, even to that last order of collective nature, in which
bod.e8 are contained. And us in this order he goes forth into allthmgs lie makes all and becomes all in all, and returns into Ilimsel?
by calling all thmgs back into Himself, and while He comes to be
[enters vpon .vndilioncd eHstenrc. as one might say in the termin-
ogy a modern school] in all thin,^s. He does not cease to be above

all. All things He makes out of nolhing,' inasmuch as out of His
superessentiality He brings forth essences; living k-ings out of Hi«
exal at.on above life; intellects out of His transcx-ndenco of the
ink.llect; out o the negation of everything which is and is not. the
afhr,M..t,on of all that is and is not. By this also we are most clearly
taught the return of all things into the cause, out of which they
proceeded when all things turn back again into God, as air into light,when God wil be all in all; not, indeed, as if Go.1 were not even now
all m all, but becau.se. since the transgression of hu.nan nature and its
banishment ro.n its seat in Eden-that is to say. fro.n the height ofhe spiritual hfe, and from the apprehension of clearest wisdom-into
the profo,n„1est deep of ignorance, no one save by divine grace is
enhghtened, or is able-rapt with Paul to the height of the hidden
things of God-to discern with the intent gaze of true understanding
hou God is all in all

;
for the cloud of fleshly thoughts and the gloomy

twilight of vam imaginations lie between, and the pc-netrating genius
of the soul, weakened by unreasoning passions and baffled by the
splendours of transparent truth, expends itself upon the accustomed
shadows of tlie corporeal world. For it is not open to us to believe
that the heavenly essences, who never have left their state of eternal
blessedness^ can recognise in the whole of cn-ation anything else but
only God Himsdf, since they, lifted high above all sense and thought,
see all things in God and in the primordial causes, without needing any

God Himself. For "nil thIniM h«vn fh»ir k„L . .
' ° ** """ -"Perewfcntlal
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work of nature for the knowledge of trutl..-for they ulo,,.. ...jov theinelfable grace of the eternal light."'

^^

xi r t on. u'' .'"'""r
" '''"'"^' ""'• "'^- ' I-'-I-i"" •• winchexists among tlie order, of natural l.eing. But l.etor.. takinLr ih,pasnage we .hould n«,e ,he express de.inu " .„ of •• ,,a^ a '"«!.;

u. .jot er chapter. A„ things that are. .JKn^Jn^oU^
bishop of Athens -all things tiiat are and all thinL's that are

he d.vu.e es..en..e. Thi. participation u its.lf „,„) ing ., h r .he reeepfon or as.un.ption ..r ,he e.scnc which is par.icipa e.n and such reception in.plie-. or ra.h.r is. ,1,.. ••p,„r,„,'ouof the divme w.sdom which is to all things th.-ir suhsiant adU.e.r essence and whatever under the forn. ,.f natur is ,. Iperee.ved ,n then,-^ Hut in the passage which we are „..w u,c^nsuler Kngena ,s thinking of that participation as the prineinle Ifthe ordering of the whole universe. Each'ordcr of , . a ling
part.e>pates m that which is above it and is participated in hvTatbelow .t

;
except that God. who is highest, is particip ,., i h^ enot part.e.pate; while "bodies." which are lowest participate buare not participated in. From their original ground inT div nW>sdom the orders of l>eing .lescend in a scries of natural ..adatior-among their "participations" the all-creative wisdom " lestab:

brought to the accord and friendship, or to the peace and love "or towhatever dse be the true name for (his unifving'If al hings "
But

Than ZT r'^'r'"''
" ''' '^ -^ -*'-^ ^''^- i^ t"'e answerthan the derivation of a next-following essence from that which

n^tt il ' tdTT"' °' '-'''' '^'"" ^ '-'' *° "'"* -^^ ^'^^

Sn! 1 ;/ ,

^"^™' «""' «" *" ^^'"^ J'"^- through suchbestowal, the orders of the universe have their being. As a river

' in. 20.

hM a^ked What the ho..«, of W.«,o™ 1. and ^-hat 1.:T^XVlZl'Xl T,
ao
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I

Htri'uriin frum its M.ijnr, and its wutern for ever and without lo•^ of
rontiiiuiiv iiitikf llifir wiiy downwurd through tht- longcot channel, mo
" the divine jfoodi . «», utid fuM-ncc, and life, ami wiiitloin, and all thai

in till' lionKf of all vwnin, pour forth, lirst in tin. pnmordiul caufcr,

and nnikr Uu-kv to Iw; and thin hapten down, in some iuilTuhle may,
throuffh thr iirinmnlial cauM-.i into tin- flTcctit of these, through thf

Bt'lf-harnioiiiou(* orders of tlu' universe, always llowiii),' down throu^^h

the hijiher to the lower; and return ity the most seeret poren of natuif,

and hy the most hidden jiaih, to their source again. From i!iat sourco
in everv giM)d thing, every essence, all life, all sen.se. all reason, all

windoin, every genus, every itiKnieH, uU k-uuty, all order, all unity, all

equality, all dilTereme, all plaeo. all time, hoth everything which is

anil everything whidi is not, hoth everything which is thought and
everything which in perceived hy sen.se and everything which it* almve
sense and thought. The ininuitahle motion in if,se'f of the highest

and triune and sole true goodness, iiud its simple multiplicity, and its

inexhaustihh- pouring forth from itself, in itself, to itself, are the

ciiuse of all things, nay ratlier. ,irr all things. For if the heing thought
of all things (intelkctu.i omnium) w all things, and if the divine

ge«idness alone thinks all things, then that divine goodness itseU m
alone all things, iiecnuse it is the .sole gnostic power which knew
all things before they were all things, and knew all things not
outside of itself— for outside of itself there is nothing—hut has

all things within itself. For it encompasses all things, and nothing
is within it, in so far as it is true, hut itself, because it olone is

true. The other things which are said to l)e, are its theophanies,

which truly subsist in it. And .so Clod is everything which trulj

is, because IJc Himself makes all things and b(>comes in all things,

OS saith St. Dionysius the Areopagite. For everything"—here
Erigena exhausts the power of metaphor in insisting that the world
which is known is the manifestation of the God who cannot be
known—"everything which is thought or perceived by sense U
nothing other than the appearance of TTim wlio does not appear, the

manifestation of the hidden, the affirmation of the denied, the compre-
hension of the incomprehensible, the utterance of the ineffable, the

approach of the inaccessible, the apprehension of the unintelligible,
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thf IhxIv of ihi' iii(or|)<)iful, ilir oMii.r of iliiii V. huh i.- iiUivc f-M'ru'

.

the form «f ihiit which hii;< no form, the incusuri' of the imrni'imurub!!',

the nutiil«r of the iiimiiiifruhic, ilu> wi'ij<ht of timt whu h ii- <li'Voi<| <,(

w<'i>{hf. thf .oiiiiri;; into fintsa mutter of tho .-piiitiml. the viMhility ..f

the inMrihlf, tlie possession of |ihi.(; hy thut whi( h i^ Uyoml phice, the

tukinj< on cf time-form by that whicli it* i\\<„\r time, the (hliniri)? •(

the infinite, tlie cireiim-erihinf; of thnt which dinnot Ix. compuftscl.

and whatever I'Ise i> iiiiiii;rht or ii)ni|ireheiiiieii hy piiie inlelle<.t, <<v

cannot he hehl witliin fiie hoiimls of memory, or escaiHs the pene-
trating insifrht of the soul,"! 'I'heii llrip'na ^'oes on to show, in the
most interesting' way, that we -.en have in ourowri nature as intelli-

gence*, an exniniile of precinei^ .eh an activity of self-manifestatioti.

Alone, invisiliie. ahsoliite in its .,. .,iir thotixilt i< yet able to ;:o forth

from itself, and to intorjiorate itself in soimds and si^;ns. and to enti r

into the depth of others' hearts, and niin;:le itself with other mind-,
and becoHie one witli that to which it is joined—and yet it remain"
alwayn itself, and in nnitiiijr itself with others <loes not relinquish it-

own siniplicity. Hut this brin;rs us to an ii>pe(i of jlrijtena's thou^lit

(his Idealism) which we are not yet in position to discuss. What we
have at this point to consider is something very dilferent : namelv, that
when Kri^jena pnueeds to work out his view of the universe in its

deseendin;.' scale of existences as arisinir from an outflowing', a |)nurLn;,'

forth, of itself on the part of the ilirinn honilns, he is in itiucli betti r

position than Plotinus. His view of the absolute unity and transcend-
ence of Cod places liim. at the be^jinnin^'. in the same lopical situation

as Plotinus. and with the same dilTiculties to face. But be inherited

thnt which Plotinus did not ; the tradition of f'bristian theolojry. An.l
this in n form peculiarly favourable to his endeavour; for the theolo;:y

to which he turned by affinity of soul, was that last preat world-labour
of the Greek spirit, the theology of the East. True, he quotes contin-
ually from the Areopagite and from Afnximus the Confessor; but he
constructs no fantastic hierarchy; a singularly clear and piercing
reason guides him. even when he is denying that reason can kno\\

ultimate reality. True, again, ho could not live in the West and escape
Augustine's influence: yet he is able to deal critically even with

I lit 4.
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Augustine. But tJie nmu to whom really he reaehes liis hands across
the ages is Origen. And the theology which really had power over hismmd was that theology « hose central and detenninative conception is
the idea of the divine nature manifesting itself in the Word This
the-^logy of the Logos and the Trinity it is that guides Erigena in this
greater ualf of his thought which sees the incommunicable One as the
God who goes forth from Himself, communicates Himself, and gives
rise to a universe which in the ordered scale of its existences is full of
harmony and beauty, and in its natural arrangements testifies of
spiritual truths. So that Erigena is able to bring to the difficulties
tliat beset h.m and Plotiuus alike, a solution which tends as truly to
be coucret" as that of Plotinus to be abstract. Where Plotinus i.
eon.pelled to deal in abstract Ideas, Erigena deals in living energies
living powers, living affections. The svstem of Erigena comes in
fact, to be a Xeo-Platonic framework filled with idealistic content!

The second Book is formally given to tlie consideration of " the
procession of the creatures from the first and unitary cause of all
things through the primordial essences (which, before all thin<rs are
established by it and in it and through it) into the diverse classes, and
forins and numbers, of things, to infinity."i At the same time-so
the Master warns the Disciple-we shall find in the course of that
discussion many a thing introduced about the return of the creatures
to their beginning and goal ; for the procession and the return of the
creatures are so intimately connected as to appear inseparable; about
the procession nothing worthy or reliable can be advanced without at
the same time considering the return of the creatures and the final
unifying of all things. Then the Master begins the discussion of the
first stage of the outgoing of the divine nature in this way: « As the
second Form of universal Nature, there appears (enitct. shines forth)
as was said above, that which is created and creates, and which accord-
ing to my belief is to be understood as consisting only in the
primordial causes of things. These primordial causes of things are
called by the Greeks rrpvr^Tvra, that is, primordial patterns, or
7rpoopi(r^,niTfY,that is, predestinations or determinings (definition'es)

;

or again, dtta deXi'ifiara, that is. divine volitions; and also idiai,

1 ir. 2.
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that is, kinds or forms in wliiili the unchaugcablu grounds of all
things to be created, were already present. Concerning these we shall
speak more in detail in the course of our work, and bring forward
testimonies from the holy Fathers. Not wrongly, however, are they
called by those names; for the Father, that is, the beginning and origin
of all things, constituted already in His Word (namely, in the onlv-
begotten Son) the grounds of all things which wereto be created,
before he constituted them into genera, and species, and numbers, and
differences, and all those other things which in created Nature either
can be seen and are seen, or on account of their loftiness cannot be
seen, and are not seen, but none the less are."'

The original forms, then—the beginnings, the causes, the Ideas—
of all things, the Father constituted in the Son. And constituted them
eternally. " What is to be gathered," Erigena asks, " from that word
of the theologian

:
In the beginning God created? Art thou to under-

stand from these words, that the Father first begot His Word, and
then made the heavens and the earth in Ilim? Or has He begotUn
His Word eternally, and in Him eternally made all things, so that the
procession of the Word from the Father, through begetting, in no wise
goes before that procession of all things out of nothing which is

accomplished in the Word through creation? Or, to put it more
plainly

:
have the primordial causes not always been in the Word of

God in which they have been made? and mm the Word when as yet the
causes were not? Or are they co-eternal with Him, so that the Word
never existed without the causes which have their ground in Him? and
is then that which is said of a precedence of the Word to the causes
grounded in Him, spoken altogether in the sense, that the Word
creates the causes, and they by the Word and in the Word are created 'r
The decision is in favour of the latter view ;

" for," as the Disciple
says, « I do not see how a begetting of the W^ord from the Father can
precede in time the creation of all things from the Father in the Word
and through the W^ord. Rather I must believe that the begetting of
the ,V'ord and the creation of all things in the Word, are co-eternal
since no one can be right in believing that in God there is anything
accidental or any temporal motions or processions. . . . Since to

III. 2
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ERIGENA: THE DIVISIOX OF NATUBE

God it is noi atrideiiial to be tiie Beginning, therefore He was never
without that of whidi He is the beginning."' And the primordial
causes which are thus eternal in the Word are likewise, in that Word,
both one and many, both a unify and a manifold. A passage in the
tliird Book in whicli this unity-in-diversity of the primordial causes
is set forth, i.s specially interesting both for itself and for the argu-
ment which il concludes.- Tho Disciple is in a perplexity: in tin-

uul.i gotten Word, or Wisdom, of the Father the primordial causes arc
eternal

;
in that Word or Wisdom, too, all things that proceed are

eternal; then how can the world have been created, as the church
teaches us, out of nothing? For how can anything be eternal, which
was not before it originated ? And how can that be in eternity which
begins to be in and with time? The Disciple, following a line of

thought which is present in Plato and Aristotle, is inclined to take
refuge in a theory of " formless matter." The primordial causes arc
eternal in the Wisdom of the Father; but the formless matter in and
through which thoi^e causes pass over into their effects—i.e., into the
genera and species of which the world is made up—is not thus eternal
in God, and is not to be numbered among the active " causes." But
Erigena sees clearly that if such formless matter plays a part in the
constituting of the world, it must also be numbered among the causes
which are eternal in God; and points out the contradiction in the
position of the " secular philosophers " who make formless matter a
principle outside of God and co-eternal with Him. He gives them
credit for taking up such a position out of their high conception of
God, as a being who can have no connexion with formless matter. But
his owTi vision is more comprehensive and more daring: both the
formlessness of things, and their forms, with everything, whether
essential or accidental, which those forms contain, are created of the
one All-cause. From the one universal ground or source everything
which is, and which is not, flows forth: whether in the primordial
causes which, at once and all together (semrl et simul), eternally are
made in the only-begotten Word of God ; or in the formless matter
from which the primordial causes have taken occasion to appear in
visible creation

; or in the effects of those primordial causes effects

I II. 211. s III. .>ii.
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in which this world from its beginning to its end runs its course in

natural order under the guidance of divine providence. But this ouly
shifts the Disciple's perplexity into another (luartor. How e'ui tlie

world be eternal in God when Eternity and Becoming stand opposed?
That which becomes stands in antithesis to that which is eternal:
how. tlien, can the world be at once eternal ami yel in process of
be-niing? In replj it is pointed out that in God ther is nothing
accidental. Therefore, if lie is Creator, He is not so accidentally;
it must be of the essence of Ilis nature to be Creator ; and, therefore,

He is Creator eternally. That which is eternal, therefore, and that
which has come to be, are not diverse, but are one and the same ; in
the Word of God, the universe is eternal, and yet it is at the same
time a process of becoming.^ Then Erigena sums up the a ment
with a statement to this effect.—The grounds of all things, so far as
they are understood in the superessential nature of the Word, are
eternal. For whatever exists substantially in the divine Word, just
because it is nothing other than the Word itself, must necessarily be
eternal. So, then, the Word itself and the unitary and yet manifold
highest ground of the whole created universe are one and the same.
The only-begotten Son of God is, as the term \6yn; indicates, at once
Word and ground and cause: the Word, for through Him the Father
spoke the becoming of all things ; the ground, for He Him.self is the
first exemplar [the Idea] of the whole visible and invisible universe
in Tlim the Father saw all that He willed to come to be, before it had

I Cf. III. 16. "... all thinas vi«l)lc and invisible, eternal and timclcas. and eternity
itself.and time, and places, and distance--, and all thatis named under the categories of sub-
stance or of accident, and in Rcncral terms what thiuRs soever the whole created universe
contains, are at onc>% in the only-hcKOttcn Word of God. both eternal and made. In them
neither does the eternity precede the beeominB, nor the becoming the eternity ; the
eternity is created and the beinn created in eternal in the dispensation of the Word. For
•11 things which in the order of the ages <eem to come temporally or spatially into being
through generation have eternally been made, all together and at once, in the Word of the
Lord. It is not to be believed that they first bezin to bn whei their arising in this world
is perceived.

'
.Substantially they were always in the Word of the Lord : and their arising

and perishing in the order of space and time thousfh generation, thiit i^, through the
reception of the accidental, was always In the Word of God. in which that which is to
become already has become. The divine Wisdom includes all times, so that everything
which in the nature of things has a temporal origin, in it precedes and eternally subsists.
For it without measure is the measure of all, without number is rhe number of all. with-
out weight la the weight or order of all; nay, Is time and age. is past and present and
future."
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yet become ; the cause, for the ocxasions to all things subsist eternally

and unchangeably in Ilim. And since the Son of God is thus Word
and ground and cause, it is not inappropriate to say : the unitary and
yet in itself infinitely manifold creative ground and cause of the whole
created universe, is the Word of God; or conversely, the Word of God
is the unitary and yet in itself infinitely manifold creative ground :ind

cause of the created universe Unitary (ximplcx), because the totality

of all things in Him is indivisible and inseparable; assuredly tlie

Word of God is le indivisible and inseparable unity of all things,

because He Himself is all things. JIanifold, however, it may also

without incorrectness be called, because it pours itself out to infinity

through all things; and this outpourmg is itself the subsistence of all

things, for " it reaches from end to end swwtly and strongly ordering
all things " (as is declared in tlie Psalm: vclociler currit sermo ejus).

The Word remains comprehended in itself and unitary, because in it

all things are one. While it remains in itself as something compUte,
and more than complete, and separate from all things, yet it extends
itself into all things, and that extension of itself is all things. The
outpouring, or extension, or " running" of the Word goes [logically]

before all things, and is the cause of the existence of all things, and is

all things. For, as Erigena emphatically says, there could be no more
despicable and pitiable death of tne rational soul than even to think,

concerning the All-creator, such an abominable monstrosity as that
there is a space or time (or, he might have added, matter) already
prepared out into which the Word of God in its creative activity

proceeds.

This belief that God eternally constituted the primordial causes in

the Word, and that in the Word they are one, stands central to

Erigena's theory of the world and its derivation from God. He does
not deal explicitly with the relation of the Word to the original and
ultimate God, nor with the question whether that ultimate God has
manifested or communicated Himself in the Word. Such a question
could but be ruled out of court by a theologian who with regard to the
first and ultimate God follows the via negativa} So that with regard

1 After the formal transition irom neijative to afflrmativo theology in the pas'sgo
quoted above (II. 30; see p. 283 mtpra). Erifrena tnrns directly to the do<-lrlne of the
Trinity and goes on to say that the Father may not inappropriately be identified with the
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to the three difficulties of riotinus meutioned above, we must say tliat

the first stands also for Erigeiia; stands, in fact, lor all negative

theology whatsoever. At the same time it should be pointed out that

Erigena, inheriting and employing in the way just noted the Logos-

doctrine of Greek theology, needed but to go one step farther than he

actually <lid—needed but to view the Logos as not only the principle

of unity of the second Form, but as also its principle of relation with

the first—in order to overcome tlie negative theology altogether. Bat
that was not to be expected. With Frigcna—as with many of the

greatest mediivval theologians—to give up the negative theology would
have been to give uj) half of hi.-; soul. But when once he has passed

from the first Form, of Nature to the second, it illuminates the whole
way for him. It enables him to solve at once what wo have called the

second difficulty of Plotinus; for he can view the causae primnrdiaJes,

the Ideas. a« one in Christ; in Him the ideal world, the second Form
of Nature, consists; He is the living principle of synthesis in which
the primordial causes are at once many and one.'

"cau<c of caiiics." There are other pajsages which seem to touch ii|.<in thi.«; Imr they
reaUy dcul wiih the Inner relalionshiiis of the Trinity. Kckharfs prohlvm of the relation
of God (the Trinity* to the Godhead—which ii* precisely the problem at issue here- KriKena
docH not face. Indeed, as already has been pointed out, his treatment of the first Form of
Nature, if It be allowed to stand, absolves him from the obligation to deal with it.

I How this can be. KriRena bluntly confesseB that he does not know. •' How all things
have their erroiind In the Word of God, let him explain who can. I confcBs that I do not
know. And I am not ashamed not to know, when 1 hear the .\postle say <^iii koIuh hahejt
immortalitnte III, et liircm hahitaH inarrrHHibilcm.—jui>l as if he were aiming from far at
our present investigation." (III. Ifi.)

What is really behind such a statement is the fact that Kri^'ena is not able to n«e the
organic categories to show how a spiritual system Is bnth a many and a one. And a still

graver evidence of the sami' fact is the way in which Krigena at limes almost loses the
manlfoldness of the Ideas or primordial causes in their unity. "The grounds of the
things which God has created in Himself (i.e., which the Father has created In the .Son)
are"—so K'ig< na takes for granted in the course of one of liis arguments—"one in Him
without divisioi. : they ailmit no defining of the proper substance through proper rfiy«T-
entiae or through accidental determinations, for it is only in their etfects, not in thcmsilvcs,
that they suffer these." (11.28.) " In themselves the hrst causes are one, and simple, and
through no known order determined or separated from one another: such determinaiion
or separation they undergo in their effects. Even as in the unit, while in it all the
particular numbers by one principle subsist, yet no single number is distinKuii-licd from
another, since in it they are a unity, an! a simple unity, and not a unity compounded of
many members (for while out of the unit all the multiplication of the numbers proceeds
to infinity, yet the unit is by no means composed of the manifold numbers which proceed
from it, OS if by a sort of countmg the-e together into one):—even so the rrimordiol
causes, while they are understood as contained in the principle of all things; that is to say,
in the only-begotten (of. unbegottcn) Word of God, are a simple and . ndivided unity ; as
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And it likewise i)lacc8 within his reach a solution of what waa
noted as the third diflieulty of Plotinus. The existence of the
primordial causes in the Word makes it easy to view them as havini,'
a livin- and a creative energy, such as enables tiiem to proceed beyond
themselves and give rise to the particular things and beings of our
present world. Or, rather, it is the Word itself that in them proceeds
to another stage in its outpouring of itself,^ and gives rise to another
order of natural existences—to what Erigena calls the third Form of
Nature.

At the close of the second Hook there is a passage which sums up
Erigena's view of the second Form of Nature as a world of ideal
energies lying between the ultimate reality and our present order of
things, and also indicates the transition between those Ideas and the
present world

; a passage which is interesting, also, as showing with
special distinctness the blending in Erigena of the two great labours
which the Greek spirit performed after it had been driven from its
home and was losing itself among the Gentiles—the theology of
Plotinus, the theology of Nica>a. " The primordial causes, then^ as I
said before, are what the Greeks call Ideas ; that is. the eternal species
or forms and the unchangeable principles after which and in which
the world visible and invisible is formed and governed. Hence by
the Greek sages they came rightly to be called 7ip(ar6rvna, that is,

original types or pattern-forms, which the Father made in the Son,
and which hy the Ilohi Ghost are distributed into their effects and
made manifold. They are called, too, 7rpoofti(r,inTa, that is. predeter-
minations (or foreordinations) ; for in them whatever things by divine

soon, however, na they proceed into their infinitely manifold ctTectH. they t«ke on theirv»,t and orderly plurality: not a« If the cause of all thin^R were not also or )er andarrangement, or a. if arrHn>fe,nent in It.elf were not to be counted anions he principledof th.nKs. when i ,.s by participation in it that all orferly thing, receive their order butbecause every order appoirs as one and simple, and is distinguished hv no difrorencrs in

fro™ h f'T'" r" '" '*"" ""' P^t'^iPatlon in it. where all orilers are unvarying

flows down •'^lillT'"'''"
'"'''-°"""« """y -honce the manifold order of all things

/ JmuI?!"^.;'^!'^ «" ".T" ""f '" "'• ""• "" "" """" "t """^ «'*"•"»' and become -

ifactn) in the divine W ord. but the divine Word itself make, everything and in everythta.?becomes. It alone is the essence of the existent, the movement and separation of^hZ^that are distmct. the indissoluble connexion of the mingled and compounded TSfoundation of the established ; in a word, in all things it becomes all.

""P""""**'- "">
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providence are coming to be or have >.onie to be or shall come to hv

are all together and at once and unchangeably predestined. For

nothing in the visible and invisible creature arises in natural wise

except what in them before all times and places is predetermined and

foreordained. In like manner, they are wont to i:o called by philoso-

phers Oiia StXt/^iarn, that is, divine volitions; *'or all things th.u

God willed to make. He made in them primordially and causally; and
all things that are to come into being, came into ijcing in them before

the ages. And, therefore, they are said to be the principles of all

things, because all things that in the creature, whether visible or

invisible, are perceived by sense or thouglit, subsist by participation in

them. They themselves, however, are participations in the one All-

cause, the highest and holy Trinity, and hence are said to e.xist in

themselves, because between them and the one cause of all things no

creature intervenes. Ar ' while they subsist uneliangeably in it, they

are the primordial ca' ^es of other causes which follow upon them to

the uttermost limits of the whole created and infinitely manifolded

Nature; '• infinitely," I say, not in respect of the Creator, but of tin'

creature—for the end of the multiplication of the creatures is known
to the Creator alone, because He Himself and no other is that end.

These primordial causes, then, which divine sages call the principles

of all things, are Goodness in itself. Essence in itself. Life in i'self.

Wisdom in itself, Truth in itself, Thought in itself, and .so with Reason.

Power, Righteousness, Welfare, Magnitude, Omnipotence, Eternity.

Peace, and all the powers and principles, which all together and at once

the Father made in the Son, and according to which the order of all

things from the highest to the lowest is framed (texHur).—that is.

from the intellectual creature which, after God. is nearest to God,

down to that last order of all things in which bodies are contained.

For that which is good is so through participation in the Good in

itself ; 'that which subsists essentially and substantially subsists through

participation in Essence in itself; that which lives possesses 1"

through participation in Life in itself. So. too, that which is wise ami

intelligent and reasonable, is so only through participation in Wisdom
in itself. Intelligence in itself. Reason in itself. And the same of the

others. For there is in Nature no power, whether universal or
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partiiulor, wliicli dws not proceed, l)y an ineffable partkipntion, from
the primordial causes."'

The position indicated in the italicised words of the foregoing
passage, Erigena makes more explicit elsewhere. Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost, he says, are three causes in one cause. The Father is
the begetting cause of the only-begotten Son. who on His side -

is

the cause of nil the primordial causes, which in Him are created i)y

the Father. The same Father is the cause of the Holy Ghost, who
proceeds from Him through the Son, and the Holy Ghost in turn is
the cause of the dividing, numifolding, and distributing, of all the
causes created by the Father in the Son, into their universal, special,
and proper effects, according to Nature and according to Grace."^ Or
again, in another connexion, " If. then, there is nothing to be perceivedm the nature of creatod things except what is given them by the
Creator, it follows that the creature, with regard alike to its essence
and Its accidents, is nothing other than a gift of the Creator; and the
dispensation of the gifts theology ascribes to the Holy Ghost as His
peculiar function. All, therefore, that the Father does in the Son, the
Holy Ghost dispenses, and, as He will, divides to each thing its own.
Seest thou not, then, how theology is able to attribute severally to the
substances or persons of the divine Goodness, as it were, their special
properties? The Father (so it affirms) does all; in the Word,
universally, essentially, and simply, all the primordial causes of things
have eternally their origin ; the primordial causes originating in the
Word, the Spirit distributes, like seeds with power of growth, into
their effects—i.e., into the genera and species, the numbers and distinc-
tions, whether of celestial and spiritual essences altogether without
bodies, or of essences clad with purest spiritual bodies constituted of
the simplicity of the universal elements, or of the sensible existences of
this visible world—existences universal or particular, separate in
space, movable in time, differing in quality and quantitv."s And this
view of the function of the Holy Ghost as one of the persons of the
Trinity, can be proven, as Erigena remarks (a few sentences before
the passage just quoted), from the testimony of the Apostle (Alii per
Spiritum daiur sermo sapientiae, alii ... 1 Cor. xii. 8-11) or

> ir. .ISdtaliusniine). 2 II. X. 3 II. 22.
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ireatcd liy the Father

distributed into their

from tlie Hook of Genesis, where it savs: El Spiritus Dei fovebat

aquas. For to what other purpose could the Spirit of God have

cherislied and made fruitful and nourisiiod the waters (which upm
Erigena's allegorical interpretation are the <nusae primordialea) , than

to distribute and arrange, aicording to the distinctions of classes and

forms, of wholes and parts, and of all numbers, that reality (the

causae primonluilcs) which in the Word was created in uniformity,

unity, and simplicity?

The miisaf priiitonlinles which are one, a;

in the Word, arc, then, made manifold and

effects by the Holy (Ihost. For Erigena, a living and ciintinuoiis divitu'

energy is thus both the principle of unity of the Ideas, and the source

of that expansive power and creative; energy by which they proceed

from themselves and give rise to the orders of particular being which

make up the third Form of Nature. This transition from the Ideas

to the things of the present world had been a diiriculty both for Plato

and for I'lotinus. Plato, as we have seen, worked his way steadily

toward a solution of it. He came more and more to regard the

hierarchy of the Ideas not so much as a universe complete in itself,

abiding for ever in static perfection, and by that perfection rebuking

this second universe in which we live; but rather as the ordi'r, the

rational constitution, of the one universe to which all reality belongs.

.\nd this he could do. because he more and mere came to regard the

Ideas, not as mere forms of static perfection, but as creative energies

sharing in the nature of that supreme principle which is at once the

source of their reality and the principle of their organisation, ^\^lile

Plotinus, in tracing the descent from the y<iv^ tbrougli the world-soul

to the world of particulars, can but bring up the . muc logical devices

that he had already used in attempting to bridge a similar, but

profounder, gulf—that between the One and the vni';:. But for

Erigena, the Christian theology- of the Greeks makes possible that

which to the pagnn theology of the Greeks was not possible. The self-

manifesting and solf-communicating Father pours Himself forth

through all the descending stages of existence, constituting the Ideas

in the Son, and in the Holy Ghost distributing them into their effects.

It is not an easy task to reduce any aspect of Erigena's thought to
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col.l and systemutic Btatcii.cnt. And within the limitH of the present
discussion it is simply not posHJble to consider the .letflils of tl.o
gigantic cosmo-ony which he worlds out in dealing with the third
hoTm of Xat.irc. From the nntsae primordial, ,-not out of nothing
-proceed the four universal clement*..' These mediate between the
purely spiritual primordial caimcs aud particular Uidi..^.^ So that
matter is viewed as arising from the combination of incorporeal exis-
tences. For qualities and .piantitics which in thciimclvH are incorpor-
eal. by coming tojiether bring into being formless matter, which by
the addition of inior|Kjreal forms and colours takes shape in diverse
bodies {lUrrnll,,, - [, uunvd into diverse bodies "-compare Aris-
totlea »iy,,a,s).^ Then by distinguishing in compounded bodies,
(1) the matter, ('i) the immanent or individual form, (3) the
essential or general (and therefore separable) form, he brings forM-ard
what IS really Plato's and Aristotle's problem of the relation of form
and matter, with the connected problem of the relation of essential and
contingent.* JIan, again, he views as created in the ima-e of God n-ul
therefore as containing within himself all created existences from the
heavenly to the animal-so that " in man Oo.l has created the whole
visible and invisible creature." "Although it remains to this day
hidden, how far the first estate of man reaches, since his transgression
by revolt from the heavenly light, still there is nothing naturally
present in the celestial essences which does not subsist essentially in
man. " The whole sensible world is created in him : no part of it can
be found, whether corporeal or incorporeal, which in created man doee
not subsist, feel, live, and become incarnate.''^

With the details of tin's part of Erigena's system, however,—and
with the great allegorical ex-jKisition by which he brings both this and
other parts of his system out of the opening chapters of Genesis-it is
impossible here to deal. But although we cannot go into the details,
yet if we are to understand Erigena at all, we must consider the
broad movement of thought, and the chief logical motives, in this part

' in. 14.

„.J!"-^;
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of his acL'Ount of the world. For what it cotitainn is prwiistlv that

dualism which we have already wx'n in I'lato and Ariiitotle, aiid which

hauntrt theology to this day; the dualism liiat ariws from the wense,

on the one side, of the perfection of God as the source of the woild;

on the other sic'e, of the imperfection of the world which has come

from that God.

That dualism may lie said to he ahsolutcly inevitahle for all

atfirmative theolo;;y which is not able to view the process of the world

and of man's spiritual history, from the [mint of view of development

or evolution. .Vnd this conception and point of view, it should !«

understood, is not forced upon theolojiy from the out.-idc. It is called

for from within. For anything that can be called athrnuitive thcolo-.'y

at all, must view God as a self-communicatinj^ being; as a b<'ing

whose nature it is to impart his nature. .\nd that means that (iod

must give rise to spiritual beings of a nature kindred to His own, and

must impart Himself to them. But such impartation on God's part

means struggle on their part. For unless in sonic very real sense

they earn their own life and achieve their own perfection—unless, in

one word, they "have life in themselves"—they cannot be regarded

as beings to whom God imparts Himself. They would have sim.ply

a life and a perfection laid upon them from the outside; would have

no life or perfection of their own. They would, in fact, in their

unsufTering and untormented innocence, l>e (morally, if not meta-

physically) modes of the divine substance, rather than spirits made in

the likeness of God—-spirits in whom (iod reproduces Himself, and to

whom, therefore, and only therefore, He can impart Himself. So

that, as we have already seen,' afTirniative theology must iew God in

creation as making the actual, empirical beginning with .something

less than His own eternal perfection, and from that beginning leading

created beings onward through a process of development, which

from God's side may be described as an over-increasing impartation

of Himself, but from man's side as a desperate struggle upward

through evil. But Plato and Aristotle—all the more remarkably in

Aristotle's case because he does see evolution in nature—cannot admit

such a view. Any result of the divine activity, any creation of God,

1 Svpra, p. 82 icq. C'f. p. 'iVi wv- and p. "iS.
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they inntinctivfly fool, ,„u«t have utenmlly in it tl.e absolute an<i fliul
perfect.oH of (Jod; if « crcation-th.-ory can »« admitted at all, it
muHt vjott' the iHTf.rt and tiiiu-i.-HS maker hh making „ f Ii^hIv per-
feet work. But the world mfiaily present to uh in an or.... of becom-
n|r. i.n.1 .« full of i,n,K.rf..clio,.. Henee Plato i^ fore..,l to a dualisn.
{tl... «a„MH..on of a co-et.mal im,K.dinK prineipl.. i„ .reation), which
AriHtoti.- hanlens an.l ..uik.-s n.or.. ,|,r,Mv,.. An.l for Kri^t.-na in hit
aninnative theology, this situation is intensilied un.l nuule ...o^t aeulo.
tor he sees this pres.'nt worl.l as intiinateiv in .onn.>xion with God;
in fact, m he e.nphati.ally puln it. what (Jod ereat.-s in the second
and third Forn. of Nature is llin.self; in those Forms, God
•becomes, (J„d -is .nat.-.l." H.,,..... for FriKena. if one may .o
expn ,s ,t, God in the worl.l an.l the evil in the world stand direitlv
face to face, and the probh-n. that troubled I'lato an.l Aristotle is
intensified to the utmost.

We must briflly eonsi-h-r the pr.s.nc.- in EriKemi of each of the
two insights whose opposition thus constitutes th.- ultinin*.>—and deo-
perate—problem of the..l„^ry nnd philosophv. It is ui..i,vst.M«l „t
course, that in doing so wo are confining ourselves to Erigena's
affirmative theologj-; for the negative theologian, when he has
reached his goal, has delivered himself even fn.m this problem: he
has but to be still, having come to his rest in God.

First, Erigena never wavers from the height of his assertion of
the unity, and eternity, and divinity, of Xature through all its Forms.
This does not mean that he deifies the rocks and trees. It means that
for him God is all in all; it means that he has penetrated beyond the
appearance of the things of the earth to their reality, and has found
that reality to be Go.l. In all creation God creates Himself; in all
becoming it is God that becomes. All the four Forms of Nature are
the procession of God. from Himself, through Himself, to Himself."... To God there is nothing future, for Ho includes (con-
cludat) within Himself all times together with their content, and is
the beginning, the middle, and the end, the extent and course and
return of all things." "Thou compellest us now to confess," the
Scholar presently replies. « that God is all-all that is said to be
eternal, all that is said to have become. For if the divine will and
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thf divint! viBiou are eHM.>ntiul and etornul, and, f„r (iod, being,
willing, und wfing, art- not dilfoniit thing.*, but on.' thing, and thut
•U|M|regHential

; if, furthermore, all thut niukca up the object of hiu
willing and necing tan reanonubly be understood u« nothing other
than Himself, Nimu u »imp!e nature iiin admit in itself nothing
which it Itself is not: then U-yond all dispute no other conclusion
remains than to confess that the one Uod is all in ull. . . . If the
nature of the divine (ioodness," the Scholar farther admits, "is
distinct from that which (iod «aw us som.'thing destined to becomf,
and made,—saw thus, and made, in Himself—then the simplicity of
the divine nature is rent apart, if an Other is understood in it which
is not itself. But this is absolutely impossible. And if the divine
nature is not distinct from that which it saw in itself as something
to be made; if it is. rather, one un<l the same divine nature, whose
simplicity is inviolable, and whose unity is indivisible; then with
c^•^tainty it follows that God is everywhere all, and wholly in every-
thing, at once the maker and that -.hieh is nuide, the seer and that
which is seen, at or-" the lime a<ul phuo and c^^nve and substance
and accidents of all things!; in short, is everything which tru'y is or
u not; superessential in the essence.-, supersubstantial in the substances,
high above every creature a.s Creator, and within every creature as
created [in the creature God creates Himself], and underneath every
cn-ature as subsistent [or. as substratum], k'ginning to be from Him-
self, moving Himself through Himself, and moved to Himself, and
resting in Himself, made infinitely manifold in Himself through
genera and species, without any loss of the simplicity of His nature,
and calling back into Himself the infinity of His manifoldneas. For
in Ilim all things are one." " Xow I see," is the Master's answer,
"that in place of thy doubts clear insight has come, and that thou
wilt no longer hesitate to confes.s that all things are at once ' become

'

and eternal (et facta rt etrrna), and that everything which i.s seen
truly to subsist in them is nothing other than the ineffable nature
of the divine Goodness." . . . "The conclu.«ion is. that in all

things, it fthe divine nature] alone truly and properly is; and
nothing which is not that nature truly properly w. . . . So that
we ought not to regard God and the creature as two existences distinct

•21 SOB
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from each other; rather they are one and the same. For the creature
subsists in (Jod, and God in wonderful and ineffable wise is created
in the creature; revealing Himself; the invisible making Himself
visible, the incomi)rehensible making Himself comprehensible, the
hidden, open, the unknown, known; the God above form and appear-
ance making Himself beautiful in form, gracious in appearance; the
superessential making Himself cs^sential, the supernatural, natural,
the simple, complex; the God exalted above accidental qualities mak-
ing Himself subject to such qualities, and becoming such a quality;
the infinite making Himself iinite, the uncircumscribed, circum-
scribed, the supertemporal, temporal, the superlocal, local; the Creator
of all being created in all, and the Maker of all made in all ; so that
the eternal begins to be, and the immutable is changed into all

(immobilis movetur in omnia) and in all things becomes all. And
this I say, not with reference to the incarnation of the Word, and His
becoming man, but with reference to the ineffable condescension of
the Supreme Goodness, which is Unity and Trinity, into the things
which are, in order that they may be, nay, in order that it may be
Itself in all things from the highest to the lowest, always eternal,
always 'become,' eternal of itself, 'become' in itself; while eternal,
not ceasing to be become; while become, not ceasing to be eternal ; and
making itself of itself. For it needs not some other matter, which
IS not itself, in order therein to make itself; else would it seem pow-
erless, and imperfect in itself, if from some other where it received
aid for its appearance and perfection. From Himself, then, God
received the occasions to His theophanies—which is to say. divine
appearances—for 'of Him, and through Him, in Him, and to Him,
are all things.' And therefore the matter itself, of which the world
is said to have been made, is from Him and in Him; and He is in
it so far as it is regarded as having existence."'

So that all things are divine and are a Mum simul in God. That
of which God made the world He took no other where than from Him-
self, and " neither sought spaces outside of Himself, in which to create,
nor paid regard to times, in order in their interval .0 comflete His
work, but made p11 things in Himself; since He ia the r- ce of all

' III. 17.
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things, and the ti..-.. .f t - .s, aii.l the ngc of ages, accoinplishing
all things together and making ail things in the twinkling of an eye.
For hoth tho.-'- things which in the couise of the ages have cometo
birth, and those that evi'n now are coming to birth, and tiiose whoso
birth is still to come, are all togetlur and at once made in Him. in
whom past and present and future are all together, and all at once,
and all one."i " (iod s„,r, then. l/t<il it ,r„s ,joo,l. that is to say. (;od
saw Himself in all things as the good. For God saw nothing but
Himself, because outside of Jfim there is nothing, ami all that is in
Him is Himself, and his vision of Himself is simple ami has its form
from none other than Himself.'"-

But over against this vision of the theologian to whom (Jod is all
and in all. and all cognisable things theophanies. stands the life of
the present world. And as Krigena looks upon it, the problem is
forced upon him which has heen forced upon all the greater theo-
logians from Plato downward : How—and why—has evil come to have
a place in a world whose source is altogether good? Erigena sees—
what any one who deserves the name of theologian must see—that the
world is one as coming from one source ; and that, therefore, in ulti-
mate analysis, all the elements or factors of the world have their
ground in one character and subserve one purpose. But. then, what
account can one give of the place of evil in such a world? And if
you can give no account—if you cannot see even the beginning or
promise of an explanation—what right have you to retain your funda-
mental conception of the unity of all existence?— if you thus are
really a Manicha?an, what right, for instance, have vouto call vour-
selfaTheist?

We must distinguish, of course, between an empirical account
of the origin of evil and a metaphysical account. The empirical
account simply describes as a matter of fact how evil comes to be;
the metaphysicrl seeks for the ground of evil, where all things must
somehow have their ground—in ultimate eternity. An empirical
account Erigena easily gives: evil arises from "perverse motions of
the free will."3 In modern language, evil is the correlate of man's
freedom. And when it ib recognised that freedom on tho part of man

""•2'- 2 111.28. 'Sce.r.ff.,IV.5.
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is necessary to any genuine self-communication on the part of Godthe way :s prepared for tl.e n.etaphysical accoun, . hich^as a r.adybe^n referred to

.
and which, grave as are its difficulties, is a le^Ifree from self-contradiction-one part of it does not den'y the oth"

are ^UofTT T' "'"T '' *'^^ P°^°^ '' '''^' though thereait hints ol ,t HI hun-'-as, incleci, there are in him hints of neirlveverything xn philosophy. On the contrary, he breaks la^ tha twh. h he so passionately held, the belief in the inviolable uniiv of all

indeed, but in logical motive, that of Plato and Aristotle. Evibecomes to him what the " Necessity " of the Timaeus is to P ato or

TesThT ^^ff-7*-"^ ^ eternal principle whifhtler-feres with the perfection of the created world. The very intensity ofhi Idea of unity coupled with his lack of clearly-possL^rorSn^e
categories, drives him into the following position'-( t^^^^^^m Its origin and in its bein., lies outside of « Nature." '4od th n

the nature of thmgs. For the divine knowledge is the cause of aUthings which are.
. . . The cause of the essence of these thingstthe divine kno^dedge. and. therefore, if God k-new evil, then ev , Zlb perceived substantially in something; evil would participa Lthgood, and thus from strength and goodness defect and evil wolproceed. But that this is impossible, true wisdom teaches '^ Ts/howanything which thus has no place in Nature, which, indeed, olnLfZ

lStipra,p.242»(7.:p.2Sg;p.303. Cf.p.82w,

nogative factor involved in c'eve opment b^rath^r ..T ''"''7 '° '"^^- ""' "' t""
itself When you 'ook at the single fl"te 1^^^ inte-H

'""P"'"""'"' ""ich present,
strilcing: "How.-an objector is imaZerfoX "can G.^

at the whoIe)-i. Hpeci.Ily
ibie. incorporeal, incorruptible, descend frorn^L,^1? ^' "*"^^ """' '"^«'' »''• invi.-
in order to be all in all : and. In Hl,7orth!toin.r J^^ ?**

k'""**"
"'"""" '" "" things,

.nd corruption,, to the meaner ^rm and "LierrMh,^
""'

]T'.
''''"'^ "ateMIness'S

if He i, all in .11," " He," ru- s the ^nnlt " who1 .nellT"' '" ""^"^ *" "" '" '"e-e.
universe of the creature there can be noThi g hateful That i noTvIl'""

"" '" ""' "''"
no error can be deceived or led astrav For »!,!

®'^" '^" ""*••• '^at it by
permit to becon.e in the wh„K " ™'«pon a view'^ZlH",'" * "T °'"' "^ "o'
seemed, hatefuine. hatefu, nor doesan/evi, rn/utntl^;:^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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aBd opposes Nature, could come into existence at all-for. of course,
there are no sources outside of Nature-is a " mystery." Yet even
here Lrigena has a glimpse of a solution; a glimpse to which only a
doctrine of development as a divine method coul.l do justice. " Evcrv-
thing which in ' natural

' wise is created in man, remains of necessily
eternally inviolate and uncorrupted.

. . . The rational and intel-
ectual nature, although it was not willingly ,l...eived, yet could I.e
beguiled, especially since it had not yet received the perfection of the
form which-destincd as that nature was to a course of transformation
ending in theosis, that is to say, deification-it was to have received
through the merit of obedience (;,er/../,o«cr« . . . quam merito
obedientuie esset accptura in Ikeosi,,, dei/icationem diro, transfor-
manda).'-^ (3) Evil, once it had thus l.y j.erv.rse motions of the will
arisen, exp ains the dividcdness and imperfection of ,h,. ,l,in] Forn, „f
JNature. A single passage of many will make Erigena's view clc.-.
For as reason teaches, this would not have fallen apart into its

manifold sensible species, and into the motley diversity of its parts, ifGod had not foreseen the fall and ruin of the first man, who forsook
the unity of his nature; to the end that man-at least after his fall
from the spiritual realm to the corporeal, from the eternal to the
emporal, from the incorruptible to the perishable, frou, the highest
to the owest, from the spiritual man to an animal, from a simple
nature to the distinction of the sexe., from angelic dignitv and multi-
plication to the shame of the birth of our corn.ptible h'odies-being
admonished by a penalty so dire, might come to recognise his pitiable
ruin, and seek to return to the condition of his pristine dignity by
repent, ,e and the putting off of his pride and bv the fulfilment of
the divme laws which he had transgressed. For it'cannot be believed
that the most divine charity of the Creator has thrust sinful man down
into this world as if through some movement of wrath or desire of
vengeance: since true reason shows us that the divine Goodness is
free from these non-essential qualities (his accidentihm)

. Rather it
can have happened only in consequence of an ineffable principl-^ and
of mercy incomprehensible; to the end that man-though by the
choice of his free will he had refused to maintain himself in the

I rv. .-,.
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dignity of lii.s nature—taught l.y punishment, should seoic the grace
of his Creator; and, obeying hy tlie help of that grace the divine
commands which earlier he had neglected out of pride, careful and
cautious and mindful of his earlier negligence and of his proud
humiliating fall, should turn hack toward hi.s ancient state, from
which—preserved liy grace and by the free choice of his own will—he
should not fall again, nor wish to fall, nor be able to fall."i

8u.h, then, is Erigena'.s account of the forthgoing of the divina
bomta.'^, an.l of the Forms of Xature which thus arise: the second
Form, the world of Ideas, a system of perfect tvpes and perfect
energies; the third Form, our ,.resent world, the result partlv of the
farther procession of the divine goodness, partlv of man's sin With
this, we have to turn to the last of the Forms of Xature, that in which
all things return to their source in God. In the light of what we have
just seen, this will be not only the natural return of all things to their
source, but also their redemiition from evil. And if Erigena is to be
understood, special attention must be given to this part of his thought
Just as we do not understand Dante at all if we read only the
7„/er«o—because "it is interesting, while no person can live in the
white light of the Paraduo "-so we shall not understand Erigena at
all, nor indeed any medieval theologian, unless we walk with him while
he unfolds his highest hope and ultimate vision.

But before turning to this we must stop for a moment upon an
aspect of Erigena's thought, which is very important, but which the
course of the discussion so far has given us no opportunity to bring
forward. This is what we may call his Idealism. The whole of that
reality about which it is possible for science or philosophy to make
affirmations is. he sees, of the nature of thought. And to thi"s Idealism
he comes from both sides

: from the side of the material order ; from
the side of God. In the first Book, in dealing with the inapplicability
of the ten categories to God, be works out a sort of " immaterialism »

•

he reduces the corporeal to the incorporeal. Matter is a combination
of incorporeal qualities and quantities. And the form which holds it
together is incorporeal. And this immaterialism passes over into

1 U. I.'.
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express Idealism when it is said that space is arrangement or order,

and therefore subsists only in the mind ; space is a definition, and its

determinations must be the activity of a rational and thinking nature;
space is something thought in the soul, and is therefore incorporeal.

Hence, indeed, it is, as Gregory of Nyssa says, that from a God whose
nature is that of thought or spirit, a " material " world can come.»

While from the side of God, he equally maintains that all created

existence is of the nature of thought. " God," ho says, in dealing with
the problem of evil, " does not know that which is, l)ccause it subsists

;

but it subsists l)ecause God knows it. The cause of the essence of that

which is, is the divine knowl('<lgi"."- " The knowledge of flic saints in

the Wisdom of the Father," he says again, " is the creation of them.
For the perception in God of all things is the essence of all things."'

In a word, God's knowledge of an existence is that existence. Or, to

put the same conception into more modern terms, the objective reality

of anything means its presence in the divine mind. It will, of course,

be understood that this does not necessarily deny selfhooil—real

individuality or the germ of it—to created beings; and, therefore, is

not necessarily Pantheism.

Furthermore, Erigcna in his affirmative theology is not only an
Idealist in the sense of axserting that all reality whicli science or

philosophy can investigate is of the nature of thought or spirit. He
really possesses also the true point of departure of Idealism: he sees

that spirit as it is in man is an active principle of svnthesis. He
delights to pourtray the human soul as not imprisoned in space, nor
compelled to " reach out into space," but as having—to use modern
language—a synthetic activity which is above the dividedness of space

and time, receiving at one and the same time, and into one and the

same experience, the most manifold kinds of sensation, retaining these

in memory, arranging and judging them.* Hence, when he goes on
with equal intensity to describe the soul as simplex, free from all union
or composition of distinct parts, he can only be understood as having
a conception of the soul which he is not able clearly to express—the

conception of it as a diversity-in-unity, a principle and activity of

synthesis. The very reason which he gives in insisting upon its

1 I. 2701. •-' 11 a*. :i II. ai. < III. 3fi.
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aiBtirct parts he says, brcause "in iteelf it is in its wholeness everr-

"a; Is hi ::'/*"f'

"°""^'"' "--*-»« -^ increases t7oody As he whole soul, it. m all the sense., perceives the forms of

In" f- ''' '^' "'"'^ ««"'' •* •^^"'^ -ith, distinlLes cm
^Tt^rT'.r ' 'T' ''-''' ''^''y -se-thTnatu'eTdreason of the sensible thmgs themselves. As the whole soul-beyondand above every creature, and above itself as a being included Tn the

whole soul 1 T

.

. ^'*' activities it is everywhere theWhole soul.
1
he same insight appears in Erigena's view of the soul

TZTen'S ^'' ''''' ''-' '^ ^"* '" anotlJrltw
Fricln! 1, K .u

" ^''''^"^
^'^ th« ^'' '^'^'"'''"c Naturae-Erigena has both its true p<.int of departure and its specific insiX;But neither the age that he lived in, nor the history tha lay b Sdhim, nor his equipment of categories, permitted the Idea i m in h.m

hPor , i^ 'n
''' "^'*- ''''''' »>'« -''-"ance of th ChHsti ntheologj^of the Greeks, he stood between two worlds, the one of which

.s^tstSirill^-ri----^^^^^
highest insight and last conviction, but oimply as oneXe „ thJdesperate journey of the intellect which is s^t'for any m^n'Vho is a

p^t'rid'^^
''^^'' ''-'''' -' ««"^ '-y t^e -% of i:

We have to return, then, to the subject already before us-the
' iv.s. vf. 11.
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fourth Form of Nature. It would seem at first sight a. if Eiigeiia's
work of explaming the world were already doue, when he had given
h.8 account of original reality and of the derivation of our present
world from it. But we have already seen that his instinct for unity
drives him farther. The world has come from one source, but it is
nevertheless not one. It is beset by dividcdnoss ; and by dividedness of
a particularly unforgivable kind-sensuous manifoldness, diversity in
space and time. And worse still, it is torn apart by the dualism of
good and ev.1 Futhermore, to the discontent of the philosophic and
moral nimd there is added the discontent of the specifically religiousmmd: God must be all in all, and ail thinj;s that have proceeded fromHim must return to Him.

So then, we come to a fourth Form of Xature, which neither is
created nor creates, but in which all things rest eternally in their home
and unity in God. In attempting to deal with this, we must first
notice the general principle which guides Erigena in this part of his
work and must then indicate very briefly the main steps in the return
of all thmgs from their multiplicity and dividedness in the third Form
to their rest in the fourth.

To Erigena it is a general principle of Nature that things return
to their beginnings. The source from which they proceed is also their
goal This 18 seen even in corporeal tli -gs; and as so seen, it
mystically intimates to us (for "there is, in my opinion, nothing
among visible and corporeal things which is not a sign of something
incorporeal and intelligible ") " the return of our nature to the source
whence it originated, and in which and through which it moves, and
to which It always strives to return. Universally in all men, whether
they be perfect or imperfect, pure or defiled, made new by knowledge
of the truth in Christ or cleaving to the old man in the darkness of
Ignorance, lives one and the same natural desire for being, and well-
being, and abiding being, or, as St. Augustine briefly expresses it, the
desire to live happily and avoid miserj'.» But this impulse after living
happily and having substantial existence 's from Him who is eternal
and IS good and is immanent in all things. And if every natural
motion, of necessity does not cease nor rest, until it has reached the

' Compare the conatus in mio exse iKrHereninili of SpinoM.
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goal toward whicl, it struggles, what can avail to hinder or restrain
or bnng to a stand tho necessary movement of human nature, so that it
8hfl not be able to reach that for which it naturally strives?" And
even if godlike Nature has somehow through unlikeness become
remote from its source, it strives always to return thither, in order to
attain again to the likeness which it had marred "i

This princi,,le itself is made possible for Erigena by the fact that
It IS really one and the same nature which is present in the first,
second, and third Form.. In the first Form, that one Nature is viewed
as the beginning and cause of all; since it has nothing preceding it
which could stand to it as cause or beginning, it is called "Nature
creating and not created." Then, in the second Form, where it is
both created and creating," it is tho same Nature. For the

primordial causes are that Nature "creating itself" and so going
forth in theophanies. And then in those theophanies it still farther
proceeds from, or unfolds, itself, coming forth from the most concealed
limits of Its nature, in which it is unknown even to itself, that is to
say, recognises itself in no being because it is unconditioned and super-
natural and superessential and above everj-thing that can be thought
or not thought. When it thus descends into the principles or original
grounds of things-into the causae primordkhs-and, as it were
creates itself, it begins to be in particular and definite forms. Then'
further, it has to be considered in the last effects of the primordial
causes w-hercin it is rightly viewed simply as a nature which "is
created but does not create." In these effects it comes to the end of
Its forthgomg and manifestation-its self-e.xtemalisation, as a modern
termmology would have it. Just on this account, everv corporeal and
visible creature given to our senses "is wont in the" Scriptures not
unjustly to be called the last trace of the divine nature (extremum
dxvxnae naturae vestigium)." This trace "it is vouchsafed to ever.-
contemplative mind to gain sight of, when, like another Moses, it
ascends the height of the mount of vision; although, indeed, it can
scarcely be distinguished clearly {ad purum) even by the spirits of
the wise

;
for the smoke of earthly imaginations, and the tumult of

changeable things, and the gleaming illusion of the things that

' V. .1.
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suddenly are born and pass suddenly from w, stand as hindrances
in the way. Only very few—those that from earthly thoughts
wholly have set thc.iis 'vps free, and hy virtue and knowledge are
purified—attain vnto it, to know God iu these visible creatures:"'
as, for instance, the patriarch Abraham did, when, guided by
the law of nature, ho recognised the Creator from the revolution
of the stars; and other holy Fathers before the written law,
and in the law—as Moses in the hush and upon the mountain-
peak. But, in addition to these three Forms, there is still another
way in which the one Nature must be viewed :

" When we recognise
this same divine nature as the goal of all, beyond which there is

nothing, and in which all things t'ternally subsist and in their

universality are God, then we rightly call it neither created nor
creating. Not created, becausr it is created of no one; not creative,

because it ceases .0 create when all things are transformed back into
their original grounds (wherein they will remain eternally and do
remain) and cease to be knouTi by the name crrature. For God will

be all in all. and every creature, transformed into God. will enter into
shadow, as the stars at the rising of the sun. Seest thou not, then,
upon what ground one and the same nature, namely, the divine, can
be called from the point of view of the beginning not created, hut
creating, but from lie point of view of the end or goal neither created
nor creating f"^ In fact, it might almost be said that Erigena's
distinction of the four Forms of Nature is a device of exposition, a
device for the convenient setting forth of his view of the one system
of the one universe. The first and fourth Forms express the unity, the

1 Compare the follnwiiut from II. 18: "The flrHt cause-., then, both make their way
iproveniunt) into the things of wliich they are tho causes, and ilo not forsake their sourco
or beKlnninsr (»rinri>i«m», i.e.. the WiRdom of the Father, in which they have come to be.
and-remaininK, so to gpealt, In themselvea invisible, hidden for ever in the darkness of
their splendour, but In their effects brouuht forward as it were to the liKht of knowledge
-appear without ceasing." Or the following from the Scholar in V. 24 : " Far be it from
the hearts of the faithful to think that everything which has come to he In the Word of
Ood, Is cot life-life wise and eternal, without temporal beginning, without temporal end.
For both th<; realm of bodies, and the whole sensible creation, are. In the Word of CJod, life
wise and eternal, -o that. In a way Ineffable and incomprehensible but yet credible, every
creature llveH in the Word of God. and In that Word is life : and the divine Word-since
outside of It Is nothing-moving as it were toward externality, has brought forth out of
itself all created creatures."

»ni.23.
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ttond and third the diversity or manifold of types and of particulart.
And all four are alike Uod or in Ood; fo.- " God ia the beginning, the
middle, and the end [i.e.. source, process, and goolj of the whole
created universe; not as if it were for Ilim three distinct things to be
beginning, middle, and goal, since these three are in Him one; but
because the movement of theological contemplation is threefold."^
And what drives Erigena to adopt so vast and complex a scheme of
exposition is the fact that he has to work into one system both the
negative and the affirmative theology.

As Erigena passes on to consider the regresom which leads to the
fourth Form of Nature, one expects him-in the light of what he had
^nid about the first Form of Nature-to return finally and completely
to his negative theology, to his Mysticism. And that not only as
moralist or pi,.... her, advising men to lay aside all entanglement with
the particular ;m.J the individual, and to find their true being by
losing themselves in God; but as a metaphysician, declaring that, as
matter of fact, the final outcome of the whole process of the created
universe will be its passage to its rest in the "still abysm" of the
ineffable God, in which all things will become God, and so become
truly themselves, by ceasing to be themselves as particular distinct
ens ences. In that way the Erigena of the fourth Form of Nature
would decisively complete what the Erigena of the first Form of
Nature began. But as we go on to consider the details of Erigena'a
ast and highest view of Nature, his view of the ultimate outcome of
the world s process, what we find is that the Idealist has gained upon
the Mystic. In the ultimate outcome of things, individuality, instead
of being negated, is made complete. Or rather individuality is in part
negated, in part affirmed. But the negation is insisted upon in the
interest of the affirmation; it is involved, Erigena thinks, in the true
advance of human individuals to their perfection ; is involved in their
nse to their Idea, in their return to their true home in the Word

The regressus is described as having two forms or stages. There
18, first, a universal regressus which is the work both of nature and of
grace, and, secondly, a special regressw which is granted only U> pure
hearts and is the work of grace alone.* The former is the return of

1 III. 23.
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EUIGKNA: THE DIVISION OF NATURE

all things to their " beginnings in Nature "; i.e., it is the exaltation of

all things to their Ideas, their primordial causes, and is thus a general

return of the third Form of Nature to the second. This, as we have
already seen in dealing with the general principle which here guides

Erigena's thinking, he regards as the regular course of Nature. But,
in addition to that, there is a special pressure upon liim to as.sert such
a universal return. The third Form of Nature cannot quite vindicate

itself. It must Ih) condemned metaphvsicallv, as a realm of sense,

subject to dividedness in time and place ; and morally, because of the

presence of evil. It is as if Nature has in the third Form sunk below
itself, so that without jiossibility of exception the particular beings
into which the inviolable divine Nature has created itself, .strive by
their own natural motion back to their Ideas. There are eveii

expressions in Erigena which seem to show him as holding this

opinion from the point of view of the particular existences themselves.

He seems to feel that the elementary justice of ihe universe—that
"ultimate decency of things" in which Robert Louis Stevenson
declared he would still believe though he woke up in hell—requires
that the return to the primordial causes should be shared in by all

existences whatever. It rescues, so to speak, the individual existences

from the evils which their particular and divided life had forced upon
them, and restores them to their own true and normal—in the

Platonic sense, ideal—being. They had been something less than
themselves; this return simply makes them themselves; and therefore

it both is, and ought to be, undergone by all existences.

This universal return, then, means that each particular existence

is purified of the dividedness and imperfection of the third Form, and
returns to the perfection and completeness of its eternal type, and thus
rises to the second Form of Nature, all whose perfect existences—the

primordial causes—are one in the Word and therefore one in God.
Each human being, for instance, will return to the Idea of man ; that

is, he will rise above the division of sex, and above the limitations of

space and time, and enter into the normal or intended completeness of

human nature. This, of course, involves a g'^'at abstraction; the

abstraction involved (on the common interpretation of Plato) in

m
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pitt-ing fro... u.. i..dividuul »H,.ing of thi. prm-ut worl.l to iu Idea <

But tl.is-fvcu upon the K^vn'»l ...terpretution-i« uot >«t the com-
plote aMmctio,, of MyMkism. There ,.,«y be a low (Krigen. would
not ca

1 .t lo««) of individual ,MTuliuritie8 in rising to the form of the
etc.rua type. Hut th.re u no nud. co...plet.. .inking of individuality
an in that niVHtital outcome in whi.h all thingn lone th.....HelveB in the

8t.ll w.l.k.ri.e.H v^lHT.. n.ver wu« Mrn diir.Tf.ue, ndthor Father, norNm, nor Holy (il.o«t," where "there are neither angeln nor .ainU
nor ehoirn nor heavens," where "there is naught hut Uod/' m that
no 8oul can .o.ne to C.hI unle*8 he Ufomi-* God an (Joii wag lK,fore

the Houl H creation."

'Phe ..niverHal return involves, in Krigena's view, two stagei.
J<ir8t, there is in general the transfor.iuition of the whole world of
s<-n«.; .... " the tran«mutati<,n of all bodies, whether those subject to
the iKxhIy senses, or those that by reason of their exceeding subtlety
escape th.. senses;" for •' in all that, which is substantially instituted
by the cause of all things, nothing will be brought to nothingness."
Secondly, there is the general return of the whole of human nature,
saved in ( hnst, to the pristine state of its creation, a return as it
were to Paradi.se, to the dignity of the divine image, through the
merit of H.m whose blood was poured out for the common salvation
of the who e of humanity. This holds impartially of all men ; so that
no man w.Il be robbed of those natural goods, which make up human
naure according to its Idea-which make up what was wont to be
called .'\damic jwsrfeetion."^

But in dealing with such a universal return of the world and ofman there at once arises a great difficulty. We have already seenhow the fact of evil drove Erigena into a sort of dualism in describing
the passage downward from the second Form to the Third. And now
that he IS tracing the reverse movement, the movement of all thinm
upward from the third to the second Form, a kindred difficulty stand,
in the way: there is the fact of evil; and there is the church's
doctrine of endless punishment in hell.

noto t« p. 297 ««pm. " Sf"»""- even than this. .See the two pasgagea quoted Id the
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Krigiiin'u dintUMion lieri- i« roully a furlhir iijipluatioii of prin-

tipU'ii whiili \VL' huvi- alrwuly luul to iiotiif. A* w lm\u utt'ti, ho

rt'gurdu Xaturo as one und di\iiu' llirou^rli all its Forms: the liritt

Form i» (Jod m »ouri.e; the iiioiid, (j«xl crcatin); lliiii..ilf u« the

eternal ty|M'« <ir IdnM; the third, (iod i reatiiij; lliiiist'lf a.<4 jiarticular

exiHtenief. lleiiic, all thai he lould miv of evil was, that it arises /loiii

•' perverse niotiong of the free will," hut has no essential pluee in

" Nature." What he now does is to uppiv this prineiple in a furin

whieh gives us the central principle of the theoio^'ian whom he

admired so much ; Origen'H great prin( iple of the permanence of all

gpirittial sidistance; tliou;;h Krigena's use of it is subtle and hrilliant

where Origen's was >olid and profound. What (Jod creates, urges

Krigena, cannot lie anything else than the divine nature itself. And
that nature can neither (lerish, nor he sulijeet to punishment.

As we go on to notice at slightly greater length the details of the

discusfiion. it is due to Erigena to set special emphasis upon one thing:

this man of the ninth century, writing in an age when torture and
pain, when the temper and the habit of vengeance, were familiar

parts of life, shows in his discussion a touch of the charity of Christ,

and a vision of God us exalted hImivo mere vengeance, which in similar

discussions in more enlightened ages have frequently been wanting.

Erigena may have fallen into grave intellectual errors; with his

intellectual inheritance it was inevitable that he should. But into two
things, which may be dead in the twentieth century, but were not dead
in the nineteenth, he did not fall : into that darkening of the divine

righteousness, which transforms it from a righteousness of Ood into

a " radical wrong of man "
; and into that Jfanichieism which, in its

very zeal to free Ood from all connexion with evil, really removes Hira
from His place as God, by viewing a power hostile to Him as a
co-eternal principle of the universe, and as at last partly victorious

over Him and over His purpose.

Beginning with the prophetic word, lejit he put forth his hand,
and take also of the tree of life, and eat. and live for ever,—in which
word " the return of human nature to the blessedness lost through sin

is most clearly promised "—Erigena goes on to remind his disciple

of the conclusion previously reached, " that the Paradise from which

819
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EIUGENA: THE DIVISION OF NATURE
man was banished is nothing other than human nature itself as createdm the image of God; and that it fell from this its height because it
disdained the command of God." From this it follows that "the
banishment of man from Paradise is nothing other than the loss of
the natural blessedness for whose possession he was created. For man
has not lost his nature, which, being created in the image and likeness
of God 18 necessarily incorruptible; he lost only the blessedness which
he would have attained, if he had not scorned to be obedient to God '"

As the outward form of man may be disfigured by leprosy and v,-i
remain the form of man, so human nature by its high-minded
disobedience is hatefully disfigured, but does not cease to be human
nature. And « when it is freed from this leprosy through the healing
grace of God, it will be called again to its pristine beauty Nay onemay even say, that the nature created in the image of God never has
lost, never can lose, the living strength (vigorem) of its beauty, and
the integrity of its essence. For the divine form remains unalterable
for ever; and yet, as a punishment for sin, it has become capable of
things corruptible "-capable of the change and particularity of the
present world." Hence, as was indicated in a passage already quoted '

we must believe that in the banishment of man from Eden, it wasGods mercy rather than His punitive righteousness, that was active.*or It was God s purpose to regenerate and illumine man, and makehim worthy to come to the tree of life, from which he had been driven,
and to eat of ,t so that he might not perish, but might live eternally.
Therefore It was that the cherubim were set in their station at the
east of Eden; for the cherubim signify the Word of God, in which
the treasures of knowledge and of wisdom are hidden, and which
wi hout interruption stands ready for man's gaze, so that human
nature may be warned and illuminated and purified and led back at
last to unflawed completeness. And likewise the flaming sword
signifies the Word of God, which consumes our sins, and purifies our
natures and at the same time distinguishes between our nature and
that which cleaves to it through the guilt of sin, and hatefully
disfigures It, and makes it unlike the Creator. So that the flaming
sword applies itself ineffabili sm dementia et misericordia to the

' V. I, 2. ! V.fi.
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EHIGEXA: THE DIVl^^lOxV OF NATURE
healing of human nature. Always before the eyes of our soul stand
the cherubim with the flaming sword to keep the way of the tree of
life—to keep the way of the tree of life, not in the sense of forbidding
our access, but in the sense of preventing us from ever forgetting that
tree, so that continually we may have before the eyes of our spirit
both the tree itself and the way of approach to it."

So Erigena agrees with the opinion of "the great theologian
Gregory," that " evil is not so strong that it can overcome the power
of good." It cannot, like good, proceed to infinity; it is sternly
restricted within necessary limits. It " cannot be perpetual, but by
the necessity of things is to reach an appointed bound, and is some-
time to cease." Just because the divine goodness is eternal and
infinite, its opposite rnnnol he eternal or infinite.^

But does not this Ijring us, asks the Scholar, into contradiction with
the accepted teaching that human nature is partly (in the elect) to
be redecrncl. partly (in tlio phIU-ss) to l)o (laiimo.l to oterual firo?^'

Erigena replies by asserting in accordance with the principle already
noted, that God punishes no nature which He has created, whether in
human or devilish substance; in all creatures, God punishes only that
which He has not made, namely, the irrational motions of the perverse
will. Of the evil spirits, that alone which was created in them by God
Most High can remain, and is in no wise subject to punishment; but
that which is not from God, namely, their evil, will perish, in order
that an evil permanent and co-eternal with the good, may not have
place in any creature whether human or angelic. The same is true of
death and misery, lest something hostile to life and blessedness, and
co-eternal with these, should arise.* And when it is said that the last
enemy will be destroyed—the last enemy with whose destruction all
sorrow and death, all enmities and separations, will cease—this does
not mean that his substance, created of God, is to perish, but that his
hostile purpose aud will, which proceed not from God. but from
himself, are to perish. He is to be destroyed, not in the sense that he
will no longer exist, but, as "the great Origen" perceived, in the
sense that he will no longer be the Enemy and Death.s

It is putting the same general position into another, and a very

«v.t

22

s V.27.
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telling, form, when Erigena urges that God is the only principle of

eternal existence, so that anything which is eternal can have its being

only in God and through God ; and, therefore, evil cannot be eternal

—cannot be an absolute and final principle of the universe.^

His discussion of " that eternal fire, the torture, the burning

sulphurous pool," is what might be expected from the principles just

noted. In gentleness and spirituality, in freedom from heathen

imaginations and from the spirit of savagery, this theologian of the

ninth century stands far above many teachers of a later day. The

fire is that of undying memory, of late repentance, of earthly

imaginations and a love for earthly things which can no longer find

any corresponding object.^ But if it be asked how such memories and

imaginations can retain a place in " Nature "—so that that which lies

outside of Nature and is contrary to it, is endured by the power of

Nature, and within Nature is punished. Nature itself remaining

always and altogether inviolate in itself—Erigena can only answer

by the theologian's recourse to mystery; we must give place to the

incomprehensible power of God, and honour it with silence, for at its

entrance reason and insight are rebuked.*

When this sad problem has been discussed, Erigena is able to

return to the real object and delight of his thought—to tracing the

course of " Nature," the course of the normal and inviolate order of

the world. The way in which he works out the universal regressua

with which we are now concerned, may be briefly indicated as follows

:

The process itself is one of synthesis or unifying. The nature

of this unifying Erigena indicates thus :
"

. . . with regard to

the unifying, this must of necessity always be heeded, that what is

seen to be lower is taken up (moveatur) into that which is higher,

that is to say, better; but a better never passes over into a meaner,

I v.sa

>0f the LMt Judgment, too, Erigena forbid* eenraons image*. The book, for

ioitance, ia that power of memory of whicit Auguitine wpeaks in the wordi : " There it a
divine power of the understanding, through which it comee to paie that for everj mao
his works, whether thej are good or evil, are in their totality called back into his memory,
and with marvellous quickness are looked upon by the eyes of his soul, so that the knowl-
edge accuses or excuses the conscience, and thus each sonl of man is judged." (Quoted

in VeJHv.Xat. r.38.)

s V. 32, 3S.
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i.e., turns back in the renewal of the natures ; else what would come
to pass would be not unification, but division."' In the universal
regressus this unification takes place in the two stages already referred
to: the unification of all natures in man; and the return of
man to his natural place in the divine Word.

First, all the things of this world are created in man ; so that in
man's return to the second Form of Nature, they return also; or, as
Erigena sometimes puts it, the sensible things of the present world,
being included in human nature, jjarticipiito in the retiurrcclion.- This
view of man's position in the universe is found in many forms in
Erigena. At times, following Maximus the Confessor, he regards man
as a harmony of opposites, as the mediation and synthesis of all

creatures, in whom the e.xtrcmcst antitheses of NaturJ are brought to
unity, and through whom therefore they can advance to their final

unity in (iod.-' Again, man is to Erijrcna the microcosm that corre-
sponds to the ma rocosm. This insight which is essential to any
adequate theory of knowledge and usually enters philosophy in that
connexion, is to Erigena the basis of man's return to God, and of
the return of the world to God in and through man. He in one place
makes a fourfold division of all created life—angelic intellect, reason
as i^ man, sensible life as in animals, vitality without thought or sense
as in plants—and shows how all these, not in mere external combina-
tion, but in true synthesis, are in man; so that, in the homely
expression which Erigena loves to ust% man is creaturarum omnium
officina—the workshop of all the creatures—and in him the whole of
Nature is contained.* And, Erigena thinks, this mi/.v/ he so; unless
it were, unless God " created every creature in man," man would not
be truly " created in the image and likeness of God.'"^

Then, secondly, human nature, which thus gathers up into itself all

the world, is itself taken up into the Word. " He came forth from the
Father, and came into the world, taking upon Himself the nature of
man in which the whole world consists (in qua totus mundus sub-
sistit)

; for there is nothing in the world which is not included in

11.8. JV.i23. 3II..-J.9. • HI. 37: IV. S.

« IV. 7.-ErlKena kocb on to wy. with a nn.rf <-^ very unumml to him. that he absolutely
doe« not know why, in preference to all the other visible and InviKible erealure» GodRhoald choose prceiHoly man, m the creature to be mode in HiB own imngt.
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human uaturc. And again He left the world and went to the Father;

that is, by union with His Deity, which is equal to the Father, He
exalted the human nature, which He had received, high above all

things visible and invisible, above all heavenly powers, above every-

thing that can be said and coniprohended. For, while He saved, wholly

in Himself and wholly in the whole race of men, the whole human
nature which wholly he had taken upon Himself, estabr^hing some

again in the previous condition of Nature [the universal regressus],

but exalting others by pre-eminence above Nature and deifying them

[the special return of pure hoartsj
; yet in no other but Himself is

humanity made one with Deity in unity of substance, so as, trans-

formed into Deity it.-^elf, to transcend all things."' In another place,

after dealing with an apparent deviation in Augustine, both from his

own opinion as expressed in other writings, and from the teachings

of his predecessors among tlie Fathers, " Ambrosius and the theologian

Gregory," he goes on: '' I, however, who detract from no one and

strive with no one, unhesitatingly understand our Lord's own words

:

/ and the Father are one. as spoken not of His divinity alone, but of

His whole substance, of God aud man together. "-

Through Christ, furthermore, it is that man is still able to perform

this great function, even though he is fallen. For when fallen human
nature, in the darkness of its perverted will, forgot both its Creator

and its own original being; when it lay in wretched death, in the

abysmal dark of ignorance, in farthest alienation from its own true

nature and from its Creator, in shameful likeness to irrational and

mortal creatures; then "no one was able to redeem human nature

from this condition, to call it back, to renew it, and to establish it

again in that earlier state from which it had fallen ; but the divine

Wisdom, which created it, and received it into unity with its own
substance in order to maintain it in that state, has freed it from all

misery. Let it not disturb thee, therefore, when it is said that human
nature is everywhere whole in itself, both the [divine] image whole in

the animal, and the animal whole in the [divine] image. Everything

which its Creator created primordially in it remains whole and
inviolate, but lies as yet concealed, awaiting the manifestation of the

» V.85. V.ST.
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sons of God."' The same view of Christ's general redemptive work as

the restoration of universal human nature to its beginning

—

i.e., to its

Idea, its primordial form as manifest in Eden—is seen when Erigena
points out that the J{edeemer of the world was free from that

ignorance in which we are sunken at our birth, " not only because he
was the Wisdom of the Father, for which there is no hidden thing,

but because He took upon Him unstained humanity, in order to purify

the stained; not as if He took upon Himself some other humanity
than that which He restored, but because he alone remained without
Btai in it, and was preserved for the healing of the wound of
corrupted nature in its most secret grounds. For the whole [of

Nature] came to ruin in all,—save in the case of Him in whom alono

it remained incorruptible. Therefore, He Himself is become the

greatest example of grace, not because some indulgence was made to

human nature on His account, but because He alone among all,

without previous merit, was bound in unity of substance with the

Word of God, so that in Him all the elect, drawing from the fulness

of His grace, become Sons of God and partakers of the diviqe

substance."^

Such, then, is the universal regressus, in which all existences are

taken up into man and man into the Word. The following passage

—

one from among many—indicates the transition from the general to

the special return. "... By the ten virgins w vent to meet the

bridegroom, is represented the universal return of i..e whole human
rncp {totvix humanae numerositaiis ijcncralis . . . reveisio)

to the pristine condition of Nature; but by the five wise ones, the

special return of all the saints. For the number of the olect is a
species of the human race. So that what is indicated is not merely
the return to the ancient beginning of Nature in generalitatem

humanitatis, but also the ineffable ascent beyond Nature into God
Himself in specialitate deificaiionis. All, as was said, are to return

to Paradise, but not all are to eat of the tree of life [t.c, the Word]

;

or at least, all are to receive of the tree of life, but not equally. For
only a fool is ignorant of the fact, that natural goods, of which all

will be equally partakers [in the universal return], are the fruit of

IV. H. fi. ! IV. 9.
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the tree of life. For Christ, as waa discussed earlier, is called
fray SvXov, id est omne lignum, because He omnium bonorum
hgnum est friutiferum, being Himself every good thing and the
bestower of ail good. All men will enjoy his fruit through the
universal participation in the gootls of Nature; but his elect, lifted
hjgh above all Nature, will enjoy the special height of deification.'"

The special return, then, takes place only for purified souls and
only through the operation of divine grace as distinct from Nature.
It consists in the return of the soul not only to its Idea—its

« begin-
ning in Nature"—but also its elevation, far above every natural
dignity, to i,s goal with (lod, as the cause of all things « This is
realised only in the men who " not merely are to ascend to the height
of the Nature present in them, but also, through the riches of the
divine grace which through Christ and in Christ is given to His
chosen, are to pass beyond all laws and limits of Nature superessen-
tially into God Himself, and become one in Him and with Him "»

The universal return brings all men to those natural goods of human
nature which, like all the Ideas, have their being in Christ; but this
special return brings those who participate in it to "the supernatural
grace and joy of deificatio « wherein the souls that are made perfect
are glorified by the supernatural grace of the contemplation of God "
One part of men—represented by the five foolish virgins in the
parablfr-will return only to Adamic perfection; to the condition of
man before he sinned, when the goods which he possessed were purely
natural and could not yet be called virtues. But the other part of
mankind will rise to that height to which man, if he had continued
free from sin, would have been lifted by grace. To this height, which
18 the spiritual marriage of the bridegroom," no one is admitted
save those whose souls are "bright with the light of wisdom and
glowing with the flames of divine love." It is above Nature, and
therefore unattainable to merely natural beauty or good To it the
human spirit is uplifted only by "grace, and the merit of obedience
toward the divine commands, and the merit of the purest knowledge
of God which in this life it is possible to gain from Scripture and the
created world."*

'V.3(>. »V. 3R
•' V. *V.38.
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The special regressus, which thus takes up into itself the whole

returning movement of Nature and at the same time goes beyond

Nature, Erigena is careful to trace through its stages. First, within

the limits of Nature, earthly body is transformed into vital move-

ment, vital movement into sense, sense into reason, reason into spirit

" in which consists the end of the whole rational creature " ; so that

the five natural constituents of man's being, by the taking up of thi'

lower into the higher, become one

—

inferioribus semper a superioribux

consummatis, non ut non sint, sed ut unum sint. Then three " super-

natural and suparessential " stages of ascent, which are in God, com-

plete this return of the soul. Of these '' the first is the passing of

spirit into the knowledge of all the things that a:e next below God

;

the second is the transition from this science into wisdom, that is,

into the innermost vision of truth so far as it is granted to the

creature; the third and highest is the supernatural sinking {orrastis—
the going down, as of the sun) of the completely purified souls into

God Himself, and, as it were, the darkness of the incomprehensible

and unapproachable light, wherein are hidden the causes of all

things. And then will the night be bright like the day ; that is, the

most hidden divine mysteries will in ineffable wise be made open to

the blessed and illuminated intelligences."^

We have already seen that the first or universal stage of the

regressus cannot be called mystical. And upon the whole the same

must be said of this. True, the purified soul is described as " sinking

into God." But the statement which immediately follows, that to

these blessed souls the most hidden mysteries will be made open, seems

to imply the retention of individual selfhood. And this reading of

the passage is distinctly confirmed by other passages. Early in the

fifth Book, Erigena, in dealing with the return of human nature,

distinguishes five stages (the number differs at different places).

The fourth is when the spirit, and the whole human nature, return to

the primordial causes ; this is, of course, the sharing of human nature

in the universal regressus, which has already been dealt with. The

fifth is when Nature itself with its causes moves itself to God, " as air

to light." Then Erigena goes on: "God will be all in all, when

1 V. XI.
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nothing will be except Uod alone. By this I do not attempt to «8«.r1tha the «ub«tanee of things is to peri.h, but that rather it is to returrby the steps which have been mentioned to a better condition, lo.

Thl tr?n f r**' r':"'
" '^^""^'^ *° '^•*"™ *« - better stafjThe transformation of human nature into God is, then, not to beregarded as a perishing of its substance, but as a wonderful and

inelTable return mto that pristine condition, which it had lost throu.^h
transgressio, A little later in the same chapter he points ut t ."athe boddy substance will pa.s over into soul, "not in order that wha
.« may be lost, but that it may be saved in a better essence. The same
« true of the soul itself, that it so raises itself to intelligence a! into be. preserved fairer and more like God. Not otherwL is it with

God m whom all things will find their goal and be one. But whathas been said about the unifying of human nature without thedestruction of the proper nature (propri.tatis) of the individual
substances, we may confirm by the view of the sainted Maximus "
Ih n he quotes from Maximus a passage, in which it is pointed out

« thethl™"
"" '^''''' " *'""^*^ '''' ^^«- ^' the incrrnate GoSthe whole man remains in soul and body through Nature, while

"Vh2»ri '" "^r " ""' "''' ''^y "'together God"ihus, Erigena urges, "the peculiarity (proprietas) of the natures
will remain intact without prejudice to their City, and neither .^the nnity of the natures be removed by the piuliarity nor thpeculiarity by the unity." Still later he argues that «a u^ifyL ofhuman nature, with the preservation of the proprietates of the ind"vidual substances, is possible."*

> V.8.

fall apart, on the one .ide tow-^r<^ the ncMti *eThV„]„^. „ i
Ihinking waH compelled to

tlve. And neither RHe conid d,,r: ,iv'l, Z'aM r'° 7^.L°"
'"*' °""" '°'"'^«» '^e afflrma-

and evolutionary cate^orie* t.,e ^n,ZZa"tZZXX°"'' u""'''
'"•''°"' '"« "'«•""<'

toward My,tlci-m. And on the o.
h"

.r hand ,L manf,„M ,?"'; "' """'"''' »""< '«««»

ataolu.ely refu,e« to be d ™Ih«kI ^ ,hf,' FriZ. U ~ n" "'
T"" "" •"^'"'' P««cnc.,.

«lty. He m,«< d.-al with the problem of hfCVl^h ^.l"""™.""
°' "*"*' '"^'"

cour«e was. with regard to the Manv ^ .T.^k ' ,1"'* '^•: ""^ the only poR,ible
"Heoond metaphysic" or an lde"i,?^Erig^a wr,!^.^"^

'""' ""> Splnozaof the
be a MyBtic. ,o far a^ a Chrl fan heof'tn ^f t^e ^nth

""1 ""' "«""' '» ""' """> »«»

ulUmateextincllon of indlTiduality, couTdtl.
'^ntu'r. unable to o»U for th.
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ERIGENA: THE DIVISION OF NATUUK
In another way, also-a very dillerent way-Krigena'b couelu.i.,n

varies from that which the beginning would have led one to expe.t
lie began with, and throughout the whol- di^cu.^ion he eontinually
insists upon, the great and necessary thought of Nature as one; wh,. h
unpl.es that Nature and Grace are one, the ways of Nature bein-
nianiiestations of Grace, and Grace achieving its purposes throu. h
the eternal orderliness of Nature. But, as wc so often have had^.o
notice, he had not made his way, except in fla.hes of sudden and
brilliant in»ight, to the organic point of view. JK-nce in passii,-
down from the second Form to the third, he was obliged to admit I
rift m the unity of Nature-the coming into the world of something
which IS absolutely unnatural, namely, evil. Then, in tracin- the
reverse movement this separation necessarily reappears, and, in the
way which we have just seen, Grace is set apart from Nature as
superior to it. Erigena's thinking, in short, when its last word is
compared with its first, is at once a call for, and a prophecv of, the
day when the human mind, having entered into possession 'of more
adequate categories, should be able to repeat the assertion which he
made, but could not maintain: the assertion of the unitv of Nature
and Grace, Law being a work of Grace, Grace being the principle of

In the fourth Form of Nature, then, which is the outcome of the
process of the world, there is n universal return of the human race
and of that whole creation which was made in it and for it to the
primordial causes, and then, beyond this, there is the special' return
to God Himself of those who are worthy to enjoy that pure partici-
pation. In this double Sabbath-the universal Sabbath in all the
works of God, the special Sabbath of Sabbaths in holy angels and holy
men-the house of God will he filled, and in it each will find his own
place, ' some below, some above, some in the heights of Nature others
exalted above all power of Nature with God Himself. And thus that
great feast will be set in order and celebrated, from which the
substance of nothing that is (for substances draw their bein- from
God) will be shut out, and to which the defect (vitium) of nothing
that is (because defects have not their origin from God) will be
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introduced. For Nature will bo purified, defect winnowed away,
substantial germs of being preserved; by the flame of the div
judgment the chafif of transgressions will be burnt away, the concea
things of darkness illumined, and God will be seen as all in all.">

Such was the view of the world and of our life taken by Jo
Scotus Erigena, a man of the ninth century. His intellect, as reveal

in the De Divisione Naturae, is an intellect subtle and powerful a
daring

;
one that can hold its steady way through a great argumc

and yet flash into keen and original sugjrestions at every step. A
with all that originality went the greater qualities without whi
originality is the passing novelty of a day. Habitually, Erigeni
mind sought the eternal; so much so, that one of the deepi
impressions left upon the reader's mind by the De Divisione Naturi
in spite of all its delight in argument, is that of a strange peace whi
knows nothing of contention, nothing of reviling, nothing of tl

furious spirit of the theologians, nothing oven of the contempora
world—as if the book had been written in a solitude which left i

object for a man's thoughts but God an<l the eternal things of Go
And then, too, (probably by reason as much of instinct and nati'

sympathy as of knowledge), Erigena's was a comprehensive mind, i

the sense that the three great theologies which have swayed huma
life, but for which in his day no clear distinction and reconciliatio

had been worked out, lived in it .oide by side. With full earnestnes
Erigena gave himself to the mystical theology, which puts Go
altogether beyond the apprehension of reason, and union with Go
altogether beyond the normal forms and energies of our experienci
But with equal earnestness he gave himself to the affirmative theologj
upon whose positive view of the relation of the world to God th
ordered universe appears as a self-unfolding or self-communication o
God. And this latter theolog>' was present in him in both the form
which historically it has assumed, the Pantheistic and the Idealistic
forms represented in modem philosophy, the one by the Spinoza o
the " second metaphysic," the other by Hegel. For want of a clea:

possession of the higher categories he is often driven, not. indeed, t(

1 V. 3S.
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ERIOENA: THE DIVISION OF NATURE

Spinoza'.-* formula of gubgtance, attribute, and mo.li>. but yet, none the
letis really, toward the csw-ntial movement of thought of Pantheism

;

is often driven to view the process of tlie universe as an unfolding
from above, of sueh a kind that the preseme in it of anythinj,' not
dirtttly and plainly of divine nature constitutes a problem of hopt-li'ss

dilliculty. But ho continually has jjlimpses of Hegel's greater way

;

continually rises to the view of the history of the universe ns a process
in which Absolute Reason realises its purpose of righteousness and of
good, by " externalisin-? and diversifying itself": i)y givin^t rise, that
is to say, to individual existences, to whom life aiid the struggle of
life are real, and through whose labours and struggles there is slowly
built up that City of Go<l in which, just because men have come to the
fulness of their individuality, God is truly all in all.

Far apart as these three theologies lie from one another. Erigena
found in himself a kinship of soul for each of them : to each of them
he gave himself; and so became one of those men whose vocation it is

to attempt the impossible, and by that attempt to serve the world and
carry forward its history to new stages. But as one takes leave of
him, it is not of the subtlety and brilliance of his mind, nor even of
his remarknble historical position, that one cares last to speak. The
best final word to say of him is, that he had high thoughts concerning
God; and therefore he had high thoughts concerning man and the
destiny of man

; concerning the destiny even of the men who.«e souls
are most shrouded in darkness.
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THE TUEISM OF ST. THOMAS.

The " Theism " of a great masu-r of systematie tluology ought iii

propriety to mean the whole body of his thought. It ouglit to signify

his whole view of the world and of man. For the world, and its citizen

man, have their being from God and in (.iod ; the very individuality

and freedom of man are themselves a communieation of His nature
on the part of God. And from thi.s il follows that the view of God,
the view of the n e of the world, the view of the meaning of mans
life, are correlative views. The form which any one of them has com.-

to assume in one's mind di t rmines, if one's thinking really is

systematic, the form which the others must assume. Furthennoie,
that which in the order of reality is primary and determinative, is

God; and that order of reality the order of our conception ought so

far as possible to reproduce. Jt is true that in the way of natural
reason we rise to the apprehension of (]od through the world and
through our own souls. But once a conception of God is reached by
us, either it becomes the organising and determinative principle of
all our thinking alwut the world and man, or else our thought (for

honourable reasons, it may indeed l)e—when the terrible mysteries of
life have put us t<» silence, and we have but faith where we " cannot
know ") is fragmentary and not systematic.

So that a study of the Theism of St. Thomas ought to be a study
of the whole body of his theology, down to its last discussion of nature
or the state. But that is not possible here; it is necessary in the few
pages that remain to fall below that justice, and to confine the
discussion to St. Thomas' " conception of God " in the usual limited
meaning of that expression. In dealing with it what we shall find is,

first a doctrine concerning God which logically implies, though it

does not expressly formulate, a view akin to Concrete or Objective
Idealism; but secondly, this view crossed by a dualism similar in

motive to that which already we have seen in Plato and Aristotle—
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the theoloffi,.«l s^,
i"^ ""«*• Any rekTences to the largertheolog.<al-*„,«,„a are indicated by the necessary abbreviiti,

Tl,r.„. I { .
' ^ following reasoning develoned »

of the pheno„.;nai world nu rL , 3"! 'f
!'''' ""'"^^^'"^

But with retard T h
^"" "''^''''"'" "' «/'/"•''* -"-^n^'^

for anytLg ^Z TZ^^t:^^:^ or sensuous goo.

thus desi OS nLlluul^u) ""^ r^ '^' '"''''' «»* ' «<>

the title of th ehalfnoTh ^
"""""^ "' '"" *"'^"'^^'"' '° f««=*

To put th sinto Z7 .

"'' "' '^ ^""'^ ^^"^ ^*' »>"«%'''"i" pui mis into modern anguage Ood is iin«n Cf tu • .

self-conscious and solf-obiectifvincr n ^^ ^''*"""' "«'
and wills itself- and thir^ " ^ ,

'*'°~^''''°" ''^''^ d^"™
into beingt'the :ort5

""' "' "'"'"^ "' ^"^'^ '" *^« ^-«i°*

therefore God /nmo e^lr f/ /

*^' ^'""^ "««"°«' '*«".

the theological-Cl 'to'L ^rtjXT T"^"" ^"' ^

still further, the knowledge of God is Wi«W«,e. Z>«- e. sua essent^, l^ ^ theteol^.^l^ p^^^.
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THE THEISM OF ST. THOMAS
j/^uml inlelli„rre Dn e.l ,.j„s suManiia. This. ur,vs S,. Thoma«,
fo low8 from the preceding. Gml i. .... inUUiyen.s. But iuielHgere

Thus, then, (Jod is e.,nc-,.ived as an intellip.nee that knows, that
FH-rfoctlv ,.on,,,rehends. itself. .\nd this .hara.ter as int..|ii,e,u.e .sthe essenttal nature of God: it is the divine sul.statue itself Thev.ew of Aquinas, so far, might Ik- snunned up Lv sayinjr tha, to h.mGod isself-eonseious. self-determi^.n^^ self-,.i,j...tifvin^. Reason- s,.if.
conscious, for He knows nin..elf: .seif-l.tenninin,. and' self-
objecffy.ng. for He deternunes Hin.sdf ,hro„j;h Himself, i. toHimself the end of His own activities.

This hrin{,^s us to the ,,uestion whi.h. for the purpose of our
present mqu.ry. we have to ask .oneernin^. the Thon.istie Theism

has h«.n our ta.sk to trace certain el. n.al oppositions in thJ
held of philosophy an.l thcolojry. The first and .Iceprst of tlu-se is
that bc.tween the n.-jrative view-which. in religious „,en. becomes
Myst,c.sm-and the ,K,sitive view, whi.h, when it ..nters into .lear
possession of its highest categories, is Ideali<,n. Thos,. hi-diest
categont>s are the categories involved in the id,., of ..pirit But aswe have «.en. even when these luive l„>en gaine.1. tlu.re is .still possible
a ...or., abstract and a more concrete u.se of th...... The self-con.scious
and self-letern.ining subj^.t of ,he world mav b,. view,.,l as in
organic connexion with the whole process of theworl.l: not merely
of certain aspects of the world is (io.l the source, but of the whole
order of the world; not merely through some fragment of it is He
reahsing His purpose, but through its whole pr.K-ess an.l history.
Uj, again, the emphasis may Ik- put so entirely upon pure reaso.. that
the sense-world which has its beh.g in spacx- and time iKx-omes meta-
physical^r a hopeless problem, an.l ethically a realm to 1h> withdrawn
from. Or the abstraction may Im- carried still farther. The fact
tha self-consciousness and th.. objectiye consciousness are correlative
that consciousness of self implies con.sciousness of objcn^ts, and that
without such consciousness of objects there is no such thing as self-
eonsciousnessr-this may be forgotten, and the emphasis laid alto-
gether upon the mere fart of self-consciousness. upon the mere
abstract fact that « I am I," upon the bare « I think »

that attends
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-^:^^rr'^::—z-c:---

he vital quest-on botwoen tho al.tract and the organ c vTew F

takr' If h» V ; '
°^ ^'"' ***" «'^""«tives will St. Thom«take? If he wishes to separate God and the world in th., «.n

denying that the relation of the world to pll f "

deny knowledge of the world to O^r^'^^i'^VL^S'tL";"Ws the world he at once n,„ke. the world intri i rGo^'!! ;:the world the objective consciousness of God
'

the wlrid';u'l"r«"j\"n «
7';"'"-' "^'^ **™"^'>- *»"«* ««^ '™-world, but. as we shall find, he does not see-^r at any rate doe,
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THE THEISM OF ST. THOMAS
not drau^the login.! ..ons,.,iu..,u.. uJm.1, ,l,i> a...r„o„ carries a«

2ntraa IT"'^'-
'" ""™"^'

'" -^-'" '''"I.."- Loth ir. theContra Oc-«/./.s and ,n th.- thcoloKical S„„n,.a hj .xpressiy uffirnha
.0.1 know, the things ul.i.h are n.,t;' He knows'he p.- ,"

and theeont.ngent:^ He know, the infinite,-. He knows ,he s „,

.8 the eausc. of fhrngs. .s not .lisenrsive- .i.h-s not pn.ee,.d 1."
on,ponndinjr and dividin-^ On the .ontrnrv n...

'></«7«an,l il.i. I ,. V
"'"'rar\, Ih,,., „i,nna .s,,„„l iulrl.

'

If u "T r"^^'
"^' '^""«*' "" "'in;-- """ >;-/' /«'W/,,rt//,-

ten.1:; ";; ':::/"v"^'^
'"*"""'"'^ ^'- *" -"- "«- *•- f-*^'-

LlnT ,Vu
''^""'"'•'" *" "" "''"^'^ 'hat are. even the eon-

that ti:^ ::^;
; Xrr^z' a.';;;:;:c

"" ' '
-r

"'*'"^^'

r .

"^ a(ti\it\ or enerinsinL' of an int^I-ligenec—an activity whieh exi.t. in ii^,.ir..ni i

*- J- " "" '"tel-

an^Jih,r,.. * • .
""

"
* •^'•"'•- "11 ii.xeif and dcx's not pass over intoanythmg exr.n«,c to ,t." The worl.l then cannot J. external toOod; the d.sj„nc.t.on lx.twa.„ th.- worhl an.l Ood which is t

h
"

„ eof the negat.ve tendency, is put decisively out of court; ti. wor d

hiJn '^'V
;."'""'"' '"*'"^'" ^"">' «"'-Pf. "•• consistently keeph mself up to h.s po.nt of view? The answer is that in part ho.l.d, m part d.d not. The ten.lency toward the n.ore concrete vi'v

' I. 49: cf. Stimma Throf. I. u. S, 6.

» I. 88: .S. T. I. .4. 9.

• I. TO, 71 : S. T. 1. 14. 10.

•I.67:,S. r I. 14. II and ,3.

M. 47 : S. r. I. 14. 7.
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THK THKISM OF ST, THOMAS

! I.

I-' !

«^ though each thmg were a part of Hi. ,,,,,„,. («, t,,„t
4'

t.cuh.r tlwng woul.1 he a " pU,,. " ^^ ••
...cxle

"
of tl e Div ne^in

...r a. an a.e.lent; hut as the ...over («,.,., i. pr...,, .„";:^:;;
^ •..<.v..l Jt ... present, again, in the diHcus.ion (found in ei>»»„.>a) ... which it i. ,K,inte.l out that the ndente.Deum'-"'-« would «e.e all thing. i„ c;.,. „„,, „,„,„ JZ.nZ^-sMVely hut o.nnia .,;„„/.•-„ view wl.iel. is put in anotl^r wwhen .t ..s «a.d'^ that with Ood n.ere is one and he «a.n thil w"""'/"y-. In (J,Hl the ,H.reept and the thing jn-reeivcl and , feT

;;:

v.ng .t. are the .a...e. But what^-ver i;i'n (iod a« poleeted
.

l.fe. Wherefore, s.n.... .,i| thi...s which are n.mie l.v (iol are
'.. as p..rce,ved (.«/.//<./.,. i, follows that all ,hi,.gs i„ Hi^a
„;;::""?

"•^'•"

,
'\ '^ "• '"^" •- ""• "- ^^'^^ the ci

hrst Book. wl..ch «.t. forth what wo..ld usually U. called St. Then,""-['f;'" of (iod"-we find here and there hints which lo^ke san.e d.rect.on. In the ..ond Book, for instance, which c^t.itie loctr.ne of creat.on. he insists, in dealin,r with the diversiti."f the world, that the distinction of things frl one anoth r s n

.ir.tt>. d.^ers.ty and .mnp.ahty in create,! thing8. an> necessarv tha
-^

th.s n.an,f„,dness a ,.rf..t «.py of the diWne r>er^Zl^l.
iH. ound.^ In the thi.d B<K.k, whose- topic is in part Ethic, a^d'l-t the cp.est.ons of Provi.lence-of the divine govern.rent an
.ulm.n.strat.o.. of the world-it is asserted' that n.nl is l"

"

A««. that to know God (inMli„rre Deum) is the end for all ntelI.gont crea un.sMwhenc. it follows ,no,l nUi,„a hon,inl J'^lnons^t .„ hac rU„) ;. that to all o.K.rating agents God is the eau«

(rt>d as to the first and pr.nc.pal agent)," and vet that this .loes notexclude free w.ll in the part of the creature;- that there is arrtdnco,nc.dencv of natural law an.l divine law.-o I„ ,hc o rth fltl
' III.A9.«): .S'. 7". I.I2.8»rv
* "• •^ ' III. .8.

• m-er. .iii.n.
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THE TIIKISII OF ST. THOMAS
which is given to thi. i-..nM,h-rati..n ..I nval.-.! truths, w.- .ome to
the doctrine of the Trini.v. Hut i., .hat nfrnn... ,nu>. 1... „,ad.. at
a later jjoint.

Sueh teachinj;s .how how St. Th.Mims can n.ainlain the more
eonerete jwint of view. Hut upon tl... whoh- an ahstraet view prevails;
or rather the rational fouiulations are iai.i for the eonerete view hut
hopeh.s.s d.rtieulties intervene, an.l the ...nelusion whi.h i.s linally
drawn w to a very considerahle extent iilistrait.'

The diULulties arise holh from tl„. .uU- of tl... w-rid an.) from
llie side of (;,Hl. From the side of tiie worhj. „s i,„,H.rfeetion stands
over agniniit the eternal and ehanjr,.h.s. |)erf^H-tion of (J.mI. .Metaphvsi-
ejdly the worl.l is imp,.rf.rt, as a divide! ord.-r in time and spaee.
hthually It IS im|M-rf..et, as th.. s..Ht ..f .vil. Il.nee it has to 1k' viewed
88 in some sensw. disjoj, from (iod. V.t. a> the d.Ktrines just
referred to show, St. Th.unas s...s that the world m„.t Ih- vi.-wed as
intimately in eonnexion with (J.hI. .\nd us Utwen these two
necessities what he does is to adopt something like a IMatonie theorj-
of Ideas. "The forms whieh .-xist in parti, ular things." he says in
that very ehapter of tli.- Contra (Ivniiirs wlios,. thesis is Qu,ul Dni.'<
est intrlh,,n,s. "are imperfect." But evrvthin- imperfect is
.leriv..l from .something p,.rf..ct, for the p..rf.., t is prior in nature to
the imperfect, just as art,,., is pri,.r to ,mtn,rw. Ilcnc the
imperfect forms which exist in th.' particular things of the
world, must be derived from a.tually siil.sisling |H.rfc<t forms.
.\nd th.w can suhsist only in an intelligence. To St. Thomas
this is just iiiiother proof that (Iod is ..v.yr int'llu/rns. H,,, what
eonc^erns ns here is that it really shows the negative tendency at
work. Instead of th.^ or.l.'r of this world, ev.-n in \t< imperf.Htions,

»-H'.?m hTi'"
"' •''''• ™"'"'-'''-"r"'"-ly »l'h •!..• poKition which .S.. Thonm. l,a- h.lrt•Bd .till hol.K «. iho mode of Innnmrmble ch.irrhmcn: in folloT-Ing Ih- .t«n,l«rt „„rtn»rter of orthodoxy, we mu-t. If wo wl-h to keep ortho.lnx our«.Ive.. be r«ref„1 him we

I^o^hT»n?n /.h" .'"'.'I.'""
•
"7-''""'

" '"••"••'P"' f""" »"« nl..ce. and another fromano her. «nd p«t them together, «nd «dop: the conclu-lon which lo„ieally follown. wc ar.
•« like a« not to b.- heretics. A« an cxcocdlnglr keen nilndo-l teacher of |.hllo«o,.hv towhom I am Rreatly Ind.l.t d. once point.^ „,.,. when .'^t. Thoman ,bv reaJn ofTh .

;'"
clearncN, and sincerity of hN own mlnd> cannot ccape doctrine, which have hereticalimplieat on,, he «rivc, them their pla..e In Ond. h,.t forbl.l- them to u, men He mak^Ood panthei-lc. but he will not let »» be panthei.tic: he make, i;..! heretical to *.ri o»"

1
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THE T1IKI8M OF ST. THOMAS
»>eing rfganlwl a^ wholly oritanie to . .livin
men cannot dearlv ^ I..,., [^.e " ^otltZTV''^'"'
ide.. fL:::;i::!^^2:v::^:!^' ''-

'^r
*°"^

Word; and this prm-nt worW of , *" *""''' *">' '«>

Ideas. a« workcHj ouHL ,h .

''"Per'«cfon. The doctrine

cation; thoughit i L X fn
"""^^^ the «a„.e imp

per ra/L.;L; " ''" ""' """ ^"^ "-Z"^'" -"--» *

how the imperf.rtion „f tl ^'^/""'V""'^''
"" ''"P*"''*'^* world. <

ment of a Sin' :"
i."';::^^^^

'•"" ''« "^'^""'^ »« 'he aecon,plL.l

then ,^00. on ''7jlthe7!'
"""^ ""' ""'" '''~ ^^^^ ""^

«mp/ar« of all hfl I
°^^ '""« .»"''«'''

•
«od in the prima cause

he «a^.. outwardlv. or le ' whi h hV
" ''"""™ "P°" '^'''''''

taon of forn.«. furthermore, n.ust k btu^rLk ; tt T'""'wisdonj as to .'irst princinio—tn »»,» r •
, ^ •^"'•'"''

c-ont-eived(rxro«,7„n/>trr5 IJ "''"'^ wisdom which hn.

distincttU tl xn X ;ir'r
^''^ "'"^'^^^ ^" ^-^^

divine wisdo. ar/the ..j::^:-!::^^^^r ;;:: ::;^t:
' S. T. I. I.V
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THE THEISM OF ST. THOMAS
called (qu. 15. art. 1) Ideas, that k, pattern form, (forma, exem-
ftere*) exiBting i» th.- divino n.ind." Then St. Thoina. jjoe. on to
recoucde th.« with th. d.xtrine wo nhall hav preK.ntiv to eoi.Hider.
that of the Mn.|,luii.v of the divin,. nature; and conu . "to the eonclu-
*ion that (io.l lli.na.lf i* ihe (ir.t exemplar of all thing.. But this itwd k. nolKed. «ti!l leaven the disjunction. The ideal world exisla in
(.od: and then thi, prm-nt worl.l exists somehow, apart from that
Ideal world, h8 an imiierfeet copy of it.

Hut, Mvondly, there w.-re difficulties from the sid,. „f (Jo.| St
».o.n«8, w.lh the mcHliu-val tlH..I„gia„s generally, is committed to the

doctrine of the simplicity of the divine nature; the divine nature is
8ueh a un.ty as cxelud... .liversity.' The divim- nature. St. Thoma.
thmks nmst In., such a unity. In.ause eU- it woul.l l.e a ron.posilum;
and that for many reason., is im,K..ssil,k.: it would involve, for
instance the possibility of dissolution, and then. t.x,. omne romposi.
turn pogtenus eat suis componrntihtui*

What such a view indicates is that St. Thomas, even in formally
declaring that Oo<l is sclf-<.on.«ious and sdf-determining spirit, ha.
notentercH into the real sign.finnue of the category which he is using.He has fad..d to apprehend spirit as a principle, of synth.-sis, of unitym diversity; as a principle whose cs.sc.ntial nature it is to hold many
elements together in the unity of one exprienoe. at once distinguish-
ing ,t«elf from each of those elements and each of them from one
another. But so to conceive spirit is the key to the whole theistic
view of the world. Continually St. Thomas comes n.-ar to such a
conception; but to enter clearly upon it. and to lift it to its "full
working prerogative " as u principle for the ..xplanatioi, of the world
was reserved for the men who carried forward the work l«gun by
Immanuel Kant. So that St. Thomas is exposH to „ great danger
For the new of the divine nature as nmnino .implex, if carried rigor-
ously to Its conclusion, would put God In-yond the apprehension of our
reason, and union with Ood tK-yond the normal capacities of our

a ^^f^-*"-"'"
•"«- ">. th«,.o„IcI Snmmn 1„ lu rt.t«m.nf of thw, ,««„„,
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THE THEISM OF ST. THOMAS
for the ehil.lreu of (iod; .o that man, if he is to come to hin home in
(•0(1, must riiiountt' and forsake the world.

And this .livision of mind is, in St. Thomas, no mi-re matter of
•ndividuai thinkin,:. II.-. under the form of a thi..l«^ri,.ai .ystem, as
genumdv as Dante un.Kr the fonn of poetry, was the e.xpression of
the mind of the .Middle Agi-s. What that mind was—its strength
through .levot.on to (UkI, its weakness through injustice to nature and
through the eonswiuent sundering of nature and grace— 1 have already
ntternptcl to indicate.' Its vision of the glory of (iod was s.. intense
and ov.-rmast.Ting, its sense of the evils in the world so k.rn, that it
was driven to a separation of the divine an.l the natural ; and so the
v.-rv man who in modern times stoo<l for its spirit of systematic com-
prehension, coul.l rebuke it for not iK-ing comprehen.-iv,. enough and
.ould say of it. that with all its zeal for the divine it ma.le the divine
kingdom the dwelling-place of the dead, attainable onlv tlirough the
gate of .leath

;
an.l the natural world just as much a realm of death

for there is no divinity in it-(i,Hl U-ing outside of nature, and then-
fore, nature the grave of Oo<l.- The charge has its truth Yet
gentler words would Ik' still .loser to truth. It w.ul.l be at once more
kindly an.l more wise to say that, as a ii.att.-r of historical fact when
men of searching intelUnt an.l pure heart hav.. .l.-alt with the actual
lifo <.f the world, tlu-ir .onchisions hav,. fallen in two .lirections and
approxiinat.'.l to two typ.s: the one appr.-hen.ls (iod as the eternal
truth and life of tlu- world; the oth.-r appr.-hends Him as that reality
in tli<- pres.-nc.. of whi.h tlu- world fa.les into nothingn.'ss. The
spiritual struggle of nu-.iia-val m.-n mad.- them so aciiK-lv'sensitive to
lK.th demands that in their thought the oppose,l t.nd.-ii.ies lose the
sense of their opposition, and are interwoven. In Krigena both views
are present, each in its .'xtn-m.-st possible form; but with the positive
taking upon the whol.. th.- gn-ater pla.... esfieciallv at the dose. In
St. Thomas, also. Inith vi.-ws are pres.-nt : but they stan.l in a different
relation, which r.-minds one n little of the ground-Iin.-s of Plato's
oarlier Idealism. With r.-gar.l to the " real " world-th.- world which

if.

1 Suitnt, pp. -JS-.TI

' llcKrI. IliHfnru nf I'hi/oHniihu. EiiK. tr.. vol. HI., p. ()| v
thm Heirnl hiiH -iHsclally in rlow.
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is known to angelio intfllig,.mt"H, hut for us in.-n ir- very lur^ely a
" world to cfinie "—the iK)sitivf or Idealistic view prevails ioni|»U'tfiy

;

while, with rcjrard to the world "that now Ik" that I.lealirtni is

(.rosstJ hy a certain measure of the nejrative or abstract view. But in
spite of this deep division of the mejia-val niuui. in spite of this
distance to which niwliaval men went in excluding inanv as[K.^ts of
the world and of our life from p'nuine realifv. we n.un" in fairmw
keep open eyes for the fact that the essential spirit of m.'dia>val
thought was the spirit of unity and comprehension. 'riu> purpos«. of
the media-val mind was to hrinn all hunuin knowh-d^r,. t„ unity in a
knowledge of Ood; and if this attempt was partly a sucess. partly a
failure, alike in the ninth century wlu-n it was made l.y the .larinp
and brdliant mind of Krigena. and in the thirteenth when it was
undertaken hy the solier and massive intelligence of St. Thomas the
reason lies, upon a last view, simply in this, that earth is not h.-aven
and human science not the lot„m simiil of heavenly vision.

With this we must end our study of the two great ways in which
the api)rehension of (Jod has shapwl men's attitude towarii the world
and toward their own life in the affairs of the world. Xlediieval men
stood—where all men stand—k'twwn time and eternity; and it was
their labour, Iwth in practice and in siKK-ulation. to bring their life
in time under the form of eternity. They felt the unity-the unity in
Ood—of all existence. Hence the inner impulse of their siience'was
to see the world as one; and to see it as one by knowing God. In the
light of the knowledge of God all the contending el.ments and
currents of the world were to take on the form of unity and eternity.
But the material of which their life was made defeated that
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end^vour; the stru.^le of life ,„ade then, ftvl prenHely ,he hopek«
d.vide,lnc..sH of .x.«t..nn.. tl.o hopeless .rrecon.ilal.ilitv of itn el.menh
lhc.yhud.ouKhUh.Mrway. with infinite toil and pain, u,, fro.n chao.
H.tl. .nhn.te to.l and pain were «ulKluinK the fl.^h to the spirit. an<
he pas^i«„« of the . urth to heavenly light. (J,.l and the world «too<
for thorn far a.nn.ler; between the two they n,U8t choo^.; and tht.
cho«. rather to lose- themselves with (Jod than to la- n.aHters of thi
world. Ah a man sitting in the n.id.t of mu«ie and of dreams hear
far out m the n,ght the .all of the tr„„,,a.t. and reeog„i«..s his greato,
^^•« -on ami turns to the long ,nar..h through the darkness, and tr
1... battle that w.th its chances of life and .leath waits the break olday

:

so the leaders of n.edin.yal religion turned from the allurements
"f the lK.uut.ful ami .erriblc world, and allowe.l to their hearts no
love save the heavenly lov. J an.l gave then.s..|ves to the one tasl: of
<^ organising society that u should b... in labour, in di.^ipline. in

o .hKh lK.th the.r l.fe and thei- scienee led then,, defeat.^ in part
the unpulse w.th whuh their science k-gan. All things of the world are

to that «h.ch eondenms the world. Through all things there runsho absc^lute and linal distinction betwcn God and that which is not-d, betwe,.n hoavc^ and the awful eternity of hell. And man. as he
looks upon (;od and upon that twofold issue of his own life, stands in

whchthc^ make to h,s heart. Wo must love Ood ; but whether wo

t\nZ iT n"'^:
*'"' '^"'*^ "•'"'• "" '""' "'«*''' - « problem

f hopeless d.meuly; for the things which He has made have some-how eomo to ho full of evil. On the one hand, there is no sonme of
real ox.«tonooj,ut (Jod; and. therefore, throughout the whole of
oxtstonce. w.th all its trouble and toil and darkness-its "desperateand hHloous years '.ts "wrong too bitter for atoning "-God mustbe achieving a vast design. But on the other hand, the world is evil
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process as subject to arbitrary divine fiats ,a view which implies that

1" wTfr^K*'' "" ^"^''' ''^" '^^ -" -V upon omrnond.vine level, but subject to interference from above).' Science and

«.y that rehgon. s.nce ,t includes the vnole of life, can never dojust.ce to ,tself w thout talcing up into itself the spirit of scLeAnd. to some e.vtent, that is being done to^ay. Theolog>' fo
"

'•xample. ,s bexng transformed by a genuinely scientific studv ol th

rpLiriLTsrT"; .

-^'^
"' '-*"' ^-^^^^ - ^^^^

^'^
iCw IT" "^ '""" ^^''^ '' '* ""'^ the fulfilment and the

mgless and less a declarai.on made on the authority of the church
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"'"

^"* "" *'^ ^"^''^ "^ ^"^^-^ ^^at which stand

mind
\7"*'«' ,["'«««- ^-^-" the scientific „nd the religionsmmd It has really httle to do with any conflict iK-tween the

-.ent,fic sp,nt and the spirit of the organised church, or hetTeen the
scientific principle of continuity and all that love, all those hopes and
vuiions. which have in the heart of man a natural temple. T^e Zof It 18 m the temper with which we livo the practical life. Afedia-valmen were so intent npon God that they saw Him in and frr Himselfhut did not with snflRcient clearness sec Him in the ordinary aL^Te
^venrday, in the phenomena of nature, in the layman's life.' But we
throughout our whole organisation of commerce and society have so
giyen ourselves to ourselves that we do not like to keep God in onr
houghts at a 1. Tn a social and industrial order where the weak serve

W «TZ f
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